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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
Vibrational spectroscopy is an effective and powerful tool for gaining insight into the
dynamical behaviour and structural properties of molecules and their clusters. The
interpretation of vibrational spectra and assignment of bands, however, can be very
challenging and difficulties increase significantly with the system size due to spectral
congestion. One way of dealing with spectral ambiguity is to use multi-experimental approaches such as joint conventional FTIR and Raman spectroscopy studies [1, 2] or their
combination with isomer-selective techniques such as IR/UV spectroscopy [1, 3–8]. The
latter comes at the cost of system limitations, in this case, the requirement for an UV
chromophore. For precise structural information, combined vibrational and rotational
spectroscopy studies are a prominent choice [7–10]. In addition to these experimental
means, one of the most important resources for spectral analysis are quantum chemical
calculations. These are typically performed within the double harmonic approximation,
meaning that the potential energy function of the system is described by uncoupled
quadratic potentials and that the property surfaces (e.g. dipole moment and polarisability) are assumed to depend linearly on atomic displacements. With this approach,
good estimates of relative quantities such as band position shifts can be obtained. However, the harmonic frequencies of (intramolecular) vibrations are typically higher than
the (anharmonic) experimental values [11]. One pragmatic way of dealing with the neglect of anharmonicity as well as errors resulting from shortcomings of the underlying
electronic structure treatment is to introduce scaling factors [12, 13]. Two strategies are
established – uniform scaling of harmonic frequencies [11, 12, 14–19], either globally or
for different spectral regions, and empirical scaling of harmonic force constants [20–29]
where each type of vibration (stretching, bending, torsion) is treated separately [29].
While for band position assignments of the fundamentals of a molecule scaled harmonic frequencies might suffice, little to no information about Fermi resonances, overtones, combination and hot bands are attainable without an explicit treatment of anharmonicity. That, however, is cost-intensive and limited to relatively small molecules [29–
31]. With increasing computer power and developments of more effective computational
methods, larger systems come into reach [32]. Among the most popular methods for anharmonic description of these is second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2),
which treats anharmonicity as a small correction to the harmonic oscillator ensemble
[33–35]. VPT2 is implemented in common quantum chemical program packages such as
Gaussian [36], ORCA [37, 38], Molpro [39], or CFOUR [40] and has been shown to perform particularly well for relatively rigid molecules [32], but reaches its limits for highly
anharmonic, large amplitude motions that diverge from the equilibrium geometry [32].
A way to systematically account for anharmonicity is to start with a mean-field description, i.e., the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) approach [41–46]. In analogy to
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electronic structure methods, refined extensions to VSCF are vibrational Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory (VMP2) [47–49], vibrational configuration interaction (VCI), and
vibrational coupled cluster theory (VCC) [50–52]. Another ansatz is based on solving the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation, as done in the multi-configuration time-dependent
Hartree (MCTDH) method [53].
To enable further progress of anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations, rigorous
benchmarking of the results is crucial. A suitable reference system for such a benchmark
must fulfil several requirements: Desirably, the selected molecules are small and rigid,
so that these are amenable for various theoretical treatments from relatively simple
approximations up to high levels of theory. While the global minimum structures are
vital in this endeavour, spectroscopic data on higher-energy conformers is equally as
important, because otherwise a thorough validation of the globality of a potential energy
surface (PES) prediction is not feasible. Furthermore, to provide enough flexibility,
the size and therefore the complexity of the system should be easily increasable, as
the agreement of a theoretical method with only one experimental data point has no
predictive significance – it can merely be a result of fortuitous error compensation. From
an experimental perspective, particularly those molecules or molecular clusters that have
been critically examined by a multitude of different techniques are an excellent fit for
such a study, as ambiguous assignments are typically well-known, so that these can be
tackled by the interplay of theoretical predictions and specifically tailored experiments.
Hence, theory can be as much of service to experiment than the other way around.
Another crucial aspect for benchmarking, in addition to an appropriate choice of
system, is the type of experiment. For a meaningful comparison, experimental conditions such as environment or temperature must match those assumed in the theoretical
model as closely as possible. For example, a spectrum of molecules embedded in solvent
at room temperature does not suffice to benchmark quantum chemical calculations of
isolated molecules at 0 K in the gas phase. For the anharmonic description of small
reference systems, however, such calculations are the standard. A suitable technique
for benchmarking these is a supersonic expansion, where a gas is rapidly cooled below
its condensation point by expanding it from a high pressure source through an orifice
into a low pressure background. If the conditions are chosen accordingly, the expansion
leads to substantial translational, rotational, and to some extent also vibrational cooling, while the molecules and molecular clusters remain isolated in the gas phase [54–56].
The advantage compared to gas phase spectra is that thermal shifts of bands are largely
avoided, which is why supersonic jet techniques are used throughout this work.
One example of an accomplished reference system for benchmarking are carboxylic
acid monomers and dimers, with formic acid as the simplest and experimentally best
characterised one (see Chapters 4 and 5 for references). The monomers exhibit rotational isomerism around the C−O bond resulting in two Cs -symmetric cis- and transconformers, as shown in Figure 1.1. The higher-energy cis-rotamer of formic acid cF
is experimentally not nearly as well characterised as the global minimum trans-form
F – only one out of its nine fundamentals had been assigned in the gas phase before
2018 [57]. The reason for this lack of data is the low gas phase abundance of merely
0.1% at room temperature [58]. In stark contrast to the gas phase, cis-formic acid has
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cF
F

O−H stretching region

C=O stretching region

(FF)

O−H stretching region

trimers

FF

FF

(FF)

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of topics of interest regarding the vibrational characterisation of formic acid and its hydrogen bonded clusters – the cis-trans-isomerism of the
monomers, the O−H and C=O stretching region of the global minimum dimer (FF), the significantly simpler O−H stretching region of the higher-energy dimer FF, as well as the structure
and vibrational characterisation of the trimer.

been thoroughly studied in solid rare gas matrices via O−H overtone excitation from
the global minimum trans-form [59, 60]. The downside of cryogenic matrices is the
host-guest interaction that shifts the vibrational bands of the trapped species relative
to the isolated molecules in the gas phase. The sign and magnitude of matrix shifts can
vary for different vibrations, as will be shown in several examples throughout this thesis.
Consequently, matrix isolation spectroscopy is ultimately not suitable for benchmarking
gas phase calculations.
The dimers of carboxylic acids form a doubly hydrogen bonded ring (C2h point group
symmetry, see Figure 1.1). For a full vibrational characterisation, both infrared and Raman spectroscopy are needed, as the rule of mutual exclusion applies due to the inversion
symmetry, meaning that the vibrations are split into pairs of exclusively Raman and IR
active modes. However, beyond the pure necessity given by the molecular symmetry,
Raman studies on carboxylic acid monomers and their clusters are surprisingly sparse
[61–68] in comparison to the multitude of infrared studies (see Chapters 4 and 5 for
references), even though Raman spectroscopy can provide complementary information,
when assignments are in doubt, as will be showcased in several examples throughout
this work.
One of the most interesting features of the global minimum dimers is the resonancebroadened OH stretching region, which is exemplarily shown for the formic acid dimer
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(FF) in Figure 1.1. Despite many experimental and theoretical efforts [69–81], the interpretation of its resonance pattern still remains somewhat elusive. The local minimum
structure closest in energy to the cyclic dimers is bound via just one strong O−H· · · O=C
hydrogen bond in addition to a weaker C−H· · · O=C contact (FF in Figure 1.1). These
locally stable dimers were shown to be an intermediate in the formation of the cyclic
dimers [82] and exhibit a distinctly narrower OH stretching region [83, 84], as illustrated
for FF in Figure 1.1. Scrutinising the spectral differences between both dimer structures
might therefore facilitate a better understanding of the ongoing dynamics. However,
as the global minimum dimers dominate the spectra, weaker features of higher-energy
dimers are difficult to identify in supersonic expansions [79]. An environment that is
more suitable for their characterisation are helium nanodroplets, where the doubly hydrogen bonded cyclic dimers do not form as a result of the unique dipole-dipole driven
cluster growth conditions within the droplets [83]. Helium nanodroplets reach a temperature as low as 0.37 K via evaporative cooling [85, 86], so that thermal effects on
the spectra are negligible. Band position shifts caused by the host-guest interactions
with the surrounding helium are typically smaller than for cryogenic matrices and on
the order of just a few cm−1 [85]. However, larger shifts are found for hydrogen bonded
clusters [87]. This is a result of a stiffening of the hydrogen bonds by the surrounding
helium [88]. The resulting shift scales approximately linearly with the hydrogen bond
induced downshift, as schematically shown for several examples in Figure 1.2. Thus, for
a benchmark of the results, this helium solvent shift needs to be accounted for, which is
done in this work by compressing the spectra accordingly, as will be detailed in Chapter
5.
HCN(2)

methanol(2)
water(2)

HF(2)

FF
imidazole(2)

Figure 1.2: Solvent shift caused by the stiffening of hydrogen bonds in helium nanodroplets
for dimers (2) of HCN [89–91], methanol [92, 93], water [94–96], HF [97–99], imidazole [2, 100],
and acetic acid [79, 84]. Its magnitude depends approximately linearly on the hydrogen bond
induced downshift of the dimer bands with respect to the monomer. For benchmarks with
quantum chemical gas phase calculations, this helium solvent shift needs to be accounted for.

So far, key features of carboxylic acid monomers and homo dimers have been pointed
out. Another important class of clusters are those composed of different monomers.
Hetero dimers of carboxylic acids are a popular subject for microwave spectroscopy
studies due to their permanent electric dipole moment [101–111], but have been barely
characterised vibrationally [112–115]. These mixed clusters, however, provide a valuable
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performance test for quantum chemical calculations, as these do not necessarily describe
all systems equally well, i.e., the sign of errors can vary for different components (and
vibrations). For vibrational benchmarks, the available reference data base must be significantly enhanced, which is attempted in this work by measuring their C=O stretching
spectra, as detailed in Chapter 5.
Even though the C=O stretching region of carboxylic acids appears to be much simpler than the OH stretching region and has been characterised for several acids [68,
116–118], some bands are still unassigned, as exemplarily shown for formic acid in Figure 1.1. Possible origins of these bands could be Fermi resonances, the aforementioned
higher-energy dimers, or even larger clusters such as trimers [82, 119]. Particularly the
distinction between the latter two is difficult, as carboxylic acid trimers are composed
of a cyclic dimer to which another monomer is docking via the formation of a strong
O−H· · · O in addition to a weaker C−H· · · O hydrogen bond, which is the same binding
motif found for the higher-energy dimers (cf. Figure 1.1) [79]. The experimental interpretation of the spectra therefore relies heavily on the quality of affordable theoretical
descriptions. The employed methods need to be well understood for the monomer and
global minimum dimer, so that these can be a valuable guide in more difficult assignments. Obviously, the best experimental aid are multi-spectroscopic approaches such as
combined FTIR and Raman studies. Throughout the course of this work, a third technique is used that is called FTIR imaging, which enables the space-resolved, synchronous
recording of 4096 FTIR spectra in a (10 × 10) mm2 large area of a supersonic expansion.
Here, it is applied to scrutinise dynamical phenomena such as cluster formation and decomposition in detail, thus, facilitating a snapshot of the processes in different parts of
supersonic
expansion

Figure 1.3: Density map of formic acid trimers in a supersonic expansion of formic acid in
helium (c < 0.2%) at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar obtained by integrating over a formic
acid trimer band in 4096 space-resolved FTIR spectra in an expansion area of (10 × 10) mm2 .
The propagation direction of the flow from the nozzle is indicated by an arrow. Such density
maps allow for allocation of areas of largest trimer formation, as illustrated by the magnifying
glass.
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the expansion, as schematically visualised in Figure 1.3. Its first and until 2017 only gas
phase application was performed for nitrous oxide, where general cluster growth, temperature, and density evolution were examined in supersonic expansions [120]. In this
work, its versatility is extended to obtain more detailed information on specific cluster
sizes, in this case, carboxylic acid dimers, trimers, and dimer assemblies.
In summary, the aim of this work is to provide accurate experimental reference data
on carboxylic acids and their small hydrogen bonded clusters in a multi-experimental
study using conventional FTIR and Raman spectroscopy in supersonic expansions, FTIR
imaging, and IR depletion spectroscopy in helium nanodroplets to challenge and test the
performance of modern quantum chemical calculations. By examining three carboxylic
acids, namely formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, as well as their mixed clusters, not only
differences in their aggregation behaviour can be addressed, but equally as important,
the challenge for theory is gradually increasable, i.e., the performance of a method can
be tested for more than one system and cluster size. However, even on the experimental
side, further progress is vitally needed, which will be detailed in the respective chapters of this thesis. These are sorted by size beginning from the monomers in Chapter
4, extending further from globally and locally stable dimers in Chapter 5, to general
aggregation dynamics of metastable dimers and trimers in Chapter 6, and ending with
dimer assemblies such as tetramers in Chapter 7.
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Within this chapter, a brief introduction into vibrational anharmonicity as well as supersonic expansion is given, on which the discussion of the experimental spectra recorded
throughout this work is based on.

2.1 Vibrational Anharmonicity
A simple model to describe molecular vibrations is the harmonic oscillator. In the
harmonic approximation, the n vibrations of a polyatomic molecule are described by
uncoupled, quadratic potentials V following Hooke’s law. The energy levels are equally
spaced and depend linearly on the vibrational quantum number v. If the dipole and
dipole polarisability depend linearly on displacement, only transitions between neighbouring v are allowed. For an anharmonic treatment, coupling between the n modes,
higher-order curvature of the potential V (mechanical anharmonicity), and non-linearity
of the dipole moment and the polarisability with displacement (electric anharmonicity)
need to be included [121]. One of the simplest anharmonic approaches is based on
second-order perturbation theory (PT2). It introduces binary couplings between the
modes and cubic and quartic terms in the potentials [122]. The anharmonic term energies that follow from this model are shown in Equation 2.1. xij represent the diagonal
(i = j) and off-diagonal (i 6= j) anharmonicity constants, which describe the deviations
from the quadratic potential of the mode i and its binary couplings to other modes j.
G(v1 , v2 , ...vn ) =

n
X
i

 X




n,n
1
1
1
ωi vi +
+
xij vi +
vj +
2
2
2
i≤j

(2.1)
(1←0)

The diagonal anharmonicity xii of mode i can be deduced from its fundamental ν̃i
(2←0)
(Equation 2.3), as shown in Equation 2.4.
(Equation 2.2) and overtone transitions ν̃i
1X
xij
2 j6=i

(1←0)

= ωi + 2xii +

(2←0)

= 2ωi + 6xii +

ν̃i

X

(2.2)

xij

(2.3)


1  (2←0)
(1←0)
ν̃
− 2 · ν̃i
xii =
2 i

(2.4)

ν̃i

j6=i
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The off-diagonal contributions xij are typically determined from combination bands
(1←0)
(1←0)
by subtracting the respective fundamentals ν̃i
and ν̃j
(Equation
2.5).
(1←0)+(1←0)
ν̃i+j

(1←0)+(1←0)

ν̃i+j

(1←0)

= ν̃i

(1←0)

+ ν̃j

+ xij

(2.5)

(1←0)+(1←1)

Alternatively, these can be ascertained from hot bands ν̃i+j
(Equation 2.6), i.e.,
vibrational transitions originating from thermally populated (low-lying) energy levels.
(1←0)+(1←1)

ν̃i+j

(1←0)

= ν̃i

+ xij

(2.6)

For the formic acid monomer, a comparison of the results retrieved with both approaches can be found in Chapter 4.

2.2 Supersonic Expansions
The overall aim of this work is to scrutinise the vibrational spectra of carboxylic acids
and their small hydrogen-bonded clusters to challenge the predictive power of modern quantum chemical calculations. Evidently, experimental reference data for such a
benchmark needs to be as accurate as possible. One of the most important tools in this
endeavour is ro-vibrational cooling, which greatly reduces the spectral complexity and
therefore, the ambiguity. However, cooling of the sample of interest is ultimately limited by condensation, which in turn shifts and broadens bands. An ideal spectroscopic
reference system would therefore exhibit isolated molecules or molecular clusters free
of perturbations in the gas phase at temperatures close to 0 K. A state of matter that
approaches these desired conditions closely is a supersonic expansion.
To prepare a supersonic expansion, a gas is expanded from a high pressure reservoir p0
through an orifice into a low pressure background pBG , typically an evacuated chamber.
If the mean free path of the particles is considerably smaller than the dimensions of the
orifice, numerous collisions take place when the gas enters the lower pressure chamber.
These collisions reduce the population of excited rotational and vibrational energy levels
in favour of translation in direction of the expansion. Hence, the random motion in the
reservoir is converted into directed mass flow at the expense of internal energy of the
gas.
Initially, the flow can be described as isentropic, as equilibrium between the internal
degrees of freedom is maintained by the high collision frequency and gas viscosity and
heat transfer effects can be neglected due to the high flow rate [55, 123]. The density
of the flow decreases rapidly with distance, as exemplarily shown for an expansion of
nitrous oxide in helium in Figure 2.1. The same applies to the temperature and collision
frequency. Its mean velocity u, on the other hand, rises steeply and reaches 98% of
its terminal value within a few orifice diameters [123]. The ratio of u and the speed
of sound a is called the Mach number M . The substantial cooling in the supersonic
expansion reduces the local speed of sound a which is the dominating factor for terminal
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Figure 2.1: Left: density decrease in a supersonic expansion of nitrous oxide (N2 O, 23% in
helium) recorded at a reservoir pressure of 300 mbar and with 155 scans. The density of N2 O
is visualised via integration of the ν3 band (see right side) in 4096 space-resolved FTIR spectra
recorded in an expansion area of (10 × 10) mm2 . The band integral increases from blue, over
green and yellow up to red. The FTIR spectra shown on the right-hand side correspond to
those measured along the propagation axis of the flow at x = 5 mm. The nozzle distance (y
axis) at which the spectra have been recorded can be inferred from the integral height, which
is colour coded to match the space-resolved density plot on the left side. Further details on
the technique are given in Section 3.1.1. The rotational temperatures Trot listed have been
calculated from the distance of the maxima of the P and R rotational branches according to
max
Equation 2.8, with the gas phase reference of ∆ν̃PR,RT
= 21 cm−1 from Ref. [124]. Further
details can be found in the text.

M values  1 [54], whereas the flow velocity u is almost constant throughout the
expansion [123].
When the collision frequency approaches zero, the degrees of freedom fall out of equilibrium, which marks the transition from a continuum to a free molecular flow [55]. As
the vibrational relaxation in a supersonic expansion is least efficient, vibrational degrees
of freedom freeze out first, followed by rotational, and at last, translational degrees of
freedom. Hence, the terminal vibrational Tvib , rotational Trot , and translational temperatures Ttrans differ significantly, whereby Tvib > Trot > Ttrans . The rotational temperatures
are crucial for the spectral analysis throughout this work, as Trot dominates the band
widths.
There are various ways of determining rotational temperatures, e.g., via empirical
fitting [125] or from the intensities of rovibrational transitions under the assumption
of a Boltzmann population of the energy levels [126]. If the rotational lines are not
well separated due to limited spectral resolution, as in this work (2 cm−1 for the FTIR
and 1 cm−1 for Raman measurements, see Section 3), Trot can also be estimated from
max
the distance of the maxima of the P and R rotational branches ∆ν̃PR
, as shown for
diatomic molecules in Equation 2.7, where B is the rotational constant [127].
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r
max
∆ν̃PR

=

8kTrot B
hc

(2.7)

The rotational temperature can be calculated with respect to a reference spectrum at
max
a known temperature and ∆ν̃PR
value without information on B and without strict limitation to linear tops via its general proportionality to the square root of the temperature
(Equation 2.8).
Trot,jet =

max
∆ν̃PR,
jet
max
∆ν̃PR,RT

!2
· Trot,RT

(2.8)

The density plot shown in Figure 2.1 has been obtained from the integrated intensity
of the ν3 band of N2 O in 4096 space-resolved FTIR spectra. This asymmetric stretching
vibration of N2 O exhibits well separated P and R branches (see Figure 2.1). With the
max
−1
gas phase separation ∆ν̃PR,
at room temperature (≈ 300 K) [128], the
RT of 21 cm
rotational temperature at the nozzle throat is estimated to 130 K and decreases with
distance, as expected (see Figure 2.1). The large disparity to the 300 K in the reservoir
can be explained with substantial cooling taking place inside the nozzle. For N2 O, this
analysis is limited by cluster formation, as the cluster bands overlap with the monomer
band. Consequently, the rotational temperature has solely been determined for small
nozzle distances where cluster formation is negligible.
The free molecular flow region of a supersonic expansion is excellent for spectral
interrogation, as the molecules and clusters have reached a highly non-equilibrium state
– they are cooled below their condensation point, yet present in the gas phase [54].
This state continues into a region where the density of the expansion falls below that
of the background gas and the flow overexpands. As information is conveyed at the
speed of sound, the supersonic flow is blind towards the boundaries imposed by the
low pressure background it is expanded into, yet it must ultimately conform to these
[123]. This occurs in form of shock waves, where the supersonic flow is re-compressed via
collisions with the background gas. Shock waves are characterised by a steep gradient
in various properties such as the temperature, density, and entropy [56]. The molecular
flow velocities are randomised [55]. The dimensions of a shock wave are determined by
the local mean free path [123] and their form and location varies with the reservoir and
background pressure ratio and the shape of the orifice [56, 125]. In principle, one can
distinguish between two classes of orifices – circular (pinhole nozzles with diameter D)
or rectangular orifices (slit nozzles of length L and width D).1
The flow from a pinhole nozzle is axisymmetric and that of a slit nozzle planar. Thus,
the effective absorption path achievable with a slit nozzle is longer, which significantly
enhances the sensitivity for absorption measurements [132]. It is one of the main reasons
why slit nozzles are used throughout this work. In addition, the density decrease with
nozzle distance y (see Figure 2.1) is less steep, as it depends linearly on 1/y, whereas it
1

There are more complex, flow confining nozzle forms such as conical or lavar nozzles, which will not
be addressed here. Details can be found in Refs. [56, 129–131] (and Refs. therein).
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Figure 2.2: Density map of a supersonic expansion of formic acid in helium (concentration
c < 0.2%) from a slit nozzle (length L = 20 mm and width D = 0.5 mm) at a reservoir pressure
p0 of 300 mbar and a background pressure pBG of 10 mbar. The integrated intensity over the
C=O stretching region retrieved from 64 × 64 FTIR spectra recorded in an expansion area of
(10 × 10) mm2 serves as a measure of density. The band integral increases from blue, over green
and yellow up to red. White lines indicate the location of shock waves.

decreases with 1/y 2 for axisymmetric flows [132, 133]. Consequently, the number of twoand three-body collisions is larger for slit nozzles [56]. As a result, the internal degrees
of freedom have a greater chance of equilibrating with the cold translational bath, which
reduces the differences between the individual temperatures [134]. The larger number of
three-body collisions enhances cluster formation [56, 135, 136]. Another advantage of slit
nozzle expansions is a reduced Doppler line width [56, 135]. Due to the aforementioned
limited spectral resolution, the latter is not relevant for this work.
The shock wave pattern of a slit nozzle expansion is shown in Figure 2.2. The area
of minimal density corresponds to the free molecular flow region. It is also referred
to as zone of silence, as acoustic waves cannot travel through it due to the near-zero
speed of sound [56]. Sideways, the flow is encompassed by lateral shock waves and in
propagation direction by the normal shock wave. While the latter marks the transition
between a super- (M > 1) and a subsonic flow (M < 1), lateral shock waves reduce the
flow speed significantly, yet the Mach number M remains above one [56]. Dependent on
the experimental conditions chosen (pressures and nozzle width), the lateral shock waves
can cross each other before or after the normal shock wave. An empirical correlation
of their crossing point with respect to the nozzle is given in Ref. [56]. The distance of
the normal shock wave to the nozzle yM depends on the nozzle dimensions as well as
reservoir and background pressures. For slit lengths between 1  L/D < 50 and large
nozzle distances2 (requiring high pressure ratios), Equation 2.9 was reported to be a
good approximation [125].
2

In Ref. [125], large nozzle distances are defined as yM > (L/D)0.94 · D.
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yM = 0.67D ·

p0
pBG



L
D

0.47

(2.9)

An example is the expansion shown in Figure 2.1, which has been carried out with
a L/D = 40 slit nozzle. According to Ref. [125], Equation 2.9 can be applied for
yM > 16 mm. With the ratio of reservoir to background pressure of (300 mbar/0.6 mbar),
a shock wave distance of 42 mm is obtained. However, one should keep in mind that
shock waves do not remain at a steady position during the expansion, but move closer
to the nozzle as the background pressure rises during a pulse. At its onset, pBG typically
amounts to < 0.2 mbar, which corresponds to a shock wave distance of yM > 73 mm.
To obtain uniform conditions, spectroscopic measurements are therefore started after a
short stabilisation time.
For yM values below 16 mm, i.e., at low pressure ratios such as those applied for the
measurements shown in Figure 2.2, Beylich predicted a linear dependence of the shock
wave distance on the ratio of reservoir and background pressure [125]. An experimental
study by Zischang and Suhm confirmed this linear dependence [120]. Their empirically
determined proportionality factor is shown in Equation 2.10 and amounts to 0.37. It
is reasonably close to the predicted value by Beylich (0.30) [125]. If Equation 2.10 is
applied to the expansion shown in Figure 2.2, the shock wave location is predicted to
5.5 mm, which roughly matches the onset of the density increase at the normal shock
wave.
p0
(2.10)
pBG
After the normal shock wave, the gas re-expands which is followed by an additional
recompression. These density fluctuations are shown in Figure 2.3. The density maximum decreases with each re-expansion [125]. A thorough characterisation of these shock
oscillations can be found in Refs. [120, 137–141].
After the outline of various flow parameters such as temperature, density, type of
nozzle, and shape of the expansion, the composition of the flow shall be briefly addressed.
For spectroscopic applications, the substance of interest is typically seeded to a small
percentage (typically below 1%) in a carrier gas. A popular choice are monoatomic rare
gases such as helium, as these are inert and exhibit no rotational or vibrational degrees
of freedom that require cooling [55]. The properties of the expansion are dominated by
the carrier gas and the seeded species is accelerated to its speed via binary collisions. At
large size and mass differences between the (light) carrier gas and the (heavy) analyte,
the seed molecule tends to lag behind, which is known as the "velocity slip effect" [136,
142, 143]. It can be minimised by using heavier carrier gases, higher reservoir pressures,
and a larger slit width D [143]. A related advantage of heavier carrier gases is their
enhanced cooling efficiency [55, 143, 144]. Most of the initial collisions behind the
nozzle serve to align the velocity of seed and carrier, whereas the low-energy collisions
occurring subsequently result in internal cooling [145]. A heavier carrier gas exhibits a
lower terminal velocity, so that fewer collisions are required to equilibrate the speed of
the seed and carrier gas and thus, enhances the possibility of internal cooling [145]. This
yM = 0.37D ·
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Figure 2.3: Density map of a supersonic expansion of formic acid in helium (concentration
c < 0.2%) from a slit nozzle (length L = 20 mm and width D = 0.5 mm) at a reservoir pressure
p0 of 300 mbar and a background pressure pBG of 40 mbar. The integrated intensity over the
C=O stretching region retrieved from 64 × 64 FTIR spectra recorded in an expansion area of
(10 × 10) mm2 serves as a measure of density. The band integral increases from blue, over green
and yellow up to red. The location of the oscillating shock waves is marked with arrows.

also leads to stronger cluster formation. On the downside, the heavier carrier gases tend
to form van-der-Waals complexes with the analyte [55], which results in nanocoating of
the substances [146–149]. A strong nanosolvation can reproduce the band position shift
in cryogenic matrices [149]. This will be illustrated for argon expansions in Chapter
7. For benchmarking, such environmental effects are undesirable, which is why helium
is used for all other supersonic expansions performed in this work. As will be seen in
Chapter 6, the rotational temperatures reduce down to about 20 K, which is sufficient
for spectral analysis.
Lastly, the expansion type shall be briefly addressed. In principle, supersonic expansions can be conducted in a pulse sequence or continuously. Pulsed expansions yield
higher densities, facilitate a more efficient internal cooling, and reduce the gas consumption [56, 132], which is why they are used when possible. The exceptions are Raman
experiments, which benefit from longer accumulation times of the scattered light and
thus, a continuous operation. The FTIR imaging experiments visualising shock waves
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 were also carried out by expanding the gas continuously. Further
details can be found in Chapter 6.
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3 Experimental and Theoretical
Methods
3.1 Experimental Set-ups
Within this thesis, three supersonic jet set-ups were used, which will be introduced in
this section – a chemical imaging, a conventional FTIR, and a Raman jet apparatus.
In laboratory jargon, these are called the chilli , the filet, and the curry jet. All are
acronyms, which explain their function. As the main experimental focus was on the
chilli jet, it will be explained in more detail, whereas the other two set-ups will only be
briefly addressed. Furthermore, in a collaboration with the group of Prof. Andrew Ellis
at the University of Leicester, a helium nanodroplet experiment was conducted, which
is detailed at the end of this section.

3.1.1 The Chilli Jet
Chilli stands for chemical imaging by spatially resolved infrared spectroscopy. This technique is also called FTIR imaging and enables the space-resolved synchronous recording
of FTIR spectra with a focal plane array (FPA) detector. In this work, a 64 × 64 pixel
FPA is used to image a (10 × 10) mm2 large area of a supersonic expansion.
While there are barely any gas phase applications of FTIR imaging [120], it is a
well-established technique for condensed phase studies. Examples include biomedical
applications [150–163], polymer studies [164–169], forensic science [170–172], and the
analysis of historical objects such as paintings [173–176] or books [177]. The first application of FTIR imaging to supersonic expansions was realised by Zischang and Suhm
in 2013, who imaged the cluster formation of nitrous oxide (N2 O) in a slit jet expansion, visualised shock wave patterns, and characterised rotational temperatures [120].
Within the framework of this thesis, the applicability of FTIR imaging is extended to
carboxylic acid clusters, which exhibit well-separated, bright vibrational bands in the
C=O stretching region. This facilitates a cluster-specific scrutiny of their aggregation
behaviour, which could only be generally characterised for N2 O, as all cluster bands
overlap [120]. The jet apparatus was initially built by J. Zischang and is thoroughly
described in her dissertation [124]. Here, the main focus is on the instrumental changes
implemented during this work. Initially, the sample preparation and expansion are described followed by a characterisation of the nozzle designs, an outline of the optical
components, and a summary of the data pre-processing and noise randomisation.
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Preparation of the Supersonic Expansion
The supersonic gas mixtures are prepared by seeding the sample substance in a carrier
gas, typically helium. This is done in a temperature-controlled saturator, where the
substance of interest is filled in as a liquid or solid. In case of solids, their surface area is
enhanced by grinding the substance in a mortar, when possible. Concentrations of the
analyte are determined by the vapour pressure at the set saturator temperature and the
applied carrier gas pressure (typically between 1.5 − 1.8 bar). As the chilli jet reservoirs
and feed lines are non-heatable, the upper analyte concentration is limited by its vapour
pressures just below room temperature to avoid substance condensation at the walls
of the apparatus. Two saturators are available per set-up and can be cooled down to
−(30 − 40) °C with a cryostat. The substance concentrations used throughout this work
are typically well below 1% in helium. Further details on concentration determination
can be found in Section 3.1.5.
The chilli jet has two reservoirs – one is made of glass and one of metal. Both are of
similar size (65 L and 69 L, respectively). Each is equipped with three solenoid valves
(ASCO Numantics), which connect it with the two saturators and a third gas cylinder
for further dilution of the analyte-carrier-gas mixtures. Hence, two substances kept in
separate saturators can be mixed into one reservoir or filled into separate reservoirs. The
mixing or helium dilution ratio can be controlled via the opening and closing times of
the solenoid valves.
From the reservoir, the supersonic expansion takes place through a slit nozzle into the
vacuum chamber, which is pumped down by up to two pump racks with a combined
pumping speed of 2500 m3 h−1 . Each is equipped with a dry rotary piston and two roots
pumps. To avoid large background pressure rises during pulses that shift shock waves
into the field of view (cf. Chapter 2), a large buffering volume of up to 23 m3 connects
the jet chamber and the pumps. Dependent on the reservoir pressures chosen (typically
between 300 − 700 mbar), as well as the nozzle dimensions and pulse length described
below, the background pressure rises up to 2 − 3 mbar during a pulse. Before the next
pulse, pBG is pumped down to < 0.2 mbar.
The gas flow through the nozzle is controlled by a solenoid valve (Parker Lucifer),
which is located at the nozzle feed line, as visualised in Figure 3.1. Its opening time is
set with a pulse generator (IOTA ONE), which is synchronised with the spectrometer
scan via a TTL communication box. Throughout this work, predominantly pulsed
expansions are performed. The minimum pulse duration is limited by the spectrometer
scan time. For stabilisation, the pulse starts shortly before a scan and should ideally end
immediately afterwards. Unfortunately, it is not possible to send a TTL signal to the
pulse generator, once the spectrometer is ready for measurement. Instead, the signal is
sent when the mirrors of the interferometer are moving into starting position. Thus, if
these are at maximum displacement, the scan will start at a later time. This introduces
a substantial jitter of 1 − 2 s that has to be accounted for in the length of the gas pulses.
This, in combination with the comparatively low mirror velocity of 5 kHz1 limited by the
1

For conventional FTIR set-ups like the filet [178] (described in Section 3.1.2) or muesli jet [124], the
mirror velocity amounts to 80 kHz.
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Figure 3.1: Technical drawing of the solenoid valve and the single slit nozzle, provided by R.
Hildebrandt from the mechanical workshop. The red arrows mark the gas flow through the
nozzle.

slow read-out time of the focal plane array (FPA) detector, results in an overall pulse
duration of 4.5 s. In-between pulses, an evacuation time is set until which the pressure
in the vacuum chamber pBG has recovered (< 0.2 mbar). This typically takes between
5 − 45 s, depending on pumping capacity and stagnation pressure.
In addition to the sample spectrum, 20 background (substance-free) spectra are recorded
prior to the gas pulse and are subsequently co-added. This measurement sequence of
background and sample scans is automated with a macro. The measurement macro can
be found in Ref. [124].
To study the aggregation behaviour in shock waves, these need to be shifted into
the (10 × 10) mm2 wide imaged area. According to Equation 2.10, this requires a low
reservoir to background pressure ratio, which is achieved by manually restricting the
pumping speed with a butterfly valve, which connects the jet chamber with the buffer
volume and pumps. The solenoid valve at the nozzle is opened permanently. Once a
constant background pressure is reached, typically 10 − 40 mbar, the spectrometer scan
is started manually. The two examples recorded throughout the course of this work were
shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and will be more thoroughly analysed in Chapter 6 (Figure
6.5).
Nozzle Types
Two nozzle designs are employed, a single and a double slit nozzle. Both are depicted in
Figure 3.2. The slit length L and width D of both are identical and amount to 20 mm
and 0.5 mm, respectively. The slit length corresponds to the absorption path, as the IR
beam is located perpendicular to the expanding flow in the z plane of Figure 3.1. The
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Slit dimensions:
width = 0.5 mm
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Figure 3.2: Technical drawing of the single and the double slit nozzle, provided by R. Hildebrandt from the mechanical workshop. All dimensions are given in mm. Red arrows indicate
the gas flow.

single slit nozzle deviates from the original design by J. Zischang in two ways. First of
all, the absorption path has been enhanced from 10 mm to 20 mm based on preliminary
studies of Zischang [124], who recorded the light intensity of a U-shaped metal piece with
varying length on the detector and found that the spatial resolution is only significantly
compromised for those over 20 mm. Additionally, the nozzle shape was altered. This
re-design is based on a more efficient noise-reduction, which will be detailed below.
The two slits of the double slit nozzle are converging in a 90◦ angle. Each feed line is
connected to one of the reservoirs. Hence, two solenoid valves are required. The middistance between both slits amounts to 7.5 mm. In an initial design (see Figure A.1),
there was no distance between the slits to mimic a slit nozzle containing 10 of such converging slits, which was constructed to overlap supersonic expansions in a conventional
FTIR jet set-up called the muesli jet2 [124]. However, no clear evidence of mixing of
these could be observed [124]. With FTIR imaging, this phenomenon was scrutinised in
more detail. Performance tests within the framework of the bachelor thesis of S. Schweer
showed that the density of the interacting expansions is too high so that they repel each
other [179]. In addition, indications for turbulences were found. An FTIR image of
the interfering expansions is shown in Figure A.2. The increased distance between the
slits of the new design reduces the density if both collide and allows for cluster stability
measurements in shock waves, as will be detailed in Chapters 6 and 7.
Gas Flow through the Double Slit Nozzle
Similar to the density decrease in a supersonic expansion shown in Figure 2.1, which
was recorded with the single slit nozzle (Figure 3.2), the gas flow through the double slit
nozzle shall be briefly characterised within this section. Two test gases are used for this
analysis, namely nitrous oxide (N2 O) and hexafluoroethane (C2 F6 ). Both are strong IR
absorbers, which enable high signal-to-noise ratios in the spectra, in spite of relatively
2

The acronym muesli refers to the nozzle shape and its planned applicability for mixing supersonic
jets and stands for multiple equidistant slits.
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few scans averaged (75). As the C2 F6 signal is much stronger than the N2 O band in
the measured spectral region (1360 − 1200 cm−1 ), C2 F6 has been seeded in helium at
a mixing ratio of 1:12. The double expansion of N2 O and C2 F6 in helium is shown in
Figure 3.3. To visualise the density evolution, the ν1 band of N2 O at 1285 cm−1 and
the ν7 band of C2 F6 at 1252 cm−1 are integrated. The integrated intensity of N2 O is
displayed as a blue and that of C2 F6 as a red colour map (Figure 3.3). To illustrate how
both expansions interact, their spatially resolved integrated intensities are additionally
overlayed by using coloured lines. Light colours represent high and dark colours low
signal intensities. The slit positions are indicated by arrows.
As seen in Figure 3.3, both supersonic flows collide within the first third of the (10 ×
10) mm2 wide imaged area. The flow pattern directly behind the nozzle is governed by
the Bernoulli effect3 , which states that the pressure that a fluid (gas or liquid) exerts is
determined by its speed [181]. With increasing flow rate, the pressure decreases, which
pulls the two expansions inwards, so that these do not collide in the 90◦ angle given by
the nozzle geometry (cf. Figure 3.2). Upon collision, both flows repel each other and
continue side by side. A spectrum in the collision zone is shown in Figure 3.3. The bands
of both substances can be seen in the same spectrum, and are thus located at the same
point in space in the 2D image. This could suggest that the penetration depth of both
flows is sufficient for studying reactive processes such as isotopic exchange reactions or
the formation of hetero clusters. However, tests where C2 F6 in helium is replaced with
a formic acid in helium expansion and nitrous oxide with an acetic, pivalic, or N, N dimethylformamide in helium expansion showed that no mixed clusters are formed when
both collide, although these mixed clusters remain stable in the collision zone when the
substances are premixed and expanded against a pure helium expansion and cluster
formation is favoured due to the high collision frequency. Hence, the fact that the N2 O
and the C2 F6 bands are seen in the same spectrum and their corresponding signals in
the half of the other flow is most likely a result of turbulences along the absorption path
caused by the high density upon collision. In order to study reactive processes, such
viscous flow needs to be avoided. One way of achieving this is to reduce the reservoir
pressure. Tests with p0 values of 20−50 mbar still indicate some extent of repulsion of the
expansions (see Figure A.5 in the Appendix). For future tests, one could exploit pure
substance expansions of reactive gases (without carrier gas). To reduce the reservoir
pressure further, flow meters have to be utilised, as 20 mbar is the currently lowest
feasible pressure, limited by the back filling sensitivity of the reservoir.
In addition to the high density, this region of interfering lateral shock waves of both
expansions is also characterised by a temperature increase. The rotational temperature
can be estimated from the distance of the maxima of the P and R rotational branches
max
∆ν̃PR
of the bands (Equation 2.8). As mentioned in Section 2, nitrous oxide is an ideal
test gas for temperature determination, if cluster formation is avoided. This applies to
the shock wave spectrum shown in Figure 3.3. A gas phase spectrum of N2 O recorded at
≈ 300 K serves as a reference for this temperature estimate. For N2 O, it is shown in red
3

Named after Daniel Bernoulli and described in his book ’Hydrodynamica sive de viribus et motibus
fluidorum commentarii’[180] published in 1738.
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max
value amounts to 25 cm−1 and reduces to
in Figure 3.3. The room temperature ∆ν̃PR,RT
(22 ± 2) cm−1 in the area of interacting barrel shocks (black square in Figure 3.3). This
yields a rotational temperature of (230 ± 30) K. As will be detailed in Chapter 6, the
temperature in an unperturbed (single slit) expansion is an order of magnitude lower.
This relatively high temperature when both expansions collide is particularly interesting
as it counteracts cluster stability, whereas the associated density increase at the shock
wave promotes it. Such cluster stability studies will be detailed in Chapters 6 and 7.

C2F6 + He
1:12

N2O

Trot (gas phase) ≈ 300 K
Trot (shock wave) ≈ (230 ± 30) K

Figure 3.3: Gas flow through the double slit nozzle (Figure 3.2) in a double expansion of
hexafluoroethane (red) in helium (mixing ratio 1:12, left slit) and nitrous oxide (blue, right slit)
at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar. The number of scans amounts to 75. The two flows are
visualised by integrating over the ν1 band of N2 O centred at 1285 cm−1 and the ν7 band of C2 F6
at 1252 cm−1 in 4096 space-resolved FTIR spectra of a (10×10) mm2 wide area of the expansion
behind the nozzle exit. The bands are labelled according to the Herzberg nomenclature [182].
The integrated intensity is shown with colours – either in form of a colour map (integration
over one band) or with coloured lines to illustrate the evolution of both band integrals in one
plot. Light colours represent high and dark colours low band integrals. The location of the
nozzle slits is indicated by arrows. Below, an FTIR spectrum is plotted in black, which has
been spatially averaged over 6 × 6 pixels, depicted as a black square in the 2D evolution of the
band integrals. In red, a gas phase spectrum of N2 O is shown, which has been provided by
J. Zischang. The rotational temperature of the black spectrum has been determined from the
distance of the maxima of the P and R rotational branches (Equation 2.8) to (230 ± 30) K.

Spectrometer and Optics
The FTIR spectrometer used is the Vertex 70v from Bruker, equipped with a RockSolid™ interferometer [183], which contains cube corner mirrors. The advantage of these
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over flat mirrors is their robustness towards (mirror) tilts [184]. The employed beam
splitter is composed of potassium bromide. A filter wheel in-between light source and
interferometer allows for optical filters to be placed inside the spectrometer. A list of
typically used IR band pass filters can be found in Table A.3 in the appendix. Most commonly, a mid-infrared filter is employed that is transparent between 1900 − 1600 cm−1 ,
with an exceptionally high transmittance of approximately 0.9 (see Figure A.3). According to the order of purchase, it is abbreviated to F18 (for details, see Table A.3).
As the imaging detector used is sensitive to overexposure, light attenuators have to be
placed inside the beam path in addition to the band pass filters. Two types are available
– a perforated metal piece and several layers of fly screen, typically five are used. The
transmittance curves of both can be found in Figure 3.4 in the appendix. Obviously,
the required attenuation level depends on the spectral width of the band pass filter.

nozzle body

y

z

nozzle body

x

(10×10) mm2
imaged area

y

Vertex 70v

z

x

IR lens
66.3 mm

FPA detector

x
y

z

300 mm

215 mm

Figure 3.4: Technical drawings of the optical path, provided by the Bruker Corporation.
The technical drawing of the nozzle body has been supplied by R. Hildebrandt (mechanical
workshop).
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For F18, five layers of fly screen are sufficient. Additionally, the light attenuators also
somewhat compensate for the non-uniformity of the detector illumination.
A globar (silicon carbide rod, heated to 1500 K [121]) serves as a mid-infrared light
source. The modulated IR beam is loosely focussed onto the slit nozzle exit with a
parabolic mirror, where its diameter amounts to roughly 10 mm, as illustrated in Figure
3.4. Behind the nozzle, the IR beam is imaged onto the focal plane array (FPA) detector
with a mid-infrared (3 − 5 µm) IR lens (f = 50 mm, ASIO Series, Janos Technology). Its
transmittance curve is depicted in Figure 3.5. As expected, barely any light reaches the
detector without the IR lens (I0 measurement), which results in T values above unity and
causes the spike-like artefacts. Its maximum transmittance is reached between 2600 −
1700 cm−1 , where all spectra have been measured. At higher wavenumbers, it decreases
significantly, which limits its applicability in the OH stretching region. The magnification
ratio A with the currently placed IR lens amounts to 0.25, which is determined by the
distance of the detector to the IR lens and that of the IR lens with respect to the nozzle,
which are kept fixed for all measurements throughout this work (see Figure 3.4). A list
of all measurement parameters can be found in Table A.1 in the appendix.
The FPA detector is composed of 64×64 mercury cadmium telluride detector elements
(pixels). Each pixel has a size of (40 × 40) µm2 . Hence, the overall detector size amounts
to (2.56 × 2.56) mm2 . In accordance with the magnification ratio A, the imaged area of
the expansion amounts to (10 × 10) mm2 (see Figure 3.4). The 4096 spectra are thus
recorded with a spatial resolution of 0.16 mm. However, the effective spatial resolution
depends on the data pre-processing described below.

tr a n s m itta n c e (I / I0)

2 5

2 0

1 5

1 0

5

0
4 0 0 0

3 5 0 0

3 0 0 0

2 5 0 0

w a v e n u m b e r / c m

2 0 0 0

1 5 0 0

− 1

Figure 3.5: Transmittance of the IR lens measured with three filters (transparent spectral
window). Black: F18 (1900 − 1600 cm−1 ), blue: F2 (3300 − 2000 cm−1 ), and cyan: F13 (4100 −
2500 cm−1 ). A full list of filters can be found in Table A.3 in the appendix. I0 has been recorded
without the IR lens and correspondingly, I with it.
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Data Pre-Processing
During each gas pulse, 4096 space-resolved FTIR spectra are recorded simultaneously.
One way of visualising spectral changes with nozzle distance is to determine spectral
quantities such as band intensities, integrals, or signal-to-noise ratios for each spectrum
and assign this value to each pixel. Within this work, this is typically done for integrated
intensities as a measure of the density of the species of interest. An example is shown in
Figure 3.6, where the integrated intensity of the asymmetric stretching band of nitrous
oxide (N2 O) is plotted in an expansion of 20% N2 O in helium. The two dimensional
evolution of the band integral is fairly noisy. To smoothen the data, three steps of
data pre-processing are performed, namely replacement of faulty pixels, binning, and a
Gauss-type weighting scheme.
Damaged pixels can be identified by plotting the root mean square deviation (RMSD)
of the noise in substance-free spectra recorded in the evacuated jet-chamber for all 4096
pixels. A three dimensional plot can be found in Figure 3.7. 19 spectra exhibit an
exceptionally high noise level and correspond to such faulty pixels. Their number has
increased by three compared to Ref. [124]. A full list of the respective pixels can be
found in Table A.4 in the appendix. Their spectra are replaced by those of adjacent
pixels.
raw data
replacement
of damaged
pixels

A

Gauss
weighing
scheme

2×2
binning

B

C

D

Figure 3.6: Data pre-processing to reduce the image noise visualised for the band integral
over the asymmetric stretching vibration ν3 of nitrous oxide (N2 O) measured in supersonic jet
expansions of 20% N2 O in helium at a reservoir pressure of 300 mbar. The number of scans
amounts to 155 scans.

As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the noise in the spectra of the functioning pixels is
not perfectly uniform. This slight heterogeneity of the illumination of the pixels causes
an image noise, which is compensated by spatially averaging 2 × 2 pixel blocks (2 × 2
binning). The effect on the spectra is illustrated in panel C of Figure 3.6. This binning
reduces the overall number of spectra to 32 × 32. An additional smoothing is achieved
by weighing the spectrum of a pixel with those of its eight neighbours in a Gauss-type
manner. The spectrum itself contributes to 100%, the spectra of the four adjacent
pixels by 70%, and those of the diagonal neighbours by 50%. Obviously, this weighing
scheme cannot be applied to the outermost pixel ring, as one set of neighbouring pixels is
missing, which reduces the overall number of spectra to 30 × 30, yet its effect on the twoor three-dimensional images of the expansion outweighs this loss (cf. Figure 3.6). As a
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consequence of the data pre-processing, the spatial resolution is reduced to < 0.4 mm
(0.31 mm), which is sufficient for an analysis of the aggregation behaviour of carboxylic
acids in supersonic expansions, as will be seen in Chapters 6 and 7.
4041
3785

2543

270

201

Figure 3.7: Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the noise between 1900 − 1600 cm−1 in
substance-free FTIR spectra of the 64 × 64 pixel focal plane array (FPA) detector. The RMSD
value is encoded in the signal height (z dimension) as well as the colour, whereby the RMSD
increases from blue over green and yellow up to red. Pixel numbers are given for spectra with
particularly high RMSD values. A full list of these faulty pixels can be found in Table A.4 in
the appendix.

Noise randomisation
One of the main challenges of FTIR imaging is the low signal-to-noise ratio compared to
conventional FTIR spectroscopy. The reasons are two-fold: The amount of photons per
pixel is drastically smaller for an FPA compared to a standard (single element) FTIR
detector of the same size [186]. Secondly, the electronics of area detectors are more
compact, which also raises the overall noise level [186]. Moreover, focal plane array
detectors exhibit an additional, pixel-spanning noise component. Each detector element
has its own readout circuit, to avoid signal transfer. However, due to the complexity
of the electronics and the spatial constraints, this so called cross-talk between pixels
cannot be entirely inhibited [187]. The effect on the spectra is visualised in Figure 3.8.
16 absorbance spectra are shown, which were averaged over blocks of 8 × 8 pixels along
the two image diagonals measured in FTIR spectra of the evacuated vacuum chamber
(without the substance expansion). The pixels-spanning noise is clearly visible in the
common noise features. If adjacent pixel blocks (A0 ) are added or subtracted, these
uniform features are intensified (B) or reduced (C). In case of pure random noise, there
should be no difference. However, the randomisation of the noise by subtracting spectra
with the same common noise features offers an efficient way of reducing it. In case of
substance measurements, spectra of sample-free or at least low-absorption regions can
be exploited to reduce it. These have to be from the same measurements, as the noise
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Figure 3.8: Substance-free absorbance spectra visualising the pixel-spanning noise of FPA
detectors. A shows 16 such spectra averaged over blocks of 8 × 8 pixels along the two image
diagonals. B shows the result of their summation with adjacent pixel blocks (A’) and C the
corresponding subtraction. Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147, 144305 (2017) (Ref. [185]),
with the permission of AIP Publishing.

features (maxima and minima) vary. Additionally, the amount of subtracted spectra has
to be high enough so that the random noise component is not enhanced.
Expansion zones with barely any sample signal can be found on the far left and right
from the nozzle exit (cf. Figure 2.1). To enhance these areas, the nozzle shape has been
adjusted to a protruding design compared to Ref. [124], as visualised in Figure 3.9.
With this re-design, typically two pixel blocks of 14 × 24 low-absorbance spectra can be
used for the noise-reduction. These are visualised as white boxes in the two-dimensional
integrated intensity of the C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer in Figure
3.9. Their averaged spectrum is shown in panel A of that figure. Raw and pixelspanning noise corrected substance-spectra are shown in panels B and C. These have
been averaged over 6 × 6 pixels along the expansion centre. The cross-talk induced
noise component can be clearly seen in spectra with low overall signal intensities, e.g.,
at greater nozzle distances, and in spectral windows without vibrational features, e.g.,
between 1720 − 1700 cm−1 . Altogether, this noise randomisation is particularly crucial
when band intensities are near noise level and is performed when possible throughout
this work.
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Figure 3.9: Two-dimensional integrated intensity of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer (1741 cm−1 ) in FTIR jet spectra of formic acid in helium
(c < 0.1%) at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar averaged over 100 scans. The band integral is
increasing from blue, over green and yellow up to red. The nozzle is overlayed in black. In panel
A, a low-absorbance spectrum is shown, which has been averaged over two 14 × 24 pixel blocks
left and right from the nozzle, visualised as white boxes. This spectrum has been subtracted
from eight substance spectra along the expansion centre (panel B) to obtain the pixel-spanning
noise-corrected spectra in panel C. The eight substance spectra were averaged over 6 × 6 pixels.
Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147, 144305 (2017) (Ref. [185]), with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

3.1.2 The Filet Jet
The distinct advantage of the chilli jet is the dynamical spectral information attainable,
i.e., the kinetic perspective on cluster formation and decomposition, yet the comparably
low signal-to-noise ratio is one of its main challenges. Particularly fine details of spectra
such as low intensity bands or band shapes, are difficult to characterise. An apparatus
optimised for the measurement of rotationally cold FTIR jet spectra with a high-signalto-noise ratio is the filet jet. One of its main characteristics is the fine but lengthy slit
nozzle, which is 0.2 mm wide and 600 mm long. For comparison, the absorption path of
the chilli jet is 30 times shorter. The apparatus has been built by Nicole Borho and is
thoroughly described in her PhD thesis [188]. Further advances such as an extension of
the spectral range are described in Refs. [118, 178, 189–192], whereby the most thorough
and detailed description of the operation principle can be found in Ref [193]. Here, only
the relevant common features and differences to the chilli jet are pointed out.
The sample preparation and gas feed lines are similar and the buffer volume (23 m3 )
and pump racks (2500 m3 /h) are shared amongst both apparatuses. The gas pulses of
the filet jet are considerably shorter (147 ms). The main reason is the 16 times faster
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interferometer sampling (80 kHz). Additionally, the synchronisation between spectrometer scan and pulse generator is superior for the former and does not result in a jitter.
Optical components such as filters, light sources, and beam splitter are the same, yet
the spectrometer of the filet-jet is an older model (IFS 66v/S by Bruker). A list of these
and the measurement parameters can be found in Table A.2 in the appendix.
In addition to the nozzle, the most important differences of the two FTIR set-ups are
the detector and IR beam path. For the filet jet, a single element detector is utilised,
which is of similar size compared to the the area detector (MCT: (2 × 2) mm2 , MCT
FPA: (2.56×2.56) mm2 ). The distance of IR beam and nozzle of that apparatus amounts
to 10 mm in the focal point. With the 10 mm width of the IR beam (in its focus), a large
expansion area is covered with one filet jet spectrum, whereas the space-resolved FTIR
spectra of the chilli jet give a detailed view of the cluster formation in a (10 × 10) mm2
wide window directly behind the nozzle. In conclusion, both set-ups have their distinct
advantages over the other, which will be exploited accordingly throughout this thesis.

3.1.3 The Curry Jet
The interplay of different experimental techniques and theoretical methods for the vibrational scrutiny of carboxylic acid monomers and clusters is a crucial aspect of this
work. The indispensability of Raman spectroscopy in this endeavour lies not only in the
fact that half of the vibrational modes of the inversion symmetric carboxylic acid dimers
are exclusively Raman active (rule of mutual exclusion), but it also provides complementary information for the characterisation of monomers, as some of the fundamentals are
barely IR active. A plethora of further examples will be given throughout this thesis. In
line with this complementary quest, the description of the curry jet set-up will focus on
the similarities and differences to the FTIR jet set-ups and highlight its unique features.
The curry acronym stands for classical unrestricted Raman spectroscopy. The apparatus has been initially built by Philipp Zielke [194], and further improved in the
context of various PhD theses including Tobias Wassermann [195], Zhifeng Xue [68],
Nils Lüttschwager [196], Katharina Otto [197], Sebastian Bocklitz [198], and Thomas
Forsting [199], where more detailed descriptions can be found.
Compared to the FTIR set-ups, the curry jet is more versatile in terms of substance
concentration as well as expansion conditions, which is illustrated in the schematic depiction of the set-up shown in Figure 3.10. In addition to the two (only one is depicted in
Figure 3.10) cryostatically cooled saturators present for all jet set-ups, it is also equipped
with a heatable saturator. In this work, it is only used for the pivalic acid Raman spectra depicted in Figure 6.12, which have been measured at saturator temperatures of
40 − 50 °C. The overall most important feature for this work is the heatable nozzle θn
and feed line of a total length of 2 m [199]. The highest temperature θn feasible amounts
to 190 °C. This aspect of the set-up can be used to thermally enhance the population
of higher-energy structures, e.g., cis-amides [197, 199], and is employed for the carboxylic acid monomer measurements discussed in Chapter 4. All other spectra have
been measured with both set to room temperature.
As opposed to the IR set-ups, the substance-in-carrier gas mixture is expanded con-
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tinuously from a 4.7 L reservoir through a 0.15 mm wide and 4 mm long slit nozzle into
the jet chamber, which is evacuated with a pump rack containing two roots and a rotary vane pump with a pumping speed of 500 m3 / h. The chosen reservoir pressures
amount to 0.5 − 1.5 bar, which results in background pressures of up to 2 − 3 mbar
during measurements.
The expansion is probed by a 532 nm continuous-wave frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4
diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser (Millennia eV, Spectra-Physics) with a laser
power of 25 W from down below (see Figure 3.10). The distance between the laser beam
and the nozzle is typically varied between 1 − 3 mm. To maximise the signal, it is
set to 1 mm throughout this work. A half-wave plate can be placed inside the optical
path of the laser to change its polarisation with respect to the scattering plane from
perpendicular to parallell (xz plane in Figure 3.10). This is used for the depolarisation
measurements shown in Figure 4.8 (Chapter 4). Details on those can be found below.
The scattered radiation is collected perpendicular to both the expanding flow and the
laser with a camera objective (Nikkor, f = 50 mm) and focussed onto the entrance slit
(75 µm) of a 1 m monochromator (McPherson, Model 2051, f /8.7, grating: 1200/mm)
with a convex lens. An edge filter is placed before the monochromator to quench the
Rayleigh light. A liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Princeton
Instruments, PyLoN 400B) serves as a detector, which exhibits 1340 pixel columns for
spectral dispersion and 400 pixel rows for vertical binning of the photon signal. The
spectral resolution varies slightly over the investigated spectral range and amounts on
average to about 1 cm−1 [199]. Typical data acquisition times vary between 120 − 300 s.
Cosmic ray artefacts are removed by comparison of independent scans within a sequence.
The wavenumber calibration is achieved via the emission spectrum of neon and krypton
lamps and their known vacuum lines taken from the NIST data base [200]. The overall
wavenumber uncertainty of the Raman spectra amounts to 1 − 2 cm−1 . Further details
on the automated data preprocessing sequence can be found in the PhD thesis of T.
Forsting [199].
Depolarisation measurements
As detailed above, the scattered radiation is detected orthogonal to the incident radiation (laser) and the expanding flow. This 90° geometry is transferred into a Cartesian
coordinate system in the inset of Figure 3.10 for illustration. The laser beam is located
on the z axis and the detector on the x axis, and hence, the xz plane is the scattering
plane. The polarisation of incident and scattered light is given with respect to the scattering plane. Laser (incident) light with a polarisation parallel to the scattering plane is
labelled ki and incident light with perpendicular polarisation accordingly ⊥i . As mentioned above, the default is ⊥i . Scattered radiation of both polarisations (⊥s and ks ) is
detected simultaneously with the set-up.
Whether the polarisation of the incident light is retained or changed after scattering
depends on the symmetry of the molecular vibration. Complete preservation is limited to totally symmetric vibrations of optically isotropic molecules [202]. Non totally
symmetric vibrations reduce the polarisation. If the vibration is totally symmetric, but
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Figure 3.10: Schematic depiction of the curry jet setup by T. Forsting, reprinted with adaptations from Ref. [201] licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 with permission from T. Forsting.
The following abbreviations are used (in alphabetical order): BP: bypass, BS: beam stop, CV:
check valve, EF: edge filter, L: focus lens, N: nozzle, M: laser mirror, O: objective, P: pressure
gauge, PH: pinhole, S: saturator, SV: solenoid valve, W: window. Red lines represent heatable
parts of the apparatus.

the molecule anisotropic, the polarisation is largely retained [202]. The degree to which
depolarisation occurs is called δ and can be determined via the comparison of intensity
measurements of scattered radiation with parallelly I(90◦ ; ki , ⊥s + ks ) and perpendicularly polarised incident light I(90◦ ; ⊥i , ⊥s + ks ), as shown in Equation 3.1, with α and γ
the invariants of the polarisability tensor [68]. γ contains both diagonal and off-diagonal
elements and α only depends on the former. For non totally symmetric vibrations, a
depolarisation ratio δ of 6/7 is obtained, as α = 0 [202] (cf. Equation 3.1). It is lower
for totally symmetric vibrations (α 6= 0) and varies between 0 ≤ δ < 6/7.
δ=

6γ 2
6
I(90◦ ; ki , ⊥s + ks )
=
≤
I(90◦ ; ⊥i , ⊥s + ks )
45α2 + 7γ 2
7

(3.1)

Hence, the comparison of spectra measured with parallely and perpendicularly polarised laser light can help to distinguish the symmetry of vibrations. Within this work,
this comparison is done by subtracting spectra measured with parallelly polarised laser
light ki scaled by 7/6 from those of the standard measurement (⊥i −7/6· ki ), which
cancels out bands of non totally symmetric modes. Note that Equation 3.1 is only valid
under the assumption that the detection efficiency of ⊥s and ks is the same as well
as the experimental conditions. However, the grating of the monochromator disperses
scattered radiation with parallel polarisation ks less efficiently, which is not accounted
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the slit width D and length L employed for the three jet set-ups.

set-up
D / mm
curry jet
0.15
filet jet
0.2
chilli jet
0.5

L / mm
4
600
20

for in this work. Further details can be found in Ref. [196].

3.1.4 Summary of the Differences of the Three Jet Set-ups
The differences in expansion conditions of the three jet set-ups previously introduced
will be briefly summarised within this section. As the sample preparation is identical for
all set-ups, it is not addressed in detail. The concentration determination is described
hereafter.
The four dominating factors that cause differences of the supersonic flows probed with
each set-up are the type of expansion (continuous or pulsed), the reservoir pressure, the
dimensions of the slit nozzle, as well as the nozzle distance chosen for measurements. To
facilitate long acquisition times of the scattered radiation, the supersonic expansions of
the Raman set-up are continuous, whereas the expansions of the FTIR experiments are
pulsed with the aforementioned exception (Figure 6.5).
A direct comparison of reservoir pressures p0 of different experiments is misleading, as
these are measured in the reservoir instead of at the nozzle throat, where the stagnation
pressure is lower. The extent of the pressure drop depends on the dimensions (length
and diameter) of the corresponding feed line, which is overall largest for the curry jet.
Hence, at a given reservoir pressure, its effective pressure will be smallest.
The width D of the nozzle utilised for the imaging experiments is 2 − 3 times larger
than those of the conventional FTIR and Raman set-ups (see Table 3.1). Thus, at a
given reservoir pressure and nozzle distance, the cluster formation is most pronounced
for the chilli jet (cf. Chapter 2). The nozzle length L has no critical influence on the
cluster formation and is longer for the FTIR set-ups as it defines the absorption path
length (Table 3.1). The largest impact on the expansion conditions is given by the area
of spectral interrogation and its position relative to the nozzle. The filet jet spectra
cover a wide range of the expansion (10 mm nozzle distance, 10 mm IR beam diameter
in the focus point). The Raman jet spectra, on the other hand, are recorded directly
behind the nozzle at the centre line of the expansion (1 mm nozzle distance). Therefore,
the extent of cluster formation is lower for the latter. The imaging experiments probe
a (10 × 10) mm2 large expansion area behind the nozzle. Considering the difference in
nozzle widths (Table 3.1), the experimental conditions of the Raman jet experiments are
best compared to those at a nozzle distance of 3 mm of the chilli jet.
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3.1.5 Concentration Determination
The acid concentrations in this work are estimated from the temperature dependence of
their vapour pressure and are given in percent with respect to the helium partial pressure,
which was varied between 1.5−1.8 bar. Further dilution of the substance in helium
mixtures is possible via an additional helium feed line, as detailed above. Moreover,
for the hetero dimer spectra shown in Chapter 5, different acids were mixed. These
substance or helium admixing ratios were typically varied between 1:1 and 1:10.
Formic acid has the highest vapour pressure of all substances used in this work with
56.7 mbar at room temperature (298 K) [203]. For comparison, those of acetic and pivalic acid only amount to 20.8 mbar [204] and 1.2 mbar [205] at 298 K, respectively. As
such, formic acid was typically measured at temperatures below its melting point of
8.2 °C [206]. As a solid, the vapour pressure was determined with respect to the triple
point temperature (281.4 K)[206] and pressure (17.72 mmHg)[207] and the sublimation
enthalpy (60.1 kJ mol−1 )[208, 209]. If measured as a liquid, it was estimated from the
Antoine parameters (A= 2.00121, B= 515.0 K bar−1 , and C= −139.408 K) listed in Reference [208], which were extrapolated from Reference [203] by the authors (National
Institute of Standards and Technology). The vapour pressures of the deuterated isotopologues of formic acid (HCOOD and DCOOD) are assumed to be identical to that
of HCOOH, as the general uncertainty of the concentration determination introduces a
larger error.
Acetic acid melts at 16.6 °C [210] and was measured as a solid, apart from the highconcentration spectra shown in Chapter 7. The vapour pressures were taken from Refs.
[211] (solids) and [212] (liquid). The melting point of pivalic acid lies above room
temperature (36 °C [213]), which is why it has always been measured as a solid apart
from the Raman measurements with the heatable saturator shown in Figure 6.12. The
vapour pressures were taken from Reference [205]. The supplier and purities of the
acids, noble (helium and argon), and test gases (nitrous oxide and hexafluoroethane)
are summarised in Table 3.2.
Generally, one should keep in mind that the estimated vapour pressures and the
resulting concentrations are solely upper limits as equilibrium between the solids or
liquids and the gas phase is not fully reached in the saturator due to the short waiting
times in between different measurements and the re-filling of the reservoirs during a pulse.
The concentration uncertainty is enhanced for solids due to large changes in surface area
during measurements. The temperature-dependent equilibrium constant of monomers
and dimers in the gas phase adds additional uncertainty. Hence, the concentrations listed
throughout this work serve as a measure of number density in the expansions and should
only be compared relative to each other. For carboxylic acid dimers, the IR intensity
and Raman scattering cross-sections of the C=O stretching vibrations are comparatively
constant so that for the mixed spectra in Chapter 5, the relative concentrations can be
compared via the band intensities of the homo dimers (in cases where these do not
overlap).
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Table 3.2: CAS numbers, suppliers, and purities of the carboxylic acids and gases used for the
jet measurements throughout this work. Formic acid-d corresponds to HCOOD and formic-d
acid-d to DCOOD.

acid

CAS number

formic acid

64-18-6

formic acid-d

925-94-0

formic-d acid-d

920-42-3

acetic acid

64-19-7

pivalic acid

75-98-9

helium
argon
nitrous oxide
hexafluoroethane

7440-59-7
7440-37-1
10024-97-2
76-16-4

supplier
purity
Acros Organics
≥ 99%, 98+%
Emsure
98 − 100%
abcr
95% in D2 O, 98% deuterium
Eurisotop
95% in D2 O, 98% deuterium
abcr
95% in D2 O, 98% deuterium
Acros Organics
99.8%
Fluka Chemika
≥ 99%
Fluka
99%
Alfa Aesar
99%
Linde
99.996%
Linde
99.999%
Linde
99.995%
Linde
99.999%

3.1.6 The Helium Nanodroplet Set-up
IR depletion spectra of formic acid in helium nanodroplets were recorded in collaboration with the group of Prof. Andrew Ellis at the University of Leicester. A detailed
description of the set-up can be found in Refs. [84, 93, 214, 215]. Here, a brief discussion
of the general approach is presented.
Helium nanodroplets of a size of about 5000 helium atoms were obtained by expanding helium (99.9999% purity) at 32 bar through a pinhole nozzle (5 µm diameter) cooled
down to 16 K. The droplet size can be adjusted by variation of the helium backing pressure and the nozzle temperature [216]. The dopant is added in a pick-up cell using
a needle valve to control its partial pressure. For formic acid (99%, SERVA), a partial pressure of 4·10−6 mbar was used. As detailed in Section 5.2, this partial pressure
corresponds to an average pick-up of roughly one formic acid molecule per droplet.
To record IR spectra, the doped droplets are overlapped with a tunable IR laser beam
from an optical parametric amplifier (OPA, LaserVision) after the pick-up chamber.
The OPA laser has a band width of 4 cm−1 and operates at a repetition rate of 10 Hz
[84]. Following IR excitation, the doped droplets are ionized via electron impact at
90 eV in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. IR spectra are obtained by measuring the
change in ion signal as a function of laser wavelength. If the IR frequency of the laser is
resonant with a vibration of the dopant, heat is dispersed into the droplet as a result of
the absorption. This causes an evaporation of helium and therefore, a reduction of the
geometrical cross-section of the droplet, which can be detected as a depletion of the ion
signal in the respective mass-channel. These IR depletion spectra can be recorded for
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different mass-channels. Apart from measuring the ion signal at a fixed mass-to-charge
ratio, it is also possible to record mass spectra over a large range of masses.
The geometry of the helium nanodroplet set-up is such that the tunable IR beam
passes the ionisation region of the quadropole mass spectrometer. Consequently, background signal of cations may arise when the ionisation occurred prior to IR excitation. To
ensure that the vibrational features in the mass-channels are not due to IR absorption of
cations but neutrals, additional spectra with enhanced background signal were measured
and subtracted from the raw data. This was necessary for mass channel m/z = 19.
Gas phase simulation
In helium nanodroplets, a solvent shift has been observed for hydrogen bonded complexes, which increases linearly with associated downshift of the vibrational band [87].
To account for this, gas phase spectra have been simulated by compressing the raw helium nanodroplet spectra by an estimated upper bound of the solvent shift of about 5%
of the hydrogen bond induced downshift. This approximate value has been obtained by
an extrapolation of the reported shifts from Ref. [87] with an intercept at zero. The
conversion formula applied is shown below, where ν̃He represents the helium nanodroplet
band positions, ν̃M the monomer band position (3570 cm−1 ) [79], and ν̃ the approximated
gas phase value.
20ν̃He + ν̃M
(3.2)
21
This transformation is used to get a rough estimate of the gas phase band position
and is by no means an attempt of an exact conversion.
ν̃ =

3.2 Theoretical Methods
Quantum chemical calculations within this work were exploited for two purposes – to
support spectral assignments and to test the applicability of commonly used methods for
the vibrational descriptions of the systems studied within this work in form of benchmarks. Obviously, the requirements for the two approaches are different and will be
detailed below. The quantum chemical program packages used are Gaussian 09 (revision E.01) [36] and ORCA (version 4.0.1) [37, 38].

3.2.1 Band Position Assignments
For spectral assignments, the conformational space was searched. The structure motifs of
the carboxylic acid monomers and their hydrogen bonded clusters have been thoroughly
characterised in the literature both experimentally [217, 218] as well as theoretically [83,
219, 220], which this work is mostly based on. For geometry optimisations and harmonic frequency calculations, the B3LYP functional [221, 222] is used in combination
with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction [223] and Becke-Johnson damping [224], as it
has shown to be a good compromise between accuracy of absolute and relative band
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Table 3.3: DFT integration grid, optimisation criteria, and density fitting settings used for
B3LYP-D3(BJ) calculations in the program packages ORCA (version 4.0.1) [37, 38] and Gaussian 09 [36].

program
Gaussian
ORCA

integration grid
ultrafine
grid5

optimisation
tight
tight

density fitting
yes
no

positions and cost efficiency [225]. All band position predictions were performed with
Gaussian 09 [36], apart from the calculations shown in Chapter 6, which were carried
out with the ORCA program package [37, 38]. The DFT integration grid and optimisation criteria used for both program packages are summarised in Table 3.3. All harmonic
frequency calculations were performed without the use of symmetry (C1 ), unless otherwise noted. The differences in harmonic C=O stretching frequencies obtained with both
quantum chemical program packages amount to 1−2 cm−1 , but can be larger for other
fundamentals. These differences are mainly caused by the different implementation of
B3LYP [36, 37].
Basis sets are adjusted to the system size. For carboxylic acid monomers and dimers,
an augmented correlation consistent basis set by Dunning [226–228] was utilised, namely
aug-cc-pVTZ, which is abbreviated to aVTZ throughout this work. For trimer and
tetramer calculations, the smaller def2-TZVP basis set of the Ahlrichs group has been
employed [229]. Relative energy differences as well as dissociation energies are corrected
for vibrational zero-point energy. Band position assignments are based on scaled, harmonic frequency calculations. In case of the two rotamers of the formic acid monomer
studied in Chapter 4, the (harmonic) band positions are scaled to the respective fundamental of the global minimum trans-structure. The band positions of the higher-energy
dimer studied in helium nanodroplets in Chapter 5 are scaled to the OH stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer at 3570 cm−1 . All other harmonic band positions
throughout this work are scaled to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the
formic acid dimer at 1741 cm−1 .
The Raman scattering cross-sections σ in the 90° scattering geometry can be determined from the Raman activity A provided by Gaussian 09 [36] and ORCA [37, 38], the
vibrational temperature T , here assumed to be 100 K, the predicted wavenumber ν̃i of
the mode i, its degeneracy gi , and the laser wavelength ν̃L , as shown in Equation 3.3. A
detailed derivation can be found in the PhD thesis of T. Wassermann [195]. The grating
of the monochromator disperses the perpendicularly polarised laser light ⊥s more effectively than that with parallel polarisation ks [196]. This effect has not been accounted
for in this work, as the Raman scattering cross-sections σ are only compared relative to
one another.

σ = gi ·

2π 2 h (ν̃L − ν̃i )3 · ν̃L
 ·A
·
i
45cν̃i 1 − exp − hcν̃
kT
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3.2.2 Performance Tests of Different Methods
For harmonic (carboxylic acid dimers) as well as anharmonic vibrational benchmarks
(formic acid monomer as well as global minimum and higher-energy dimer), the performance of different DFT functionals, semi-empirical, as well as ab initio methods was
examined. The DFT methods tested include PBE0-D3, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD in addition to B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ). Two semi-empirical methods were chosen,
namely PBEh-3c developed by the Grimme group and PM3. In addition to MP2, spincomponent-scaled (SCS)-MP2 using the resolution of identity (RI) approximation has
been picked as a second ab initio method. The SCS-MP2 and PBEh-3c calculations
have been exclusively performed with the ORCA program package (version 4.0.1) [37,
38], whereas all other calculations have been carried out in Gaussian 09 [36]. A summary
of all methods, their parameters, and references can be found in Table 3.4.
Anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations were performed with vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) as implemented in Gaussian 09 [36], as it has shown to perform
reasonably well for small, relatively rigid molecules [32]. The default version has been
used that removes resonances in a pre-screening and treats these variationally. This
default version is called generalised VPT2 (GVPT2). As will be detailed in Chapter
4.4, VPT2 calculations using DFT methods are, among other things, integration grid
size sensitive. For M06-2X, this is well-known [230, 231]. Therefore, two grid sizes were
tested, namely the pruned ultrafine grid utilised for all harmonic vibrational frequency
calculations (Table 3.3) and the pruned superfine grid. Pruned hereby refers to a minimisation of the number of grid points while remaining a chosen level of accuracy [36].
The ultrafine grid exhibits 99 radial shells and 590 points per shell (99,590). It is larger
than the default grid (fine grid, (75,302)) of Gaussian 09 [36]. The superfine is the
next-larger grid and has 150 shells with 974 points per shell (150,974) for the elements
used in this work [36].
Additionally, the sensitivity of the VPT2 calculations towards the implementation of
symmetry and the optimisation settings was explored. The rotamers of the formic acid
monomer exhibit Cs point group symmetry. The same applies for the higher-energy
dimer of formic acid studied in Chapter 5. The global minimum dimer of formic acid
exhibits the highest point symmetry (C2h ). The convergence criteria of the geometry
optimisation were varied from opt = tight (standard, see Table 3.3) to opt = very tight.
The resulting eight anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations for DFT methods
(two grids, two optimisation criteria, and two symmetries) were averaged. For ab initio
methods such as MP2, these reduce to four (no integration grid). The standard deviation
of the band positions and intensities is given as measure of sensitivity. A detailed
description of these effects will be given in Section 4.4.
For the monomer benchmark, the augmented quadruple zeta basis set aug-cc-pVQZ
(aVQZ) by Dunning [226, 227] is used. For the basis set sensitive methods, additional
double- (aVDZ) and triple-zeta (aVTZ) calculations were performed. All VPT2 calculations of dimers have been carried out with the aVTZ basis set. Further details can be
found in the respective chapters.
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36

semi
-empirical

DFT

ab initio

double hybrid

B2PLYP
PBEh-3c
PM3

hybrid
hybrid
hybrid meta
LC hybrid

type of
functional

B3LYP
PBE0
M06-2X
ωB97-XD

SCS-MP2

MP2

method

D3(BJ)

-D3(BJ)

D2

-D3(BJ)
-D3(BJ)

12
18

2+4

8+4
0+4
29
15

2

HF exchange and
PT2 correlation
+ D3(BJ)

B3LYP + D3(BJ)
PBE0 + D3(BJ)

parallel- and
antiparallel-spin

dispersion
parameters
correction number
comments

[240]
[241, 242]

[239]

[221, 222]
[237]
[238]
[233]

[236]

[234, 235]

Refs.

Table 3.4: DFT, semi-empirical, and ab initio methods used with their parameters. Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction using BeckeJohnson damping is abbreviated to D3(BJ) [223, 224] and written in italics when added to the method. D2 corresponds to Grimme’s
D2 dispersion correction [232], which the implemented dispersion correction of ωB97-XD is based on [233].
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4.1 Introduction
The dynamics of molecules or molecular systems are governed by their multidimensional
potential energy hypersurface (PES), an important conceptual tool which originates
from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [243]. The first numerical PES has been
developed by Eyring and Polyani in 1931 for H3 [244, 245], which was employed to
determine the reaction rate of H2 + H one year later [246]. In addition to reaction
kinetics, another large field of application of potential energy surfaces is high-resolution
molecular spectroscopy. Particularly for small molecules and their clusters, a myriad of
spectroscopically accurate potential energy surfaces is available. Typical examples are
carbon dioxide CO2 [247, 248], water H2 O [249–254] and small water clusters (H2 O)2-3
[255–257], ammonia NH3 [258–262], hydrogen peroxide H2 O2 [263–265], formaldehyde
H2 CO [266, 267], the hydrogen fluoride dimer (HF)2 [268–271], methane CH4 [272–275],
and methanol CH3 OH [276–278]. In order to critically examine their quality, accurate
experimental benchmark data is needed. In the gas phase, vibrational spectroscopy of
such reference systems is normally focussed on the global minimum structures, as these
are most abundant at room temperature. Consequently, the potential energy surface near
that region can be well tested, yet critical evaluation of higher energy regimes, i.e., local
minima or saddle points is obviously not feasible to the same extent. Consequently, for
an assessment of the globality of a potential energy surface prediction, the vibrational
scrutiny of local minima needs to be pushed forward, which is the main motivation
behind this chapter.

(1365 ± 30) cm−1

cF
F

Figure 4.1: Most stable structures of trans- (F) and cis-formic acid (cF), calculated at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level with the experimentally determined energy difference by Hocking
[58].
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Examples of small systems with characteristic higher-energy structures are the tautomers hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen isocyanide HCN/HNC [279] and formaldehyde
H2 CO, whose photodissociation products form a near-isoenergetic van der Waals complex (H2 −CO) [280, 281], which is challenging to describe by theory. A next-larger
system of interest is the pentatomic, Cs -symmetric formic acid molecule, which will be
examined throughout this work. It exhibits rotational isomerism around the C−O bond,
as shown in Figure 4.1. The global minimum form is historically labelled trans-formic
acid, yet the C=O and O−H groups are in cis-configuration (cf. Figure 4.1). Here, the
historic labels will be used.
The spectroscopic interest in formic acid is widespread with a manifold of rotational
[58, 217, 282–292] and vibrational studies on the trans-monomer [60, 62, 65, 68, 293–
315]. The first ones date back to the late nineteen-thirties [316, 317]. Formic acid is also
a popular reference system for quantum chemical calculations [32, 296, 298, 318–328].
The most recent, full set of high-resolution experimental [305] as well as anharmonic
ab initio band positions [328] of all fundamentals of trans-formic acid can be found in
Table 4.1. A schematic visualisation of the nine normal modes of formic acid is shown
in Figure 4.2. Four of these are stretching vibrations ν (O−H, C−H, C=O, and C−O),
three in-plane δ (H−C−O, H−O−C, O−C=O), and two out-of-plane bending vibrations
γ (C−H, O−H). The stretching and in-plane bending vibrations are of A0 symmetry and
the two out-of-plane bending vibrations of A00 symmetry. All fundamentals are labelled
according to the Herzberg nomenclature [182], where the vibrations are grouped by
symmetry (in descending order) and sorted by energy within a group.
A trans-formic acid topic of interest in recent years concerns a Fermi resonance of
the O−H in-plane bending vibration ν5 and the overtone of the O−H torsion 2ν9 [315,
327, 328]. Both band positions are listed in Table 4.2. Theoretical [327, 328] as well
as experimental studies [315] suggest a label switch compared to previous experimental
assignments such as that of Freytes and co-workers [305]. Here, additional evidence will
be given to support it by a combined FTIR and Raman jet study. An important aspect
throughout this work is the contrasting juxtaposition of FTIR and Raman data, when
necessary. As will be seen in this case and in many more examples in the following
chapters, for a full comprehension of the vibrational dynamics, the combination of both
techniques is beneficial. Besides, the general amount of Raman gas phase data on the
trans-formic acid monomer F is surprisingly scarce [62, 68]. The first relevant Raman
spectroscopic measurement of formic acid has been performed by Bertie and Michaelian
in 1982 [62]. It was focussed on the detection of both the monomer and the dimer [62],
so that fine details of the monomer signals are not as easily extractable, as these are in
some cases overlapping with dimer bands. The same is valid for the Raman jet study by
Xue from 2011 [68]. In the present work, pure monomer spectra are recorded by thermal
dissociation of clusters, which nicely complement the available IR data, particularly for
combination band assignments and the Fermi resonance of ν5 and 2ν9 .
The cis-rotamer of formic acid cF is not nearly as well characterised in the gas phase.
The reason for this is its low gas phase abundance of just 0.1% at room temperature
governed by the large energy difference between both forms, which was determined to
(1365 ± 30) cm−1 in microwave spectroscopy measurements by Hocking in 1976 [58]. As
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Table 4.1: Gas phase band positions (exp., in cm−1 ) of the fundamentals and the overtone
of the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration of trans- and cis-formic acid measured with highresolution infrared spectroscopy by Freytes and co-workers [305] (trans-formic acid) and by
Baskakov et al. [57] (cis-formic acid). For comparison, calculated (theo.) values by Richter and
Carbonnière are listed, who constructed a potential energy surface at the CCSD(T)-F12a/aVTZ
level and predicted the vibrational energy levels with the multi-configuration time-dependent
Hartree (MCTDH) method [328]. The symmetry (A0 and A00 ) and respective assignments of
the ten modes are given, whereby ν indicates stretching, δ in-plane, and γ out-of-plane bending
vibrations. A label switch of the Fermi resonance of ν5 and 2ν9 of trans-formic acid has been
suggested by Refs. [315, 327, 328], which is why the band positions are displayed in italics.
Newly determined cis-formic acid band positions obtained within the framework of this work
are marked with bold letters. These are published in Refs. [329, 330].

symmetry

mode

A0

ν1
ν2
ν3
ν4
ν5
2ν9
ν6
ν7

A00
a
b

ν8
ν9

trans
theo.[328]
exp.
ν(OH)
3570.5
3567
ν(C−H)
2942.06
2937
ν(C=O)
1776.86
1774
δ(H−C−O)
1380
1375
δ(H−O−C)
1223
1301
2γ(O−H)
1306.2
1216
ν(C−O)
1104.85
1106
δ(O−C=O) 626.16
623
assignment

γ(C−H)
γ(O−H)

[305]

1033.47
640.72

1032
637

cis
exp.
3637a
2873a
1818a

theo.[328]
3631
2871
1810
1383
1246
957
1097
652

1093a

493.420509(8)

b

1011
491

this work
Ref. [57]

indicated in Figure 4.1, the torsional barrier between both rotamers of formic acid is also
high. It was estimated to 4842 cm−1 with respect to the bottom of the trans-potential
well [331]. The rotational spectrum of cis-formic acid recorded by Hocking corresponds
to its first spectroscopy detection in the gas phase, which was followed up by two further
microwave studies [217, 331]. The distinct detection advantage of this technique is the
large dipole moment of cis-formic acid compared to its trans-form (cF: 3.79(1) D [58],
F: 1.42 D [217]) that somewhat compensates for its low abundance. The first, and until
2018, only vibrational gas phase band position of cis-formic acid has been determined by
Baskakov and co-workers thirty years later in 2006. In a high resolution FTIR study, they
have characterised the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration ν9 (torsion) [57]. The key
advantage of that cis-formic acid fundamental is the large spectral separation of nearly
150 cm−1 to the corresponding trans-vibration (cf. Table 4.1). Within the framework
of this thesis, four new band positions of cis-formic acid were recorded with Raman jet
spectroscopy by using thermal excitation to increase the population of cis-formic acid
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ν2

ν1

A′

ν3

ν
ν4

ν5

ν6

ν8

ν9

δ
ν7

A″

γ

δ

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the nine fundamentals of trans-formic acid. These
can be divided into stretching vibrations ν, in-plane δ, and out-of-plane bending vibrations γ.
The in-plane ν and δ vibrations are of A0 and the out-of-plane γ vibrations of A00 symmetry.

by an order of magnitude to 1 − 2%. The results have been published in two Refs. in
2018 [329] and 2019 [330], which this chapter is partially based on.
In stark contrast to the gas phase, the cis-rotamer cF of formic acid has been thoroughly characterised in solid rare gas matrices [59, 60, 311, 314, 332–337]. The first vibrational study on cis-formic acid was performed by Pettersson, Lundell, Khriachtchev,
and Räsänen in a solid argon matrix in 1997 [59]. A significant population of cF was
obtained via OH overtone excitation of the trans-form [59]. This pioneering work was
followed up by a vast number of cryomatrix studies on such higher-energy rotamers of
carboxylic acids [60, 314, 334, 337–342]. Matrix isolation spectroscopy, however, is not
suitable for benchmarking gas phase calculations, as the vibrational bands are shifted
compared to the gas phase, due to the perturbation that the matrix environment imposes on vibrations of the trapped species. As will be shown in Section 4.3, these shifts
can be substantial and of opposite sign for different vibrations. Another recent condensed phase study on the cis-trans-isomerism of carboxylic acids was performed by
Giubertoni, Sofronov, and Bakker in 2019 who measured the deuterated formic acid isotopologue HCOOD in deuterated water and acetonitrile solutions at room temperature
and found a total of 20 − 30% of the cis-rotamer [343]. These pronounced differences to
the gas phase are unexpected and an interesting starting point for future studies of the
dynamics in solution.
Since formic acid is a reasonably small model system, it also enables an anharmonic
vibrational frequency calculations using vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2), which
has proven to be sufficient for the description of small, relatively rigid molecules [344].
In a study of formic and acetic acid and their nitrogen clusters as benchmarking model
systems, VPT2 calculations have indeed proven to be adequate for formic acid, yet first
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insufficiencies were identified for acetic acid due to the large amplitude methyl torsions
[79]. Due to the fourfold increase of cis-formic acid benchmark data achieved in this
work, a more balanced benchmark is feasible as both the global and local minimum description of quantum chemical methods can be analysed. Additionally, the performance
of two recent sets of high-level anharmonic ab initio band positions of all fundamentals of cis- and trans-formic acid by Tew and Mizukami [327] as well as Richter and
Carbonnière [328] can be tested. Their trans-formic acid band position predictions are
fairly similar, yet larger discrepancies are seen for the cis-rotamer. As both compared
their cis-formic acid band position predictions to argon matrix values [60], a critical
evaluation of the performance of these methods was not feasible. The new reference
data on cis-formic acid enable an unbiased analysis, as both theoretical studies [327,
328] were published prior to it [329, 330]. This benchmark can be found in Section 4.4,
yet initially, the focus is on trans-formic acid.

4.2 trans-Formic Acid Fundamentals
4.2.1 Literature values
As mentioned in the previous section, there have been numerous vibrational studies of
trans-formic acid. The band positions of the most relevant ones are summarised in Table
4.2. Within this work, Raman spectra of all fundamentals of F (see Figure 4.3) have
been recorded with the Raman jet apparatus described in Section 3.1.3. It exhibits a
heatable nozzle and feed line, which cannot only be exploited to enhance the population
of higher-energy structures such as cis-formic acid [329, 330] or cis-amides [197, 199],
but also for thermal dissociation of clusters, enabling the measurement of pure monomer
spectra. The thus obtained band positions are listed alongside the literature values in
Table 4.2. The agreement with previous Raman jet data [68] and gas phase data from
Bertie and Michaelian [62] from 1982 is satisfactory. The deviations amount to just
1 cm−1 , which falls within the band position uncertainty of the Raman jet set-up used
(cf. Section 3.1.3). The only exception is the aforementioned Fermi resonance, that
will be discussed separately below. The exact band centres of ν8 and ν9 cannot be
clearly ascertained from the spectrum and are therefore not listed in Table 4.2, but their
approximate position is shown in Figure 4.3.
The band positions determined with infrared spectroscopy fluctuate more over time,
but the agreement of the Raman jet band positions with the most recent, complete set
of FTIR data from 2002 by Freytes and co-workers [305] as well as the high-resolution
data of Baskakov and et al. [303, 306] is within 1 cm−1 . The FTIR and Raman data
recorded in solid rare gas matrices deviate considerably from the gas phase or jet values
– not only in band position but also in sign of the matrix shift. While polar modes such
as C=O and O−H stretching vibrations are downshifted in an argon matrix, the C−H
stretching vibration as well as the C−H out-of-plane bending vibration are upshifted
(cf. Table 4.2). Furthermore, different trapping sites inside the matrix cause additional
splittings, as can be seen for the data of Maçôas and co-workers [60]. In addition to
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Figure 4.3: Raman jet spectra of all fundamentals of trans-formic acid (c < 0.2% in helium),
measured at a reservoir pressure of 1 bar and a nozzle temperature of θn = 190 °C.

argon, matrix isolation spectra of trans-formic acid have also been measured in other
matrix hosts such as neon [298, 335], nitrogen [345], or molecular hydrogen [309, 336].
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A00

A0

ν(OH)
ν(CH)
ν(C=O)
δ(HCO)

δ(HOC)

2γ(O−H)
ν(C−O)
δ(OCO)

γ(C−H)
γ(O−H)

1
2
3
4

5

2ν9
6
7

8
9

νi

1220
1105
625

1306

this
work
3570
2942
1777
1379

642

1307.1
1103.8
624.9

n/o

Raman
gas
phase[62]
3568.9
2942.0
1776.6
1380.6

1045−1067
643

1308
1105
626

1220

3570
2943
1777
1380

jet[68]

1040.0
632.5

1309.0
1107.2
626.0

1218.0

argon
matrix[65]
3553.5
2958.5
1769.0
1386.0

n/o

1221
1105

n/o

this
work
3570
2942
1777
n/o

1033[293,295] , 1033.4[297] , 1033.47[305] , 1033.46996[303]
636[295] , 641.8[297] , 640.72[305] , 640.72518[306]
a deperturbed band origin

1306.2[305] , 1288.4a[307]
1105[293,295,301] , 1105.4[297] , 1104.85[305] , 1104.8524[303]
636[295] , 625.4[297] , 626.16[305] , 626.16574[306]

1229[295] , 1223[297,305,307]

3570[295,297] , 3570.5[305]
2942.9[294] , 2943[295] , 2943.8[297] , 2944[301] , 2942.06[305]
1770[295] , 1776.2[297] , 1776[301] , 1776.83[305,310]
1387[295] , 1380[305]

3570[79]
2942[79]
1379.054[313]
1220.833[346]

gas phase

jet

IR

1037.4 / 1038.5
635.4/ 635.4

1103.9 / 1103.2
628.0 / 629.3

argon
matrix[60]
3548.2 / 3550.5
2956.1 / 2953.1
1768.9 / 1767.2
1384.4 / 1381.0
1305.7 / 1305.7
1214.8 / 1215.8

Table 4.2: Band positions (in cm−1 ) of the fundamentals of trans-formic acid compared to literature values. Bands that have not
been observed are labelled n/o.
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4.2.2 Fermi resonance ν5 and 2ν9
For a closer analysis of the assignment of ν5 and 2ν9 , FTIR spectra have been recorded
at three concentrations to contrast these with the previously shown Raman spectra
(Figure 4.3). The results are depicted in Figure 4.4A. To ensure a good signal-tonoise ratio, the FTIR spectra have been averaged over around 2000 scans each. For
reference, typically less than 200 scans are recorded for all other FTIR measurements
shown in this work. The FTIR spectra exhibit one broad feature that extends from
1240−1210 cm−1 . This broad band profile has been analysed by Goroya and co-workers
in a high resolution IR spectroscopy study [346]. The formic acid monomer band was determined to 1220.83329(10) cm−1 and three dimer bands were identified at 1219.71 cm−1 ,
1225.35 cm−1 , and 1233.95 cm−1 . The latter two were assigned to the (ν10 + ν15 ) combination band and the antisymmetric C−O stretching fundamental (ν22 ), respectively.
The band at 1217.71 cm−1 was also attributed to a combination vibration, with several
options discussed [346].
As seen in the overview of the mid-infrared region in Figure 4.4B, the IR bands
of the C=O (ν3 ) and C−O stretching vibrations (ν6 ) of the formic acid monomer are
similarly broad and asymmetric. For a closer analysis of the broad feature between
1240 − 1210 cm−1 , these two bands are plotted below the highest concentrated spectrum
of Figure 4.4A and the dimer band position assignments of Ref. [346] in Figure 4.5. By
assuming a similar band shape, one obtains 1221 cm−1 as a the monomer band position,
which matches the value by Goroya and co-workers [346]. A suitable spectral region to
estimate the abundance of monomers and dimers in the spectra is the C=O stretching
region, as the bands of hydrogen bonded clusters such as the formic acid dimer (FF) are
clearly separated from the monomer band (1777 cm−1 ), as shown in the overview over
the mid-infrared region depicted in Figure 4.4B. A small fraction of (FF) can be seen at
1741 cm−1 (antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration) in the higher concentrated spectra,
which is barely visible in the spectra at the lowest concentration. From the calculated,
harmonic IR intensities at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level (monomer IF = 373 km mol−1 ,
dimer I(FF) = 822 km mol−1 ), the monomer-to-dimer ratios in the spectra are estimated
to 20:1, 33:1, and 130:1. This confirms that the spectrum recorded at the lowest formic
acid concentration is nearly cluster-free. Absolute line intensities are available for formic
acid monomer fundamentals [301, 308, 310] (and Refs. therein) and vary from the
B3LYP-D3(BJ) prediction by as much as 30% (284 ± 43 km mol−1 ) for ν3 [310]. Since
the monomer band intensities are compared relative to those of the dimer, the overall
errors are likely considerably smaller. Hence, the results can serve as a rough estimate.
In a previous study of Freytes and co-workers, the maximum (1223 cm−1 ) of the broad
band in Figure 4.4 was assigned to the fundamental ν5 [305]. The overtone band 2ν9 in
that same work has been observed at 1306.2 cm−1 . Here, this band is only vaguely seen
in the highest concentrated spectrum, if at all. This is likely due to the low concentration
in the jet expansions (0.01−0.05%) and the lower sensitivity compared to the high resolution FTIR spectra reported by Freytes and co-workers, who used a varying absorption
path length of 0.2−4.8 m with a resolution of 0.002 cm−1 [305]. Their assignment of fundamental and overtone is based on the higher intensity of the lower wavenumber band
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Table 4.3: Harmonic band positions ωe (in cm−1 ), IR intensities I (in km mol−1 ), and Raman
scattering cross-sections σ (10−36 m2 sr−1 ) of the fundamentals trans-formic acid, calculated at
the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.

νi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ωe
3716
3049
1811
1402
1299
1122
629
1052
675

I
60
40
373
2
9
262
42
2
137

σ
76
172
40
19
10
12
35
6
4

compared to the signal at 1306.2 cm−1 and was confirmed by Baskakov and co-workers
in 2006, who analysed the hot band (2ν9 − ν9 ) [307]. In 2019, the topic was revisited by
Hull and co-workers, who measured high-resolution torsional spectra of trans-formic acid
[315]. This work was triggered by two ab initio VCI [327] and MCDTH studies [328] of
(cis- and) trans-formic acid, both of which strongly suggested a re-assignment of these
bands. By an intensity analysis of various transitions of the hot bands (2ν9 − ν9 ) and
(ν5 − ν9 ), Hull and co-workers were able to show that 2ν9 is in fact lower in wavenumber
than ν5 [315], meaning that the band at 1306.2 cm−1 is the fundamental and accordingly,
the band at 1221 cm−1 [346] the overtone.
Within this work, additional Raman spectra in the ν5 and 2ν9 region are provided (Figure 4.4). One of the many advantages of exploiting the interplay of Raman and FTIR
jet spectroscopy can be seen when comparing the harmonically calculated IR intensities
and Raman scattering cross-sections of the fundamentals of trans-formic acid listed in
Table 4.3. ν4 and ν8 correspond to the weakest IR active formic acid monomer fundamentals with an IR intensity of just 2 km mol−1 and were therefore not observed in the
FTIR spectra in Figure 4.4B. Both fundamentals could be detected in the corresponding
Raman spectra, tough ν8 just very weakly (Figure 4.3), as its Raman scattering crosssection is also among the smallest of all fundamentals and amounts to about a third of
that of ν4 . Furthermore, the Raman set-up used in this work is very versatile – both the
nozzle and feed line are heatable, which facilitates the use of higher concentrations (0.2%
compared to 0.01−0.05% for the IR spectra), as low cluster abundance is always ensured
by the thermal dissociation of preformed clusters. At the same time, low-lying energy
levels are thermally populated, which leads to an increase in the number of hot bands.
Both can be distinguished from fundamentals, overtones, and combination bands, as the
cluster bands decrease with increasing nozzle temperature if scaled to these, whereas
hot bands increase. In Figure 4.4A, the spectra have been intensity-scaled to the band
at 1306 cm−1 . Hot bands are labelled H and the cluster bands C. As expected, the band
at 1220 cm−1 shows the same scaling behaviour as the band at 1306 cm−1 . The small
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band position difference of 1 cm−1 in the IR (1221 cm−1 ) and Raman spectra (1220 cm−1 )
can be attributed Raman frequency calibration (see Section 3.1.3), which introduces an
uncertainty of about 1−2 cm−1 . The band at 1306 cm−1 is around 7 times more intense
than the band at 1220 cm−1 (Figure 4.4B), meaning that the Fermi resonance between
both is overall fairly weak. In the Raman spectra of Bertie and Michaelian, the latter
was not observed, likely due to its lower intensity, whereby the overtone 2ν9 was assigned
to 1307.1 cm−1 [62]. The Raman matrix isolation spectra measured by Olbert-Majkut
and co-workers [65] show two monomer bands at 1309 cm−1 and at 1218.0 cm−1 . Despite
its higher intensity, the former was attributed to the overtone 2ν9 and the latter to the
fundamental [65].
Fermi resonances between fundamentals and overtones are expected to exhibit the
same intensity ratio in IR and Raman spectra, as the overtones usually have a near
zero intensity (dark states) and only gain intensity via the wavefunction mixing with
the fundamental (bright state). Therefore, this intensity mismatch is unexpected. One
possible explanation could be that the overtone coincidentally has a higher intensity
(IR intensity or Raman scattering cross-section) than the fundamental, which results in
the unexpected case of a fundamental stealing intensity from an overtone in one of the
spectra (IR or Raman).
The Raman scattering-cross sections of overtones and combination bands tend to
be particularly small and are typically about two orders of magnitude weaker than
fundamentals [347, 348]. As this intensity difference is less pronounced in the infrared,
IR spectra tend to be more complicated than Raman spectra [202]. Hence, it is likelier
that the overtone has a higher IR intensity relative to the fundamental than a larger
Raman scattering-cross section. Moreover, the overall Raman intensity of the band at
1306 cm−1 is similar with respect to the fundamentals in that region, namely ν4 and ν6
(see Figure 4.4B). From the harmonically predicted scattering cross-sections of all three
fundamentals ν4 , ν5 , and ν6 (Table 4.3), this is expected, if the band at 1306 cm−1 was
ν5 . Due to the intensity redistribution caused by the wavefunction mixing, the crosssection prediction for ν5 will obviously slightly change if anharmonicity is introduced.
Nonetheless, considering the small intensity of the second band at 1220 cm−1 , the order
of magnitude should still roughly match experiment. In the infrared, the most intense
trans-formic acid fundamentals are the two CO stretching vibrations (C=O and C−O, cf.
Figure 4.4B and Table 4.3), whereas ν5 , ν4 , and ν8 exhibit by far the lowest IR intensities
(Table 4.3). With that in mind, the likeliest explanation is that the IR intensity of the
overtone 2ν9 exceeds that of ν5 , resulting in the rare case of a fundamental stealing
intensity from an overtone, whereas in case of the Raman spectra, it is the other way
around, resulting in the differing IR and Raman intensity patterns.
In summary, in line with previous theoretical [327, 328] and experimental evidence
[315], the Raman jet spectra in this work encourage a reassignment of the O−H in-plane
bending vibration ν5 to 1306 cm−1 and the overtone of the O−H out-of-plane bending
vibration 2ν9 to 1221 cm−1 . Any resonance between the two states appears to be weak,
with less than 10% intensity redistribution. This example is just one of a few debates
surrounding trans-formic acid assignments, which can clearly benefit from additional
Raman data. Several more examples are given in the next section.
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A

B

Figure 4.4: A: FTIR jet spectra (top) of formic acid at a reservoir pressure of 560 mbar
and increasing concentrations of 0.01% in helium (2000 scans), 0.02% in helium (1750 scans),
and 0.05% in helium (2130 scans). The Raman jet spectra of formic acid (< 0.2% in helium)
are shown below and have been measured at a reservoir pressure of 1 bar, increasing nozzle
temperatures of θn = 100 − 190 °C, and acquisition times of 30−35 min. B: FTIR and Raman
jet spectra of formic acid between 1900−1000 cm−1 measured under the same conditions as
those in panel A.
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Figure 4.5: FTIR jet spectrum of formic acid in helium (< 0.05%) recorded at a reservoir
pressure of 560 mbar averaged over 2130 scans. In blue and red, intensity-scaled (red: 0.08,
blue: 0.06 ) and wavenumber-shifted ν3 (blue, band centre: 1777 cm−1 , shifted by −556 cm−1 )
and ν6 (red, band centre: 1105 cm−1 , shifted by +116 cm−1 ) bands of formic acid are shown
for identification of the band centre of the formic acid monomer band (1221 cm−1 , black dotted
line). Band positions of the formic acid dimer at 1234 cm−1 (ν22 ), at 1225 cm−1 (ν10 + ν15 ),
and 1220 cm−1 (combination band with unknown origin) are marked in grey and were taken
from Ref. [346].
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4.3 cis-Formic Acid Fundamentals
4.3.1 Vibrational Detection of cis-Formic Acid
As previously mentioned, the nozzle and feed line of the Raman jet apparatus are
heatable. The upper temperature feasible amounts to 190 °C, which translates into
a cis-formic acid population of 1 − 2%, if differences in the partition function are disregarded. For this estimate, the harmonically calculated energy difference at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ level has been used (15.9 kJ mol−1 ), which is just outside the error bar of
the experimental value by Hocking (16.33(36) kJ mol−1 ) [58]. For successful detection,
cis-formic acid fundamentals with a particularly high Raman scattering cross-section
have to be chosen to somewhat compensate for its low abundance. The harmonically
calculated Raman scattering cross-sections of all fundamentals of both rotamers are
depicted in Figure 4.6. The scattering cross-sections σ are largest for the stretching
vibrations of cis-formic acid, namely ν1 (O−H), ν2 (C−H), ν3 (C=O), and ν6 (C−O).
In addition, the σ values are mostly similar for both rotamers with three exceptions –
the C−O stretching vibration (ν6 ), the O=C−O in-plane-bending vibration (ν7 ), and
the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration (ν9 ). For ν6 and ν9 , the scattering cross-section
of cis-formic acid is larger, whereas it is the other way around for ν7 . As σ of ν9 is
overall weak, the most promising cis-formic acid vibrations for Raman detection are the
stretching vibrations.
The spectra of ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , and ν6 can be found in Figure 4.7 for four nozzle temperatures
(100−190 °C). To assist spectral assignments, harmonically calculated, F(νi )-scaled band
positions of cis- and trans-formic acid have been plotted below the spectra. As throughout this (and the next) chapter, these harmonic vibrational frequency calculations have
been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level to leave enough extension potential for larger clusters and anharmonic corrections. The spectra of each temperature
series have been scaled to the respective trans-formic acid fundamental of lowest intensity. Since the nozzle orifice narrows with nozzle temperature due to thermal expansion,
one would expect the overall lowest signal intensity for the 190 °C spectrum. However,
concentration fluctuations can change this expected order. As aforementioned, by increasing the nozzle temperature, cluster bands can be distinguished from fundamentals
and hot bands of the monomer, as the cluster bands decrease due to thermal dissociation, whereas the intensity of hot bands is enhanced due to thermal population. Due to
the intensity scaling, monomer fundamentals, combination and overtone bands have the
same intensity throughout the temperature series. There are two types of formic acid
hot bands – isomeric hot bands, i.e., cis-formic acid bands, and hot bands originating
from thermally populated low-lying energy levels of trans-formic acid. The former can
be distinguished from the latter by a comparison of the band position and the intensity
ratio with respect to the trans-formic acid fundamental. The isomeric hot bands are
based on a different part of the potential energy surface (PES) connected by the O−H
torsion, while the hot bands originating from low-lying energy levels of trans-formic acid
are based on the same structure. These (νi + νj − νj ) hot bands are shifted from the
respective fundamental by the coupling matrix element xij of the two levels involved,
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cF

F

Figure 4.6: Predicted band positions and Raman scattering cross-sections σ of all nine fundamentals of cis- (violet) and trans-formic acid (black), calculated at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ
level. Reprinted from Ref. [330] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry, licensed under
CC BY 3.0.

where νi is the fundamental and νj the thermally populated energy level (Equation 2.6,
Section 2.1). For a (2νi − νi ) hot band, this difference amounts to 2xii . Moreover, the
intensity of a hot band with respect to the trans-fundamental largely reflects the respective excitation energy, i.e., the energy of the thermally populated low-lying energy level
or, in case of an isomeric hot band, the energy difference between both rotamers.
The O−H stretching region of formic acid features one distinct hot band at 3637 cm−1 ,
which deviates from the F(ν1 )-scaled harmonic prediction of the cF band position by
5 cm−1 . The intensity compared to the fundamental of trans-formic acid (3570 cm−1 )
amounts to 2% at 190 °C, if the different scattering cross-sections of both rotamers
are taken into account (σF /σcF = 0.729), which matches the expected cF population
(1−2 %). As such, the band at 3637 cm−1 can be assigned to ν1 of cis-formic acid.
The two additional bands downshifted compared to F at 3566 cm−1 and 3560 cm−1 are
most likely trans-formic acid combination bands involving the C−H stretching vibration ν2 (2942 cm−1 ) and the lowest-lying fundamentals ν9 (641 cm−1 ) and ν7 (626 cm−1 ),
which profit from the large scattering cross-section of ν2 . Both are in reasonably good
agreement with available theory predictions of Tew and Mizukami (ν2 + ν7 = 3558 cm−1 ;
ν2 +ν9 = 3571 cm−1 , in Fermi resonance with ν3 +3ν9 ) [327] and Richter and Carbonnière
(ν2 + ν7 = 3566 cm−1 ) [328]. A similar triad of the OH stretching band was observed in
helium nanodroplets by Madeja and co-workers, who ascribed it to Fermi and Coriolis
resonances [349].
The C−H stretching region of formic acid is ideal for hot band assignments, due to
the large scattering cross-section of ν2 (cf. Figure 4.6), yet spectrally more congested as
cluster bands are barely separated from those of the monomer. The broad fine structured
socket of ν2 of trans-formic acid at 2942 cm−1 is due to the rovibrational O and S
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Table 4.4: Calculated anharmonic (VPT2) band positions (in cm−1 ) of trans-formic acid
alongside calculated diagonal (italics) and off-diagonal anharmonicity constants x2i , x3i , and
x6i (in cm−1 ) of ν2 , ν3 , and ν6 with all nine fundamentals. Reprinted from Ref. [330] - Published
by The Royal Society of Chemistry, licensed under CC BY 3.0.

νi

band position

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3533
2892
1779
1374
1219
1089
622
1031
643

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2
x2i
x3i
x6i
−3.5
−1.1
−0.9
−61 .9 −13.4
−2.3
−13.4 −9 .3
−4.1
−20.4 −0.3
−6.2
−6.1
+2.8
−14.3
−2.3
−4.1
−6 .2
+0.4
−6.2
−3.7
−17.1 −5.4
−3.7
−2.8
−0.4
−5.6

branches. Between 2970−2945 cm−1 and 2935−2925 cm−1 , there are several bands that
decrease in intensity with temperature, namely cluster bands. The pronounced band at
2996 cm−1 remains approximately constant with temperature, meaning that it can most
likely be attributed to a combination band or overtone of trans-formic acid. Additionally,
there are two distinct bands that increase in intensity with temperature at 2925 cm−1
and at 2873 cm−1 , i.e., hot bands. Next to the fundamental at 2938 cm−1 is a band whose
intensity is slightly decreasing with increasing nozzle temperature up to 160 °C. In the
190 °C spectrum, the band has the same intensity as in the lowest nozzle temperature
spectrum (100 °C). This could be a result of an overlap of a hot band with a cluster band
– the former increasing and the latter decreasing in intensity with temperature.
The calculated and ν2 (F )-scaled band position of the C−H stretching vibration of
cis-formic acid (2859 cm−1 ) is downshifted by 14 cm−1 from the hot band at 2873 cm−1 .
The band position mismatch was smaller for the cis-O−H stretching vibration with a
deviation of solely 5 cm−1 . However, a Fermi resonance of the C−H stretching fundamental and the overtone of the C−H bending vibration 2ν4 is predicted for cis-formic
acid [327, 328], which is also found by the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 calculations.
Due to such stretch-bend Fermi resonances, the C−H stretching vibration is notoriously
harder to predict by theory, which is why such an inferior agreement is not surprising.
If the intensity ratio of this potential cis-formic acid band is compared to the transfundamental and insignificantly corrected by the cross-section ratio (σF /σcF = 0.998),
this results in 1% of cis-formic acid. As described above, this matches the expected cF
population at 190 °C, so that the band at 2873 cm−1 is assigned to the C−H stretching
vibration of cF.
To identify the origin of the second hot band at 2925 cm−1 , the diagonal and offdiagonal anharmonicity matrix elements x2i of ν2 with all other vibrational energy levels
can be compared to the experimental shift of that band with respect to the fundamental
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Figure 4.7: Raman jet spectra of formic acid (< 0.2%) in helium recorded at a reservoir
pressure of 1.0 bar with increasing nozzle temperatures θn of 100 − 190 °C. Four spectral regions
are covered at four temperatures with data acquisition times between 28 and 63 minutes. Within
a spectral region, the spectra have been intensity-scaled to the trans-formic acid monomer band
F with the lowest concentration amongst the four temperatures. Below each temperature series,
calculated, νi (F)-scaled harmonic band positions (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level) of cF and F are
shown, which are additionally listed in Table A.5 in the appendix. Reprinted from Ref. [330] Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry, licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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(−17 ± 1 cm−1 ). The calculated x2i values are listed in Table 4.4. Hot bands originating
from vibrational modes above ν4 are discarded, as their thermal population at 190 °C is
fairly small (≤ 0.4%). The expected thermal population of ν4 (1374 cm−1 ) is similar to
the cis-trans energy difference (experimental: (1365±30) cm−1 , harmonically calculated:
1329 cm−1 , B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) and amounts to 1% at the highest nozzle temperature
(190 °C). The hot band from the lowest-lying energy level ν7 is predicted to overlap
with the fundamental and hot bands originating from ν9 and ν6 are predicted to be
downshifted by −2.3 cm−1 (ν2 + ν6 − ν6 ) and −2.8 cm−1 (ν2 + ν9 − ν9 ). Consequently,
the band at 2938 cm−1 could be a result of a cluster band overlapping with (two) hot
bands. By measuring Raman spectra at lower concentration, it will be shown that this
is indeed the case (see below). Initially, however, the focus is on the clearly separated
hot band at 2925 cm−1 . As can be seen in Table 4.4, the off-diagonal anharmonicity
matrix element x28 amounts to −17.1 cm−1 , which exactly matches the shift of that hot
band with respect to the fundamental (2942−2925 cm−1 ). To verify this assignment,
the observed intensity with respect to the fundamental is compared to the expected
population of ν8 at 190 °C (4%). For this analysis, it is assumed that the scattering
cross-section of that hot band (ν2 + ν8 − ν8 ) is identical to the fundamental ν2 , which
is reasonable, as the structure will not change significantly. The observed population of
3% matches within the accuracy the expected 4%, so that the peak at 2925 cm−1 can be
assigned to (ν2 + ν8 − ν8 ).
Spectra with a lower formic acid concentration can be found in Figure 4.8. Additionally, the polarisation of the laser with respect to the scattering plane (Figure 3.10) has
been varied. These depolarisation measurements can help to reduce the ro-vibrational
structure and separate it from overlapping totally symmetric vibrations of formic acid
(A0 symmetry). A brief introduction into the theoretical background is given in Section
3.1.3. Compared to the spectra at higher concentrations in Figure 4.7, cluster bands are
barely present. Solely the cluster band centred at around 2951 cm−1 can be seen in the
spectrum of lowest nozzle temperature. Under these conditions, it can be seen that the
band at 2938 cm−1 indeed shows hot band behaviour. Due to the partial overlap with
the fundamental and the potential overlap of two hot bands, the intensity analysis is
error-prone, so that the assignment to (ν2 + ν6 − ν6 ) and (ν2 + ν9 − ν9 ) is just speculative.
By subtracting a scaled spectrum (7/6) of a measurement with parallelly polarised laser
light from one with perpendicularly polarised light (the standard measurement setting),
the rotational O and S branches completely diminish. The C−H stretching fundamental
(A0 symmetry), the hot bands, as well as the C−H stretching fundamental of cis-formic
acid remain. Additional bands can be seen at 2960 cm−1 and 2928 cm−1 , which were
previously hidden under the O and S branches. These show the same temperature behaviour as the fundamental, meaning that these are overtones or combination bands
of trans-formic acid. Exact assignments are not possible, as the MCDTH approach
by Richter and Carbonnière predicts several combination bands in that spectral region
[328], whereas the VCI calculations of Tew and Mizukami feature no suitable candidates
[327]. The same applies to the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ VPT2 calculations shown in this
work. Another band with the same temperature behaviour is seen at 2996 cm−1 , which
is close to the (ν3 + 2ν9 ) combination band prediction of the VCI (3003 cm−1 ) [327] and
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Figure 4.8: Top: Raman jet spectra of formic acid (< 0.1%) in helium in the C−H stretching
region recorded at a reservoir pressure of 0.5 bar with increasing nozzle temperatures θn of
100 − 190 °C and data acquisition times of 30−35 minutes. The polarisation of the incident
laser light was perpendicular with respect to the scattering plane. For details see inset of
Figure 3.10. Bottom: Subtraction of scaled (7/6) Raman jet spectra with parallel polarised
laser light (ki ) from those with perpendicular polarised light (⊥i ). The experimental conditions
are identical.

MCTDH calculations (2989 cm−1 ) [328]. For both, (ν3 + 2ν9 ) is predicted in Fermi resonance with (ν3 + ν5 ). Another possibility would be the (ν3 + 2ν7 ) combination band that
is predicted to be slightly higher in energy (VCI: 3027 cm−1 [327], MCTDH: 3008 cm−1
[328]).
The C=O stretching region of formic acid is spectrally less congested. Four hot bands
can be seen, whereby two are up- and two are downshifted with respect to the fundamental. The most upshifted hot band at 1818 cm−1 deviates from the harmonically
calculated, ν3 (F)-scaled band position of cis-formic acid by solely 3 cm−1 . The observed intensity of that band amounts to 1% of F (1777 cm−1 ) and is in reasonably good
agreement with the expected cis-formic acid population if corrected for the scattering
cross-section ratio (σF /σcF of 0.837), so that this band can be assigned to the C=O
stretching vibration of cis-formic acid. To determine the thermally populated low-lying
energy level of the other hot bands, the band position shifts of +6 cm−1 , −7 cm−1 , and
−13 cm−1 from the fundamental are compared to the anharmonicity matrix elements
(Table 4.4). A hot band originating from the lowest energy level ν7 is expected to be
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shifted by −6.2 cm−1 from F, which is in good agreement with the −7 cm−1 observed.
The intensity of 10% of ν3 agrees reasonably well with the expected 14%, so that it can
most likely be attributed to (ν3 + ν7 − ν7 ). The hot band (ν3 + ν9 − ν9 ) is expected to
overlap with the fundamental and (ν3 +ν8 −ν8 ) might overlap with the hot band originating from ν7 . However, due to its lower thermal population, its contribution is distinctly
smaller. The hot band originating from ν6 is expected to fall between (ν3 + ν7 − ν7 ) and
ν3 . Since none of the x3j values match the two bands at 1783 cm−1 and 1764 cm−1 , no
further assignments are possible. This clearly highlights the indispensability of the ν2
region for hot band assignments due to the large scattering cross-section of the C−H
stretching vibration.
The C−O stretching region features three hot bands at 1101 cm−1 , 1097 cm−1 , and
1093 cm−1 in addition to the fundamental of trans-formic acid (1105 cm−1 ). The anharmonicity matrix elements (Table 4.4) x67 and x68 are with −3.7 cm−1 identical and x69
and x66 with about −6 cm−1 very similar (−5.6 cm−1 and −6.2 cm−1 ). A (2νi − νi ) hot
band such as (2ν6 − ν6 ), however, is shifted by 2xii from the fundamental and therefore,
(2ν6 − ν6 ) cannot contribute to the second hot band at 1097 cm−1 . The intensities of the
hot bands downshifted by 4 cm−1 and 7 cm−1 amount to 7% and 3% of ν6 (F). Altogether,
it seems likely that these are a result of overlapping hot bands originating from ν7 and ν8
(1101 cm−1 ) as well as ν9 (1097 cm−1 ). The third hot band is shifted by −11 cm−1 from
the fundamental, which is close to the prediction of 2x66 (−12.4 cm−1 ). The intensity of
the band, however, is with 7% of ν6 considerably larger than the 3% expected from thermal population of ν6 . Since the intensities of the other hot bands were equal to or smaller
than the expected values, such a pronounced outlier seems unlikely. Another contributor
could be the (ν6 + ν5 − ν5 ) hot band (x56 = −14.3 cm−1 ), though the thermal population
of ν5 at 190 °C is even lower (2%). The C−O stretching vibration of cis-formic acid
is predicted at 1088 cm−1 by the ν6 (F)-scaled, harmonic B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations, 5 cm−1 downshifted from the hot band at 1093 cm−1 . Considering the about four
times larger scattering cross-section of cF (σF /σcF = 0.246), the observed intensity ratio
matches the value expected from thermal population. Therefore, the band can most
likely be assigned to the C−O stretching vibration of cis-formic acid.
Before the newly determined band positions of the cis-formic acid fundamentals are
compared to literature data obtained in a solid argon matrix in Subsection 4.3.3, the
hot band assignments of trans-formic acid will be summarised.

4.3.2 Hot Band Assignments of trans-Formic Acid
Five hot bands of trans-formic acid were tentatively assigned, namely (ν2 + ν8 − ν8 ),
(ν2 + ν9 − ν9 ), (ν3 + ν7 − ν7 ), (ν6 + ν7 − ν7 ), (ν6 + ν9 − ν9 ). All but (ν2 + ν8 − ν8 )
are predicted to overlap with hot bands from less populated states, which is the reason
for the uncertainty of most of the assignments. The band positions of all hot band
contributions are summarised in Table 4.5.
As detailed in Section 2.1, within the PT2 model, the anharmonicity matrix elements
xij can be determined via hot band measurements, as a (νi + νj − νj ) hot band is shifted
by xij from the fundamental νi (Equation 2.6). In addition, xij can be obtained from the
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combination band (νi + νj ) via subtraction of the corresponding fundamentals νi and νj
(Equation 2.5). In both cases, this is under the assumption that no Fermi resonances occur and only binary combinations exist. Combination bands and overtones of the formic
acid monomer were measured by Freytes and co-workers with high-resolution FTIR
spectroscopy [305]. Additional combination bands involving ν5 and ν6 were reported by
Perrin, Vander Auwera, and Zelinger [310]. The band positions of the hot bands can
thus be estimated from the reported combination bands via xij and vice versa. The
results are summarised in Table 4.5 in comparison to the anharmonic ab initio values
calculated by Tew and Mizukami [327] as well as Richter and Carbonnière [328].
As expected, not all values in the table coincide, which can indicate misassignments.
Here, only the most relevant will be pointed out. For the hot band in the C=O stretching
region at 1770 cm−1 , a perfect match between the possible (ν3 + ν8 − ν8 ) contribution
and its prediction from (ν3 +ν8 ) and the respective fundamentals can be seen, yet for
the dominant (higher populated) (ν3 + ν7 − ν7 ) contribution, a discrepancy of 20 cm−1
is observed. The hot band assignment of this work as well as the prediction of (ν3 + ν7 )
agree much better with the calculated values of Refs. [327] and [328]. The combination
band assignment of Freytes et al. [305] yields an anharmonicity matrix element x37
of −27 cm−1 .1 Such a strong coupling between the two modes is highly unexpected.
Close to (ν3 + ν7 ), another band is reported in that Reference (at 2400.2 cm−1 ), which
was assigned to the overtone of ν5 . That band agrees much better with the hot band
prediction and the calculated values of Refs. [327] and [328]. Moreover, it yields a more
reasonable off-diagonal anharmonicity constant of −3 cm−1 .
Another large mismatch is observed for the hot bands in the C−O stretching region.
If the combination bands (ν6 + ν7 ) and (ν6 + ν9 ) are predicted from the dominating hot
bands (ν6 + ν7 − ν7 ) and (ν6 + ν9 − ν9 ), the results are exactly vice versa – (ν6 + ν7 )
is observed at 1737.96 cm−1 in Ref. [310] and predicted to 1727 cm−1 , whereas (ν6 +
ν9 ) is reported at 1726.40 cm−1 [310] and estimated to 1738 cm−1 . The resulting offdiagonal anharmonicity matrix elements of the combination band assignments of Perrin
and co-workers [310] amount to +7 cm−1 (x67 ) and −19 cm−1 (x69 ). Both values seem
implausible. If these assignments were switched, the xij values are more reasonable
with −4.6 cm−1 (x67 ) and −7.6 cm−1 (x69 ). The anharmonic ab initio predictions of
Refs. [327] and [328] support such a level switch. Besides, at the band positions of the
respective hot band predictions (Table 4.5), no bands can be observed in the Raman
spectra in Figure 4.7. Altogether, the most plausible explanation is a misassignment
of the two bands reported in Ref. [310]. As aforementioned, this comparison of hot
and combination band assignments has its limits, yet such distinct differences point at
obvious flaws in assignments. For full verification, additional spectroscopic as well as
quantum chemical evidence is necessary, which can hopefully be trigged by this Raman
jet study.

1

In their publication, all off-diagonal anharmonicity matrix elements xij listed, are divided by a factor
of 2 in disagreement with the definition given here (Equation 2.5). In this work, the xij values have
been determined from the reported combination bands and the corresponding fundamentals.
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2938

2938

1770
1770

1101
1101

1097

(ν2 + ν6 − ν6 )

(ν3 + ν7 − ν7 )
(ν3 + ν8 − ν8 )

57

(ν6 + ν7 − ν7 )
(ν6 + ν8 − ν8 )

(ν6 + ν9 − ν9 )

1085.7

1111.8
1098.5

1749.8
1769.5

2938.55

experiment
measurem. predict.
[305,310]
this work
2925
2930.13

(ν2 + ν9 − ν9 )

(ν2 + ν8 − ν8 )

(νi + νj − νj )

1101

1106
1104

1775
1776

2933
2941
2935

2918

T&M[327]

1101

1104
1104

1767
1769

R&C[328]

calculations

(ν6 + ν9 )

(ν6 + ν7 )
(ν6 + ν8 )

(ν3 + ν7 )
(ν3 + ν8 )

(ν2 + ν6 )

(ν2 + ν9 )

1726.40

1737.96
2132

2376
2803

4043.4

1738

1727
2134

2396
2803

4043

3580

experiment
measurem. predict.
[305,310]
this work
(ν2 + ν8 )
3963.6
3959
(νi + νj )

1739

1733
2138

2402
2810

3571
3579
4043

3952

T&M[327]

1736

1725
2134

2390
2801

R&C[328]

calculations

Table 4.5: Hot band assigments from this work in comparison to hot bands deduced from combination bands and fundamentals of
Refs. [305] and [310], as well as comparison of the the combination band assignments of Refs. [305] and [310] with their predictions
from the hot measurements of this work, all given in cm−1 . Measurements are abbreviated to measurem. and predictions to predict.
Additionally, the anharmonically calculated values of Tew and Mizukami (T&M) [327] as well as Richter and Carbonnière [328] are
listed. If hot bands are overlapping, possible lower-intensity contributions are displayed in italics.
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Table 4.6: Band positions of the fundamentals νi of cis-formic acid (in cm−1 ) obtained in a
supersonic jet expansion probed with Raman spectroscopy (this work) compared to literature
values. Reprinted with adaptations from Ref. [330] - Published by The Royal Society of
Chemistry, licensed under CC BY 3.0.

νi jet (this work) gas phase [57]
shift(cF-F)a
Ar matrixb [60] matrix shiftc
1
3637
+67
3617.2 / 3615.9
−20 / −21
2
2873
−69
2899.5 / 2896.3
+27 / +23
3
1818
+41
1808.0 / 1806.9
−10 / −11
4
/ 1391.8
5
1243.4 / 1248.9
6
1093
−11
1107.3 / 1104.6
+14 /+12
7
662.3 / 662.3
8
9
493.420509(7) −147.30467(1) 502.9 / 505.3 +9.5 / +11.9
a
gas phase band position shifts from the trans- to the cis-rotamer
b
site 1 / site 2 are two dominant trapping sites
c
band position shift of the values of both matrix sites compared to the gas phase

4.3.3 Summary of cis-Formic Acid Fundamentals
All stretching vibrations of cis-formic acid and the respective shifts between the cis- and
trans-rotamers are summarised in Table 4.6 alongside the band position of ν9 published
in 2006 by Baskakov and co-workers [57] and values obtained in a solid argon matrix by
Maçôas and et al. [60].
Eight of the nine fundamentals of cis-formic acid have been determined in an argon matrix [60]. The missing fundamental is ν8 , which has a predicted (harmonic) IR
intensity near-zero (≈ 0.01 km mol−1 , at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level). Due to its
overall small Raman scattering cross-section (cf. Figure 4.6), it currently not accessible
with the approach described here. Two dominant trapping sites of cis-formic acid were
found in an argon matrix. The band positions shifts relative to the gas phase range
from −20 cm−1 (side 1) and −21 cm−1 (side 2) to +27 cm−1 and +23 cm−1 , respectively.
These matrix shifts are not only on the same order of magnitude as the cis-trans band
position differences, but they also change sign. Note that the sign of the gas phase
trans-to-cis shift is, perhaps coincidentally, always opposite to the sign of the vacuumto-matrix shift. As seen for the trans-fundamentals, the bands of the O−H and C=O
stretching vibrations are downshifted in the matrix, whereas the bands of the C−H and
C−O stretching vibrations as well as the O−H torsional mode are upshifted. In some
cases, the sign and magnitude of the argon matrix shifts differs for both rotamers, as seen
for the C−O stretching vibration, which is slightly downshifted for trans-formic acid (cf.
Table 4.2) and upshifted for cF. Therefore, these values cannot simply be estimated by
adding or subtracting a shift to all bands, which clearly highlights the need of additional
perturbation-free cis-formic acid data. However, given the four new cis-formic acid band
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positions in addition to the value for the OH torsional mode from 2006 [57], a balanced
vibrational benchmark including both the local and the global minimum is feasible for
the first time.

4.4 Vibrational Benchmark
Vibrational benchmarks of electronic structure methods require reliable treatments of
the nuclear quantum dynamics. Here, the VPT2 method is employed for this purpose,
but two variational methods are added for the indirect assessment of the VPT2 approach.
The electronic structure methods tested in this benchmark are popular DFT functionals
for this system such as B3LYP-D3(BJ), PBE0-D3(BJ), M06-2X, ωB97-XD, and the
double hybrid B2PLYP-D3(BJ). Additionally, the performance of an ab initio method
is examined, in this case, MP2. For reference, PM3 is also included. As a basis set,
if one is necessary, the augmented quadruple-zeta basis set by Dunning [226, 227] is
chosen, which is abbreviated to aVQZ. For the basis set sensitive methods MP2 and
B2PLYP-D3(BJ), additional double- (aVDZ) and triple-zeta (aVTZ) calculations were
performed. The integration grid chosen for all calculations within this subsection is
the pruned ultrafine grid. It is composed of 99 radial shells and 590 angular points
per shell (99,590) and is finer than the default grid (75,302) of Gaussian 09 [36]. All
calculations were carried out in C1 symmetry with the tight optimisation of Gaussian 09
[36]. Band position deviations are found when the DFT integration grid size is increased,
a more rigorous optimisation setting (very tight) is chosen, and the Cs symmetry is
employed. The extent of these discrepancies depends highly on the method chosen. A
closer examination of these effects can be found in the next section.
The experimental observables that will be benchmarked are the five cis-formic acid
band positions and the band position shifts between both rotamers. For a fair comparison
between experiment and theory, the experimental uncertainty of the band positions needs
to be accounted for. As detailed in Section 3.1.3, the band position error of the Raman
set-up amounts to about 1 − 2 cm−1 . The half width at half maximum (HWHM) of
the bands shown in Figure 4.7 is roughly 2 cm−1 , which leads to a conservative error
estimate of ±2 cm−1 for the band positions. For the shifts, correspondingly twice the
band position error is used (±4 cm−1 ). These experimental errors are displayed in Figure
4.9 as green ellipses. Since the out-of-plane bending vibration ν9 has been determined
in a high resolution FTIR measurement with a precision on the order of 10−5 cm−1 and
a slightly lower accuracy [57], the band position and shift are displayed by the tip of
an arrow. Consequently, an exact match with ν9 is virtually impossible, whereas the
uncertainty of the Raman jet measurements imposes a realistic challenge on theory.
The results of this vibrational benchmark are summarised in Figure 4.9. Before the individual performance of the methods is examined, a few general trends will be discussed.
Due to error cancellation, the prediction of a relative quantity such as the band position shift between both rotamers is obviously less-error prone compared to an absolute
value. It is therefore not surprising that the cF band position is only predicted correctly
once (ν6 with MP2/aVQZ), whereas the shift is predicted correctly for more methods
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O−H stretch

C−H stretch

C=O stretch

C−O stretch

O−H out-of-plane
bending

Figure 4.9: Anharmonic (VPT2), theoretical
prediction of the shift between the band positions of the cis- and trans-rotamers of formic
acid for five fundamentals (ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ν6 , and ν9 )
plotted against the absolute band positions of
the cis-form. The basis set size is encoded in
the filling of the symbols. All black, filled symbols have been calculated with an aVQZ basis
set. For the half-empty and the empty symbols smaller basis sets have been used, namely
aVTZ and aVDZ. The red triangles represent
the band positions and shifts obtained from
VCI calculations of Tew and Mizukami [327]
(T&M) and MCTDH calculations of Richter
and Carbonnière [328] (R&C). The green ellipsis shows agreement with experiment, whereby
the size indicates the conservatively estimated
experimental accuracy of ±2 cm−1 for ν̃i (cF)
and ±4 cm−1 for ∆ν˜i (cF-F). The experimental band positions of the stretching vibrations
(ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ν6 ) have been obtained in this work
and the values of the torsional modes ν9 of both
rotamers have been taken from Refs. [306] and
[57]. Since ν9 has been measured with high precision and accuracy for both isomers [57, 306],
the exact band positions and shifts are shown
by the tip of an arrow. The band position and
shift of the OH out-of-plane bending vibration
ν9 predicted at M06-2X/aVQZ VPT2 level are
not shown due to their large, absolute deviation. Further details can be found in the text.
Reprinted from Ref. [330] - Published by The
Royal Society of Chemistry, licensed under CC
BY 3.0.
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and vibrations. As indicated before, the C−H stretching vibration imposes the largest
challenge on theory due to stretch-bend Fermi resonances, even though these very pronounced resonances are included in the VPT2 code as implemented in Gaussian 09 [36].
As a result, the methods scatter the most for ν2 , which can be seen by the small size of
the green ellipsis in the plot. In contrast, the C=O and C−O stretching vibrations are
overall best described by the methods. The O−H stretching and the O−H out-of-plane
bending vibrations lie in-between. Having these varying levels of difficulty can hugely
benefit the distinction of good from semi-good and overall bad methods. Generally, the
failure of a method to describe the vibrations of both rotamers of formic acid correctly
can either come from the electronic structure calculation or the vibrational treatment.
As an attempt to separate the two, the overall structural agreement of the methods is
assessed via the comparison with the experimental values of the rotational constants of
cis- and trans-formic acid determined by Winnewisser and co-workers [217], followed by
an examination of the vibrational benchmark. The results are summarised in Table 4.7.
The overall best agreement is seen for B3LYP-D3(BJ), with small overestimations of
A0 and small underestimations of B0 and C0 , whereby the deviations are smaller for
the cis-rotamer. If the rotational constants are averaged, an overall underestimation
of solely −0.1% (cF) and −0.2% (F) is found. The performance of B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
and MP2 is only slightly inferior. The maximum of the deviations amounts to −0.6%
(B0 , B2PLYP-D3(BJ)) and −0.7% (B0 , MP2). Both perform equally well for cis- and
trans-formic acid. The mismatch of the averaged rotational constants with respect to
experiment are as low as −0.3% (B2PLYP-D3(BJ)) and −0.3% (MP2). Slightly larger
deviations of up to 1.4% are observed for M06-2X, ωB97-XD, and PBE0-D3, where all
rotational constants are consistently overestimated. By far the largest deviations are
obtained for PM3, with an underestimation of A0 of nearly 20%. However, since A0 is
under- and B0 and C0 are overestimated, the averaged deviation is with about −1.2%
(F) and −1.3% (cF) only slightly larger compared to M06-2X, ωB97-XD, and PBE0D3 (cf. Table 4.7). Hence, this comparison already provides a first distinction of the
methods.
As expected, the performance of PM3 for the determination of ν̃i (cF) and ∆ν̃i (cF−F)
is also insufficient – it is the only method that fails to predict the energetic order of the
vibrations correctly with ν6 and ν4 switched. Apart from two shifts, namely ∆ν̃1 (cF−F)
and ∆ν̃2 (cF−F), no other value of the ten shifts and band positions is predicted within
the error bars. Methods with a similarly bad performance are M06-2X and ωB97-XD.
These exhibit particularly drastic deviations for the O−H stretching vibration ν1 and
the O−H torsion ν9 (cf. Figure 4.9). Moreover, the M06-2X results show a pronounced
deviation for the C−H stretching vibration ν2 of cF, which is caused by a level switch
of the two resonance partners – the overtone of the C−H bending vibration 2ν4 and
ν2 . If the labels are switched, the band position agreement with experiment increases
significantly from an underestimation of −142 cm−1 for ν2 (cF) to an overestimation of
+10 cm−1 , yet the mismatch of the shift increases. This is illustrated in detail in Figure
A.6 in Appendix A.2.2. It is not observed for the other methods, which predict the
energy order correctly. Another deficiency of M06-2X is the incorrect sign of the total
anharmonicity of the torsional mode ν9 of cis-formic acid. The anharmonic correction
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is positive (+163 cm−1 ), resulting in an overestimation of the band position. As the
anharmonicity of the respective mode of trans-formic acid is severely underestimated,
the band position shift is overestimated by +308 cm−1 . Due to these large mismatches,
the data point is not shown in Figure 4.9.
B3LYP-D3(BJ) and PBE0-D3(BJ) exhibit a similar performance – B3LYP-D3(BJ)
predicts the band position shifts correctly in three of the five cases and PBE0-D3(BJ)
in two. The deviations of the band positions are similar. As the molecular structure
prediction of B3LYP-D3(BJ) is better, it is preferred to the PBE0-D3(BJ) methodology.
The overall best methods for the determination of cis-formic acid fundamentals and
cis-trans band position shifts with VPT2 are MP2 and B2PLYP-D3(BJ). All band
position shifts apart from ν9 agree with experiment (with at least one of the three basis
set sizes), whereby the shifts are mostly underestimated for B2PLYP-D3(BJ). MP2
overshoots in case of ν1 and ν2 with increasing basis set size and performs particularly
well for the lower frequency vibrations ν3 , ν6 , and ν9 . In case of ν6 , the band position is
predicted correctly. Desirably, the agreement with experiment increases with basis set
size for both methodologies.
More elaborate ways of calculating anharmonic vibrational frequencies are shown by
the groups of Tew and Mizukami (T&M) [327] as well as Richter and Carbonnière (R&C)
[328]. Tew and Mizukami fitted a potential energy surface to 17076 CCSD(T)(F12*)/ccpVTZ-F12 energies and calculated the vibrational energy levels with vibrational configuration interaction (VCI). The isomerisation pathway leading to the higher-energy
cis-form was described by an internal coordinate path Hamiltonian [327]. Richter and
Carbonnière fitted their potential energy surface at the CCSD(T)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ
level using valence coordinates. The vibrational energies were obtained by the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method [328]. More details on both
methods can be found in the respective References [327, 328]. Their cF band position
and cF−F shift predictions are shown as red triangles in Figure 4.9.
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trans

cis

B2PLYP-D3
∆A0 /A0
+0.1
∆B0 /B0
−0.5
∆C0 /C0
−0.4
1
(∆A0 /A0 + ∆B0 /B0 + ∆C0 /C0 )
−0.3
3
∆A0 /A0
+0.2
∆B0 /B0
−0.6
∆C0 /C0
−0.5
1
(∆A
/A
+
∆B
/B
+
∆C
/C
)
−0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

B3LYP-D3
+0.4
−0.3
−0.3
−0.1
+0.4
−0.5
−0.4
−0.2

MP2
−0.3
−0.5
−0.5
−0.4
0.1
−0.7
−0.6
−0.4

M06-2X ωB97-XD
+1.4
+1.2
+0.6
+0.6
+0.7
+0.6
+0.9
+0.8
+0.5
+0.8
+0.8
+0.6
+0.7
+0.6
+0.7
+0.7

PBE0-D3
+1.1
+0.6
+0.6
+0.8
+0.8
+0.6
+0.6
+0.6

PM3
−18.9
+9.8
+5.3
−1.3
−14.3
+7.1
+3.6
−1.2

Table 4.7: Relative deviations (in %) of VPT2 (aVQZ) rotational constants of cis- and trans-formic acid from the experimental values
of Winnewisser and co-workers [217]. Reprinted with adaptations from Ref. [330] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry,
licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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Since the O−H stretching vibration of cis-formic acid is not included in Ref. [327],
Tew and Mizukami’s results can only be compared to four band positions and shifts. The
four cF band positions (ν2 , ν3 , ν6 and ν9 ) as well as two band position shifts are overestimated (∆ν2 and ∆ν6 ), ∆ν3 is predicted correctly, and ∆ν9 deviates by −1 cm−1 .
This overestimation of the cis-formic acid band positions and the missing value of
ν1 (cF), could indicate a convergence issue of these calculations. In comparison to the
B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ VPT2 and MP2/aVQZ VPT2 results, the deviations of Tew
and Mizukami are slightly smaller at the expense of higher computational costs. The
results of Richter and Carbonnière, on the other hand, clearly exhibit the overall best
agreement with experiment. The shift is predicted correctly in three cases (∆ν1 , ∆ν2 ,
and ∆ν6 ), and is just outside the area of experimental agreement for ∆ν3 (36 cm−1 compared to 41±4 cm−1 ). For ∆ν9 , its deviation amounts to −1 cm−1 and the cis-formic acid
band position deviates by 2 cm−1 . The C−H stretching vibration is predicted correctly.
Apart from these benchmarking plots, another way of visualising the predictive power
of anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations is shown in Figure 4.10 in form of
spiderweb diagrams. These are composed of octagons of various sizes. Each axis of
the octagons represents one of the stretching vibrations. The division into cis-formic
acid band position and cis-trans-shift, abbreviated to ci and ∆i , is retained by the two
directions of each axis. The deviation from experiment is illustrated by the distance
from the origin of the diagram: A point on a node on the smallest octagon translates
into agreement within the experimental confidence interval (green ellipsis in Figure 4.9,
±2 cm−1 for ci , and ±4 cm−1 for ∆i ). Consequently, a point on a node on the next
larger octagon translates into a mismatch of twice the size of the experimental confidence
interval and accordingly, a deviation of n times the experimental uncertainty is shown
by a point on the nth node in these diagrams. Note that the origin itself cannot be met
due to the band position uncertainty of the Raman jet experiments. If a value is met,
over-, or underestimated, is shown by the colour shade. A dark colour represents overand a light colour underestimation. An indeterminate sign is shown by an intermediate
shade. The symbols used are the same as in Figure 4.9.
The spiderweb diagrams of the two most consistent VPT2 results (MP2/aVQZ VPT2
and B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ VPT2) as well the approaches of Tew and Mizukami [327]
and Richter and Carbonnière [328] are depicted in Figure 4.10. It is directly apparent
that the MP2/aVQZ VPT2 methodology exhibits an inferior performance compared to
the B2PLYP-D3(BJ) approach, as c2 is largely overestimated (19 experimental confidence intervals) and c3 largely underestimated (8 confidence intervals). Nonetheless, for
c1 , c6 , and ∆2 , MP2 is slightly better than B2PLYP-D3(BJ). The observed tendency of
the VCI calculations of Tew and Mizukami [327] to overestimate the band positions and
shifts can be clearly seen by the dark coloured symbols, apart from ∆3 , which matches
experiment. The fact that all points fall closer to the centre of the spiderweb diagram
and vary more in colour shade, undoubtedly visualise the superiority of the MCTDH
calculations of Richter and Carbonnière over all other approaches.
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Figure 4.10: Agreement of the predicted anharmonic band positions of the stretching vibrations of cis-formic acid (c1,2,3,6 ) as well as band position shifts between cis- and trans-formic
acid (∆1,2,3,6 ) with experiment. The octagon size displays the deviation from experiment in
units of experimental confidence interval, i.e., the smallest octagon represents agreement within
the error bars of ±2 cm−1 for c and ±4 cm−1 for ∆ (green ellipses in Figure 4.9) and the nth
octagon agreement within n experimental confidence intervals. The methods tested are the
VCI calculations of Tew and Mizukami (T&M) [327], the MCTDH calculations of Richter and
Carbonnière (R&C) [328], as well as VPT2 calculations at the B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ and
at the MP2/aVQZ level. The symbols used are the same as in Figure 4.9. The color shade
shows whether the experimental observable is overestimated (+), underestimated (−), or met.
Reprinted with adaptations from Ref. [330] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry,
licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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4.4.1 Instabilities of DFT Functionals
Up until this point, all vibrational frequency calculations shown in this chapter have been
performed in C1 symmetry, with the tight optimisation, and the ultrafine integration grid
of Gaussian 09 [36]. In order to explore the sensitivity of the anharmonically calculated
band positions towards these settings, additional calculations have been carried out with
the larger superfine grid (150,974), Cs symmetry, and the very tight optimisation. For
this comparison, the four stretching vibrations as well as the OH torsion (ν9 ) of cisand trans-formic acid are considered. To quantify the impact of settings, the mean
absolute deviations (MAD) of the ten band positions are compared when the symmetry
is enhanced from C1 to Cs at a given DFT integration grid and optimisation setting.
Additionally, the band position differences upon increasing the DFT integration grid
size from ultrafine to superfine are compared. The resulting eight MAD values (four for
MP2 and PM3) are plotted for each method in Figure 4.11 and are additionally listed
in Table 4.8 for the DFT methods.
For PM3 and MP2, negligible band position variations (≤ 0.1 cm−1 ) are seen when
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Figure 4.11: Mean absolute deviations (MAD, in cm−1 ) of anharmonically (VPT2) calculated
band positions of the stretching vibrations (ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , and ν6 ) and the O–H out-of-plane bending
vibration (ν9 ) of cis- and trans-formic acid resulting from the usage of symmetry (Cs ) compared
to no symmetry (C1 ) or the increase of the DFT integration grid size (superfine integration grid
compared to the ultrafine integration grid) for tight and very tight optimisation, as implemented
in Gaussian 09. Reprinted with adaptations from Ref. [330] - Published by The Royal Society
of Chemistry, licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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Table 4.8: Mean absolute deviations (MAD) of anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions of cis- and trans-formic acid when the molecular symmetry is varied (Cs compared to
C1 ) and the integration grid size (ultrafine or superfine) and optimisation settings (tight or
very tight, abbreviated to t and vt) are kept constant and mean absolute deviations when the
integration grid size is increased from ultrafine to superfine at either C1 or Cs symmetry and
tight or very tight optimisation. The vibrations considered are the stretching vibrations of cisand trans-formic acid (ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , and ν6 ) as well as the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration
ν9 .

| Cs −C1 |
ultrafine
superfine
t
vt
t
vt
B2PLYP-D3(BJ) 1.7 2.6
0.8 0.6
B3LYP-D3(BJ)
2.5 3.0
1.6 2.2
PBE0-D3(BJ)
2.1 4.3
0.8 2.7
ωB97-XD
30.2 29.5
2.8 3.9
M06-2X
59.5 58.9
48.0 47.9

| superfine − ultrafine|
C1
Cs
t
vt
t
vt
1.5 2.0
0.8 1.1
2.1 1.9
0.8 0.6
1.6 1.6
0.8 1.3
10.3 8.1
28.6 26.6
40.1 38.7
63.5 62.6

the symmetry is enhanced or the very tight optimisation is used. B3LYP-D3(BJ),
B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and PBE0-D3(BJ) show small band position discrepancies on the
order of 1 − 4 cm−1 with the coarser grid when Cs instead of C1 symmetry is employed.
Expectedly, these differences decrease with increasing grid size to 1−3 cm−1 . The overall
impact of the optimisation settings is on the same order of magnitude (1 − 2 cm−1 ).
A severe symmetry effect is seen for ωB97-XD and M06-2X, where the band positions vary on average by 30 cm−1 and 59 − 60 cm−1 , respectively, when the symmetry
is restricted to Cs instead of to C1 and the ultrafine integration grid is used. As seen
before, these symmetry effects decrease if a finer integration grid is employed. This is
particularly pronounced for ωB97-XD, where band position variations reduce down to
3 − 4 cm−1 . In contrast, the average mismatch between the band positions still amounts
to 48 cm−1 for M06-2X. As for the other DFT methods, the influence of the optimisation
settings is comparably small with differences of 1 − 2 cm−1 .
Upon increasing the DFT integration grid size at a given symmetry and optimisation
setting, similarly large mismatches are found. Small deviations of 1 − 2 cm−1 occur for
the more reliable DFT methods (B2PLYP-D3(BJ), B3LYP-D3(BJ), and PBE0-D3(BJ)).
These are considerably larger for ωB97-XD and M06-2X, with differences of up to 27 −
29 cm−1 and 63 − 64 cm−1 , respectively. For both, these deviations are more pronounced
for the Cs symmetry, whereas for the other methods, it is the other way around. Also,
one should keep in mind that values in Table 4.8 are averaged over five vibrations of two
rotamers. The individual outliers are distinctly larger. Generally, the O−H stretching
as well as the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration are the most sensitive vibrations to
these symmetry, optimisation, and integration grid size effects, whereas the C=O and
C−O stretching vibrations are affected the least.
To decide which combination of symmetry, grid size, and optimisation setting yields
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Figure 4.12: Mean absolute deviations (MAD, in cm−1 ) of anharmonically (VPT2) calculated
band positions of the stretching vibrations (ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , and ν6 ) and the O–H out-of-plane
bending vibration (ν9 ) of cis-formic acid and the corresponding shifts between both rotamers
∆ν(cF−F) with respect to the experimental values listed in Table 4.1. The calculations have
been performed with with varying settings (symmetry, optimisation, and DFT integration grid),
as listed in the inlet.

the best agreement with experiment, the mean absolute deviations of the cis-formic
acid band positions ν̃(cF) and cis-trans shifts for all five vibrations considered in this
work (Table 4.1) are visualised in Figure 4.12 for all eight possible setting combinations
(four for MP2 and PM3). The MAD values are additionally listed in Tables A.6 (DFT
methods) and A.7 (MP2 and PM3) in the appendix. As seen before, the prediction of
the band position shift between both rotamers is more accurate for almost all methods
used. The exception is M06-2X, where the MAD values are larger for the shift when C1
symmetry is employed. Of all variations, the Cs symmetry and the finer integration grid
tend to give the best overall agreement with experiment – for some methods with tight
(e.g. ωB97-XD) and for others with very tight optimisation (e.g. M06-2X).
Altogether, it can be concluded that for the more reliable DFT methods such as
B3LYP-D3(BJ), PBE0-D3(BJ), and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), small variations in band position
occur when the integration grid size and the symmetry are increased and the optimisation
settings are narrowed (very tight). On average, these are smaller than the experimental
uncertainty for the band positions and shifts. Therefore, Figure 4.9 would barely change.
The extent of the deviations for M06-2X is in all cases unreasonable – particularly for
the larger, computationally more demanding integration grid. These pronounced DFT
integration grid effects are well known for M06-2X [230, 231]. It is therefore crucial
to critically evaluate the impact of the integration grid, symmetry, and optimisation
criteria when utilising DFT methods for vibrational perturbation theory calculations.
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Further examples are given throughout the next chapter. For an unbiased comparison,
all VPT2 calculations hereinafter are averaged over these settings and displayed with
their standard deviation as error bars.

4.5 Outlook
4.5.1 Introduction
As the available set of cis-formic acid fundamentals has been significantly enhanced with
the Raman jet measurements shown in this work, their applicability to other systems
shall be explored. An obvious choice are the deuterated isotopologues of formic acid,
as these facilitate an extension of the available vibrational benchmark data base of
this popular reference system. Unfortunately, no high level ab initio calculations are
available for deuterated formic acid isotopologues, so that an additional motivation is
to trigger these by providing new band positions. A brief discussion can be found in
the following section. Additionally, the use of larger carboxylic acids for the scrutiny of
the cis-trans isomerisation is examined. As the cis-formic acid abundance at the upper
nozzle temperature (190 °C) is with 1 − 2% rather low, the focus is on systems with
smaller energy differences.

4.5.2 Deuteration
As for hydrogenated formic acid, all the fundamentals of the trans-rotamers of the three
deuterated isotopologues (HCOOD, DCOOH, and DCOOD) have been assigned in the
gas phase [62, 63, 68, 293, 294, 297, 313, 350–363]. The only exception is the C−H
out-of-plane bending vibration of HCOOD, where solely solid rare gas matrix values
are available [298, 364]. To ensure comparability, the fundamentals of the deuterated
isotopologues of formic are labelled in analogy to HCOOH. Consequently, the C−H
out-of-plane bending vibration of HCOOD corresponds to ν8 . For the cis-rotamers of
HCOOD, DCOOH, and DCOOD, no gas phase data are available. As for HCOOH,
their fundamentals have been measured in solid rare gas matrices via laser excitation
of the trans-form for HCOOD [311, 364] and DCOOH [60] by the Khriachtchev group.
As detailed above, this lack of perturbation-free cis-formic acid data on the deuterated
isotopologues can be closed by measuring Raman jet data exploiting thermal excitation.
Firstly, suitable spectral regions need to be chosen. Therefore, the Raman scattering
cross-sections of all the fundamentals of the two rotamers of HCOOD, DCOOH, and
DCOOD have been calculated harmonically at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The
results are shown alongside the data on HCOOH in Figure 4.13.
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FOD

FCD

FD2

Figure 4.13: Harmonically calculated (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) Raman scattering crosssections of all the fundamentals of formic acid and its deuterated species FOD (HCOOD), FCD
(DCOOH), and FD2 (DCOOD). The results for HCOOH were shown previously in Figure 4.3.

As expected, the harmonic band positions and Raman scattering cross-sections of
the O−H, O−D, C−H, and C−D stretching vibrations are very similar for the isotopologues with the same groups. However, this might not necessarily be the case if
anharmonicity is accounted for, as mode coupling can occur. Examples are the C−D
stretching vibration of DCOOD [62] and C−H stretching vibration of HCOOD. The
latter will be discussed in detail below. Unsurprisingly, the most unaffected vibrations
by deuteration are the C=O stretching vibration ν3 and the O−C=O bending vibration
ν7 . Again, Fermi resonances can cause distortions to the similarity of the spectra, as
has been reported for ν3 of DCOOH [357] and DCOOD [62]. For the two out-of-plane
bending vibrations ν8 and ν9 , deuteration of the involved groups (C−D or O−D) leads
to near-zero Raman scattering cross-sections. Clearly the most interesting vibrations
are the in-plane H/D−O−C bending vibration ν5 and the C−O stretching vibration ν6 .
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As aforementioned, the Raman scattering cross-section of ν6 of cis-HCOOH is distinctly
larger compared to trans-HCOOH (roughly four times), which enabled an assignment despite the low cis-abundance. This scattering cross-section advantage of the cis-rotamer
shrinks for DCOOH to about one and a half and diminishes completely for the other oxygen deuterated isotopologues (DCOOD and HCOOD). Thus, it is likely too weak to be
observed with the currently achievable nozzle temperatures of the set-up. However, for
these two isotopologues, a different cis-rotamer vibration becomes accessible, namely ν5 ,
the in-plane-bending vibration of the O−D group. The Raman scattering cross-sections
of the cis-rotamers are about three (DCOOD) and nearly six times (HCOOD) larger
than those of the trans-forms. Consequently, deuteration does not only lead to more
reference data points on the cis-trans-isomerism of formic acid, it also provides access
to a different vibration and therefore, will facilitate an even more balanced vibrational
benchmark.
As this section serves as an outlook, the advantages of deuteration will only be briefly
illustrated for HCOOD, which is the most promising system for the band position assignment of ν5 of its cis-form. Firstly, Raman jet spectra of the O−D (ν1 ), C−H (ν2 ),
C=O stretching vibrations (ν3 ), as well as the O−D in-plane-bending vibration (ν5 ) will
be shown with a focus on straightforward assignments of cis-HCOOD bands, followed
by a VPT2 benchmark based on the findings of Section 4.4.1.
The vibrational spectra in the O−D stretching region look similar compared to the
O−H stretching region of HCOOH. Combination bands of ν2 with the lowest frequency
vibrations cannot be seen due to the higher wavenumber of the C−H compared to the
O−D stretching vibration. The cis-HCOOD band is predicted to be upshifted compared
to the trans-band (2631 cm−1 ). And indeed, a band increasing in intensity with temperature can be seen at 2686 cm−1 , which deviates from the harmonic, FOD(ν1 )-scaled
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ prediction by 6 cm−1 . This underestimation of the band position
is similar to the one observed for ν1 of HCOOH (5 cm−1 ). The harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected energy difference (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) of cis- and transHCOOD is nearly the same as for HCOOH (15.8 kJ mol−1 compared to 15.9 kJ mol−1 ).
Hence, the same cis-abundance of about 1−2% is expected at 190 °C. From the experimental band integrals, 1% of cis-formic acid is obtained, if the slightly different
scattering cross-sections (σF /σcF = 0.885) are taken into account. Hence, the band at
2686 cm−1 can be assigned to the O−D stretching vibration of cis-HCOOD. In addition
to HCOOD bands, a band of deuterated water (D2 O) can be seen at 2671 cm−1 . In the
spectrum at 130 °C, the D2 O concentration was slightly higher compared to the other
spectra, likely because that spectrum was, contrary to custom, measured last of the
temperature series after waiting for the nozzle to cool down.
Similarly to HCOOH, the C−H stretching region of HCOOD is spectrally more congested. Two strong bands with near-identical intensities can be seen at 2955 cm−1 and
2939 cm−1 (cf. Figure A.7 in the appendix). In previous Raman gas phase spectra,
a doublet was observed at 2943/2939 cm−1 by Xue [68] and at 2941.8/2938.2 cm−1 by
Bertie and co-workers [63]. In the latter reference, the peaks were assigned to a Fermi
resonance of ν2 and the (ν3 + ν6 ) combination band [63]. Additional Raman jet measurements of Xue, however, showed that the band at 2943 cm−1 is not present as strongly
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𝛎1

Figure 4.14: Raman jet spectra
of HCOOD (< 0.2%) in helium,
recorded at a reservoir pressure of
0.3 bar, increasing nozzle temperature
of 100−190 °C and acquisition times of
25−50 minutes. The spectra have been
intensity scaled to the trans-HCOOD
(FOD) fundamental of lowest intensity
in each spectral region. Bands arising from deuterated water, are labelled
D2 O. Additionally, scaled HCOOH (F)
spectra have been plotted in green,
dashed lines in the C−H and C=O
stretching region, as HCOOH impurities can be seen. The amount of
HCOOH in the spectra amounts to
about 5%. Below the spectra, harmonic and FOD(νi )-scaled band positions are shown, calculated at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. Arrows
at the band positions of ν2 and ν5
of cis- and trans-HCOOD indicate the
shift upon scaling these to Fermi resonance corrected band centres according
to Equation 4.1. Further details can be
found in the text.

𝛎2

𝛎3

𝛎5
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in the supersonic expansion, which was attributed to the fact that O−H/D exchange is
much faster in the gas phase, meaning that the band at 2943 cm−1 is in fact HCOOH
[68]. This can be confirmed in this work, where a weak band of ν2 of HCOOH can
also be seen at 2942 cm−1 . According to the manufacturers (abcr and Eurisotop, cf.
Table 3.2), the deuterated formic acid used in this work had a weight percentage of 95%
of HCOOD in deuterium oxide and in total 98% deuterium. With additional Raman
measurements in the O−H stretching region as well as fitting of spectra of HCOOH
in the C−H stretching region and below 1900 cm−1 , the O−H/D exchange ratio in the
spectra in Figure 4.14 was determined to 5% throughout all measurements. Therefore,
dominant contributions of hydrogenated formic acid can be ruled out. If the observed
experimental band positions of ν3 (1774 cm−1 ) and ν6 (1177 cm−1 ) are added, 2951 cm−1
is obtained. Including the B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ VPT2 prediction of x36 (−2.6 cm−1 ),
yields 2948 cm−1 as an estimate for (ν3 + ν6 ). As the lower wavenumber band of the
resonance doublet has a slightly higher intensity, it is tentatively assigned to the fundamental ν2 of HCOOD. The reason why the band at 2955 cm−1 was not observed in
the previous Raman jet study of Xue [68] are the distinctly higher concentrations of
0.8−1.4% used, compared to the < 0.2% in this work. In the O−D stretching region
of the dimer in that same work (2400−2000 cm−1 ), several bands can be seen, whereas
the spectra shown here, are cluster free, pure monomer spectra. Hence, the band in
Reference [68] is likely an overlap of monomer and dimer bands (or even larger clusters),
which are expected to be barely shifted in the C−H stretching region, due to the low
sensitivity of these vibrations towards hydrogen bonding.
In addition to a broad hot band structure between 2960−2910 cm−1 , a clearly separated hot band can be seen at 2872 cm−1 , which is very close to the band position
of ν2 of cis-HCOOH (2873 cm−1 ). It deviates by 16 cm−1 from the harmonic, FODscaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ prediction for cis-HCOOD, which is again similar to the
mismatch of 14 cm−1 observed for cis-HCOOH. Under the assumption that the combination band (ν3 + ν6 ) exhibits a negligible Raman scattering cross-section (dark state),
the band position of the C−H stretching vibration can be deconvoluted by setting the
centre of mass of both as the band position. It can be calculated according to Equation
4.1 from the integral over the product of band position ν̃ and observed Raman intensity
I(ν̃) divided by the integral over I(ν̃). For the two bands, it amounts to 2946 cm−1 . If
scaled to that deconvoluted band position, the agreement of ν2 of cis-HCOOD with the
hot band 2872 cm−1 is enhanced (mismatch of 9 cm−1 instead of 16 cm−1 ). This is illustrated by arrows in Figure 4.14. The observed intensity ratio of the band integrals scaled
by the Raman scattering cross-sections (σF /σcF = 0.915) amounts to about 1−3% and
depends strongly on how much hot band and rotational substructure is integrated over.
Nonetheless, these values agree still fairly well with the 1−2% expected from thermal
population. As such, the band at 2872 cm−1 can be assigned to cis-HCOOD.
R
ν̃ =

I(ν̃) · ν̃ · dν̃
R
I(ν̃) · dν̃

(4.1)

In the C=O stretching region, two hot bands can be seen at 1820 cm−1 and 1769 cm−1
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in addition to the trans-HCOOH and HCOOD fundamentals. The band position of the
hot band at 1820 cm−1 agrees well with the prediction for the cis-rotamer. The same
applies to its intensity, so that this band is assigned to ν3 of cis-HCOOD.
The band position of the D−O−C in-plane bending vibration ν5 of trans-HCOOD is
located at 973 cm−1 and is downshifted with respect to the overtone of the O−D torsion
2ν9 at 1011 cm−1 . Both have been examined in a high-resolution FTIR study by Tan and
co-workers, who identified significant wavefunction mixing between both [354]. Further
indication that the high intensity of the overtone 2ν9 is a result of a Fermi resonance
is obtained by comparing the spectra to those of DCOOD, whose O−D torsion ν9 is
most similar to HCOOD. These are shown in Figure A.8 in Appendix A.2.5. Around
the anharmonically calculated band position of 2ν9 , no band with pronounced intensity
can be seen. Hence, its Raman scattering cross-section is presumably negligible, so that
the high intensity of 2ν9 in case of HCOOD is indeed likely a result of wavefunction
mixing with ν5 . For the hydrogenated formic acid, a strong Fermi resonance between
2ν9 and ν5 is observed, but the energetic order of fundamental and overtone was shown
to be the other way around (cf. Figure 4.4 in Section 4.2). As for ν2 , the band position
is deconvoluted with Equation 4.1. Scaling to the resulting band position (981 cm−1 ) is
indicated by arrows in the stick spectrum.
There are four hot bands downshifted with respect to ν5 at 969 cm−1 , 940 cm−1 ,
926 cm−1 , and 905 cm−1 in addition to those between 2ν9 and ν5 . The predicted shift
of cis-HCOOD is −83 cm−1 . The nearest hot band (905 cm−1 ) is shifted by −68 cm−1
from the trans-fundamental. The intensity of that band amounts to 8% of ν5 of transHCOOD. If the different scattering cross-sections of both rotamers are accounted for
(σF /σcF = 0.178), this translates into 1% of cis-HCOOD. The order of magnitude of the
overestimation of the downshift of 15 cm−1 has also been seen for the C−H stretching
vibration with 16 cm−1 and reduces to 8 cm−1 for the deconvoluted band position. Moreover, the intensity of the nearest other hot band is too small in addition to the large
band position error of 36 cm−1 it would result in. Consequently, the band at 905 cm−1
is assigned to ν5 of cis-HCOOD.
The detection of ν6 of cis-HCOOD was explored, but was not successful, due to
its lower scattering cross-section with respect to cis-HCOOH (cf. Figure 4.13). The
corresponding spectra can be found in Figure A.9 in the appendix. All band positions of
the cis-HCOOD fundamentals as well as the shifts between the cis- and trans-rotamers
are summarised in Table 4.9 in comparison to values obtained in a solid argon matrix
by Domanskaya et al. [364]. As seen before, the matrix shifts of the fundamentals can
have a positive or negative sign and exhibit slightly different values compared to cisand trans-HCOOH.
The vibrational benchmark of the four fundamentals and shifts of HCOOD determined
with Raman jet spectroscopy is shown in Figure 4.15. Again, the experimental uncertainty (±2 cm−1 for the band positions and ±4 cm−1 for the shifts) is expressed in form
of ellipses. As large grid size and symmetry instabilities were found for the VPT2 calculations with M06-2X and ωB97-XD in the benchmark of cis- and trans-fundamentals
of HCOOH, these methods will not be employed here. PM3 is also discarded due to
its overall bad performance. For the remaining three DFT methods (B3LYP-D3(BJ),
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Table 4.9: Band positions of the fundamentals νi of cis-HCOOD (in cm−1 ) obtained in
a supersonic jet expansion probed with Raman spectroscopy (this work) in comparison with
values obtained in a solid argon matrix [364].

νi jet (this work) shift(cFOD−FOD)a
Ar matrix b
matrix shiftc
1
2686
+55
2668.7
−17
2
2872
−67
2895.3
+23
3
1820
+46
1821.0 / 1799.3 / 1788.9 +1 / − 21 / − 31
4
1395.4 / 1391.0
5
905
−68
911.2/910.5
+6 / + 6
6
1164.0
7
633.0 / 633.6
8
1041
9
a
gas phase band position shifts from the trans- to the cis-rotamer
b
site 1 / site 2 / site 3 are three dominant trapping sites
c
band position shift of the values of both matrix sites compared to the gas phase

PBE0-D3(BJ), and B2PLYP-D3(BJ)), eight calculations have been performed by varying the DFT integration grid size (ultrafine and superfine), the optimisation settings
(tight or very tight), and the symmetry (C1 and Cs ). For MP2, these reduce to four.
The results have each been averaged and are displayed alongside the standard deviation
σ as error bars in Figure 4.15. The largest σ is observed for the cis-trans band position
shift of the O−D stretching vibration with B3LYP-D3(BJ), which amounts to ±3 cm−1 .
As this value and all others are below the experimental uncertainty, these are uncritical.
Unfortunately, there are no high level anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations like
those of Refs. [327] and [328] available for the deuterated isotopologues, so that this
benchmark is limited to vibrational perturbation theory.
Firstly, a few general trends will be discussed before the individual performance of
the methods is ranked. Unsurprisingly, the agreement with experiment is significantly
better for the band position shifts. The smallest deviations are seen for the O−D and
the C=O stretching vibrations, where the predictions of nearly all methods lie within
the experimental confidence interval of ±4 cm−1 . The exceptions are MP2/aVDZ and
MP2/aVQZ for the shift of the C=O stretching vibration, which is underestimated in
both cases. The reason for the rather large underestimation is a Fermi resonance of ν3
of cis-HCOOD with the overtone of ν5 predicted by the MP2 VPT2 calculations. The
band position, on the other hand, is predicted correctly only in two cases, namely with
PBE0-D3(BJ)/aVQZ (ν5 ) and with B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVDZ (ν2 ). As the band position
deviations of the other modes are distinctly larger, this is just a coincidence. The
overall smallest mismatches with respect to the experimental band position are seen for
the D−O−C in-plane bending vibration ν5 , which is underestimated by all methods. As
seen in Figure 4.15, by using the deconvoluted band position of trans-HCOOD (981 cm−1
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O−D stretch

Figure 4.15: Anharmonic (VPT2) vibrational benchmark of the O−D, C−H,
C=O stretching vibrations as well as the
D−O−C in-plane bending vibration of
cis-HCOOD at various levels of theory.
The basis set used for all filled symbols is an augmented quadruple-zeta basis set (aVQZ). For half-empty and empty
symbols, augmented triple- (aVTZ) and
double-zeta (aVDZ) basis sets have been
employed. The VPT2 band positions have
been calculated for eight settings (four for
MP2) by varying the symmetry (C1 or Cs ),
the DFT integration grid size (ultrafine or
superfine), and the optimisation settings
(tight or very tight). The results were subsequently averaged and are displayed with
their standard deviation as error bars. The
green ellipses in each plot represent the experimental uncertainty of ±2 cm−1 for the
band positions and ±4 cm−1 for the shifts
between the cis- and trans-HCOOD fundamentals. Further details can be found in
the text.
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D−O−C in-plane
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instead of 973 cm−1 ), the underestimation of the cis-trans band position shifts can be
reduced. This Fermi resonance (2ν9 and ν5 ) of trans-HCOOD is not predicted by the
VPT2 calculations.
The overall agreement of the predicted band positions and shifts for the methods is
slightly better compared to HCOOH and as for HCOOH, the best overall results can be
achieved with the B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVQZ methodology. For the calculations in C1 symmetry, with the ultrafine integration grid, and the tight optimisation, the mean absolute
deviation (MAD) of the predicted band positions amounts to 5 experimental confidence
intervals and agreement within ±4 cm−1 is achieved for the shifts. For comparison, the
MAD values amount to 6 experimental confidence intervals for the band positions and
to two for the shifts for HCOOH, if the same settings and number of vibrations are
compared.
In conclusion, the deuterated isotopologues of formic acid are ideal for an extension
of the data base on local minima of this popular reference system. The Raman jet
measurements of these are currently ongoing. These new band positions will hopefully
trigger further growth on both the theory and the experimental side.

4.5.3 cis-trans-Isomerism of Larger Carboxylic Acids
A recent spectroscopic and computational study of difluoro acetic acid by Bhattacharya
and co-workers [365] has predicted a low cis-trans energy difference of 2.2 kcal mol−1
(9.2 kJ mol−1 ) at the ωB97-XD/6-311G++(d,p) level. Vibrational bands of three rotamers were assigned in the matrix isolation spectra – two in trans- and one in cisconfiguration of the OH group [365] without conformational excitation via laser excitation. This indicates that fluorination might lower the cis-trans energy difference
significantly and will therefore be examined alongside chlorination. An overview of the
cis-trans-energy differences of the explored carboxylic acids is shown in Figure 4.16. The
system size feasible for such a study is limited by the vapour pressure of the acids. As
opposed to the infrared jet apparatuses used in this work, the Raman jet set-up allows for
substances to be heated above room temperature in a heatable saturator and feed line.
Nonetheless, thermal decomposition can occur. Pivalic acid, that is (CH3 )3 CCO2 H, has
been measured with the Raman set-up before to characterise its dimers [68]. Hence, its
vapour pressure will certainly be high enough for the planned monomer measurements.
The same is valid for propiolic acid (HC2 CO2 H) [68]. With regard to the halogenated
species, 3,3,3-trifluoro-2-(trifluoromethyl) propionic acid (abbreviated to TFTFPA) is
the largest carboxylic acid considered in this exploratory study. It has a lower boiling
point than pivalic acid (125 °C [366] compared to 164 °C [213]).
The predicted cis-trans-energy differences (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) of acetic and pivalic acid are larger than those of formic acid (20.4 kJ mol−1 and 20.2 kJ mol−1 , respectively). Raman spectra of both acids were recorded with the heatable nozzle, yet no
spectral signatures of the cis-rotamers were found, illustrating that the energy difference of 15.9 kJ mol−1 might be close to the detection limit with currently accessible
nozzle temperatures. The spectra of both can be found in Figures A.10 and A.11 in the
appendix.
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While additional methyl or tert-butyl groups as for acetic and pivalic acid lead to
an increase of the cis-trans-energy difference, electron withdrawing groups reduce it
(Figure 4.16), as anticipated from the study of Bhattacharya et al. [365]. The lowest
energy difference is predicted for monofluoro acetic acid. The fluorine atom can be in
cis- or trans-position with respect to the carboxyl group. Together with the cis- and
trans-position of the O−H group, four conformers exist. The global minimum is the
trans-OH-cis-fluorine-rotamer. The energy difference to its cis-OH-form amounts to
+23.4 kJ mol−1 . The all-trans monomer is 0.6 cm−1 higher in energy than the global
minimum. For the cis-OH-rotamer of that structure, an additional O−H· · · F contact
exist, which reduces their energy difference to +0.9 kJ mol−1 . With respect to the global
minimum structure (trans-OH-cis-fluorine-rotamer), it is just +1.5 kJ mol−1 higher in
energy.
Another very suitable system is propiolic acid, which is the simplest acetylenic carboxylic acid. While the predicted cis-trans-energy difference is larger than that of the
mono- and difluoro acetic acid derivates (cf. Figure 4.16), it is more amenable for vibrational perturbation theory calculations due to its stiffness, whereas large amplitude
motions such as the CH2 F/CHF2 torsions of mono- and difluoro acetic acid are known to
be inadequately described by VPT2. The predicted cis-trans-energy difference amounts
to 10.9 kJ mol−1 , which yields an expected amount 6% of the cis-rotamer at the highest feasible nozzle temperature of the Raman set-up (190 °C). A B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ
VPT2 study from 2016 predicts a near-identical energy difference of 2.67 kcal mol−1
(11.1 kJ mol−1 ) [367]. The first spectroscopic study of its cis-trans-isomerism has been
performed in 2006 by Isoniemi and co-workers in solid argon, krypton, and xenon ma-
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Figure 4.16: Zero-point corrected, harmonic cis-trans energy differences of carboxylic acids,
calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. MFAA stands for monofluoro acetic acid, MCAA
for monochloro acetic acid, DFAA for difluoro acetic acid, DCAA for dichloro acetic acid, TFAA
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tricies [340]. A follow up work has been published in 2019 by Lopes, Nikitin, and Fausto,
who explored this isomerism as well as the back-tunneling in nitrogen matricies [342].
Its VPT2 applicability has been explored by Shiekh and Kaur who simulated an IR
spectrum of propiolic acid using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 [367]. In conclusion, it is
the most promising system for benchmarking anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations, yet the fluorinated and chlorinated acids are preferable when very high cis-rotamer
concentrations are desired.

4.5.4 Summary
The content of this chapter is best summarised in Figure 4.17. The four stretching
vibrations of the higher-energy cis-rotamer of formic acid have been determined in a
supersonic expansion exploiting thermal excitation to enhance the population of that
local minimum by an order of magnitude compared to room temperature (1−2% compared to 0.1%). The uniqueness of this approach lies in the rapid jet cooling after the
excitation, which traps the conformational (and vibrational) excitation, but cools the
rotational temperature down to a few tens of K, which greatly simplifies the Raman
spectra recorded.
In this way, four new reference data points on cis-formic acid were obtained in addition to the only value known before 2018 by Baskakov and co-workers [57]. These
new data points did not only enable a first critical examination of modern, high-level
ab initio quantum chemical calculations from 2016 [327] and 2018 [328], whose cis-formic
acid results were previously compared to matrix shifted data, but they also revealed insufficiencies of vibrational perturbation theory calculations when combined with DFT
methods. Here, B3LYP-D3(BJ), PBE0-D3(BJ), B2PLYP-D3(BJ), ωB97-XD, and M062X were tested. The VPT2 band positions of these methods depend on the integration
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grid size, optimisation setting, and symmetry chosen. Obviously, the effects are also
visible in the harmonic band positions, yet an order of magnitude smaller. The severity
differs for the methods, with extremely large deviations for M06-2X and ωB97-XD, where
even the harmonic band positions vary by a few cm−1 . Hence, vibrational perturbation
theory calculations employing both must be treated very carefully.
Furthermore, starting points for future studies were explored. Most promising are the
deuterated isotopologues of formic acid, where no gas phase band positions of the local
minima are available. A first study of HCOOD highlighted the advantages of deuteration,
namely that the vibrations are more harmonic and therefore easier to describe by theory
and experimentally, a new vibration becomes accessible with the experimental approach
shown here. The band position of the O−D in-plane bending vibration ν5 was determined
in addition to the O−D, C−H, and C=O stretching vibrations. Additional studies on the
deuterated species will also shed further light on the suggested re-assignment of the Fermi
resonance of ν5 and 2ν9 of trans-HCOOH [315, 327, 328], which was confirmed by Raman
jet data in this work. One central objective of this work is to use the interplay of different
spectroscopic techniques, namely conventional FTIR and Raman jet spectroscopy, and
as will be seen in Chapter 6, also FTIR imaging, to provide more spectroscopic reference
data to trigger further theoretical studies on small reference systems such as formic acid.
Along the way, deficiencies of conventionally used quantum chemical methods shall be
pointed out to enhance the understanding of how and when to use these most efficiently
and even more importantly, which to avoid. The next chapter will build on what has
been learned so far about the formic acid monomer, to apply this to hydrogen bonded
carboxylic acid dimers.
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5 Globally and Locally Stable
Dimers
5.1 Introduction
Understanding fundamental intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding is
critically important, as these are ubiquitous in nature. Examples are the properties
and the structure of bulk water [368], enzyme catalysis [369–372], protein folding [373],
the triple helix of collagen [374], and DNA, where doubly and triply hydrogen bonded
base pairs hold the two DNA strands together [375]. The vibrational characterisation
of such biomolecules is very challenging due to the high congestion of the spectra, even
when investigated isolated in the gas phase, as well as their demanding quantum chemical
description [376, 377]. Thus, in order to characterise these complex systems, particularly
their structure, stability, and reactivity, simple model systems are essential. For base
pairing in the DNA, carboxylic acid dimers fulfil this purpose, as these are similarly
bound via two strong linear hydrogen bonds (cf. Figure 5.1) These dimers, especially
the formic acid dimer, have been widely studied experimentally [62, 64–67, 82–84, 119,
191, 335, 378–389] as well as theoretically [69, 73, 75, 78, 80, 81, 390–397].

Figure 5.1: Global minimum equilibrium structure of the formic acid dimer (FF), calculated
at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.

For a vibrational scrutiny, the OH stretching region is ideal, as it is most sensitive
to hydrogen bonding. In case of carboxylic acid dimers, it exhibits a complex, broad
resonance structure which extents over roughly 800 cm−1 (3300−2500 cm−1 ), as shown
for formic acid in Figure 5.2. For the formic acid monomer, on the other hand, this
vibrational coupling is generally small [305, 349]. The reason for these pronounced
differences is the hydrogen bond that shifts the OH stretching fundamentals into close
proximity to combination and overtone vibrations. These dark states then light up due
to wavefunction mixing with the fundamental (bright state).
The OH stretching region of carboxylic acid dimers is not yet fully understood, even
though extensive efforts have been made towards this goal [69–74, 76–78, 80, 81, 398].
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Figure 5.2: IR jet spectrum of formic acid in the OH stretching region. F marks monomer
bands and (FF) bands of the doubly hydrogen bonded cylic dimer.

One strategy to disentangle the resonance pattern is to find a (carboxylic acid) cluster
that does not show these resonances at all, i.e., a cluster where the hydrogen bond is
weaker and therefore, the distance of the OH fundamental to potential resonance partners larger. In order to understand the onset of such resonances, the hydrogen bond
can then be strengthened via substitution, to see when a first lighting up of dark states
occurs. The simplest systems for such a study are metastable carboxylic acid dimers,
as these exhibit solely one strong, linear O−H· · · O hydrogen bond if any [83]. Obviously, such a study is not feasible in supersonic expansions, where the global minimum
dimer dominates the spectrum and higher-energy structures are not formed to a large
extent. Helium nanodroplets, on the other hand, provide an ideal environment, as the
global minimum does not form due to unfavourable dipole-dipole interactions during
aggregation [83, 84].
In 2019, Davies and co-workers studied local mimima of acetic acid in helium nanodroplets [84]. Both dimer structures identified exhibit sharp OH stretching bands, i.e.,
no signs of resonances were found. Compared to rare gas matrices, where the global as
well as local minima of carboxylic acid dimers were extensively studied [82, 380, 386,
389, 399–403], band position shifts due to environmental influences relative to the gas
phase are distinctly lower and site splittings are not present, as the molecules can freely
translate and rotate inside the droplet [85], although some hindrance of the motion may
occur, as illustrated in Refs. [404–406]. This enhances the comparability with quantum chemical calculations without the need of a challenging description of the matrix
environment on the theory side, though recent progress has been made by Ito in 2019,
who has simulated the argon matrix spectrum of the formic acid dimer [397]. However, hydrogen bonds are still found to be somewhat strengthened by the surrounding
helium [88]. An empirical analysis by the Miller group showed that this solvent shift
scales approximately linearly with the hydrogen bond induced downshift [87]. An upper
bound is estimated from Ref. [87] to about 5% of the downshift (see Section 3.1.6).
If this estimate is applied to singly hydrogen bonded system like the hydrogen fluoride
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(HF), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), water, methanol, or imidazole dimer, the gas phase
band position can be reproduced with an accuracy of ±1 cm−1 , as shown in Table 5.1,
illustrating that this estimate works well. For larger hydrogen bonded clusters such as
water trimers, tetramers, and pentamers, the deviations from the reported gas phase
values of Ref. [94] increase significantly. This is not surprising, as the simple picture
of a caged hydrogen bond does not hold true for the highly coupled hydrogen bonds in
these clusters. Altogether, this model gives a valuable prediction of the solvent shift in
helium nanodroplets, if the cooperativity of the hydrogen bonds is weak.
Table 5.1: Band positions (in cm−1 ) of hydrogen bonded clusters ν̃C measured in the gas phase
(gp) and in helium nanodroplets (HeD) in comparison with gas phase band positions estimated
from the helium nanodroplet solvent shift (HeD shift), empirically analysed in Ref. [87]. The
clusters are abbreviated to molecule(cluster size). For the respective monomer vibrations νM ,
gas phase band positions are used. In case of water, the average over the symmetric (ν1 ,
3657 cm−1 ) [94] and antisymmetric stretching vibration (ν3 , 3756 cm−1 ) [95] of the monomer
is taken as a reference. For water clusters, the dominant IR active vibration of the Davydov
multiplet is chosen.

ν̃C (gp) ν̃C (HeD)

ν̃C (gp estimate)

system

ν̃M

HF(2)
HCN(2)
water(2)
methanol(2)
imidazole(2)

3961[407]
3312[89]
3707a
3686[92]
3518[2]

3868[98]
3242[90]
3602[94]
3575[92]
3214[2]

3862[99]
3238[91]
3597[96]
3571[93]
3200[100]

≤ 3867
≤ 3242
≤ 3602
≤ 3576
≤ 3215

water(3)
water(4)
water(5)

3707a
3707a
3707a

3533[94]
3401[94]
3355[94]

3529[96]
3394[96]
3353[96]

≤ 3535
≤ 3407
≤ 3367

a 1
(ν [94] +ν3 [95] )
2 1

Oswald and co-workers measured FTIR jet spectra of acetic acid and were able to
assign an OH stretching vibration of a local minimum structure of the acetic acid dimer
[79]. This metastable dimer is composed of a strong O−H· · · O and a weaker CH3 · · · O
hydrogen bond (cf. Figure 5.3). An FTIR jet spectrum measured under similar conditions is shown in Figure 5.3 alongside an IR depletion spectrum of higher-energy acetic
acid dimers in helium nanodroplets (black spectrum, bottom panel). Three bands are
seen in the helium nanodroplet spectrum downshifted with respect to the acetic acid
monomer band at 3585 cm−1 . The band furthest downshifted from the monomer at
3292 cm−1 is assigned to the bound OH stretching vibration of a dimer with similar
hydrogen bonds compared to the local minimum structure found in the jet, yet the hydrogen of the free OH group points upwards with respect to the plane of the O−H· · · O
hydrogen bond [84]. With calculations at the B3LYP-D3/aVTZ level, this structure is
not a minimum and converges to the nearly planar structure shown in Figure 5.3. The
MP2/6-311(2+,2+)G(2d,2p) calculations of Ref. [84] found both. In a study of mixed
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Figure 5.3: Top: FTIR jet spectrum of acetic acid in the OH stretching region. The assigned local minimum dimer structure is shown, which has been calculated at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The band assignments are taken from Ref. [79]. Bottom: IR depletion
spectrum of acetic acid measured in helium nanodroplets at m/z = 61 (black). A gas phase
spectrum was simulated by compressing the helium nanodroplet spectrum by 5% (red).

acetic and methyl acetate dimers by Emmeluth and Suhm [71], calculations without
dispersion correction at the B3LYP/6-31+G* and the MP2/6-311++G* level show different angles between the OCO planes of both monomer entities of the dimer shown
in Figure 5.3. For B3LYP, the angle amounts to 0◦ (planar) and for MP2, an angle of
25◦ is obtained. Therefore, it is likely that these structural differences are solely dependent on the level of theory and that both experimental structures found are analogous.
If the aforementioned maximum helium solvent shift (with Equation 3.2 estimated to
−14 cm−1 ) is accounted for (see Figure 5.3), the simulated gas phase band position of
this locally stable dimer (3306 cm−1 ) basically coincides with the gas phase band position
of the AA dimer (3304 cm−1 ) of Ref. [79], especially considering the broadness of the
jet band and its underlying socket. This example clearly illustrates that the gas phase
correction works well for hydrogen bonded systems with a low degree of cooperativity.
The formic acid monomer [349, 408] and a metastable dimer [83] have also been studied in helium nanodroplets. The bound OH stretching vibration of this higher-energy
dimer was observed when a strong electric field was applied (90 kV cm−1 ), which results
in preferential alignment of dipole moments (pendular-state spectroscopy) [83]. The
signal-to-noise ratio of that band was distinctly inferior compared to spectra in the free
CH and OH stretching regions in that same work. The band extends from roughly
3270−3210 cm−1 and has several maxima. This could be a first hint of resonances, yet
no exact conclusions were feasible. In the following section, newly measured helium
nanodroplet spectra of the formic acid dimer are shown, which are the result of a collaboration with the group of Prof. Andrew Ellis at the University of Leicester. The results
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of this collaboration have been published in Reference [409], which Section 5.2 is based
on.

5.2 Helium Nanodroplet Spectra
5.2.1 Experimental Spectra
A mass spectrum of formic acid doped helium nanodroplets ranging from m/z 19 to 96
is shown in Figure 5.4. The strongest signals include m/z = 19, 29, 45, 47, and 93.
These correspond to H3 O+ , HCO+ , COOH+ , (HCOOH)H+ , and (HCOOH)2 H+ ions,
respectively. Formic acid has a molecular mass of 46 amu. Hence, all vibrational spectra
of mass channels above m/z = 46 cannot feature any monomer contribution. Likewise,
the IR depletion spectrum of mass channel 93 can only contain vibrational bands of
clusters larger than the dimer (molecular mass 92 amu). Here, the focus is on mass
channels 19 and 29.
The difference between the IR depletion spectra of these two mass channels (Figure
5.4) are two additional bands at 3570 cm−1 and at 3533 cm−1 at m/z = 29. These
can be attributed to the formic acid monomer OH stretching vibration and the C=O
stretching overtone and match the respective gas phase values [79]. It makes sense that
the formic acid monomer is not featured in the IR spectrum of m/z = 19, as it has only
two hydrogen atoms and thus, cannot fragment to H3 O+ . Apart from the monomer
signals, two additional bands can be seen – one sharp signal barely downshifted from
the monomer OH stretching vibration at 3561 cm−1 and one broad band extending from
roughly 3266 − 3194 cm−1 with three pronounced maxima at 3247 cm−1 , 3236 cm−1 , and
3225 cm−1 . The highest intensity of that band is at the centre (3236 cm−1 ). From the
positions of the two bands relative to the free OH stretching vibration of the monomer,
it is likely that the former belongs to a free (dangling, non hydrogen bonded) OH group,
and the latter to an OH group involved in hydrogen bonding. The spectral signatures
observed here match the spectra reported by the groups of Havenith and Miller [83]. This
first analysis of the band positions also confirms that the doubly hydrogen bonded global
minimum structure of the formic acid dimer is not formed inside the helium nanodroplets,
as its bands extent over a distinctly larger spectral range (3300 − 2500 cm−1 ).
Since there can be several possible neutral species contributing to each mass channel, i.e., several fragmentation pathways leading to the same ion, the dominant neutral
species needs to be identified. For that, IR depletion spectra are recorded with increasing pick-up cell pressure (PUCP). The bands of interest are then integrated and their
pressure dependence is plotted. As the doping of the droplets in the pick-up chamber is
a statistical process, the expected pressure dependence for the uptake of N = 1, 2, 3, ..., i
molecules can be described by a Poisson distribution. The PUCP curves of Ref. [409]
show that the band integral of the free OH stretching vibration at 3561 cm−1 in mass
channel m/z = 19 follows the expected Poisson distribution for N = 2 at partial pressures below 8 × 10−6 mbar. Above that value, the band integrals start to deviate, likely
due to contributions of clusters larger than the dimer, e.g. the trimer. Since a partial
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Figure 5.4: Mass spectrum obtained using electron ionization of helium nanodroplets doped
with formic acid at a partial pressure of 4 × 10−6 mbar. The background signal measured in the
absence of dopant has been subtracted from the spectrum. Below the mass spectrum, infrared
depletion spectra are shown, which are recorded by monitoring changes in the mass-selected ion
yield at m/z 19 and m/z 29. For each spectrum the average number of dopant molecules per
nanodroplet is close to one. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.
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pressure of 4×10−6 mbar was used throughout this work, trimer contributions to that
mass channel (m/z = 19) are negligible. As expected, the pressure dependence of the
OH stretching vibration of the monomer matches the Poisson distribution of N = 1.
The pressure where on average one formic acid molecule is picked up per droplet is given
by the maximum of the N = 1 PUCP curve and amounts to 3.8 × 10−6 mbar, which is
just below the pressure chosen for all measurements (4×10−6 mbar).

5.2.2 Comparison to Quantum Chemical Calculations
In order to compare the vibrational spectra measured in helium nanodroplets to quantum
chemical predictions and assess the performance of different methods, it is important
to account for the band position shift of hydrogen bonded clusters relative to the gas
phase. Similar to Figure 5.3, gas phase spectra have been simulated by compressing
those measured in helium nanodroplets by 5%. The results can be found in Figure 5.5.
The maximum of the broad band is shifted by +16 cm−1 (3252 cm−1 ) with respect to its
helium nanodroplet band position. As seen in Table 5.1, this shift is likely the upper
bound of the gas phase value. Consequently, the actual gas phase band position of the
bound OH stretching vibration will lie in-between both spectra. As the width of this
broad band is four times larger (72 cm−1 ), a sensible comparison with quantum chemical
calculations is feasible despite the solvent shift.
In Reference [83], the conformational space of the formic acid dimer was searched
and six local minimum structures were identified in addition to the global minimum.
These are shown in Figure 5.6. The structures are labelled according to their hydrogen
bond topology. A monomer with an OH group involved in hydrogen bonding to a C=O
group has the index C (carbonyl) and accordingly, an O−H· · · O−H hydrogen bond has
the index A (alcohol). Free OH groups have no index. Further, dimers with both OH
groups involved in hydrogen bonding, e.g., the global minimum, are enclosed by parentheses. This dimer is then abbreviated to (FC FC ). There are three dimers composed
of at least one strong hydrogen bond, namely FC F, FA F, and (FA FC ). FC F and FA F
both have a weaker C−H· · · C=O contact in addition to the strong hydrogen bond. The
(FA FC ) dimer forms a cycle composed of bent O−H· · · O−H and O−H· · · O=C hydrogen
bonds. The three remaining dimers are FF-type structures and feature no strong hydrogen bonds. These dimers are solely bound via weaker C−H· · · O=C and C−H· · · O−H
contacts. Consequently, none of these structures can result in the vibrational features
observed, as both OH stretching vibrations will be barely shifted from the monomer
band position. These structures will therefore not be considered further.
The vibrational frequencies of the three local minima FC F, FA F, and (FA FC ) as well
as the global minimum (FC FC ) have been calculated at various levels of theory including B3LYP-D3(BJ), PBEh-3c, M06-2X, B2PLYP-D3(BJ), MP2, and SCS-MP2. The
basis set for all methods is aVTZ. All frequency calculations were performed within the
double harmonic approximation. The band positions were subsequently scaled to the
band position of the OH stretching vibration of the (trans-) formic acid monomer F
at 3570 cm−1 . The scaling factors for all methods are listed in Figure 5.5. Before the
individual agreement of the methods with experiment is compared, general trends seen
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Figure 5.5: IR depletion spectra of formic acid doped helium nanodroplets of mass channels
19 and 29, recorded at a formic acid partial pressure of 4 × 10−6 mbar. The intensity of the
depletion signal of mass channel 19 was scaled by 0.5. Additionally, gas phase simulations
of the helium nanodroplet spectra are shown, which were obtained by compressing these by
5%. More details can be found in Section 3.1.6. Below the spectra, F(ν1 )-scaled harmonic
frequency calculations are shown at various levels of theory. The scaling factors and methods
can be found in the respective panels. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP
Owner Societies.
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Figure 5.6: Global and local minimum structures of the formic acid dimer, calculated at the
MP2/aVTZ level. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

for all calculations will be discussed.
As both OH groups of (FA FC ) are involved in hydrogen bonding, the two OH stretching vibrations of that dimer are considerably downshifted with respect to the monomer.
Since there are no additional bands observed between the unbound OH stretching vibration at 3561 cm−1 and the broad band at 3236 cm−1 , it can be concluded that (FA FC )
is not formed in the helium nanodroplets, at least not to a significant extent. The
O−H· · · O−H hydrogen bond of the FA F dimer is weaker compared to the O−H· · · O=C
bond of FC F. This translates into a smaller downshift of the bound OH stretching vibration of FA F with respect to the monomer. Its downshift is also notably smaller than
observed experimentally and can therefore also be ruled out. Besides, DFT methods
such as B3LYP are known to overestimate the downshifts of OH stretching vibrations
[192, 225, 410]. The overall likeliest structure to be featured in the helium nanodroplets
is the FC F dimer, whose band positions are closest to experiment for all methods.
When the individual performances are compared, the overall best agreement with
the helium nanodroplet spectrum is achieved with the MP2/aVTZ methodology. For
the acetic acid local minimum dimers observed in helium nanodroplets, harmonic MP2
calculations were also most compatible with experiment [84]. Compared to the gas phase
simulation spectrum, both the PBEh-3c and MP2/aVTZ calculations agree well. SCSMP2 is the only other method apart from PBEh-3c that tends to overestimate the band
position of the bound OH stretching vibration. All other methods underestimate it.
Such good agreement of (scaled) harmonic frequency calculations with the anharmonic
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experiment for hydrogen bond downshifts of this magnitude is somewhat coincidental
and likely based on cancellation of anharmonic contributions, as seen for the methanol
dimer [411], where the net anharmonicity of bound OH stretching vibration amounts to
just 10% of the downshift, because the diagonal and off-diagonal contributions largely
compensate. Another example of this are imidazole clusters [2].
To examine whether the band of the bound OH stretching vibration of FC F could be
broadened due to coupling to combination and overtone vibrations, additional anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations have been performed using vibrational pertubation theory as implemented in Gaussian 09 [36]. FC F is a relatively rigid molecule,
so that VPT2 is expected to still show a reasonably good performance [32]. However,
as seen in the previous chapter, DFT methods exhibit a sensitivity towards the integration grid, optimisation settings, and symmetry chosen, which was particularly severe
for M06-2X. Other methods such as B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ) showed small
deviations on the order of a few wavenumbers. Here, these three methods will be tested
in addition to MP2. As for the harmonic vibrational frequency calculations, an aVTZ
basis set is used. The resulting eight anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations (two
DFT integration grids, two symmetries, and two optimisation settings) are averaged and
displayed with their standard deviation as a measure of sensitivity in Figure 5.7. The
individual results for all settings are displayed in Figures A.12-A.15 in the appendix.
The anharmonically calculated band positions have been subsequently scaled to the free
OH stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer (3570 cm−1 ), in order to remove
imperfections in the description of the OH stretching potential. The individual scaling
factors for each method are displayed in Figure 5.7 and are rewardingly close to 1. The
calculated IR intensities of all monomer bands have been enhanced by a factor of 2, to
roughly match the monomer to dimer abundance in the spectra. Besides, all six intermolecular vibrations of the FC F dimer have been neglected for the following analysis, as
these tend to be poorly described by VPT2. Further details on these can be found in
Ref. [409]. Firstly, the influence of the optimisation settings for the VPT2 calculations
will be examined, followed by a discussion of the overall agreement with experiment.
The error bars of the band intensities are negligible for all methods. Similarly small
deviations are seen for the monomer band positions. The exception is M06-2X with
a monomer O−H band position error σ(ν̃) of ±35 cm−1 . These standard deviations
σ(ν̃) are even larger for two dimer fundamentals with ±62 cm−1 (free O−H stretching vibration) and ±51 cm−1 (bound O−H stretching vibration). This confirms that
M06-2X is not a suitable electronic structure method for these anharmonic vibrational
frequency calculations. Therefore, it will not be considered further within this thesis.
The band position errors decrease from B3LYP-D3(BJ) (±10 cm−1 and ±9 cm−1 ), over
B2PLYP-D3(BJ) (±6 cm−1 and ±9 cm−1 ), to MP2 (±1 cm−1 and ±1 cm−1 ), which is
unsurprisingly the overall the most reliable method in terms of setting sensitivity. In
conclusion, this analysis clearly shows that integration grid size, symmetry, and optimisation criteria need to be critically evaluated when using DFT methods for vibrational
perturbation theory calculations.
The B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 calculations predict several combination bands with
particularly high intensity around the hydrogen bonded OH stretching fundamental of
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Figure 5.7: IR depletion spectrum of formic acid in helium nanodroplets of mass channels 19
and 29 at a partial pressure of 4 × 10−6 mbar. The intensity of the depletion signal of mass
channel 19 was scaled by 0.5. Additionally, gas phase simulations of the helium nanodroplet
spectra are shown, which were obtained by compressing these by 5%. More details can be found
in Section 3.1.6. Below the spectra, anharmonic (VPT2), F(ν1 )-scaled frequency calculations
are shown at various levels of theory. The scaling factors can be found in the respective panels.
The calculations have been averaged over two optimisation settings (Gaussian 09 keywords
tight and very tight [36]), two DFT integration grid sizes (ultrafine and superfine), and C1 as
well as Cs symmetry. The standard deviations of the methods are shown as error bars. To
match the experimentally observed abundance of monomers and dimers, the monomer band
intensities have been scaled by a factor of 2. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from
the PCCP Owner Societies.
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the FC F dimer. The involved modes are combinations of C=O stretching and C−H
in-plane bending vibrations (see Figure A.16). Their band positions are summarised in
Table A.8 in the appendix. The shape of this resonance pattern is not largely dependent
on the symmetry, optimisation, and DFT integration grid settings chosen (cf. Figure
A.13). It qualitatively matches the experimentally observed pattern, if the intensity
of the fundamental is scaled by 0.1. This huge scaling factor suggests that the wavefunction mixing is massively underestimated by VPT2 and that higher order couplings
than the ones included in the VPT2 methodology might have a significant contribution.
Additionally, some deviations could also be caused by the neglect of the intermolecular
vibrations and deficiencies in the underlying potential energy hypersurface, which may
introduce mismatches between the experimentally observed coupling partners.
Clearly, this coupling is very sensitive to the distance of the fundamental with respect
to the dark states, and therefore, to the method used. As this distance is larger for
MP2/aVTZ, wavefunction mixing is not observed to a significant extent. In case of
B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, the bright state is shifted more towards these dark states, so
that these have a slightly higher intensity. In conclusion, it seems plausible that the
broad structure of the bound OH stretching vibration of the FC F dimer is caused by
coupling to dark states, though to a lower extent than for the global minimum dimer.
Unsurprisingly, none of the VPT2 calculations shown here can predict it correctly for
the right reasons. Insufficiencies are also seen for the monomer vibrations, where the
overtone of the C=O stretching vibration is predicted to be upshifted relative to the OH
stretching band rather than downshifted for B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ and M06-2X/aVTZ.
The other two methods underestimate its band position by −16 cm−1 (MP2/aVTZ)
and −7(1) cm−1 (B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ). Overall, the VPT2 calculations shown here
can at best provide a qualitative explanation of the spectral features observed. For a
quantitative analysis, high level ab initio anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations
are needed.
An experimental way to understand the resonance pattern better is to utilise deuteration. As the combination bands predicted to be in Fermi resonance with the bright
OH fundamental involve C−H in-plane bending vibrations (cf. Appendix A.3.2), helium nanodroplet spectra of DCOOH might be very insightful. The absence of these
vibrations in case of acetic acid could potentially also be a reason for the different band
shapes observed for both acids.
The broad structure of the bound OH stretching vibration of the FC F dimer has
also been observed in solid rare gas matrices [389, 399]. Whereas the spectral width
can always be blamed on site splittings for the solid matrices, such an interpretation is
not likely for helium nanodroplets. The reported band position in argon and nitrogen
matrices are listed in Table 5.2 alongside the helium nanodroplet values of Madeja and
co-workers [83, 349] and those obtained in this work. For the formic acid monomer,
additionally the gas phase values of Ref. [79] are listed. The FC F dimer has not been
observed in the gas phase apart from a study of Balabin, who reported the band position
of a C−O−H out-of-plane bending vibration at 864.1(2.1) cm−1 [412]. However, until
now, this finding has not been confirmed by other techniques in the gas phase. The
monomer band positions measured in helium nanodroplets agree with the gas phase
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Table 5.2: Band positions of the formic acid monomer F and metastable dimer FC F compared
to literature values. Bands that have not been observed are marked n/o. OH stretching
vibrations are labelled ν(OH), whereby the bound and free OH stretching vibration of the
dimer are indicated by the superscripts b and f. 2ν(CO) represents the overtone of the C=O
stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer. The ν(OH) value of Ref. [349] has been
estimated as the band centre. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.

F

ν(OH)
2ν(CO)

gas phase
Oswald et al.[79]
3570
3538/3533

FC F

ν(OH)f
ν(OH)b

n/o
n/o

helium nanodroplet
this work Madeja et al.[83,349]
3570
3569(1)
3533
3532.7
3561
3247
3236
3225

3560
around 3225

matrix
argon[399] nitrogen[389]
3550
3528.2
3540
3184
3168
3154
3142
3101

3509.2
3154.1
3136.4
3128.0
3114.4
3100.5
3084.2
3019.5

values. As discussed for the cis- and trans-rotamers of the formic acid monomer, the
vibrational bands measured in cryomatrices are distinctly shifted with respect to the
gas phase, whereby this shift is more pronounced for nitrogen than argon. A closer
examination of shifts in an argon matrix can be found in Chapter 7.

5.2.3 Differences in Formic and Acetic Acid Local Minima
In an FTIR study of acetic acid local minima in helium nanodroplets by Davies et al.
[84], two higher-energy dimer structures were found, whereby one is similar to the FC F
dimer and would translate into an AC A-type structure. As detailed above, the band
position of the bound OH stretching vibration of that structure closely resembles the
band position found in a supersonic expansion by Oswald et al. [79], even more so if the
helium nanodroplet solvent shift is accounted for. The structural differences predicted
by quantum chemical calculations in both works are minor, so that it is likely that
both groups found the same structure. The second local minimum of acetic acid is an
AA A-type structure, which is not observed for formic acid.
Considering the structural similarities of both local minima, it is somewhat odd that
in case of formic acid, the FC F dimer was not found in an FTIR jet study by Oswald and
co-workers in the OH stretching region, even though the corresponding acetic acid local
minimum was identified [79]. For a clearer understanding of these differences, FTIR jet
spectra of both acids are plotted alongside the helium nanodroplet spectra and their gas
phase simulations. The results are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Top: FTIR jet spectra of formic (red) and acetic acid (black) in the OH stretching
region. The band assignments are taken from Ref. [79]. The intensity of the formic acid
spectrum has been scaled by 0.5. Middle: Gas phase simulation spectra of formic and acetic
acid, obtained by compressing the helium nanodroplet spectra shown below by 5% according
to Equation 3.2. The estimated hydrogen bond induced downshifts of the bound OH stretching
vibration of AC A (279 cm−1 ) and FC F (318 cm−1 ) with respect to the monomer are displayed.
Bottom: IR depletion spectra of formic (m/z = 29) and acetic acid (m/z = 61) measured in
helium nanodroplets (HeD). The intensity of the acetic acid spectrum has been scaled by 0.5.
The estimated helium solvent shifts with respect to the gas phase simulation spectra are listed.
The harmonically calculated (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) structures of AC A and FC F are shown
as insets.

The band of the bound OH stretching vibration of FC F is distinctly broader due to the
wavefunction mixing with dark states caused by the closer proximity of the fundamental
with respect to combination bands. As a result, the band is relatively shallow and
therefore, more difficult to detect. Additionally, its downshift with respect to the free OH
stretching vibration of the monomer (3570 cm−1 ) is larger. Using the simulated gas phase
band positions, one obtains shifts of −318 cm−1 for FC F and −279 cm−1 for AC A. As
seen in Figure 5.8, the FC F band would overlap with the broad resonance structure of the
global minimum dimer (FC FC ) as a consequence of its larger downshift, if it was present
in the expansions. Hence, the FC F band could easily be hidden underneath the trimer
band at 3258 cm−1 assigned by Oswald and co-workers [79], particularly considering the
broadness of all bands. In contrast, the extent of overlap with the resonance structure
of the global minimum dimer (AC AC ) is smaller for AC A, which is why it is easier
detectable. Altogether, the spectral differences found by Oswald and co-workers [79] do
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not necessarily have to reflect upon changes in the aggregation behaviour of the two
acids, but could merely be due to poor spectral separation of the formic acid bands.
Altogether, due to this high spectral congestion of the OH stretching region of carboxylic acids, it is clearly not the most suitable for cluster band assignments. As such, the
remaining part of this chapter will focus on the C=O stretching region, where hydrogen
bond induced downshifts separate monomer from cluster bands whilst simultaneously,
fewer resonance partners are present. The C=O stretching region is much narrower, it
extends only over roughly 200 cm−1 (1800−1600 cm−1 ) – a small fraction of the about
1100 cm−1 (3600−2500 cm−1 ) wide OH stretching region.

5.3 Exciton Coupling in Homo and Hetero Dimers of
Carboxylic Acids
So far, the metastable, Cs -symmetric FC F dimer was scrutinised with vibrational spectroscopy. The doubly hydrogen bonded cyclic dimer, however, exhibits C2h symmetry,
resulting in interchangeable C=O and O−H oscillators. In an uncoupled picture, the
local monomer vibrations would therefore be pairwise degenerate. Due to intermolecular
coupling caused by hydrogen bonding, the degeneracy is revoked and the vibrations are
split in pairs of symmetric (gerade) and antisymmetric (ungerade) vibrations, whereby
the symmetric vibrations are Raman active and the antisymmetric vibrations IR active.
This splitting of the dimer modes is called Davydov or (vibrational) exciton splitting
and is abbreviated to ∆as in this work. It amounts to twice the coupling matrix element
between both oscillators [413]. The term is referring to electronic excitons and Davydov
splittings in molecular crystals [414], for which the double hydrogen bonded carboxylic
acid dimers serve as a model system [73, 415–418]. Within this work, both terms will
be used interchangeably.
As two types of C=O stretching vibrations will be discussed in this section, the nomenclature of the structural dimer labels is adjusted accordingly. This is done by using an
additional index outside the parenthesis that symbolises the symmetry of the vibration – an a for antisymmetric and an s for a symmetric vibration. Hence, the two
C=O stretching vibrations of the global minimum dimer are abbreviated to (FC FC )a
and (FC FC )s . Since solely these dimers are considered in this section, the nomenclature
will be shortened to (FF)a/s by omitting the indices that represent the type of hydrogen
bond.
The coupling diagram of the formic acid dimer is shown in Figure 5.9. The dimer
vibrations are shifted from the free C=O stretching vibrations of the monomers by ∆a
(antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration) and ∆s (symmetric C=O stretching vibration) and are separated by the Davydov splitting ∆as. For an analysis of this mode
coupling pattern, the focus is on the ∆a and ∆as values, as ∆s can be determined from
the two. From FTIR and Raman jet studies it is known that the C=O stretching vibrations of other carboxylic acid dimers, e.g., acetic acid, vary significantly from those of
the formic acid dimer [68, 70, 117]. Thus, their coupling diagrams will also differ. The
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Figure 5.9: Coupling diagramm of the C2h symmetric formic acid dimer. ∆as represents the
Davydov splitting. ∆a and ∆s illustrate the downshift of antisymmetric (a) and symmetric (s)
C=O stretching vibrations of the dimer with respect to the monomer.

overall aim of this section is therefore to examine these differences.
As mentioned previously, carboxylic acid dimers also serve as the simplest model system for double hydrogen bonding in biomolecules like the DNA. However, the hydrogen
bonds present in these systems are predominantly asymmetric. One way of enhancing
the comparability of such model systems is to study hetero dimers of two different acids.
Since these exhibit a permanent electric dipole moment, they have been extensively
studied with microwave spectroscopy. The plethora of studies include dimers of formic
and acetic acid [419], formic and benzoic acid [106], formic and propiolic acid [420],
formic and nitric acid [421], formic and cyclopropanecarboxylic acid [109], formic and

Table 5.3: Harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band positions (in cm−1 ) of the C=O
stretching vibrations of the homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid as well
as IR intensities I (in km mol−1 ) and Raman scattering cross-sections σ (in 10−36 m2 sr−1 ),
calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The scaling factor amounts to 0.986.

Dimer
(FF)
(AA)
(PP)
(FA)
(AP)
(PF)

symmetric
νs
I
σ
1664 0 91
1674 0 68
1661 0 78
1668 33 79
1666 12 70
1660 55 81
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antisymmetric
νa
I
σ
1741 822 0
1728 819 0
1712 774 0
1735 800 2
1721 781 2
1728 742 6
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perfluorobutyric acid [110] formic and trifluoroacetic acid [101–105], acetic and trifluoroacetic acid [102, 104, 105], acrylic and trifluoroacetic acid [107], difluoroacetic and
acrylic acid [108], formic and 3,3,3-trifluoro-2-(trifluoromethyl)propanoic acid [422], and
very recently also the dimer of formic acid and C-deuterated formic acid (DCOOH) [111].
The advantage of microwave spectroscopy lies in its blindness towards the unpolar homo
dimers. Hence, the hetero dimer can be examined without their interference.

In contrast, vibrational studies on hetero dimers have been surprisingly sparse. The
first one was published in 1964 by Affsprung and co-workers, who measured near-infrared
spectra of the acetic and trichloro acetic acid hetero dimer [112]. This was followed by a
far-infrared study on the hetero dimers of formic and acetic acid with trifluoroacetic acid
in 1970 by Clague and Novak [113]. Over 30 years later, the first mid-infrared spectrum
was recorded by Keller in 2004, who studied the hetero dimer consisting of formic and
trifluoro acetic acid [114]. The only vibrational study of a hetero dimer since then
was published 14 years later by Gu and co-workers, who examined the hetero dimer
of glycolic and 9-hydroxy-9-fluorene acid with IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy
[115]. The aim of this work is not only to close this gap by studying the homo and
hetero dimers of the three carboxylic acids introduced in the previous chapter, namely
of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, but to highlight their applicability for benchmarking
quantum chemical methods. The quantities that will be exploited for this benchmark are
the band position shifts ∆a and exciton splittings ∆as. Since anharmonic corrections
are expected to largely cancel for ∆a and especially ∆as [225], harmonic vibrational
frequency calculations should already give a good estimate of these values, which will be
tested within this section. A related aspect that will be addressed is whether the hetero
dimer ∆a and ∆as values can be predicted from those of the homo dimers, i.e., whether
additivity applies for these quantities. The results of this study have been published in
Ref. [329], which most of this section is loosely based on.

Firstly, the predicted dimer structures and their dissociation energies will be examined,
followed by a discussion of their FTIR and Raman spectra. Due to the inversion centre in
the homo dimers, the rule of mutual exclusion applies and both techniques are needed for
a vibrational characterisation. By the introduction of asymmetry in the hetero dimers,
the inversion symmetry is revoked, yet it still applies locally, as the Raman scattering
cross-sections of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations are still fairly small and
vice-versa the IR intensities of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration, as can be seen
in Table 5.3. For spectral assignments, scaled harmonic frequency calculations at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level will be utilised, which were shown to yield good agreement
for the rotamers of the formic acid monomer in Chapter 4. All band positions within
this section are scaled to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid
dimer (FF)a at 1741 cm−1 .
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Figure 5.10: Global minimum structures of (homo and hetero) dimers composed of formic
(F), acetic (A), and pivalic acid (P), calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. Hydrogen
bond lengths (in Å) are displayed. Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 149, 104307 (2018) (Ref.
[329]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

5.3.1 Structures and Dissociation Energies of Homo and Hetero
Dimers
The structures of the formic (F), acetic (A), and pivalic acid (P) monomers (all in transconfiguration) and all possible dimer combinations are depicted in Figure 5.6. The global
minimum structure of the homo dimers is the doubly hydrogen bonded cyclic eightmembered ring [70, 117, 379, 400]. As expected, this binding motif remains the most
favourable structure for the hetero dimers. The hydrogen bond lengths of the homo
dimers decrease with size of the acid by about 1 pm, likely due to dispersion interactions
of the residues that compress the dimer. Obviously, the two hydrogen bonds of the
hetero dimers differ in length. In case of (AP), these differences are very small (about
1 pm), but can be as large as 6 pm for (PF). (FA) lies in-between with 4 pm. Generally,
the hydrogen bond where formic acid is the donor is shorter.
The least stable amongst the six homo and hetero dimers is the formic acid dimer
with a predicted, zero-point corrected dissociation energy of 66.6 kJ mol−1 (Table 5.4).
The pivalic acid dimer exhibits the largest dissociation energy of 73.3 kJ mol−1 . The fact
that D0h increases with the size of the residue implies that a large part of the stability
increase is a result of dispersion interactions. And indeed, if the D3 dispersion energy
gain [224] listed in Table 5.4 is subtracted from the electronic dissociation energy, an
almost uniform binding energy of 65 kJ mol−1 is obtained, with formic acid as the only
dimer that deviates by more than 1 kJ mol−1 .
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Table 5.4: Harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected dissociation energies D0h (in kJ mol−1 )
of homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, calculated at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ level. In the second column, averaged homo dimer dissociation energies D̄0h
are shown, as an estimate for the hetero dimer dissociation energies. Further, the energy gain
caused by dispersion interactions as well as the resulting binding energy are listed. The binding
energy is determined via subtraction of the dispersion energy gain from the electronic dissociation energy (Deh ). All values are given in kJ mol−1 . Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 149, 104307
(2018) (Ref. [329]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Dimer

D0h

(FF)
(AA)
(PP)
(FA)
(AP)
(PF)

66.6
71.3
73.3
69.3 69.0
72.2 72.3
70.4 70.0

D̄0h

dispersion energy gain

binding energy

10.4
11.2
13.0
10.8
12.0
11.6

63.9
65.6
65.3
65.2
65.5
65.2

To check for computational additivity, the hetero dimer dissociation energies are predicted from the arithmetic averages of the respective homo dimer values. The agreement of D̄0h (Table 5.4) with the computed hetero dimer dissociation energies is within
0.5 kJ mol−1 .
Kollipost and co-workers [191] determined the dissociation energy of the formic acid
dimer experimentally by measuring its low frequency modes as well as their combination
bands, which significantly improved the accuracy of the rovibrational partition function.
That, in combination with the room temperature equilibrium constant of the dissociation, yields a value of 59.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 for D0 [191]. The harmonically calculated,
zero-point corrected dissociation energy of the formic acid dimer (cf. Table 5.4) deviates
by 12% from the (anharmonic) experimental value. Including anharmonic corrections increases this discrepancy just slightly to 13% (67.4 kJ mol−1 at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ
VPT2 level). For the acetic acid dimer, a semiexperimental value of the dissociation energy of 67−70 kJ mol−1 [423] also shows that the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ estimate is likely
too large. Altogether, these deviations clearly illustrate the necessity for experimental
data to examine this mixing rule. In the following Section 5.3.2, the determination of
experimental C=O stretching vibrations of the hetero dimer is presented, followed by a
vibrational benchmark in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.2 FTIR and Raman Jet Spectra of Hetero Dimers
The FTIR jet spectra of formic and acetic acid in the C=O stretching region have been
scrutinised in detail in Refs. [68, 71, 117, 118]. Their agreement with the band position
determined within this work will be discussed below. The band positions of the C=O
stretching vibration of the pivalic acid monomer and the antisymmetric C=O stretching
vibration of the dimer were initially determined within the framework of the diploma
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thesis of C. Emmeluth [116]. FTIR jet spectra measured under similar conditions can
be found in Figure 5.11. The monomer band P can be seen at 1774 cm−1 and the
dimer band (PP)a at 1718 cm−1 . Both band positions agree reasonably well with the
calculated, (FF)a -scaled band positions at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level (deviations
smaller than 6 cm−1 ). The band position of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration
of (PP) is known from a Raman jet study by Xue [68] and exhibits two maxima at
1661 cm−1 and 1658 cm−1 .

Figure 5.11: FTIR jet spectra of pivalic acid (0.07%) in helium at a reservoir pressure of
300 mbar and 155 scans. Below the spectra, harmonically calculated, scaled band positions
of the C=O stretching vibration of the pivalic acid monomer and the antisymmetric C=O
stretching vibration of the dimer are shown. The calculations have been performed at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The band positions are scaled to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer (FF)a . The scaling factor amounts to 0.986.

FTIR jet spectra of all three possible mixtures of formic (F), acetic (A), and pivalic
acid (P) are shown in Figure 5.12 in panels A.I (F+A), B.I (A+P), and C.I (P+F)
alongside scaled single substance (dashed lines) and monomer-corrected difference spectra (solid orange lines). In all three spectra of the mixtures, a new band emerges in
between the homo dimer bands that persist if scaled single substance spectra are subtracted (cf. orange difference spectra). The band positions of (FA)a (1736 cm−1 ), (AP)a
(1726 cm−1 ), and (PF)a (1728 cm−1 ) agree well with the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ predictions plotted below the spectra. The deviations are below 6 cm−1 .
The largest experimentally found spacing between homo and hetero dimer bands is
observed for the (PF) hetero dimer, with differences of 13 cm−1 and −10 cm−1 to the
respective homo dimer bands. In both cases, the scaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations match experiment. The overlap of the homo and hetero dimer bands in the mixed
spectra increases for (AP)a , with distances of −8 cm−1 to (PP)a and +6 cm−1 to (AA)a .
For (FA)a , these spacings reduce even further down to +5 cm−1 to (FF)a and −4 cm−1 to
(AA)a . Nonetheless, the hetero dimer bands are all clearly seen and the separate analysis
of difference spectra does not shift the band positions by more than 0.5 cm−1 . The band
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positions of the C=O stretching vibrations of the three monomers and of all homo and
hetero dimers are summarised in Table 5.5 alongside literature values.
Table 5.5: Experimental band positions of the C=O stretching vibrations of the formic, acetic,
and pivalic acid monomers as well as the symmetric and antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations of their homo and hetero dimers in comparison to literature values (Refs. [68, 71, 116,
118]). The subscript f stands for free C=O stretching vibration (monomer), whereas the subscripts of the dimer vibrations symbolise the symmetry of the vibration (antisymmetric and
symmetric). Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 149, 104307 (2018) (Ref. [329]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

monomer
ν̃f
ν̃f , literature
F
1777
1777[118]
A
1793
1793[71]
P
1774
1773[116]

dimer
(FF)
(AA)
(PP)
(FA)
(AP)
(PF)

ν˜a
ν˜a , literature
ν˜s
ν˜s , literature
1741
1741[118]
1666
1668[68]
[71]
1732
1732
1676
1680[68]
1718
1718[116]
1660 1658/1661[68]
1736
1671
1726
1667
1728
1657

Before discussing the corresponding Raman spectra of the three carboxylic acid mixtures, the homo dimer spectra will be briefly addressed. These are shown in Figure 5.13.
The symmetric C=O stretching bands of (FF) and (PP) exhibit two maxima and the
band of the acetic acid dimer (AA)s is broadened to the lower wavenumber side with several maxima at 1679 cm−1 , 1675 cm−1 , 1671 cm−1 , and 1668 cm−1 . All of this is indicative
of Fermi resonances in the symmetric stretches. Such mode coupling has been predicted
theoretically for the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer by Qu
and Bowman [78]. Under the assumption that the dark states have a negligible intrinsic
intensity, i.e., all their intensity originates from the bright state, the experimental band
positions of the C=O stretching vibrations have been deconvoluted by taking the centre of mass of the integrated signal as band position, which yields 1666 cm−1 for (FF)s ,
1676 cm−1 for (AA)s , and 1660 cm−1 for (PP)s . Compared to Raman jet spectra of Ref.
[68] (cf. Table 5.5), the band position differ by +2 cm−1 for (FF)s , +4 cm−1 for (AA)s ,
and −2/+1 cm−1 for (PP)s . Deviations on the order of 1−2 cm−1 are uncritical, as these
coincide with the band position accuracy of the Raman jet set-up. The larger mismatch
for the acetic acid dimer results from different band position criteria and concentrations
chosen. Here, very low concentrations of 0.05% of acetic acid in helium were used to
avoid contributions of larger clusters such as tetramers. These are composed of stacks of
dimers, which is why their band positions overlap with those of the dimers [119]. More
details on such dimer assemblies can be found in Chapter 7. In Ref. [68], distinctly
higher concentrations of 0.7% were chosen. Additionally, the intensity maximum of the
broad band of acetic acid extending from 1688−1662 cm−1 has been set as the band
position. Hence, this band position difference is unsurprising.
The Raman jet spectra of the hetero dimers can be found in Figure 5.14. Compared
to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations (Figure 5.12), the bands of the cor-
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Figure 5.12: FTIR C=O
stretching
jet
spectra
of
formic, F, and acetic acid, A
(cF , cA < 0.1%, 560 mbar reservoir pressure, A.I), acetic, A, and
pivalic acid, P (cA , cP < 0.05%,
750 mbar reservoir pressure,
B.I), as well as pivalic, P, and
formic acid, F (cP , cF ≤ 0.05%,
560 mbar reservoir pressure, C.I)
in helium based on 50 pulses.
Scaled single substance spectra
are depicted with dashed lines
(red: F, blue: A, green: P) and
the corresponding monomercorrected difference spectra are
shown in orange. The harmonic
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ band positions (scaled by 0.986) and IR
intensities of the respective systems are shown below the spectra
(A/B/C.II). F-containing expansions show additional trimer
features such as F(FF), see Ref.
[185]. Adapted from J. Chem.
Phys. 149, 104307 (2018) (Ref.
[329]), with the permission of
AIP Publishing.
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Figure 5.13: Raman jet spectra of formic (top), acetic (middle), and pivalic acid (bottom)
recorded in the C=O stretching region with concentrations of 0.08% of formic, 0.05% of acetic,
and 0.04% of pivalic acid seeded in helium. Reservoir pressures of 700 mbar (formic and acetic
acid) and 1000 mbar (pivalic acid) were used. The data aquisition times amount to 30 (acetic
acid) and 45 minutes (formic and pivalic acid).

responding symmetric modes are not as well separated. The predicted band position
differences amount to +6 cm−1 and −4 cm−1 for (FA)s , +8 cm−1 and −5 cm−1 for (AP)s ,
and +4 cm−1 and +1 cm−1 for (PF)s (cf. Figure 5.14, panels A.II/B.II/C.II). Due to
the mode coupling observed for the symmetric C=O stretching vibrations of the homo
dimers, the band position overlap is enhanced. Nonetheless, all three hetero dimer bands
are clearly visible in the difference spectra. Their band positions are listed in Table 5.5.
The overall agreement with the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations is even better. The
largest mismatches are as low as 3 cm−1 . This is surprising, as the calculated band positions have been scaled to the band of an antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration. The
Raman difference spectra exhibit a few irregularities such as residuals from homo dimer
bands as seen for the formic acid dimer band (FF)s in Figure 5.14 A.I or negative bands
as seen in the same spectrum for the acetic acid dimer band (AA)s . Both are a result
from imperfect subtraction of single substance spectra caused by varying monomer-todimer ratios. These, however, are not expected to perturb the band positions of the
hetero dimer bands significantly. The band shape in the difference spectra, on the other
hand, is affected, as seen for (PF)s , which overlaps with (PP)s and is therefore broader.
Moreover, similarly to the band of the acetic acid dimer, (AP)s is broadened to one side,
which might be a result of Fermi resonances. However, because of the spectral overlap,
no exact conclusions are possible.
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Figure 5.14: Raman C=O
stretching jet spectra of formic,
F, and acetic acid, A (cF ,
cA < 0.4%, 700 mbar reservoir pressure, A.I), acetic, A,
and pivalic acid, P (cA , cP <
0.05%, 1000 mbar reservoir pressure, B.I), as well as pivalic, P,
and formic acid, F (cP , cF <
0.05%, 1500 mbar reservoir pressure, C.I) in helium with recording times of 5 × 180 s. Scaled
single substance spectra are depicted with dashed lines (red: F,
blue: A, green: P) and the corresponding monomer-corrected difference spectra are shown in orange. The harmonic B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ band positions
(scaled by 0.986) and IR intensities of the respective systems are shown below the spectra (A/B/C.II). F-containing expansions show additional trimer
features such as F(FF), see Ref.
[185]. Adapted from J. Chem.
Phys. 149, 104307 (2018) (Ref.
[329]), with the permission of
AIP Publishing.
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5.3.3 Exciton Shifts and Couplings
The experimental shifts ∆a and exciton splittings ∆as are listed in Table 5.6 alongside
the harmonic, (FF)a -scaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ values. The coupling diagrams are
shown in Figure A.17 in the appendix. Compared to the calculated dissociation energies
(Table 5.4), ∆a and ∆as span a much wider range and are therefore more suitable for
benchmarking purposes. ∆a varies from 36 cm−1 (formic acid dimer) to 61 cm−1 (acetic
acid dimer). It is generally smaller for dimers containing formic acid, whereby (FA) and
(PF) exhibit similar shifts of 49 cm−1 and 47 cm−1 , respectively. Moreover, the ∆a values
of (PP) and (AP) nearly coincide (56 cm−1 and 57 cm−1 ). For ∆as, the trend is reversed
– the formic acid dimer has the largest Davydov splitting of 75 cm−1 , followed by formic
acid containing hetero dimers with 72 cm−1 (PF) and 65 cm−1 (FA). The acetic acid
dimer exhibits the smallest ∆as value of 56 cm−1 . Besides, it is the only dimer where
∆as is smaller than ∆a.
If the hetero dimer shifts and Davydov splittings are estimated from the arithmetic
average of the homo dimer values, a good agreement can be seen. The deviations are as
low as ±1 cm−1 for ∆a. For the Davydov splittings ∆as, the largest mismatch amounts
to −5 cm−1 for (PF). This could be due to a misassignment of the band, as the agreement
for the other two hetero dimers is superior with +1 cm−1 for (FA) and −2 cm−1 for
(AP). Nonetheless, the band of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of (PF)
is well separated from the homo dimer bands in the FTIR spectra (cf. Figure 5.12)
and even though the band of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration (cf. Raman
spectra in Figure 5.14) overlaps with the corresponding band of the pivalic acid dimer,
it is distinctly higher in intensity, due to the surplus of formic acid in the expansion.
Therefore, the difference spectrum should not be highly affected by this overlap. One

Table 5.6: Experimental (∆a), harmonically calculated (∆ac ), and homo dimer interpolated
(∆a, ∆ac ) downshift of the band of antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimers
compared to the monomer band position as well as experimental (∆as), harmonically calculated
(∆asc ), and homo dimer interpolated (∆as, ∆asc ) excitonic splitting between the bands of
the symmetric and antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations. The calculations have been
performed at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level (scaling factor 0.986). Additionally, the downshift of
the centre of the Davydov pair is listed in the last two columns. Adapted from J. Chem. Phys.
149, 104307 (2018) (Ref. [329]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

dimer
(FF)
(AA)
(PP)
(FA)
(AP)
(PF)

∆a ∆a ∆ac
36
61
56
49
57
47

48
58
46

44
59
60
52
59
51

∆ac

∆as

52
60
52

75
56
58
65
59
72

∆as

∆asc

∆asc

66
57
67

77
54
52
66
55
68

66
53
64
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∆a+
∆ac +
0.5∆as 0.5∆asc
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Figure 5.15: Deviations of harmonically calculated, (FF)a -scaled shifts ∆ac and Davydov
splittings ∆asc of the six homo and hetero dimers composed of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid
from experiment. The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.

way to assess whether this mismatch is due to an experimental misassignment or simply
the uncertainty of this mixing rule, is to apply it to the calculated shifts and exciton
couplings. But initially, their general agreement with experiment will be compared.
In Figure 5.15, the deviations of the harmonically calculated shifts ∆ac and splittings
∆asc are visualised with respect to (the anharmonic) experiment. Apart from ∆ac of
acetic acid, the shifts ∆ac are overestimated. The largest discrepancy is observed for
the formic acid dimer with 8 cm−1 . All other differences between theory and experiment
are below 5 cm−1 . As seen in the previous section and chapter, the band position of
the C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer is overestimated by B3LYPD3(BJ), which is the main contributor to this mismatch. The exciton splittings ∆as
tend to be underestimated. The largest difference is seen for the pivalic acid dimer with
−6 cm−1 . The other deviations are below 5 cm−1 . If the calculated homo dimer shifts and
exciton couplings are averaged, the corresponding ∆ac and ∆asc values are as accurate
as their ∆a and ∆as counterparts. This also applies to the mismatch of ∆asc and ∆asc
of (PF), which is nearly identical to the one observed for the experimental values (cf.
Table 5.6). This suggests that this error is inherent in this additivity rule rather than
an experimental assignment issue. In total, it amounts to solely 7%. The overall good
agreement of the harmonic, (FF)a -scaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations with the
anharmonic experiment as well as the reasonably good accuracy of the estimated hetero
dimer shifts ∆a/∆ac and couplings ∆as/∆asc could indicate that the net anharmonic
contributions are indeed small. Besides, the most evenly evolving quantity is the sum of
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the shift and half of the exciton splitting ∆a+0.5∆as, i.e., the averaged dimer downshift
with respect to the monomer. The experimental and calculated values are shown in Table
5.6. Experimentally, these range from 82−89 cm−1 . The only exception is the formic
acid dimer, whose ∆a + 0.5∆as value is considerably lower (74 cm−1 ). This outlier
cannot be reproduced by the calculations which might be attributed to the deficiency of
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ to predict the monomer band position correctly. This generally
small range of the values again illustrates that the cohesion of the monomer units within
the dimer is not largely affected by the substituents, as seen for the binding energies in
Table 5.4.

5.3.4 Vibrational Benchmark
Up until this point, the experimental shifts ∆a and exciton splittings ∆as have been exclusively compared to harmonic, (FF)a -scaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations, which
seem to perform fairly well for these values. To test whether this also applies to other
methods, additional harmonic frequency calculations have been carried out at the same
levels of theory as for the formic acid monomer in Chapter 4, namely B2PLYP-D3(BJ),
MP2, PBE0-D3, M06-2X, ωB97-XD, and PM3, all as implemented in Gaussian 09 [36].
Two further methods were tested with the ORCA program package (version 4.0.1) [37,
38]: Spin-component-scaled (SCS)-MP2 using the resolution of identity (RI) approximation and the PBEh-3c functional. Both have been used for the prediction of higherenergy formic acid dimers in the previous section. The basis set for all calculations is an
augmented triple-zeta basis set (aVTZ). All harmonic frequency calculations have been
scaled to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer (FF)a .
Furthermore, exploratory anharmonic frequency calculations (VPT2) were performed
for the formic acid dimer, to assess the overall impact of anharmonicity. For the larger
acids such as A and P, these are not worthwhile, as the nearly unhindered rotation of
the methyl and tert-butyl groups is poorly described by VPT2 [79]. The results will be
briefly discussed after the harmonic benchmark.
Rather than looking at the individual results for all dimers as done for the B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ calculations in Figure 5.15, the individual deviations of each method are
averaged, so that a mean deviation D for ∆a and ∆as is obtained. For MP2, SCSMP2, and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), this has only been done for five of the six dimers, as (PP)
is computationally too demanding. The results are plotted in Figure 5.16. The mean
absolute deviation of D amounts to (3 ± 1) cm−1 for all methods and is displayed as
error bars. The experimental uncertainty of the shifts ∆a amounts to ±4 cm−1 (twice
the band position error of the Raman set-up discussed in the previous chapter). Since
the band positions of symmetric C=O stretching vibrations of the homo dimers were
deconvoluted due to Fermi resonances, it is slightly larger for ∆as. As a conservative
estimate, ∆(∆as) is assumed to be ±6 cm−1 .
Apart from PM3, all methods predict the anharmonic experimental ∆a and ∆as
values on average with an accuracy of ±20 cm−1 , most even within ±10 cm−1 . Generally, underestimation dominates. While this particularly severe deviation of PM3 is
expected, the large underestimation of SCS-MP2/aVTZ is somewhat more surprising, as
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this method has performed reasonably well in a study of formic and acetic acid clusters
with nitrogen [79]. For the metastable formic acid dimer, the downshift of the bound OH
stretching vibration with respect to the monomer was also underestimated within the
double harmonic approximation with SCS-MP2 (cf. Figure 5.5). The MP2/aVTZ predictions are slightly better, yet not entirely satisfactory considering the computational
effort. M06-2X/aVTZ and PBE0-D3(BJ)/aVTZ are the only methods that overestimate both the shift and the splitting. As seen for the VPT2 benchmark of the formic
acid monomer (cf. Section 4.4), M06-2X as well as ωB97-XD calculations are highly
symmetry and integration grid dependent. Obviously, this will also affect the harmonic
frequency calculations, yet the deviations are more than an order of magnitude smaller
and for all vibrations below the experimental error intervals. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ
tends to predict ∆a on average too high and underestimates ∆as, yet the error is down
to ±5 cm−1 . PBEh-3c performs similarly well. This fairly good agreement of scaled, harmonic frequency calculations at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level with the (anharmonic)
experimental band positions is seen in almost all chapters of this thesis, where these are
used to support assignments. At the PBEh-3c level, it was also seen for the polar dimer
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Figure 5.16: Mean deviation (D) of calculated and (FF)a -scaled Davydov shifts ∆a and
splittings ∆as, averaged over all six homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid,
with respect to experiment. The different levels of theory are displayed in the Figure. For
SCS-MP2, MP2, and the B2PLYP-D3(BJ), only five of the six dimer values were averaged,
as the pivalic acid dimer is computationally too costly. The experimental errors amount to
±4 cm−1 for the shift ∆a and ±6 cm−1 for the Davydov splitting ∆as.
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Figure 5.17: Mean deviation (D) of calculated and (FF)a -scaled shifts of the symmetric C=O
stretching bands of carboxylic acid dimers with respect to the monomer ∆s, averaged over all
six homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, with respect to experiment. For
SCS-MP2, MP2, and the B2PLYP-D3(BJ), only five of the six dimer values were averaged,
as the pivalic acid dimer is computationally too costly. The experimental ∆s error amount to
±6 cm−1 .

FC F in the previous section. Clearly, such good agreements are mostly based on error
compensation. Altogether, this comparison of scaled harmonic frequency calculations
with the (anharmonic) experimental ∆a and ∆as values illustrates that these can be
very valuable tools for relative band position assignments such as hydrogen bond induced downshifts or splittings between coupled modes such as the two C=O oscillators,
where anharmonic corrections tend to largely cancel [225].
As seen in Figure 5.9, the shift of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the
dimer with respect to the monomer ∆s corresponds to the sum of the exciton splitting
∆as and the shift of the antisymmetric C=O stretching band relative to the monomer
∆a. As such, ∆s can serve as a valuable performance test, as the individual deviations
of ∆as and ∆a are either magnified or somewhat compensate each other. The averaged
∆s values of all methods are plotted in Figure 5.17. Expectedly, B3LYP-D3(BJ) is the
best method for the determination of ∆s, as a result of the error compensation of the
slightly overestimated ∆a and underestimated ∆as values. All other methods apart
from PBEh-3c perform particularly poorly for ∆s. Overall, it can therefore serve as a
convenient performance assessment of the methods.
The large underestimation of ∆s by most methods is probably a result of the neglect of
anharmonicity. It is likely that the dimer is more anharmonic than the monomer. Hence,
the harmonic shifts ∆a will be somewhat too small. Additionally, the anharmonic cor-
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rection of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration might be slightly larger, as indicated
by the resonance pattern observed for the homo dimer bands in the Raman spectra (see
Figure 5.13). Thus, the Davydov splittings ∆as will also likely increase upon including
anharmonicity. Overall, the impact of both effects is most pronounced for the ∆s values, which is why these are the most sensitive performance measure. To examine this
in more detail, exploratory VPT2 calculations at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, B2PLYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ, and at the MP2/aVTZ level have been performed for the formic acid
dimer. As VPT2 calculations utilising DFT methods depend on the DFT integration
grid size, symmetry, and optimisation criteria chosen (cf. Chapters 4.4.1 and 5.2.2), these
were varied. This leads to eight anharmonic frequency calculations for B3LYP-D3(BJ)
and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and four for MP2 (no integration grid). The averaged fundamentals and their standard deviation are listed in Table A.9 in the appendix, alongside the
respective harmonic band positions. Here, the focus is on the C=O stretching vibrations
νC=O, s and νC=O, a , which are summarised in Table 5.7 in addition to that of the formic
acid monomer. All standard deviation below 0.1 cm−1 are omitted. This is seen for most
harmonic frequency results.
At the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level, the standard deviations σ of the band positions
are largest, meaning that these results are most sensitive to the settings used. The largest
σ values are seen for the two O−H stretching vibrations with 56 cm−1 and 17 cm−1 (cf.
Table A.9). The B2PLYP-D3(BJ) standard deviations of the C=O stretching vibrations
are very similar to those at the B3LYP-D3(BJ) level, which holds true for most other
modes. The MP2/aVTZ calculations, on the other hand, show barely any deviations
with regard to the settings, as expected from Chapter 4.4. The most sensitive vibration
is the lowest frequency mode, which is predicted to (70 ± 4) cm−1 . Generally, VPT2
is known to perform poorly for such intermolecular vibrations. However, this deviation is still moderate. In comparison, for B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2, the error is
considerably larger ((71 ± 14) cm−1 ).
As seen in Table 5.7, the predicted anharmonicity of the C=O stretching vibration of
the formic acid monomer is near-identical for all methods with (−33 ± 1) cm−1 (B3LYPD3(BJ) and MP2) and (−34±1) cm−1 (B2PLYP-D3(BJ)). As expected, the anharmonic
corrections of the dimer vibrations exceed those of the monomer and the anharmonicity
of νC=O, s is larger than that of νC=O, a . Due to a predicted Fermi resonance with the
combination band of the H−O−C in plane bending vibration ν4 and the inter-monomer
stretching vibration ν8 1 , the standard deviation of νC=O, s is larger than that of νC=O, a
for B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ) (see Table 5.7). Altogether, both ∆a and ∆as
increase by including VPT2 corrections. To visualise the impact, the anharmonic ∆a and
∆as values are plotted with their standard deviations as error bars in Figure 5.18. The
respective harmonic values are shown as a reference with unfilled symbols. As before, the
area of experimental agreement is illustrated as a green ellipsis. The best agreement of
the harmonic ∆a and ∆as results is exhibited by B2PLYP-D3(BJ), which agrees within
the experimental uncertainty with both. Anharmonically, B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ also
1

The formic acid dimer vibrations are labelled according to the Herzberg nomenclature. Further details
on the dimer nomenclature can be found in Appendix A.3.4.
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Table 5.7: Harmonically (harm) and anharmonically (anharm, VPT2) calculated band positions of the C=O stretching vibrations of the formic acid monomer and dimer (symmetric
νC=O, s and antisymmetric νC=O, a ) at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ,
and MP2/aVTZ level. Additionally, (FF)a -scaled harmonic frequency calculations are shown
(sc harm). The scaling factors amount to 0.986 (B3LYP-D3(BJ)), 0.990 (B2PLYP-D3(BJ)),
and 0.983 (MP2). For all methods, the optimisation criteria (tight and very tight) and the
symmetry (C1 and C2h ) were varied and in case of B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), additionally the DFT integration grid size (ultra fine and super fine). The averaged results are
listed with their standard deviations σ, if these are ≥ 0.1.

F
(FF)

F
(FF)

F
(FF)

νC=O
νC=O, s
νC=O, a

νC=O
νC=O, s
νC=O, a

νC=O
νC=O, s
νC=O, a

harm
1811
1688
1766

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
sc harm anharm anharmonic correction
1785
1778±1
−33 ± 1
1664
1629±9
−59 ± 9
1741
1724±4
−42 ± 4

harm
1795
1689
1759

B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
sc harm anharm anharmonic correction
1776
1761±1
−34 ± 1
1672
1641±8
−48 ± 8
1741
1720±4
−39 ± 4

harm
1794
1703
1770

MP2
anharm anharmonic correction
1761
−33
1660±1
−42 ± 1
1734±1
−36 ± 1

sc harm
1764
1674
1741

performs reasonably well, the MP2/aVTZ results move towards experiment, and B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ overshoots massively. However, the uncertainty of the B3LYP-D3(BJ)
and B2PLYP-D3(BJ) VPT2 calculations is also fairly high. Clearly, from these calculations hardly any predictions can be made about the extent of these effects – not only
because these may vary for the different acids, but most importantly, because of the
large DFT integration grid, symmetry, as well as optimisation sensitivity. Further details on the extent of these effects for the different vibrations of the formic acid monomer
and dimer can be found in Appendix A.3.4. Altogether, high level ab initio anharmonic
band positions of all three carboxylic acid dimers are crucially needed for a thorough
characterisation.
Miliordos and Xantheas have calculated the fundamentals of F and (FF) harmonically
with MP2/aVDZ and CCSD(T)/aVQZ and applied an MP2/aVDT VPT2 correction
to both [396]. Their results are shown in red in Figure 5.18. With increasing basis
set size, the agreement of the MP2 calculations improve, as expected. With the MP2
methodology, the extent of anharmonic correction is significantly smaller than that of
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B3LYP-D3(BJ). If applied to the harmonic CCSD(T)/aVQZ ∆as and ∆a values, the
agreement with experiment is slightly improved. The shift is met within the experimental uncertainty, with and without the anharmonic correction and ∆as is slightly
underestimated. The main reason for this mismatch is the band position of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration, which is overestimated. (FF)a is accurate to 1 cm−1 .
Kalescky, Kraka, and Cremer have calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies for F and
(FF) at the CCSD(T)/aVDZ and CCSD(T)/aVTZ level and performed a complete basis
set (CBS) extrapolation [394]. The harmonic CCSD(T)/CBS values match experiment.
Additionally, they have added a B3LYP/aVTZ VPT2 correction [394]. As the predicted
anharmonicity of the dimer vibrations is identical, only ∆a is shifted by implementing it (see Figure 5.18). Similar to the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 results (cf. Table
A.11), the anharmonic correction (+9 cm−1 ) is significantly larger than for MP2/aVDZ
(+4 cm−1 for ∆a) or MP2/aVTZ (+4 ± 1 cm−1 for ∆a), but overall still moderate.
As seen before, the downshift of the symmetric C=O stretching band with respect
to the monomer ∆s can be a helpful, overall performance measure, as it corresponds
to the sum of ∆a and ∆as, which either results in magnification or, to some extent,
cancellation of the deviations with respect to experiment. The ∆s predictions are plotted in Figure 5.19. Agreement with the experimental ∆s value of (111 ± 6) cm−1 is
achieved in two cases – for the B3LYP/aVTZ VPT2 corrected CCSD(T)/CBS value of
Kalescky, Kraka, and Cremer [394], where also the harmonic value matches experiment,
and with B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2. In case of the former [394], ∆as and ∆s seem
to be particularly well described (cf. Figures 5.18 and 5.19). However, as the band positions of the monomer (+25 cm−1 ) and dimer C=O stretches (antisymmetric: +16 cm−1 ,
symmetric: +22 cm−1 ) are massively overestimated [394], this good agreement is likely
somewhat fortuitous. As a result of the correlation of the ∆a and ∆as deviations, the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 prediction overshoots the experimental value massively,
whereas the MP2/aVDT VPT2 ∆s by Miliordos and Xantheas [396] exhibits the largest
underestimation.
Two other groups have published anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations of
the formic acid dimer, namely Qu and Bowman [78, 81] and Pitsevich and co-workers
[395]. As the latter have performed these with B3LYP/aVTZ VPT2, these will not be
discussed in detail. Qu and Bowman published a full-dimensional ab initio potential
energy surface of the formic acid dimer in 2016 based on 13475 CCSD(T)-F12a/haTZ2
energies [78]. From their harmonic predictions of the C=O stretching vibrations, a
∆as value of 65 cm−1 is obtained. In 2019, a full set of anharmonic VSCF and VCI
band positions of the fundamentals of (FF) was published [81]. The VCI ∆as value
overshoots the experimental value by 15 cm−1 (90 cm−1 ), whereby the VSCF value agrees
within the experimental uncertainty (70 cm−1 ), which is likely coincidental. All in all,
these examples emphasise the shortcomings of current anharmonic vibrational frequency
calculations of the formic acid dimer and highlight the need for further progress on this
simple model system.
2

haTZ refers to a mixed basis set where VTZ is used for all hydrogen atoms and aVTZ for carbon and
oxygen atoms.
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Figure 5.18: Anharmonically (VPT2) predicted shift ∆a and Davydov splitting ∆as of the
formic acid dimer. The methods tested are B3LYP-D3(BJ), B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and MP2, all
with an aVTZ basis set. For all three, the symmetry (C1 and C2h ), optimisation (tight and
very tight), and for B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ) additionally the DFT integration
grid (ultrafine and superfine) have been varied. The results were averaged and the standard
deviation is displayed as an error bar. For reference, harmonic band positions are shown (open
symbols). In addition, harmonically and anharmonically calculated ∆a and ∆as values by
Miliordos and Xantheas (M&X) [396] as well as Kalescky, Kraka, and Cremer [394] (K&K&C)
are shown in red. M&X have calculated F and (FF) band positions at the MP2/aVDZ VPT2
and CCSD(T)/aVQZ level and applied an anharmonic MP2/aVDZ VPT2 correction to both
and K&K&C have corrected their harmonic CCSD(T)/CBS(2,aVDZ,aVTZ) frequencies with
B3LYP/aVTZ VPT2. The area of experimental agreement is shown as a green elipsis. The
error of the shift has been set to ±4 cm−1 and that of the splitting to ±6 cm−1 . More details
are found in the text.

Besides, Qu and Bowman [78] as well as Miliordos and Xantheas [396] compared
their calculated band positions to experimental gas phase band positions by Bertie and
Michaelian for the symmetric C=O stretching vibration (1670 cm−1 ) [62] and for the
antisymmetric vibration with IR data by Georges and co-workers (1746 cm−1 ) [385]. It
is interesting to note that the predicted exciton coupling for these gas phase data is nearly
the same (76 cm−1 ) as observed in this work (75 cm−1 ), even though the band positions
of the two vibrations compared to the jet-cooled values vary by 4 cm−1 (1666 cm−1 )
and 5 cm−1 (1741 cm−1 ), meaning that thermal shifts effectively cancel for these two
vibrations.
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Figure 5.19: Anharmonically (VPT2) predicted shift of the symmetric C=O stretching band of
the formic acid dimer with respect to the monomer ∆s. The methods tested are B3LYP-D3(BJ),
B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and MP2, all with an aVTZ basis set. For all three, the symmetry (C1 and
C2h ), optimisation (tight and very tight), and for B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ) additionally the DFT integration grid (ultrafine and superfine) have been varied. The results were
averaged and the standard deviation is displayed as an error bar. For reference, harmonic band
positions are shown (open symbols). In addition, harmonically and anharmonically calculated
∆a and ∆as values by Miliordos and Xantheas (M&X) [396] as well as Kalescky, Kraka, and Cremer [394] (K&K&C) are shown in red. M&X have calculated F and (FF) band positions at the
MP2/aVDZ VPT2 and CCSD(T)/aVQZ level and applied an anharmonic MP2/aVDZ VPT2
correction to both and K&K&C have corrected their harmonic CCSD(T)/CBS(2,aVDZ,aVTZ)
frequencies with B3LYP/aVTZ VPT2. The area of experimental agreement is shown in green.
The error of the shift has been set to ±6 cm−1 . More details are found in the text.

5.3.5 Outlook
Compared to the formic acid dimer, both acetic and pivalic acid have electron donating
groups. To scrutinise the effect of electron withdrawing groups on the exciton splitting
∆as and shift ∆a, fluorinated carboxylic acids are explored as another test system.
Examples of those were given in the previous chapter. Out of these, 3,3,3-trifluoro-2(trifluoromethyl) propionic acid (TFTFPA) has been picked, as it is the least hazardous
and corrosive amongst the acids. Harmonic frequency calculations of all homo and hetero
dimers including TFTFPA can be found in Figure 5.20. As for the other three acids,
the TFTFPA monomer is indicated by its first letter (T). Correspondingly, the cyclic
dimer is abbreviated to (TT).
In contrast to the previous carboxylic acid combinations, the monomer bands are well
separated, as the C=O stretching vibration of TFTFPA is predicted distinctly higher
in wavenumber (1813 cm−1 ). The largest monomer separation is found for TFTFPA
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Figure 5.20: Predicted IR (top) and Raman spectra (bottom) of the three mixtures of formic
(F), acetic (A), and pivalic acid (P) with 3,3,3-trifluoro-2-(trifluoromethyl) propionic acid (T).
The harmonically calculated band positions are scaled to the band position of the antisymmetric
C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer (scaling factor 0.986). Top panel: Predicted
IR and Raman spectra of the mixture of T and F, middle: IR and Raman spectra of the mixture
of T and A, and bottom: IR and Raman spectra of the mixture of T and P. Additionally, the
hetero dimer structures of the three mixtures are depicted.

and pivalic acid, whose band position difference amounts to 40 cm−1 . Most importantly,
the homo and hetero dimer band position differences are also satisfactory. The smallest
spacing amounts to 3 cm−1 for (AT)s and (AA)s . Consequently, these bands will likely
overlap, as will (PT)s and (PP)s , which differ by 5 cm−1 . For the homo and hetero dimers
of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, an identical difference of 3 cm−1 was observed for (PF)s
and (PP)s , whose band position could be determined. Therefore, these differences should
suffice.
The harmonically calculated and zero-point corrected dissociation energies of all homo
and hetero dimers can be found in Table 5.8. The (TT) dimer is the second most stable homo dimer, only surpassed by the pivalic acid dimer, with an energy difference
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Table 5.8: Harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected dissociation energies D0h (in kJ mol−1 )
of homo and hetero dimers of formic (F), acetic (A), pivalic (P), and 3,3,3-trifluoro-2(trifluoromethyl) propionic acid (T), calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. In the
last column, averaged homo dimer dissociation energies D̄0h are shown, as an estimate for the
hetero dimer dissociation energies.

Dimer
(FF)
(AA)
(PP)
(TT)
(FA)
(AP)
(PF)
(FT)
(AT)
(PT)

D0h
66.6
71.3
73.3
72.2
69.3
72.2
70.4
70.1
74.6
76.3

D̄0h

69.0
72.3
70.0
69.4
71.7
72.8

of 1.1 kJ mol−1 . Regarding the hetero dimers, the stability of the T-containing dimers
increases with the size of the partner acid. (FT) is nearly as stable as (PF) with a predicted dissociation energy of 70.1 kJ mol−1 . (PT) exhibits the by far largest calculated
dissociation energy of all homo and hetero dimers with 76.3 kJ mol−1 . Thus, the combination of an acid with electron donating and one with electron withdrawing groups
seems to be best in terms of stability. Interestingly, the (AT) and (PT) hetero dimers
are even more stable than the respective homo dimers, which was not the case for (FA),
(AP), and (PF). This will likely favour their formation.
For the (FA), (AP), and (PF) hetero dimers, additivity of the predicted dissociation
energies was found. The arithmetic averages of the homo dimer dissociation energies were
accurate to 0.5 kJ mol−1 . With the fluorinated TFTFPA, this is not the case. The (FT)
dissociation energy predicted from those of (FF) and (TT) is 0.8˙kJ mol−1 smaller than
the calculated value. This discrepancy increases up to 3.5 kJ mol−1 for (PT). Whether
this is due to a misprediction of the dissociation energy of (TT) or of the corresponding
hetero dimers, or simply because this additivity rule does not apply for fluorinated
species, remains to be explored.
The harmonically calculated shifts and Davydov splittings are listed in Table 5.9. The
calculated hetero dimer shifts ∆a of (FT) and (AT) are smaller than their (PF) and (AP)
counterparts, but overall similar to the other hetero dimers. Conversely, the predicted
exciton splittings of the hetero dimers are larger with TFTFPA than with pivalic acid. In
fact, ∆asc of (PT) is identical to the value of (FF). The ∆asc increase with TFTFPA is
larger than the decrease of ∆ac . As seen for the predicted dissociation energies, additivity
of the shifts and Davydov splittings does not seem to hold true for the hetero dimers
containing TFTFPA. For the shifts, the ∆ac values differ by +3 cm−1 , +4 cm−1 , and
+8 cm−1 , the divergence increasing with the size of the carboxylic acid. The arithmetic
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averages of the exciton splittings differ by −6 cm−1 , −11 cm−1 , and −20 cm−1 from
the calculated hetero dimer values. Whether this breakdown of the additivity rule is
generally applicable or to be blamed on the calculations that perform particularly poorly
for this acid, remains to be explored. The best way to test this is to measure the
FTIR and Raman spectra of all three mixtures and determine the experimental values.
Altogether, these discrepancies in addition to the good band separations make this acid
an ideal test system for future studies.
Table 5.9: Calculated (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) shifts ∆ac and exciton splittings ∆asc of
all homo and hetero dimers of formic (F), acetic (A), pivalic (P), and 3,3,3-trifluoro-2(trifluoromethyl) propionic acid (T). The harmonic band positions used to calculate ∆ac and
∆asc are scaled to the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer. From
the arithmetic average of the homo dimers approximated hetero dimer shifts ∆ac and splittings
∆asc are also listed.

dimer ∆ac
(FF)
44
(AA)
59
(PP)
60
(TT)
55
(FA)
52
(AP)
59
(PF)
51
(FT)
47
(AT)
53
(PT)
50

∆ac

52
60
52
50
57
58

∆asc
77
54
52
61
67
55
68
75
69
77

∆asc

66
53
64
69
58
57

5.3.6 Summary
In this chapter, hydrogen bonded carboxylic acid dimers were studied in the O−H and
the C=O stretching region. The O−H stretching spectrum of the global minimum dimer
extends over a few hundred wavenumbers and is very congested due to numerous resonances [70]. In order to improve the understanding of the onset of such resonances,
a system was chosen where these are observed, yet on a distinctly smaller scale. Local
minima of the acetic acid dimer studied in helium nanodroplets exhibit no resonances
of the O−H stretching vibrations [84], presumably, because the hydrogen bond induced
downshifts of the O−H stretching vibration are too small for sufficient wavefunction
mixing with dark states (combination vibrations or overtones with near-zero IR intensities). Consequently, an ideal test system has to have a weaker hydrogen bond than the
global minimum, but a stronger one than the metastable acetic acid dimers. Therefore,
a polar formic acid dimer was studied in helium nanodroplets, as summarised in Figure
5.21. As the global minimum dimer does not form in helium nanodroplets [83], such local
minima can be studied without its perturbation. In agreement with a previous study
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dimer bound
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Figure 5.21: Helium nanodroplet spectra of a polar formic acid dimer show a broadened OH
stretching band which is caused by wavefunction mixing of that fundamental with combination
vibrations that light up. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.

of Madeja et al. [83], the spectral signatures were assigned to a polar dimer with one
strong O−H· · · O and one weak C−H· · · O hydrogen bond (cf. Figure 5.21) on the basis
of scaled harmonic vibrational frequency calculations at various levels of theory. The
band of its bound O−H stretching vibration is broadened. Additional anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations using vibrational perturbation theory showed that this
broadening is likely due to lighting up of dark states, in this case, combination bands.
This, however, is observed to a distinctly lower extent than for the global minimum
dimer and provides a first onset of such resonances. A good starting point for a closer
scrutiny of the resonance pattern are helium nanodroplet spectra of DCOOH, as combination bands involving C−H in-plane bending vibrations of HCOOH were predicted to
be in Fermi resonance with the bound O−H stretching fundamental, which are absent
for both DCOOH and acetic acid and could therefore also be a reason why the observed
acetic acid bands are sharper.
In the second part, the C=O stretching vibrations of the global minimum dimers of
formic, acetic, and pivalic acid were studied in a supersonic expansion with FTIR and
Raman spectroscopy. In this spectral window, fewer Fermi resonances occur than for the
O−H stretching vibrations. Nonetheless, such resonances were observed for the bands
of the symmetric C=O stretching vibrations of the homo dimers. The main focus of
this study was on the exciton coupling ∆as and shifts ∆a of the C=O oscillators and
their change upon mixing different carboxylic acids, as summarised in Figure 5.22. Additivity of the hetero dimer ∆as and ∆a values was identified, meaning that these can
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Figure 5.22: The Davydov shifts ∆a and splittings ∆as of weakly polar hetero dimers can be
approximated from the arithmetic average of their respective homo dimer values.

be approximated from the respective homo dimer values with an accuracy of ≤ 5 cm−1 ,
yet exploratory calculations using an acid with electron withdrawing groups indicate
that this might be a special consequence of the similarly unpolar nature of the three
residues. Nonetheless, these quantities are ideal for benchmarking quantum chemical
methods, as net anharmonicity effects are likely small. Additionally, the values span
over a relatively large range – larger than absolute quantities such as band positions,
which is beneficial if comparing the results of different methods. Harmonic vibrational
frequency calculations at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ and PBEh-3c level showed good
agreement with experiment, although predominantly due to error compensation. Most
other methods underestimated ∆as and ∆a. Exploratory anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations of the formic acid dimer indicate that the agreement of methods
such as MP2/aVTZ and B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ will be enhanced upon including anharmonicity.
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6 Aggregation Dynamics: Trimers
and Metastable Dimers
6.1 Introduction
In addition to providing experimental reference data for benchmarking quantum chemical methods, another related motivation of this work is to examine the differences and
similarities of the aggregation behaviour of carboxylic acids, in this case, formic, acetic,
and pivalic acid. In the condensed phase, some acids were shown to exist as cyclic
dimers, e.g., propionic [424], valeric [425], butyric [426] or benzoic acid [427], whereas
others such as formic and acetic acid form long catemeric chains composed of strong
O−H· · · O=C hydrogen bonds in addition to weaker C−H· · · O=C contacts [428, 429].
The metastable FC F dimer studied in helium nanodroplets in the previous chapter represents the building block of these chains (Figure 6.1). The same structure motif is also
found in carboxylic acid trimers, which are composed of a cyclic dimer, to which another
monomer is docking, or, changing the point of view, these consist of a monomer docking
to an FC F dimer, as shown in Figure 6.1. Studying these clusters for three carboxylic
acids and scrutinising their differences and similarities might thus help to provide a
better understanding of their condensed phase structures.
The vibrational characterisation of carboxylic acid clusters with an odd number of
strong O−H· · · O=C hydrogen bonds in supersonic expansions is challenging, as their
abundance compared to the doubly hydrogen bonded cyclic dimer (or assemblies of
this dimer) is distinctly smaller, if present at all. Thus, the sheer necessity of multiexperimental approaches for these systems goes without saying. Here, FTIR and Raman
jet spectroscopy are utilised in addition to a third technique called FTIR imaging, which
will be first introduced in this chapter. It facilitates the space-resolved synchronous
recording of 4096 FTIR spectra in a (10 × 10) mm2 large area of the expansion and thus,
enables a close examination of the cluster formation and decomposition. This kinetic
perspective on the ongoing dynamics is particularly useful for the assignment of transient
species, as will be shown in Section 6.2.3. Another important resource for spectral assignments throughout this work are scaled harmonic frequency calculations. These are
carried out at the B3LYP-D3(BJ) level, as satisfactory performance was achieved for
the carboxylic acid monomers and dimers studied in the previous chapters. However,
in contrast to these studies, vibrational benchmarks of popular methods are not attempted here due to the limited applicability of vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2)
calculations to these larger systems.
One of the first comparative FTIR jet studies of higher-energy dimers and trimers
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Figure 6.1: Calculated structures (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP) of the metastable formic FC F
and acid dimers AC A as well as the global minimum trimers FC (FC FC ) and AC (AC AC ). The
harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected dissociation energies into monomers are listed
below.

of formic and acetic acid has been conducted by Oswald, Meyer, and Suhm in the OH
stretching region in 2018 [79]. By adding small amounts of dinitrogen (2.5 − 15%) to
their formic/acetic acid in helium expansions, they could distinguish the two clusters, as
the metastable dimer exhibits a free OH group that can be complexed by N2 , whereas
all OH groups of the trimer are involved in hydrogen bonding (see Figure 6.1). While
an OH stretching band of both trimers was successfully assigned, a band of the higherenergy dimer was only found for acetic acid. These differences in aggregation behaviour
of the two acids cannot be attributed to structural changes, as the trimer and higherenergy dimers of both are structurally (and energetically) similar [79] (cf. Figure 6.1).
Therefore, these findings are unexpected. As seen in the previous chapter, the OH
stretching region of carboxylic acids is very complex, so that weak bands are difficult
to identify. Besides, by accounting for the hydrogen bond stiffening effect of helium
nanodroplets, it was shown that the gas phase corrected band position of the bound OH
stretching vibration of the FC F dimer (3252 cm−1 , see Section 3.1.6) is close to that of
the formic acid trimer (3258 cm−1 [79]). Hence, both bands might overlap. Moreover,
the bound OH stretching vibration of FC F exhibits a 70 cm−1 wide broad resonance
structure, whereas the corresponding acetic acid dimer signal is about five times narrower
and much sharper and as such, easier to identify (cf. Figure 5.8). Hence, the acids might
aggregate more similarly than the spectra might suggest. Another way of verifying this,
is to study these in the spectrally less convoluted C=O stretching region, which will be
the focus of this chapter.
While the global (and local) energy mininum structures of carboxylic acids dimers have
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been widely examined in the literature (for References, see Chapter 5), there are only a
few studies on larger clusters such as trimers, most of which are theoretical [219, 220,
430–433] or employed mass spectrometry [434–436]. The first spectroscopic evidence of
higher aggregates was suggested by the Sander group in 1998, who attributed a C=O
stretching band (1745 cm−1 ) in-between the formic acid monomer (1767 cm−1 ) and dimer
(1728 cm−1 ) in matrix isolation experiments to larger clusters [380]. A year later, Spinner
[437] proposed that this band is more likely due to the polar dimer FC F, as the overall
cluster abundance in the experiments was too low. In a follow-up work, the Sander group
studied the growth kinetics in a solid argon matrix by increasing the temperature of the
host from 7 to 40 K [82]. At low temperatures, the diffusion of the formic acid monomer
is prevented and therefore, no clusters are observed. Upon increasing the temperature,
the band in-between monomer and the dimer increases while the dimer band remains
constant. At higher temperatures, the band of this unknown species decreases while the
dimer band increases. From these growth dynamics, it was deduced that the unknown
species is indeed the polar FC F dimer that is an intermediate species in the cyclic dimer
formation [82]. In a more recent matrix isolation IR study by Ito from 2015 [119], this
band was re-assigned to a trimer band, though without commenting on the previous
studies of the Sander group. Thus, an additional motivation of this chapter is to shed
more light on this assignment controversy in the C=O stretching region by providing
additional experimental reference data.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Firstly, FTIR and Raman spectra of the
formic acid trimer and potential contributions of the higher-energy dimer will be discussed in the C=O stretching region, followed by an analysis of the aggregation dynamics
in supersonic expansions studied with FTIR imaging. These results have been published
in Reference [185], which parts of this chapter are based on. Afterwards, the trimers and
higher-energy dimers of the larger carboxylic acids are examined and their differences
and similarities to formic acid are addressed.

6.2 Formic Acid Trimers
6.2.1 Trimer structures
Roy and Thakkar explored the conformational hypersurface of the formic acid trimer
and were able to identify 33 minima [432]. The three most stable structures and their
relative energies with respect to the global minimum are shown in Figure 6.2. The
calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. This smaller
basis set is chosen so that all trimer calculations within this chapter are computationally
feasible with same method and basis set. In a study of carboxylic acid dimers, B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP was shown to exhibit a similar performance compared to B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ [329], which was used previously. As opposed to Chapters 4 and 5, these
calculations have been performed with the ORCA program package (version 4.0.1) [37,
38]. Differences to corresponding calculations with Gaussian 09 amount to 1−2 cm−1
for the C=O stretching vibrations, but can be larger for other fundamentals, which can
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Figure 6.2: Calculated global and local minimum structures (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP) of
the formic acid trimer. The zero-point corrected, harmonic energy differences (in kJ mol−1 )
with respect to the global minimum are listed below the structures.

mainly be attributed to the different implementation of B3LYP in both programs. As
before, the experimental (anharmonic) band positions are compared to scaled, harmonic
frequency calculations. For consistency, all bands are scaled to the antisymmetric C=O
stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer at 1741 cm−1 .
As seen in Figure 6.2, the trimer nomenclature has been adapted from the polar
dimer in the previous chapter, namely an O−H· · · O=C hydrogen bond is indicated
by the index C (carbonyl) and an O−H· · · O−H interaction has the index A (alcohol).
Cyclic subunits are enclosed by parentheses. The three most favourable trimers from the
study of Roy and Thakkar [432] are called FC (FC FC ), (FC FC FC ), and FA (FC FC ). The
(FC FC FC ) trimer forms a non-planar cycle with all OH groups involved in strong hydrogen bonds (Figure 6.2). The other two are composed of a cyclic dimer with a monomer
docking to it, either to the carbonyl (FC (FC FC )) or the alcohol group (FA (FC FC )). In
line with the findings of Roy and Thakkar [432], the most stable trimer at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level is predicted to be FC (FC FC ), which matches the structure
observed in microwave spectroscopy measurements by Neill in 2011 [218]. The agreement between the calculated equilibrium and observed vibrationally averaged rotational
constants is satisfactory with overestimations on the order of 1 − 2% (see Table A.12).
The cyclic trimer is 5.7 kJ mol−1 higher in energy and FA (FC FC ) is energetically the
most unfavourable structure of the three (+ 7.7 kJ mol−1 ). Due to these fairly large
energy differences compared to the global minimum, it is unlikely that the local minima
are formed to a significant extent in supersonic expansions. Perhaps more importantly,
kinetic trapping is unlikely for FA (FC FC ) due to an easy proton tunneling pathway to
the global minimum and also for (FC FC FC ) due to the absence of a stable dimer subunit
precursor. Therefore, these are discarded from the following analysis. The higher-energy
dimer FC F was examined in the previous chapter and is displayed in Figure 6.1.
As for the dimers, the indices C are omitted for the rest of this section, so that
FC (FC FC ) shortens to F(FF) and correspondingly, FC F to FF. Instead, indices are used
to indicate the type of vibration. The trimer has three C=O stretching vibrations,
the symmetric (index s) and antisymmetric (a) C=O stretching vibrations of the dimer
subunit and the C=O stretching vibration of the docking monomer, which is marked by
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the index d. The two C=O stretching vibrations of FF are labelled accordingly. Note
that in contrast to the type of hydrogen bond, the indices indicating the symmetry are
written in lowercase letters.

6.2.2 FTIR and Raman Spectra
FTIR and Raman spectra of formic acid recorded under trimer-optimised conditions are
shown in Figure 6.3. Initially, the focus is on the FTIR spectra. These feature three
distinct bands in addition to the formic acid monomer F (1777 cm−1 ) and the band of the
antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer (FF)a (1741 cm−1 ). Two of
these are located adjacent to (FF)a at 1755 cm−1 and 1725/1722 cm−1 . The third band
at 1619 cm−1 is distinctly weaker.
Below the experimental spectra, (FF)a -scaled harmonic band positions at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level are plotted alongside the corresponding IR intensities (and
Raman scattering cross-sections). As expected from the structural similarities of the
higher-energy dimer and the trimer, the predicted band positions of both are very similar.
The band of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of FF nearly coincides with
that of the docking vibration of the formic acid trimer Fd (FF) (2 cm−1 difference) and
the symmetric C=O stretching band FFs differs by just 5 cm−1 from F(FF)a . As such,
both bands adjacent to (FF)a could be due to the trimer F(FF), the higher energy
dimer FF, or both. The band of the third C=O stretching vibration of the trimer
F(FF)s is predicted at 1630 cm−1 . The third, weaker experimental band (1619 cm−1 ) is
located 11 cm−1 downshifted from it. A similar mismatch is observed for the formic acid
monomer band, which is predicted to 1787 cm−1 and observed at 1777 cm−1 .
As expected for the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the trimer, the potential
F(FF)s band is more intense in the corresponding Raman spectra shown in Figure 6.3.
The Raman band exhibits two maxima at 1617/1619 cm−1 and is broadened to the
higher wavenumber side. The antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations of FF and F(FF)
have a negligible Raman scattering cross-section, so that only the bands of symmetric
stretching vibrations of all clusters are featured in addition to the docking vibration of
the trimer. Thus, the band at 1755 cm−1 in the Raman spectra can be solely attributed to
Fd (FF). The predicted scattering cross-section ratio of Fd (FF) (1755 cm−1 ) with respect
to F(FF)s (1617/1619 cm−1 ) confirms the trimer assignment, as it roughly matches the
experimental band integral ratio. Near the predicted band position of the symmetric
C=O stretching vibration of the polar dimer FFs (1717 cm−1 ), a weak, broad signal is
observed at around 1715 cm−1 . The deviation to FFs amounts to 2 cm−1 . Thus, there
might be a small amount of the polar dimer present in the Raman jet spectra, though its
abundance is much lower than that of the trimer and global minimum dimer (cf. Figure
A.20).
For comparison of the FTIR and Raman spectra, one needs to keep in mind that
the part of the expansion that is probed in both experiments differs (see Section 3.1.4).
The Raman spectra are measured close to the nozzle (1 mm distance), whereas a large
area of the expansion is captured with the FTIR jet set-up (10 mm nozzle distance,
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FTIR

Raman

Figure 6.3: Top: FTIR jet spectra of formic acid in helium in the C=O stretching region at a
reservoir pressure of 560 mbar with increasing concentrations of < 0.1 − 0.4%. Each spectrum
has been averaged over 50 scans. Bottom: Raman jet spectra of formic acid in helium in the
C=O stretching region at a reservoir pressure of 700 mbar. The concentrations increase from
bottom to top from < 0.1−0.3%. The acquisition times amount to 30−45 minutes. The spectra
have been intensity-scaled to the monomer band of lowest intensity (spectrum of highest cluster
concentration). Below the FTIR and Raman spectra, harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled
band position (scaling factor 0.983) of the formic acid monomer F, cyclic (FF) and polar dimer
FF, and the formic acid trimer F(FF) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. In two insets, the global minimum structures of the trimer
and the polar dimer are shown.
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10 mm beam diameter1 ; both values refer to the focus point). Hence, the FTIR spectra
give an overview over the cluster formation, whereas the Raman spectra correspond to
a centre line snapshot close to the nozzle. The potential signal of the polar dimer in
the Raman spectra might diminish at larger distances as it is converted to the global
minimum dimer, as shown in the study of the growth dynamics by the Sander group [82].
However, the signal decrease with distance in the Raman experiment is too steep for a
closer analysis, as the band is overall fairly weak (cf. Figure A.20). In the FTIR spectra,
both clusters could be featured. Whether the deduced ratio in the Raman spectra is the
upper limit due to the interconversion to (FF) cannot be quantified so far, as the areas
of highest stability of FF in the expansions are not known. These could be determined
by recording space-resolved spectra, as will be detailed in the next section.
Due to the overlap of the bands at 1755 cm−1 and 1725/1722 cm−1 with the antisymmetric C=O stretching band of the cyclic dimer (FF)a in the FTIR spectra, the
experimental intensity ratio with respect to the third C=O stretching band is not as
exact, yet it matches the predicted ratio for the trimer rather well, which confirms that
its fraction is larger, if the polar dimer is present at all. Altogether, this lack of spectral
separation in the FTIR spectra is similar to the aforementioned possible overlap of the
O−H docking vibration of the trimer and the bound O−H stretching vibration of the
polar dimer.
The band positions of the three C=O stretching vibrations of F(FF) are summarised
alongside the F and (FF) bands in Table 6.1 and agree well with the harmonic, (FF)a scaled B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP prediction (deviations below 5 cm−1 ) except for F(FF)s ,
where a mismatch of +11/13 cm−1 is observed. As mentioned above, a similar discrepancy (+10 cm−1 ) is seen for the formic acid monomer. As the assignment of the polar
dimer to the band at 1715 cm−1 needs further confirmation, it is not included.
Table 6.1: Experimental ν̃exp as well as harmonic, (FF)a -scaled band position (in cm−1 ) of
the C=O stretching vibrations of the formic acid monomer F, dimer (FF), and trimer F(FF),
calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The scaling factor amounts to 0.983. The
three vibrations are the docking vibration (index d) of the monomer unit, as well as the symmetric (s) and antisymmetric (a) C=O stretching vibration of the dimer unit within the trimer.
In the fourth column, the deviations of the predicted band positions are listed with respect to
experiment.

F
(FF)a
(FF)s
Fd (FF)
F(FF)a
F(FF)s
1

ν̃exp
B3LYP-D3(BJ)
1777
1787
1741
1741
1666
1665
1755
1757
1722/1725
1722
1617/1619
1630

+10
−1
+2
0/ − 3
+13/ + 11

The beam diameter of the Raman laser, is three orders of magnitude smaller.
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6.2.3 Aggregation Dynamics in Supersonic Expansions
One way of studying the aggregation dynamics of carboxylic acids in supersonic expansions in more detail is to map the expansion area, i.e., to record several such snap shots
similar to the Raman spectra, as opposed to having an averaged FTIR view. Raman
mapping is one way of realising this, which is favourable due to the high spatial resolution achievable (≈ 2 µm) [438, 439]. On the downside, substance consumption and
recording times are high. An alternative is FTIR imaging, where mapping is parallelised
by using an area detector. Here, a 64×64 pixel mid-infrared focal plane array detector
(FPA) is employed that enables the synchronous recording of 4096 FTIR spectra per
scan. Typically for the mid-infrared, the detector elements are composed of mercury
cadmium telluride (MCT). Each detector element (pixel) has a size of (40 × 40) µm2
resulting in a total detector size of (2.56 × 2.56) mm2 . Together with the fourfold magnification of the IR lens used (cf. Section 3.1.1), a (10 × 10) mm2 large area of the
expansion is mapped. The spatial resolution depends on the data preprocessing described in Section 3.1.1 and is set to < 0.4 mm throughout this work. In addition to
the lower substance and time consumption, the reproducibility of the measurements is
enhanced, as the relative position of the detector elements with respect to each other is
fixed.
To examine cluster formation in supersonic expansions, the experimental conditions
need to be changed, so that their effect on the cluster distributions and areas of formation
can be probed. Here, the reservoir pressure is enhanced from 300 mbar to 700 mbar. A
higher reservoir pressure results in more collisions when the particles are accelerated
towards the vacuum chamber during the expansion. To visualise the impact of these,
the bands of interest are integrated, namely monomer, dimer, and trimer. For the latter,
the band at 1755 cm−1 has been chosen, as it exhibits the highest intensity (see Figure
6.3). Besides, one should note that the formic acid dimer signal (FF) at 1741 cm−1 is not
necessarily exclusively due to dimers, but can also contain contributions of larger dimer
assemblies, such as tetramers. These are composed of stacks of dimers [433], which is
why their C=O stretching bands are barely separated from those of the dimer [119].
A closer examination of such dimer assemblies can be found in the next chapter. The
integrated intensity of the monomer and cluster bands is then plotted for each pixel.
The results are depicted in Figure 6.4.
As expected, the highest monomer signal can be seen at the nozzle exit. It diminishes
with increasing nozzle distance, due to the density decrease in the supersonic expansion.
With increasing reservoir pressure, the monomer signal depletes along the top-down
propagation axis of flow. At the highest reservoir pressure, it is only present left and
right from the nozzle centre line. The reason for this depletion becomes apparent when
looking at the dimer signal in the middle row of Figure 6.4. Expectedly, the number of
dimers (and dimer assemblies (FF)n ) rises with the number of collisions. Since the (FF)n
formation consumes monomers, these are only present where fewer collisions occur, i.e.,
at the lower density sides of the flow.
The most interesting carboxylic acid species are those with an odd number of hydrogen
bonds, as these are more reactive towards aggregation. An example is the higher-energy
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Figure 6.4: Two dimensional (2D) space-resolved integrated band intensity of bands of formic
acid monomers F, dimers and dimer assemblies (FF)n , and trimers F(FF), measured in FTIR jet
spectra of formic acid (c < 0.2%) seeded in helium in the C=O stretching region. The reservoir
pressure increases from left to right from 0.3−0.7 bar. The propagation of the supersonic flow
is indicated by an arrow. The image size is (10 × 10) mm2 . Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147,
144305 (2017) (Ref. [185]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

dimer FF, which is an intermediate in the cyclic dimer formation [82]. Another example of such a "reactive" species is the trimer F(FF). The spatially resolved integrated
intensity of the band attributed to its docking vibration is plotted in the last row of
Figure 6.4. Contrary to the monomer and dimer, the potential trimer signal is not seen
directly behind the nozzle. This species forms with some distance to it, that varies only
slightly with reservoir pressure. Its signal maximum is reached at a reservoir pressure of
500 mbar. If the pressure is increased further, a depletion along the expansion centre is
observed. Similar to the monomer, it is only present at the lower density sides of the flow
at 700 mbar. This area of stability is expected for trimers, as the number of collisions is
lower and predominantly monomers and dimers are present, out of which the trimers are
formed. If the collision frequency is too high, the trimers likely aggregate further to form
more stable, even-numbered (dimer containing) clusters, as observed along the propagation axis of the flow. As the polar dimer is an intermediate in the cyclic dimer formation
[82], its spatial distribution in the expansion should resemble that of (FF) more closely.
Thus, the aggregation behaviour fully supports a dominant trimer assignment.
As detailed in Section 2.2, supersonic expansions exhibit several areas that vary distinctly in Mach number (ratio of flow velocity with respect to sonic velocity). So far, only
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the high collision frequency region behind the nozzle has been probed. It is followed by
the zone of silence where the number of collisions approaches zero and the flow reaches
its terminal velocity (largest Mach number). That part of the expansion is usually chosen for spectroscopic interrogation. As a result of its supersonic speed, the supersonic
flow is blind towards the boundaries imposed by the background it is expanded into (cf.
Section 2) [56]. Once its density falls below pBG (overexpansion), it is rapidly confined
to these boundaries via collisions with the background gas molecules [56, 123]. As a
consequence, the supersonic flow is re-compressed and a shock wave is formed. Shock
waves enclose the flow sideways and in propagation direction (see Figure 2.2). The
former are called lateral and the latter normal (or frontal) shock waves. These areas
are characterised by a rapid change in various quantities such as the entropy, particle
density, number of collisions, and temperature, all of which increase. The simultaneous
increase of particle density and temperature makes shock waves particularly interesting
for studying aggregation dynamics, because the former is promoting cluster formation,
whereas the latter is antagonising cluster stability.
In order to examine shock waves with FTIR imaging, these need to be inside the
imaged (10 × 10) mm2 area. As detailed in Section 2.2, at small pressure ratios2 , the
distance depends approximately linearly on the ratio of reservoir and background pressure p0 /pBG [120, 125] (Equation 2.10). Hence, increasing the background pressure while
lowering the reservoir pressure is one way of moving the shock waves into the image.
Here, p0 is lowered to 300 mbar and pBG is increased to 10 − 20 mbar by manually restricting the pumping speed with a butterfly valve. According to Equation 2.10, this
yields shock wave distances of yM = 5.6 mm (10 mbar) and 2.8 mm (20 mbar), which are
inside the probed area of (10 × 10) mm2 .
In Figure 6.5, the two-dimensional (2D) spatial evolution of the monomer and dimer
densities are shown for the two background pressures. The total integrated intensity over
the whole C=O stretching region is additionally displayed as a measure of the overall
substance density (third column of Figure 6.5). The nozzle is located at x = 5 mm and
y = 0 mm. As already seen in Figure 6.4, the particle density is highest at the nozzle
and reaches a minimum in the zone of silence. Due to the collisions with background
molecules, the density reaches a maximum at the frontal shock wave. With respect to
the zone of silence, this increase is approximately three-fold (cf. Figure 6.5). Behind
it, the density declines as the particles re-expand. The estimated shock wave distance
(yM = 5.6 mm) roughly matches the onset of the density increase. At the higher
background pressure, the zone of silence has shrunken considerably. The expansion
is compressed to a distinctly smaller area and several density maxima can be seen,
i.e., several re-expansions and re-compressions. Further details on such shock wave
oscillations can be found in Refs. [124, 137–141]. The distance of the normal shock
wave again roughly matches its prediction (2.8 mm). The density maximum at the
nozzle is smaller than at the first shock wave in case of the 20 mbar expansion. This is a
result of the data preprocessing rather than a physical effect. For smoothing of the data,
2

A small pressure ratio is defined via the shock wave distance yM with yM < (L/D)0.94 · D in Ref.
[125]. With the nozzle used here (L = 20 mm and D = 0.5 mm), one obtains yM < 16 mm.
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background
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(FF)n
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Figure 6.5: 2D evolution of the integrated band intensity of a formic acid monomer band F
and a band of dimers and larger dimer assemblies (FF)n in the C=O stretching region. The
third column shows the spatial evolution of the band integral over the whole C=O stretching
region in a three dimensional representation. The space-resolved FTIR jet spectra have been
recorded at a reservoir pressure of 300 mbar, a formic acid concentration of c < 0.2%, and
background pressures of 10 mbar (top row) and 20 mbar (bottom row). The image size amounts
to (10 × 10) mm2 . The arrow illustrates the propagation direction of the supersonic expansion.
Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147, 144305 (2017) (Ref. [185]), with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

a Gauss binning is performed (Figure 3.6, in Section 3.1.1), where the spectra of the
pixel are weighted with their neighbours with Gauss-type scaling factors. The spectra
of the four nearest neighbours are weighed by 0.7 and those of the four diagonal pixels
by 0.5. As the outmost pixel ring has no adjacent pixels, these are neglected, which
reduces the number of pixels/spectra. This applies to the spectra at the nozzle. Thus,
the seemingly lower density at the nozzle is a direct result of discarding these spectra.
The spatially resolved integrated intensity of the formic acid monomer is highest at
the nozzle and reaches a minimum at the frontal shock wave, whereas the dimer band
integral reaches a maximum. Dimer formation is favoured at the shock wave, as it
depends quadratically on pressure. This re-formation of dimers consumes monomers,
which causes the phase shift of their densities. The associated temperature increase at
the shock wave has been studied in more detail by Zischang and Suhm in expansions
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of nitrous oxide in helium [120]. The estimated rotational temperature observed at
the normal shock wave under similar conditions is about 230 K, which corresponds to a
150 K temperature increase with respect to the zone of silence [120]. At 20 mbar, it seems
that the density minimum of the monomer at the shock wave is slightly shifted from
the density maximum of the dimer, likely because the re-cooling after the compression
also favours cluster formation. Altogether, vibrational spectroscopy at shock waves is
beneficial for scrutinising cluster stabilities. Unfortunately, the formic acid trimer does
not form significantly under these adjusted conditions (smaller reservoir pressure and
higher background pressure). Studying this species would be particularly interesting, as
it will likely show a very different aggregation behaviour than the dimer.
glass
reservoir

metal
reservoir

0.5
6.00
7.87
9.00

Figure 6.6: Technical drawing (by R. Hildebrandt) of the double slit nozzle, displayed previously in Section 3.1.1 as part of Figure 3.2. All dimensions are given in mm. Adapted from J.
Chem. Phys. 147, 144305 (2017) (Ref. [185]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

For this purpose, a double slit nozzle was developed, which is shown in Figure 6.6. The
two slits are converging in a 90◦ angle and each of them can be connected to a different
reservoir, so that two substance-in-helium mixtures can be expanded at the same time.
The distance of the two slits (7.5 mm) has been chosen such that both expansions collide
within the (10 × 10) mm2 large imaged area. When the two expansions interfere, the
density and consequently also the number of collisions and the temperature increase,
as their two lateral shock waves interact, as detailed in Section 3.1.1. In this collision
zone, cluster stability can be probed without adjusting the conditions such as reservoir
or background pressure. In fact, the optimised conditions for trimer formation from
Figure 6.4 (reservoir pressure of 500 mbar) have been chosen. The results are depicted
in Figure 6.7. In the left column of that Figure, an unimpaired expansion of formic acid
in helium is shown. As expected from the chosen conditions, the 2D evolutions of the
monomer, dimer, and trimer densities match those in Figure 6.4. For the simultaneous
expansion of two supersonic jets, a pure helium jet is chosen as the counterpart, so
that the flow rates are comparable and the expansion of interest can be studied without
spectral interference.
The formic acid dimer band integral is by far largest and does not diminish in the
shock wave, so that it is the best measure of overall density. In Figure 6.7, it can
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Figure 6.7: Space-resolved two dimensional evolution of the integrated band intensity of formic
acid monomers F, dimers and dimer assemblies (FF)n , and trimers F(FF) measured in FTIR
jet spectra of formic acid (c < 0.2%) in helium at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar averaged over
260 (left columm) and 150 scans (right column). The first column shows a single slit expansion
and the second column the interference of that with a second, pure helium expansion. The size
of each image amounts to (10 × 10) mm2 . Adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147, 144305 (2017)
(Ref. [185]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

be seen that the substance-in-helium expansion is deflected by the second expansion.
Thus, mixing of both is unlikely due to viscous flow, as mentioned in Section 3.1.1. At
the point where the deflection starts, i.e., the collision zone, the dimer density remains
approximately constant. In the single slit experiment, it has dropped considerably due
to the overall density decrease. The compression by the second expansion results in a
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higher number of collisions so that the formation dimers and larger dimer assemblies is
favoured. The monomer density drops to zero, as it is consumed in the formation of
these larger clusters. Monomer density can only be found directly behind the nozzle and
in the unimpaired left side of the expansion, where both temperature and density are
lower. In fact, this unperturbed left part of the substance expansion is analogous to the
single slit expansion, also in terms of density decrease.
The increase of the rotational temperature in the collision zone of the double expansion
max
can be estimated from the distance of the maxima of the rotational branches ∆ν̃PR
of the
formic acid monomer band, which is proportional to the square root of the temperature
[127], as detailed in Section 2. At room temperature, it amounts to 29 cm−1 (Figure A.19
in Appendix A.4). In Figure 6.8, two spectra of formic acid are shown, which have been
max
averaged over the expansion areas shown as black and red boxes in the insets. ∆ν̃PR
amounts to 8 cm−1 in the colder spectrum of the single slit expansion and increases to
20 cm−1 just before the interaction zone in the double slit expansion. Similar changes
are seen for the formic acid dimer P and R branches. Assuming a room temperature
max
of 300 K, the ∆ν̃PR
values of the monomer translate into rotational temperatures of
23 K and 143 K, respectively. As the formic acid monomer band diminishes when both
jets interfere, the temperature in that zone has to be determined with another reference
system. Here, nitrous oxide N2 O is used, as outlined in Section 3.1.1. The temperature
was found to rise to about (230 ± 30) K upon collision of the two jets (cf. Figure 3.3),
which is similar to the temperature estimated in normal shock waves [120].
The formic acid trimer density approaches zero when the two expansions collide –

Figure 6.8: FTIR jet spectra of formic acid (c <0.2%) in helium at a reservoir pressure of
500 mbar spatially averaged over 3 × 3 binned pixel blocks shown as black and red boxes in
the insets. The number of scans amounts to 260 (black spectrum) and 150 (red spectrum).
Additionally, the distance of the maxima of the P and R branches of the formic acid monomer
and dimer are listed.
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presumably as a result of the high number of collisions that favour the formation of
dimer assemblies (FF)n and/or the temperature increase that causes its dissociation.
Therefore, these collision experiments can be used to distinguish metastable from stable
clusters. In line with the single slit expansions at high reservoir pressures (Figure 6.4),
the trimer is stable in the less dense and colder parts of the expansion, in this case, the
unperturbed, left side of the flow.
Altogether, the space-resolved visualisation of the monomer, dimer, and trimer densities in supersonic expansions allows for a more in-depth understanding of aggregation
processes that helps to validate assignments, like in this case assignment of the formic
acid trimer F(FF). Several more examples are given in the next chapter. With conventional FTIR jet spectroscopy only the average over a larger expansion area is obtained.
If spectra under the conditions shown in Figure 6.4 were recorded at a reservoir pressures of 700 mbar, trimer bands might not have been observed or just very weakly, even
though the trimer is present in the expansions, yet not necessarily in the field of view.
Thus, FTIR imaging can also serve as a guide as to where to record spectra in supersonic expansions and can help to optimise conditions, which is particularly useful for
experiments that do not cover a large expansion area like the Raman jet spectra.

6.3 Acetic and Pivalic Acid Trimers
6.3.1 Comparison to the Formic Acid Spectra
After the thorough discussion of the FTIR and Raman spectra of the formic acid, the
rest of this chapter is focussed on understanding the differences and similarities to acetic
and pivalic acid. The FTIR and Raman jet spectra of the three acids are shown in
Figure 6.9.
In an analysis of the FTIR jet spectra of acetic acid by Häber and co-workers [117,
440] as well as Emmeluth and co-workers [71, 116], three types of unknown bands were
identified in several spectral regions, labelled X, Y, and Z. In the C=O stretching region,
these are located at 1834 cm−1 (Z), 1769 cm−1 (X), 1749 cm−1 (Y), and 1721 cm−1 (X),
i.e., one band (Z) is upshifted with respect to the monomer band A (1793 cm−1 ), two are
located in-between A and (AA)a (X and Y), and one is found on the lower-wavenumber
side of (AA)a (X). As seen in Figure 6.9, the formic acid trimer bands can be found at
similar positions, with the difference that the acetic acid spectrum exhibits an additional
peak between monomer and dimer. The same applies to pivalic acid, but its spectrum
exhibits two bands downshifted from (PP)a . In conclusion, the most common features
of the FTIR spectra of the three acids are the bands upshifted from the monomer,
hereinafter called Z bands, a band about 20 cm−1 downshifted from it (X band in case of
acetic acid, docking vibration of F(FF)), and at least one band on the lower-wavenumber
side of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer (second X band
of acetic acid, F(FF)a ).
In all Raman spectra (Figure 6.9), the band shifted by about −20 cm−1 from the
monomer is also present. Moreover, all spectra feature a weak broad signal between
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Figure 6.9: Top: FTIR jet spectra of formic (c < 0.1%, 560 mbar, 50 scans), acetic (c < 0.1%,
750 mbar, 90 scans), and pivalic acid (c < 0.1%, 500 mbar, 100 scans) in the C=O stretching
region. Bottom: Raman jet spectra of formic (c < 0.1%, 700 mbar, data acquisition time:
10 × 180 s), acetic (c < 0.1%, 700 mbar, data acquisition time: 6 × 300 s), and pivalic acid
(c < 0.2%, 500 mbar, data acquisition time: 14 × 120 s, θD = 60 °C) in the C=O stretching
region. The X, Y, Z labels are taken from Refs. [71, 116]. Previously assigned formic acid
bands are shown in red. ? marks tentative assignments.

1740 − 1700 cm−1 . In case of acetic and pivalic acid, a lower-wavenumber shoulder of
the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer is seen. Overall, this means
that the formed clusters of the acids must bear at least some resemblance. The Z bands
are not due to the higher-energy dimer or trimer, as the bands of these clusters are
predicted downshifted from the monomer band, rather than upshifted. As such, the Z
bands will be discussed separately at the end of this chapter.
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6.3.2 Acetic Acid Trimers
As mentioned in the previous chapter and section, the higher-energy acetic acid dimer
AC A exhibits the same structure motif as the formic acid dimer FC F (Figure 6.1). The
same applies to the global minimum of the acetic acid trimer (Figure 6.1) [79]. Contrary
to the formic acid trimer, however, the AC (AC AC ) trimer is not planar, as the docking
monomer binds to an out-of-plane hydrogen atom of the methyl group (see inlet of Figure
6.10). Local minimum structures of the acetic acid trimer were calculated, but are about
6 kJ mol−1 higher in energy and are kinetically not likely to be trapped and therefore not
considered further. The structures and their relative energies can be found in Appendix
A.4.2 alongside those of the dimer. Again, AC (AC AC ) is shortened to A(AA) for the
rest of this section. The same applies for AC A, which reduces to AA.
The FTIR and Raman jet spectra of acetic acid are shown in Figure 6.10. To distinguish cluster sizes, the intensity of all spectra has been scaled to the respective acetic
acid dimer band (AA)a /(AA)s in the spectrum of lowest concentration. All bands that
increase faster in intensity than the dimer can be attributed to larger clusters, whereas
the monomer intensity shows the reverse order – it exhibits the highest intensity in the
spectrum of lowest concentration. From the scaling behaviour, it seems that the X bands
in the FTIR spectra at 1769 cm−1 and 1721 cm−1 can be attributed to clusters larger
than the dimer. Considering the relatively low concentrations, presumably trimers. The
Y band at 1749 cm−1 shows the scaling behaviour of a dimer.
For further validation, harmonically calculated, (FF)a -scaled band positions of the
acetic acid monomer A, local AA and global minimum dimer (AA), as well as trimer
A(AA) are plotted below the spectra. The band positions of the monomer A as well as
the global minimum dimer (AA)a agree reasonably well with experiment, though both are
slightly underestimated by the (FF)a -scaling (cf. Table 6.2). For some bands like (AA)s ,
the (FF)a -scaling shows a superior agreement. Thus, it is kept for consistency throughout
this chapter. The two dominantly IR active trimer vibrations Ad (AA) and A(AA)a are
predicted at 1754 cm−1 and 1714 cm−1 , respectively. The former deviates by −15 cm−1
from the band at 1769 cm−1 and the latter by −7 cm−1 from the band downshifted from
(AA)a at 1721 cm−1 . As mentioned above, the agreement could be slightly improved
by (AA)a -scaling. These discrepancies are large, however, the prediction of the distance
between both bands exhibits a moderate deviation of −8 cm−1 from the experimental
value (48 cm−1 ). The band at 1769 cm−1 is also featured in the Raman spectra (bottom
panel of Figure 6.10), which endorses the Ad (AA) assignment, as AAa exhibits a nearzero Raman scattering cross-section. The symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the
trimer is predominantly Raman active. Near its predicted band position (1643 cm−1 ),
two broad shoulders of the dimer band (AA)s can be seen that increase faster in intensity
than the dimer. These are located between 1673−1664 cm−1 and 1660−1637 cm−1 . The
latter is more pronounced at lower concentrations and the experimental band integral
ratio with respect to Ad (AA) at 1769 cm−1 roughly matches the expected ratio of about
three, so that it is tentatively assigned to A(AA)s . The band between 1673−1664 cm−1
could be due to a larger cluster such as a tetramer, which are composed of stacked
dimers, so that their C=O stretching vibrations are expected to be similar to those of
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the dimers [119]. The band at 1618 cm−1 is close to the experimental band position of
F(FF)s (1619/1617 cm−1 ), yet its intensity with respect to the band at 1769 cm−1 is much
smaller than expected. It could be a combination band or overtone of the acetic acid
dimer. VPT2 calculations of the acetic acid dimer are not very reliable due to the large
amplitude methyl torsions [79] and predict several combination bands in that spectral
region. Thus, the origin of this band remains unknown. The tentatively assigned acetic
acid trimer A(AA) band positions are summarised in Table 6.2.
The calculated band position of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the
metastable dimer AA (1762 cm−1 ) deviates by +13 cm−1 from the Y band at 1749 cm−1 .
The symmetric C=O stretching vibration of that cluster AAs is predominantly Raman
active. Around its predicted band position (1735 cm−1 ), a very broad, weak band can
be seen with maximum at 1736 cm−1 , which would partially overlap with the (AA)a
band in the FTIR spectra. A similarly small band position deviation was seen for
the corresponding formic acid cluster. Hence, the band position difference of the two
AA bands (13 cm−1 ) might be severely overestimated (+14 cm−1 , a factor of 2) by the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP calculations. Another possible explanation of the Y band
(1749 cm−1 ) in the FTIR spectra could be a Fermi resonance with (AA)a . Exploratory
VPT2 calculations of the dimer (AA) did not predict such a resonance, yet their validity
is somewhat limited, as aforementioned. Perhaps the more convincing argument is that
Oswald and co-workers have identified a significant amount of the metastable dimer
AA in FTIR jet expansions via the shift of the OH band upon nitrogen complexation.
These spectra have been recorded at the same set-up (filet jet, Section 3.1.2) and similar
concentrations, so that its spectral features must also be present in the C=O stretching
region, if the assignment was correct. Hence, for further verification, the abundance of
that cluster in the OH stretching region can be compared to that in the C=O stretching
region.
As discussed before, the OH stretching region of carboxylic acid dimers exhibits a very
complex, broad resonance structure, which overlaps with the CH stretching vibrations
(cf. Figure 5.3). To get an estimate of the abundance of AA with respect to (AA) from
their OH stretching bands, the contribution of the CH bands must be subtracted. An
upper bound of their contribution to the total band integral between 3350 − 2500 cm−1
(cf. Figure A.23) is estimated to about 22% via comparison with the OD stretching
spectrum of CH3 COOD, which has been measured by Zielke in 2007 [194]. The band
of the bound OH stretching vibration of AA at 3304 cm−1 [79] is overlapping with the
onset of the broad OH stretching region of (AA) (cf. Figure 5.8). To approximate
its share, the band at 3304 cm−1 is integrated based on the band width (13 cm−1 ) of
AA observed in the corresponding helium nanodroplet spectrum (Figure 5.8). Overall,
this yields roughly 3% of AA with respect to (AA), if the obtained band integral ratio
(≈ 1%) is corrected for the predicted IR intensity differences (I(AA) /IAA = 3.00). In
the C=O stretching region, the amount of AA is estimated to roughly 6% of (AA)
based on the tentative assignment. Considering the crudity of the approximation, the
agreement is satisfactory, which reinforces the higher-energy dimer assignment of the Y
band. However, in view of the grossly overestimated theoretical harmonic band splitting
and the uncertainties of anharmonic calculations for A and its complexes, alternative
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Table 6.2: Experimental ν̃exp as well as harmonic, (FF)a -scaled band position (in cm−1 ) of
the C=O stretching vibrations of acetic acid monomer, the metastable AA and the cyclic dimer
(AA) as well as the trimer A(AA), calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The
scaling factor amounts to 0.983. The three vibrations are the docking vibration (index d) of
the monomer unit of the trimer, as well as the symmetric (s) and antisymmetric (a) C=O
stretching vibration of the dimer (units). Tentative assignments are printed in italics. In the
fourth column, the band position deviations with respect to experiment are listed.

A
(AA)a
(AA)s
AAa
AAs
Ad (AA)
A(AA)a
A(AA)s

ν̃exp
1793
1732
1676
1749
1736
1769
1721
1660 −1637

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
1788
1728
1673
1762
1735
1754
1714
1641

−5
−4
−3
−13
−1
−15
−7

and in particular more complex explanations should not be ruled out. The tentatively
assigned band positions of AA are summarised in Table 6.2.
The main difference between the FTIR and Raman jet spectra of acetic acid is the
differing amount of polar dimer present in the expansions. While similar concentrations
of AA and A(AA) are observed in the FTIR spectra, an order of magnitude less polar
dimer can be seen in the corresponding Raman spectra (cf. Figures 6.10 and A.24). This
is at first counterintuitive, as this dimer has shown to be an intermediate in the cyclic
dimer formation in the case of formic acid [82]. As such, one would expect its highest
abundance at low nozzle distances, i.e., in the expansion area probed by the Raman
experiment, rather than in the FTIR spectra, which have been averaged over a large
expansion area. However, these might capture areas of higher stability of the AA dimers,
as mentioned above, which would explain these differences. For further conclusions, an
FTIR imaging study of the X and Y bands of acetic acid would be particularly insightful.
Unfortunately, the signals are too weak for an analysis under trimer optimised conditions.
If the concentrations are significantly enhanced, dimer assemblies start to dominate,
which will be discussed in the next chapter. Altogether, this highlights the distinct
advantages of formic acid for such aggregation dynamic studies.
The corresponding Raman jet spectra of formic acid (Figure 6.3) look fairly similar
to those of acetic acid – the main difference is the well-separated band of the symmetric
C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid trimer F(FF)s . The FTIR spectra of both
acids, on the other hand, differ more pronouncedly due to the strong additional Y band.
However, since FF and F(FF) are predicted to overlap, these spectral differences might
not necessarily reflect changes in aggregation behaviour.
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FTIR

Raman

Figure 6.10: Top: FTIR jet spectra of acetic acid in helium in the C=O stretching region at a
reservoir pressure of 560−750 mbar with concentrations of < 0.02 − 0.06%. Each spectrum has
been averaged over 40−50 scans. The intensity of all spectra has been scaled to (AA)a . The
scaling factors amount to 1.0 (black spectrum), 0.65 (blue), 0.45 (light blue), 0.35 (purple),
0.27 (red), and 0.22 (orange), whereby the smallest scaling factor corresponds to the spectrum
of highest concentration. Bottom: Raman jet spectra of acetic acid in helium in the C=O
stretching region at reservoir pressures of 500−1000 mbar. The concentrations increase from
< 0.05 − 0.12%. The acquisition times amount to 30−35 minutes. The spectra have been
intensity-scaled to the dimer band in the spectrum with the lowest concentration. The scaling
factors amount to 1.0 (black spectrum), 0.87 (blue), 0.65 (red), and 0.55 (orange). Below the
FTIR and Raman spectra, harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band positions (scaling
factor 0.983) of the acetic acid monomer A, cyclic (AA) and polar dimer AA, and the acetic acid
trimer A(AA) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2TZVP level. In two insets, the global minimum structures of the trimer and the polar dimer
are shown.
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6.3.3 Pivalic Acid Trimers
The three most stable pivalic acid trimer structures and their harmonically calculated,
zero-point corrected relative energy differences are depicted in Figure 6.11. The global
minimum trimer is PC (PC PC ), which exhibits the same structure motif as that of the
other two acids. Due to the bulky tert-butyl groups, the monomer docks out-of-plane to
the dimer. Most interesting is the cyclic trimer (PC PC PC ). Its energy penalty relative
to the global minimum amounts to only a third of that for the other carboxylic acids
(1.8 kJ mol−1 ). Thus, it might be possible to observe both pivalic acid trimers in the supersonic expansions. The third trimer PA (PC PC ) is 9.3 kJ mol−1 less stable and expected
to interconvert easily into the global minimum structure via concerted proton transfer.
It is therefore discarded from further discussions. The structure of the higher-energy
pivalic acid dimer PC P is depicted in Figure 6.12. Its energy difference to the second
local minimum is similar to that of the other acids. Further details on these dimers can
be found in Appendix A.4.3. As before, the indices C are omitted for the rest of this
section.
Compared to formic and acetic acid, the vapour pressure of pivalic acid is considerably
lower (cf. Section 3.1.5). As a consequence, signal intensities in the spectra are generally
smaller, despite similar data acquisition times (see Figure 6.9). A further complication
is the broadness of some bands, e.g., that at 1752 cm−1 . Therefore, the spectral analysis
of the aggregation behaviour of pivalic acid is particularly challenging.
The FTIR spectra of pivalic acid are depicted in Figure 6.12. Aside from the monomer
P (1774 cm−1 ) and dimer band (PP)a (1718 cm−1 ), three distinct bands at 1752 cm−1 ,
1705 cm−1 , and 1696 cm−1 can be seen in addition to a smaller peak at 1743 cm−1 . The
first two are also present in the Raman spectra alongside two bands downshifted from
(PP)s at 1656 cm−1 and at 1627 cm−1 . In Figure 6.9, one can also see that there is a very
weak broad feature at 1705 cm−1 , which is more pronounced at low acid concentrations
(black and blue spectra in Figure 6.12). Intensity scaling to the respective dimer bands

PC(PCPC)

(PCPCPC)

PA(PCPC)

0

1.8

9.3

Figure 6.11: Calculated global and local minimum structures of pivalic acid trimers alongside
their harmonic, zero-point corrected energy differences relative to the global minimum (in
kJ mol−1 ). The harmonic calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP
level.
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FTIR

Raman

Figure 6.12: Top: FTIR jet spectra of pivalic acid in the C=O stretching region at a concentration of c < 0.07% in helium and increasing reservoir pressures of 300 − 900 mbar. The
spectra were averaged over 50−155 scans. Bottom: Raman jet spectra of pivalic acid in the
C=O stretching region. The two highest concentrated spectra (red and orange) were recorded
at an acid concentration of c < 0.22% in helium, nozzle temperatures of 60−130 °C, reservoir
pressures of 0.5−1.0 bar, and data aquisition times of 14−46 minutes. The spectra displayed in
black and blue were measured at a concentration of c < 0.04%, without heating the nozzle,
reservoir pressures of 1.0−1.5 bar, and data acquisition times of 30 minutes. Below the FTIR
and Raman spectra, harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band position (scaling factor
0.983) of the pivalic acid monomer P, cyclic (PP) and polar dimer PP, and the pivalic acid
trimers P(PP) and (PPP) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The predicted structures of P(PP), (PPP), and PP are shown in the
insets above the spectra.
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(PP)a /(PP)s is not conclusive, as the concentration differences are small, the bands
of interest broad, and the signal-to-noise ratio poor. Moreover, the dimer band (PP)s
in the Raman spectra significantly broadens at higher concentrations (red and orange
spectra in Figure 6.12), which can most likely be attributed to the formation of larger,
dimer containing clusters (dimer assemblies) such as tetramers, which will be addressed
in the next chapter. Overall, the analysis of the FTIR and Raman spectra of pivalic
acid can therefore only aim to provide a likely explanation for the bands, but no definite
assignments.
The predicted band position of the docking vibration of the trimer Pd (PP) coincides
with the band of the antisymmetric C=O stretching of the polar dimer PPa . In the
FTIR and Raman spectra, a band at 1752 cm−1 is present, which seems to overlap with
a weaker feature at 1743 cm−1 in the FTIR spectra, but as it is near noise level, no
conclusion can be drawn. The aforementioned similar downshift with respect to the
monomer band of 22 cm−1 compared to the other acids (22 cm−1 for formic and 24 cm−1
for acetic acid), suggests the assumption that the band at 1752 cm−1 is, at least partially,
due to Pd (PP). As for the other acids, the Raman band cannot feature contributions of
the higher-energy dimer PP, whereas the FTIR band could contain PPa and Pd (PP).
The deviation of the predicted band positions of Pd (PP) amounts to −9 cm−1 , yet the
agreement could be improved if the band were scaled to (PP)a instead of (FF)a . The
second very weak feature at 1743 cm−1 could be due to the higher-energy dimer PP,
which was observed at a similar band position in case of acetic acid (1749 cm−1 ), yet
this is highly speculative. The corresponding symmetric C=O stretching vibration of
PP is not seen in the Raman spectra, though this might be a result of its broadness.
Other than for formic and acetic acid, there are two bands downshifted from (PP)a
at 1705 cm−1 and 1696 cm−1 in the FTIR spectra. The intensity of the former matches
the predicted intensity ratio of Pd (PP) and P(PP)a of nearly 1:1 better, if the band
at 1752 cm−1 was predominantly due to Pd (PP). The weak band at 1705 cm−1 in the
Raman spectra supports this conjecture, as its intensity matches the expected intensity
of P(PP)a with respect to Pd (PP) and P(PP)s . Another explanation of one of these
two bands could be a C=O stretching band of a cyclic trimer (PPP). However, as the
dominantly Raman active (PPP) band at 1663 cm−1 would overlap with the symmetric
C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer at 1660 cm−1 , if featured, the Raman
spectra do not allow for any conclusions about this cluster. As for the other two acids,
the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the global minimum trimer is predicted
downshifted from the dimer band in the Raman spectra. At 1642 cm−1 , there is a broad
band, which is upshifted by 9 cm−1 from the predicted band position P(PP)s (1633 cm−1 )
in addition to a smaller shoulder at 1627 cm−1 . The relative band position of the former
with respect to (PP)s is similar to the tentatively assigned band of the acetic acid trimer
and its intensity with respect to the band at 1752 cm−1 roughly matches the expected
scattering cross-section ratio, so that an assignment to P(PP)s seems conceivable. The
second band at 1627 cm−1 is overall too weak. The most plausible band positions of the
C=O stretching vibrations of the pivalic acid trimer are listed in Table 6.3.
For definite assignments, additional experimental reference data, ideally with a better
signal-to-noise ratio, as well as more reliable quantum chemical band position predictions
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Table 6.3: Experimental ν̃exp as well as harmonic, (FF)a -scaled band position (in cm−1 ) of
the C=O stretching vibrations of pivalic acid monomer, the cyclic dimer (PP) as well as the
trimer P(PP), calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The scaling factor amounts
to 0.983. The three vibrations are the docking vibration (index d) of the monomer unit of the
trimer, as well as the symmetric (s) and antisymmetric (a) C=O stretching vibration of the
dimer (units). Tentative assignments are printed in italics. In the fourth column, the band
position deviations with respect to experiment are listed.

P
(PP)a
(PP)s
Pd (PP)
P(PP)a
P(PP)s

ν̃exp
1774
1718
1660
1752
1705
1642

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
1772
1710
1659
1743
1701
1633

−2
−8
−1
−9
−4
−9

are needed. Higher concentrated FTIR spectra are not feasible with the current set-up
due to the limited vapour pressure at room temperature. For that, another set-up has to
be used, called the popcorn jet [8, 441] in laboratory jargon. It allows for substances to
be heated up to 200 °C [441], yet the absorption path (6 cm) [8] is 10 times smaller than
that of the FTIR set-up used (cf. Section 3.1.2), so that long measurement times are
necessary to achieve an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The higher concentrated Raman
spectra were measured with a heatable saturator (Figure 3.10), yet the balance between
high signal intensities and low concentrations of clusters larger than the dimer is slim,
which limits spectral interpretation. One way to exclude or confirm certain structures
in the supersonic expansion is to record microwave spectra, as both trimers as well as
the higher-energy dimer exhibit a permanent electric dipole moment. Another option
would be to investigate the hetero clusters of carboxylic acids, i.e., the band position
shifts if one pivalic acid molecule in the trimer is replaced with formic or acetic acid in
analogy to the deuteration experiments discussed in Chapter 4.

6.4 Z bands
As previously mentioned, the FTIR spectra of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid each
feature a band upshifted with respect to the monomer at 1811 cm−1 , 1834 cm−1 , and
1838/1834 cm−1 , respectively. To distinguish monomer from cluster bands and determine
cluster sizes, the FTIR spectra of each of the acids have been (intensity-) scaled to the
antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer. The results are shown
in Figure 6.13. In all three cases, the bands scale like the dimer band. This leaves
two possible explanations – these bands could be either due to combination or overtone
vibrations of the cyclic dimer, potentially in Fermi resonance with the fundamental, or
due to a metastable dimer.
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Table 6.4: Harmonically calculated and (FC FC )a -scaled band positions ν̃ (in cm−1 ) as well
as IR intensities I (in km mol−1 ) and Raman scattering cross-sections σ (in 10−36 m2 sr−1 )
of the formic acid monomer, the cyclic dimer and three higher-energy dimers. The zero-point
corrected dissociation energies D0h into monomers (in kJ mol−1 ) are also listed. The calculations
have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level.

F
(FC FC )
FC F
FA FC
FA F

D0h
68.4
39.0
30.2
24.1

ν̃
1787
1741
1760
1792
1797

I
360
814
643
304
400

σ
25
0
2
23
34

ν̃

I

σ

1664
1718
1746
1763

0
131
498
330

58
66
42
22

The structures of metastable formic acid dimers were explored in the previous chapter.
The local minimum closest in energy to the global minimum dimer (FC FC ) is FC F. Energetically next-higher are FA FC and FA F (cf. Figure 5.6). The energy differences with
respect to the global minimum dimer are fairly large – FA FC and FA F are 38.2 kJ mol−1
and 44.3 kJ mol−1 higher in energy (see Table 6.4), respectively. It is therefore improbable to see these two structures in the supersonic expansion unless they are kinetically
trapped. The bands of the C=O stretching vibrations of these metastable dimers are
both IR and Raman active (cf. Table 6.4). Due to the structural similarities of the acids
seen before, this likely also applies to the corresponding acetic and pivalic acid dimers.
The Raman spectra shown in Figure 6.9 feature no peaks at the band position of the
FTIR bands. Moreover, both FA FC and FA F exhibit a non-hydrogen bonded C=O
group, whose C=O stretching band is predicted upshifted with respect to the monomer
(Table 6.4), yet these upshifts (5 cm−1 and 10 cm−1 ) are distinctly smaller than the
experimentally observed difference of 34 cm−1 . All of this contradicts a higher-energy
dimer band assignment.
As shown for formic acid trimers, studying the aggregation dynamics in supersonic
expansions with FTIR imaging can help to distinguish clusters based on their area
of highest stability in the expansion. In case of acetic acid expansions, the band at
1836 cm−1 is very broad and weak in the FTIR imaging spectra and the band of pivalic
acid not seen due to the low signal-to-noise ratio. These two acids are therefore not
suitable for such analysis. In the formic acid expansions, the Z band is clearly visible and
most importantly, its intensity is high enough for integration, at least at higher reservoir
pressures. From the single slit expansions of formic acid shown in Figure 6.4, reservoir
pressures of 500−700 mbar have been chosen. The resulting integrated intensities of the
monomer, dimer, trimer, as well as the Z band at 1811 cm−1 are visualised in Figure 6.14.
The Z band shows the same aggregation behaviour as the formic acid dimer – it is
present directly behind the nozzle and is seen in areas of highest number of collisions.
The density of a metastable cluster is not expected to increase with increasing number
of collisions as seen for the Z band here, but rather show the opposite behaviour. Consequently, these can be ruled out and the band is attributed to a combination band or
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Figure 6.13: Dimer-scaled FTIR spectra of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid in the C=O stretching region. The experimental conditions are listed in Figures 6.3, 6.10, and 6.12.
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0.6 bar

0.7 bar
I / cm−1
0.0157

F
0.0080

0.0000
0.0706

(FF)n
0.0360

0.0000

0.0098

F(FF)
0.0048
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0.0048

1811 cm−1
0.0024

0.0000

Figure 6.14: 2D space-resolved integrated intensity of an unknown band at 1811 cm−1 in FTIR
spectra of formic acid in helium (c < 0.2%) at reservoir pressures of 0.5 − 0.7 bar in comparison
to the integrated intensity of monomer, dimer, and trimer bands, previously shown in Figure
6.4.
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Figure 6.15: Top: Dimer-scaled FTIR spectra of formic acid in helium in the C=O stretching
region. The experimental conditions are identical to those of Figure 6.3. Bottom: Anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration
ν19 of the formic acid dimer and dimer combination bands between 2015 − 1600 cm−1 . The
calculations have been performed at the MP2/aVTZ (blue), B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ (purple),
and B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level (red). Eight settings have been tested – two DFT integration
grid sizes (ultrafine and superfine), C1 and C2h symmetry, as well as tight and very tight optimisation. The eight (four for MP2) anharmonic frequency calculations have been averaged and
are displayed with their standard deviation as error bars. The error bars of the intensities are
barely visible due to their small size. Apart from I(ν19 ) of B2PLYP-D3(BJ) (±12 km mol−1 ),
these are below ±5 km mol−1 within this spectral region.

overtone of the global minimum dimer with particularly high intensity.
VPT2 calculations of the global as well as local minimum dimer of formic acid were
shown in the previous chapter. For (FF), the anharmonic frequency calculations were
performed at the MP2, B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and B3LYP-D3(BJ) level. For all methods,
an aVTZ basis set was employed. The DFT integration grid (ultrafine and superfine),
the optimisation criteria (tight and very tight), and symmetry (C1 or C2h ) were varied.
The resulting eight frequency calculations (four for MP2) were averaged. The averaged
values and their standard deviation for all 24 fundamentals are listed in Table A.9 in the
appendix. The antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer (FF)a
corresponds to ν19 . To examine whether there are potential combination or overtone vibrations with sufficient intensity near the band at 1811 cm−1 , these and the fundamental
are displayed in Figure 6.15 alongside the dimer scaled FTIR jet spectra of formic acid.
As for the FC F dimer in Figure 5.7, the six intermolecular vibrations are omitted for
this analysis, as these are not well described by VPT2.
Two combination bands with remarkably high intensities can be seen upshifted from
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ν11: Bg

ν13: Au

ν14: Au
Figure 6.16: O−H and C−H out-of-plane bending vibrations ν11 , ν13 , and ν14 of the formic
acid dimer, calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ VPT2 level. Additionally, the symmetry
of the modes are listed.

the fundamental. (ν11 + ν13 ) and (ν11 + ν14 ) are combinations of O−H out-of-plane bending vibrations, which are depicted in Figure 6.16. The relative intensity of (ν11 + ν14 )
with respect to the fundamental ν19 agrees well with experiment for all methods, yet
the band position difference varies distinctly. Experimentally, it amounts to 70 cm−1 .
The predicted differences are distinctly larger. These amount to 129 ±4 cm−1 (MP2),
161 ± 21 cm−1 (B2PLYP-D3(BJ)), 189 ± 19 cm−1 (B3LYP-D3(BJ)). A Fermi resonance
between (ν11 + ν14 ) (Bu symmetry) and ν19 (Bu symmetry) (cf. Figure 6.16 and Table A.9) is not predicted by the methods and seems improbable considering the larger
wavenumber difference of the bands. Overall, a severe overestimation of the band position of (ν11 + ν14 ) by the VPT2 calculations seems most likely. This overestimation is
also seen for the band positions of the respective fundamentals ν11 and ν14 , as shown in
Table 6.5.
The reason why a similar band is seen for dimers can be easily rationalised by looking

Table 6.5: Experimental [68, 118] and anharmonically calculated (VPT2) band positions (in
cm−1 ) of the two O−H out-of-plane bending vibrations ν11 and ν14 of the formic acid dimer
at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, and MP2/aVTZ level. The standard
deviations resulting from the variation of the symmetry, optimisation settings, and DFT integration grid are listed alongside the predicted band positions.

experiment
911[68]
939[118]

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
957 ± 11
986 ± 7
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B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
942 ± 12
973 ± 9

MP2
932 ± 3
964 ± 2
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Figure 6.17: Sum of the harmonically predicted band positions of the two O−H out-of-plane
bending vibrations ω11 and ω14 of the formic, acetic, and pivalic acid dimers plotted against
the (anharmonic) experimental band position of the Z band observed in the spectra of each
acid. The bands (ω11 and ω14 ) are labelled according to those of the formic acid dimer.

at the vibrations displayed in Figure 6.16. The CH moiety moves only slightly for ν11
and ν14 and as such, its change to methyl or tert-butyl groups will not largely affect
the band position of the corresponding vibrations. A plot of the sum of the predicted
harmonic band positions of the corresponding modes of all three acids at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/aVTZ level against the experimental band position under the assumption of
similar anharmonicities endorses this suspicion (see Figure 6.17). Thus, it seems likely
that the combination band is featured at a similar band position for all acids.
Unfortunately, there are no high level anharmonic vibrational frequencies of combination bands reported for any of the carboxylic acid dimers. As briefly mentioned in
the previous chapter, anharmonic band positions of the fundamentals of the formic acid
dimer were calculated by Miliordos and Xantheas by applying a MP2/aVDZ VPT2 correction to their harmonic CCSD(T)/aVQZ values [396] and by Qu and Bowman [81],
who constructed a potential hypersurface out of 13475 CCSD(T)-F12a/haVTZ energies3
and calculated anharmonic frequencies with the VSCF/VCI methodology. Two other
groups performed DFT VPT2 calculations, which are similar to the ones shown here
[394, 395]. So overall, this combination band assignment is just one of many examples
that can profit from further progress of anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations
of the formic acid dimer.
3

haVTZ is an abbreviation which stands for an aVTZ basis used for C and O atoms and a VTZ basis
employed for hydrogen atoms.
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6.5 Summary and Outlook
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Figure 6.18: Schematic visualisation of trimer and higher-energy dimer assignments of formic
acid.

Within this chapter, the trimer formation of three carboxylic acids (formic, acetic and
pivalic acid) was studied in the C=O stretching region and, following up on the previous
chapter, compared with the formation of higher-energy dimers by the combination of
FTIR and Raman jet spectroscopy as well as FTIR imaging, as schematically visualised
for formic acid in Figure 6.18. Overall, the aggregation behaviour of the three acids
is fairly similar. Bands of the C=O stretching vibrations of the formic and acetic acid
trimers were identified and most likely pivalic acid trimer assignments discussed. The
most pronounced spectral difference is seen for the FTIR spectra of acetic acid, where the
band attributed to the predominantly IR active vibration of higher-energy dimer is wellseparated from the docking vibration of trimer. In case of formic acid, FTIR and Raman
spectra as well as FTIR imaging experiments confirm that the trimer is featured in the
expansions, yet a metastable dimer contribution cannot be quantified due to a potential
overlap of their bands (see Figure 6.18). To validate that the metastable formic acid
dimer is indeed also present in the supersonic expansions, other spectral regions need to
be explored. The harmonically calculated band positions as well as IR intensities and
Raman scattering cross-sections of both structures are displayed in Figure 6.19.
Most O−H and C−H stretching vibrations of FF and F(FF) are predicted to be
well-separated, although as mentioned before, that does not necessarily hold true for
the docking O−H vibration of the trimer and the bound OH stretching vibration of
the higher-energy dimer. In addition, the OH stretching region is congested by the
broad resonance structure of the formic acid dimer and therefore, not convenient for
cluster band assignments. The most suitable vibration for verification of the presence
of a metastable dimer of formic acid is the C−O stretching vibration of FF predicted
at 1154 cm−1 , as it is the most intense, well separated IR band. Other options are
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FTIR

Raman

Figure 6.19: Harmonically calculated band positions, IR intensities, and Raman scattering
cross-sections of all fundamentals of the formic acid trimer F(FF) (green) and higher-energy
dimer FF (blue). The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP
level.

the O−C=O in-plane-bending vibrations predicted around 700 cm−1 by the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP calculations. For Raman spectroscopic scrutiny, the C=O stretching
vibrations or the inter-monomer modes are ideal, yet the amount of higher-energy dimer
seen in the Raman spectra was surprisingly small, if present at all. These differences in
FTIR and Raman spectra are attributed to the different parts of the expansions probed
– Raman spectra are recorded close to the nozzle (1 mm difference), whereas the FTIR
spectra are averaged over a large expansion area due to the large beam diameter and
nozzle distance (10 mm in the focus point). Therefore, Raman jet spectroscopy cannot
necessarily serve to explain the differences in the FTIR jet spectra.
Another limiting factor for the study of the aggregation behaviour of the three carboxylic acids is the performance of the scaled harmonic frequency calculations at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ) level, which varies vastly for the different acids and vibrations. Part of
this problem was already seen for the exciton shifts ∆a in the previous chapter where the
large overestimation of the formic acid monomer C=O stretching band position caused
particularly large errors for the shifts of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration
of the dimer with respect to the monomer ∆a in case of (FF) and (FA). As both the
exciton splittings ∆as and shifts ∆a are relative quantities, the performance difference
is somewhat compensated and not as clearly visible as for absolute values. To visualise
this effect, the band position differences of the (FF)a -scaled harmonic frequency calculations with respect to experiment are plotted for the C=O stretching vibrations of
the monomers, dimers, and trimers of all three acids. The results are shown in Figure
6.20. Additionally, that of the hetero dimers (FA), (AP), and (PF) is included. Large
performance differences are seen for the monomer bands with an underestimation of
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Figure 6.20: Band position differences of (FF)a -scaled harmonic frequency calculations at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level with respect to experiment for the C=O stretching vibrations
of carboxylic acid monomers, the antisymmetric (a) and symmetric (s) C=O stretching vibrations of the dimers and trimers and for the latter, additionally that of the docking vibration
(d). The three carboxylic acids are formic F (grey), acetic A (red), and pivalic acid P (blue).
The differences obtained for the six hetero dimer bands are also listed. For bands with two
maxima, the averaged band position mismatch is plotted.

−5 cm−1 for acetic and an overestimation of +10 cm−1 for formic acid with respect to
experiment. A similar divergence is seen for the docking vibrations of the trimers, which
endorses their assignment, as these corresponds to the C=O stretching vibration of the
monomer unit of the trimer. Especially peculiar is the large discrepancy between the
B3LYP-D3(BJ) prediction of the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the trimers.
The corresponding acetic acid value is not listed here, as the exact band position could
not be determined due the broadness of the band and its overlap with (AA)s . However,
it is in any case underestimated, if the assignment was correct (cf. Figure 6.10). While
those of P(PP)s and A(AA)s are tentative, though plausible, the formic acid band position assignment of F(FF)s seems to be the most certain of the three acids, as the band is
well separated from the symmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer in
the Raman spectra and its intensity matches that of the other trimer bands in both the
FTIR and the Raman spectra. A good validation, whether this discrepancy is inherent
in harmonic B3LYP-D3(BJ) or caused by a misassignment, is the measurement of the
corresponding mixed trimer bands, as the B3LYP-D3(BJ) performance for the hetero
dimers lies mostly in-between that of the homo dimers, as shown in Figure 6.20. The
only exception is (PF), particularly its symmetric C=O stretching vibration. This outlier was already seen in the previous chapter, where the prediction of the hetero dimer
exciton splittings ∆as from the homo dimer values exhibited a larger deviation for that
cluster, both for the experimental as well as the B3LYP-D3(BJ) predictions.
Assignments of hetero clusters beyond the cyclic dimer, i.e., higher-energy dimers or
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trimers, is particularly difficult due to the richness of possible conformers. In the simplest
case of mixing two acids, one is more abundant than the other in the trimer. Within the
global minimum structure motif of the homo dimers, six hetero trimer conformations
are feasible, three for each 1:2 and 2:1 type trimer, depending on which molecule is
substituted by the other acid. Additionally, there are two conformations of the higherenergy dimers, which were predicted to be overlapping with trimer bands in the spectra
of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, if present. For spectroscopic scrutiny, it is therefore
crucial to reduce the number of conformers, e.g., by having a surplus of one of the acids
in the expansion.
The best test system out of the three carboxylic acids studied in this work is the
combination of formic and pivalic acid, as the vapour pressure of pivalic acid is by far
the smallest so that large concentration differences are feasible without interference of
clusters larger than the trimer (cf. Section 3.1.5). Equally important, the predicted
dissociation energy differences of (FF), (PP), and (PF) are the largest (see Table 5.4
in Chapter 5.3). As such, the number of possible trimer conformers that need to be
considered reduces significantly, as described in Appendix A.4.4. The spectra of all
three mixtures optimised for trimer formation were measured throughout the course of
this work, yet for spectral assignments, a more reliable quantum chemical method than
B3LYP-D3(BJ) is needed and the single substance spectra need to be better understood.
The reliability of scaled harmonic frequency calculations of the other methods tested for
the homo and hetero trimers in Chapter 5, does not seem to be significantly better, as
shown in Figure A.27. For the F, A, and P C=O stretching vibrations, most methods
show a similar behaviour to B3LYP. The only two methods that exhibit a similar performance for all three monomers are MP2 and SCS-MP2, which are computationally
too expensive for the trimer calculations, as even the pivalic acid dimer (PP) was out
of reach with a moderately sized basis set, in this case, aVTZ. Additionally, the band
position deviations of scaled harmonic frequency calculations at the MP2 and SCS-MP2
level are particularly severe, as already discussed in Chapter 5. Overall, this example
clearly highlights that for benchmarking quantum chemical methods, experiment and
theory heavily rely on each other – without further progress on the theoretical side,
the experimental data presented here cannot be fully interpreted, but more experimental reference data sets are necessary for further progress of quantum chemical method
development. Thus, only via close collaboration further growth can be achieved.
In addition to the bands of metastable dimers and the trimers, another band was
identified in the FTIR spectra upshifted with respect to the monomer band for all
carboxylic acids tested. Through the synergy of FTIR and Raman jet spectroscopy,
FTIR imaging, and anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations, it was shown that
this band can most likely be attributed to a combination band of the cyclic dimer rather
than another cluster. For further validation, high level anharmonic vibrational frequency
calculations are needed, which are strikingly sparse, even for the formic acid dimer (for
further details, see Section 5.3.4). A fundamental of another cluster was ruled out based
on FTIR imaging experiments that show identical aggregation behaviour for that band
and the cyclic dimer. The high applicability of this technique for distinguishing different
clusters will be highlighted for dimer assemblies in the following chapter.
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7.1 Introduction

AS2

PA1

Figure 7.1: Calculated global minimum structures of the formic acid tetramer with (AS2) and
without dispersion correction (PA1) [220, 433]. AS refers to aligned stack and PA to planar
association. The nomenclature is adapted from Ref. [220].

Similar to carboxylic acid trimers, larger, even numbered clusters such as tetramers
were predominantly studied theoretically [119, 219, 220, 430, 431, 433, 442–448]. For the
quantum chemical description of such systems, typically DFT methods are used. The
predicted structure of the global minimum depends decisively on whether a dispersion
correction is applied. An example is the formic acid tetramer: Without it, a planar
structure composed of two (FF) units is predicted to be most stable with B3LYP [119,
219, 220], as shown in Figure 7.1. It is called PA1 in Ref. [220], in which PA refers to
planar association. In 2006, Karpfen and Thakkar calculated binding energies of formic
acid tetramers at the MP2 level with increasing basis set sizes (VDZ, VTZ, aVTZ, and
VQZ) and compared the performance to the B3LYP results. With MP2, the global
minimum is a π-π stacked dimer (Figure 7.1), which is consistent with works of Wang
[443] and Zhao and Truhlar [444]. This structure is abbreviated to AS2 (aligned stack).
In more recent studies of Thakkar [433] and Ito [119], the dispersion-correcting potentials (DCP) by Torres and DiLabo [449] were employed to improve the performance of
B3LYP. With this correction, the global minimum prediction is analogous to MP2 (AS2
in Figure 7.1). Other examples of hydrogen bonded clusters where the implementation
of dispersion corrections has a profound effect on the obtained global minimum structure
are trans-N -methylacetamide trimers, which are predicted as chains rather than cyclic
as found experimentally, if calculated without it [450]. The same is observed for imidazole [2] and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-propan-2-ol trimers [10]. Altogether, these examples
highlight the importance of including such long range corrections for hydrogen bonded
systems of a certain size.
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Figure 7.2: Calculated global and local minimum structures (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) of the
formic acid tetramer. Their relative energies (in kJ mol−1 ) are listed with respect to the global
minimum (AS2). The structures and nomenclature were taken from Ref. [220]. AS refers to
aligned stacks, SS to shifted stacks, PA to planar associations, and B to bowls.

Here, the global minimum and the six next-higher local minima of the formic acid
tetramer from Refs. [220, 433] were calculated with B3LYP using Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction [451]. The structures and their relative energy difference with respect to
the global minimum are depicted in Figure 7.2. The predicted energetic order is in line
with the B3LYP-DCP approach [433] as well as with the MP2 calculations [220], apart
from B1 and PA1, which are energetically switched, and AS1 and SS1, where the latter
is predicted to be isoenergetic with B3LYP-D3 (Figure 7.2) and lower in energy relative to AS1 with the other two methodologies. The four lowest-energy tetramers are all
π-π stacked structures. Their relative energy differences are small (within 3 kJ mol−1 ),
meaning that the potential energy surface for rotating one dimer on top of the other is
presumably relatively flat [220].
Table 7.1: Harmonically calculated, (FF)a -scaled band position (in cm−1 ) of the C=O stretching vibrations of the formic acid dimer and the four most stable tetramers (Figure 7.2) at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The scaling factor amounts to 0.986. In addition, the predicted
Raman scattering-cross sections σ (in 10−36 m2 sr−1 ) and IR intensities I (in km mol−1 ) are
listed.

(FF)
AS2
AS3
AS1
SS1

ν̃
1664
1654
1657
1667
1661

σ I
91 0
0
2
75 3
0
4
160 5

ν̃

σ

1659 144
1668 79
1670 163
1663 0

I
0
0
0
4
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ν̃
1741
1720
1727
1736
1739

σ
0
0
0
2
1

I
ν̃
σ
822
10 1747 0
291 1747 1
668 1746 0
1080 1739 3

I
1352
1071
675
325
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The harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band positions of the C=O stretching
vibrations of the four stacked tetramers are listed in Table 7.1 in addition to the corresponding dimer vibrations. As expected, the predicted tetramer band positions are
close to those of the dimer – in most cases one C=O stretching vibration of the tetramer
is up- and one downshifted with respect to each of the two dimer vibrations. Their
predicted Raman scattering cross-sections and IR intensities vary – either there is one
dominantly IR and Raman active vibration as for AS2, or the intensities are each split
over two modes as seen for AS3. This close proximity of dimer and tetramer C=O
stretching vibrations will also hold true for larger stacks of dimers and is the reason for
the lack of experimental data on the formic acid tetramer and larger dimer assemblies
[119]. Evidence that bands of larger clusters overlap with dimer bands was already seen
in the Raman jet spectra in Chapter 6. The symmetric C=O stretching vibrations of
acetic and pivalic acid broaden at the lower-wavenumber side at higher concentrations
(Figures 6.10 and 6.12).
Within this chapter, the vibrational characterisation of these dimer assemblies shall
be explored experimentally. Since the vapour pressure of pivalic acid is too small for
such measurements, this study is focussed on formic and acetic acid. The relative energy
differences of acetic acid tetramers calculated in the structure motifs predicted for the
four lowest-energy formic acid tetramers are shown in Figure A.28 in the appendix. The
lowest-energy structure out of the four is additionally displayed in Figure 7.3 and exhibits an analogous structure motif (AS2) than the formic acid global minimum tetramer.
Rather than assigning vibrational bands to specific structures, which is not feasible due
to their overlap, the overall aim of this chapter is to examine the formation of dimer
assemblies from a dynamical point of view by studying their aggregation behaviour spatially resolved with FTIR imaging. A two-fold approach is employed for this study – first
of all, their formation is enhanced by utilising high substance concentrations and monitored space-resolved. As before, the region behind the nozzle as well as shock waves are
examined. Secondly, the carrier gas is varied. Heavier rare gases than helium are more
efficient cooling agents and accelerate cluster formation (cf. Section 2.2). Obviously,
the polarisability of rare gas atoms also rises with their size. As a consequence, these
tend to form van-der-Waals complexes with the seeded substances [55]. This is typically
observed for argon and the heavier homologues [146–148]. Excessive condensation of

Figure 7.3: Predicted acetic acid tetramer structure in the AS2 structure motif of formic acid,
calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level.
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carrier gas on monomers and clusters causes nanocoating of these. In the vibrational
spectra, this manifests in band position shifts relative to isolated molecules or clusters
in the gas phase. A recent study by Oswald and co-workers illustrates that this shift
approaches the one found in cryomatrices, if the molecules are fully coated [149]. In their
study, the incremental shift of the N−H stretching frequency of the pyrrole monomer
was examined by adding increasing amounts of dinitrogen to helium expansions [149].
Other examples of such nanocoating studies include small alcohol dimers such as the
methanol [452], ethanol [146, 452, 453], and tert-butyl alcohol dimers [452], as well as
the n-alkanol dimers of 1-propanol, 1-butanol, and 1-hexanol [148].
Here, a different strategy will be explored: Instead of measuring several acid-in-helium
expansions with increasing amounts of nitrogen or rare gas, the sample substance is
purely expanded in the respective additive and the complexation is observed spaceresolved with FTIR imaging. Close to the nozzle, the rotational temperature is still
high and decreases with distance via collisions. The weakly bound van-der-Waals complexes with the carrier gas will only form if the temperature is sufficiently low, i.e., with
some distance to the nozzle. From there on, the progressing nanosolvation can then
be observed in detail. For these experiments, argon will be utilised as carrier gas. Two
aspects will be examined – firstly nanosolvation with argon and secondly, enhanced cluster formation. The purpose of the latter is to increase the amount of clusters without
having to use extremely high acid concentrations. To ensure that the band positions of
these are not perturbed by argon, the interference of two supersonic expansions will be
exploited. The accompanying temperature increase will likely be high enough to break
the weak van-der-Waals interactions to argon.
The nomenclature of the clusters is adapted from the previous chapters. Since the
size and exact structure of the dimer stacks is unknown, these are abbreviated to (FF)n
and (AA)n , whereby n is larger than one (n > 1). To avoid ambiguity, the symmetries
of the vibrations are not displayed as an index.
The results presented in this chapter were obtained as parts of the bachelor theses of
Sophie Schweer (initial performance test of the applicability of formic and acetic acid for
the characterisation of tetramers shown in Figure A.29) [179] and Lea Leibold (acetic
acid tetramer measurements) [454], and during a research project of Michael Schwarzer
(argon and helium carrier gas experiments with formic acid).

7.2 High Concentration Measurements
Both formic and acetic acid expansions were carried out at high concentrations of 1−2%
in helium. The FTIR jet spectra are shown in Figure A.29 in the Appendix. For
reference, all spectra shown in the previous chapters were measured at concentrations
below 0.2%. Since the band of dimer assemblies is more pronounced for acetic acid,
despite the lower concentrations used, these will be scrutinised in more detail.
In Figure 7.4, FTIR jet spectra of a single slit expansion of acetic acid in helium are
displayed with increasing nozzle distance. The spectra have been spatially averaged over
3×3 binned pixels. The acetic acid monomer band position increases with distance from
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Figure 7.4: FTIR spectra of acetic acid (c < 1.0% in helium, 500 mbar reservoir pressure, 160
scans) in the C=O stretching region averaged over 3×3 binned pixels with increasing nozzle
distance. The nozzle distance intervals (in mm) are show in the inlet.

1790 cm−1 (spectrum directly at the nozzle) to 1793 cm−1 (from 2 mm nozzle distance
onwards), which is attributed to rotational cooling. At a nozzle distance of about 1 mm,
a small shoulder forms in the (AA)-attributed band profile, that is approximately equal
in intensity at a nozzle distance of about 3 mm. Considering the band positions in Table
7.1, this band is likely due to dimer assemblies (AA)n .
To probe their stability in shock waves, converging expansions of two supersonic jets
have been realised similar to those of formic acid (Figure 6.7). The results are displayed
in Figure 7.5. The monomer and dimer densities in the single slit expansion of acetic
acid resemble those of the formic acid monomer and dimer in Figure 6.7. Additionally,
the shoulder of the dimer band has been integrated (bottom row of Figure 7.5). As
seen in the corresponding FTIR spectra (Figure 7.4), these larger clusters form at some
distances to the nozzle. The density maximum is located along the propagation axis
where the number of collisions is highest. In the double expansion, the two flows are
pushed inwards due to the Bernoulli effect (see Section 3.1.1). Expectedly, the acetic
acid dimer signal remains high when the two expansions interfere. Dimer band intensity
is also seen at low nozzle distances in-between the two slits, which was not the case for
formic acid. This area is filled with background gas, which typically consists of carrier
gas (helium) and a small fraction of warm monomer. In case of carboxylic acids, it is
also composed of warm dimers. Their high abundance at the concentrations used here
(five-fold increase compared to the formic acid expansions in Chapter 6) is the reason
for the higher intensity in this area. There also seems to be density of larger dimer
assemblies in the warm region between the slits, yet this is likely due to the broadness
of the gas phase dimer band.
The signal of dimer assemblies (AA)n is most interesting. In contrast to the formic acid
trimer, the density of these dimer assemblies reaches a maximum when both expansions
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Figure 7.5: 2D spatial evolution of the integrated intensity I of the acetic acid monomer A,
dimer (AA), and dimer assembly bands (AA)n with n > 1 in a supersonic expansion of acetic
acid in helium in the C=O stretching region (c < 1%, left column). The interference of that
expansion with a second, pure helium expansion is visualised in the right column. The reservoir
pressures used amount to 500 mbar. The spectra have been averaged over 160 and 154 scans,
respectively. The positions of the nozzle slits are marked with arrows.

interfere (Figure 7.5). An FTIR spectrum in the collision zone is depicted in Figure 7.6
and shows that the (AA)n band is clearly enhanced. The band maximum is centred
at 1727 cm−1 . The temperature increase is evident by the smaller wavenumber of the
acetic acid monomer band (1790 cm−1 ) as well as the overall broadness of all bands. The
enhanced (AA)n formation is likely a result of the compression by the second expansion
that results in a high number of collisions and therefore, favours the formation of these
larger dimer assemblies. As the spectral features of different dimer assemblies cannot
be separated, their size in shock waves remains unknown. The bands of trimers, on the
other hand, are well separated from those of dimers and dimer assemblies so that their
decline in shock waves in favour of dimer assembly formation can be observed, which
explains their different areas of stability in the expansions.
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Figure 7.6: FTIR jet spectra of acetic acid (c < 1% in helium) averaged over 3 × 3 binned
pixels. The spectra have been recorded at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar in a single slit
expansion (black) and in interfering expansions (red). The number of scans amounts to 160
(black) and 154 (red). The spatial location of the 3×3 binned pixels in the expansion is marked
by black and red boxes in the inlets. The dashed spectrum has been averaged over the area
marked with the white dashed square and has been scaled by 0.45. The 2D spatially resolved
evolutions of the integrated intensity of the monomer A, dimer (AA), and dimer assembly bands
(AA)n in the (10 × 10) mm2 wide expansion area can be found in Figure 7.5, the latter one
being repeated as an inset in this figure.

7.3 Influence of the Carrier Gas
As a next step, the carrier gas is varied. The study of its impact is focussed on two
aspects – firstly, argon coating of formic acid clusters will be scrutinised to simulate
the transition from gas phase spectra to those recorded in cryomatrices and secondly,
the enhanced cluster formation with the heavier carrier gas. To ensure that the band
positions of these are not perturbed by argon, these will be studied in shock waves
between converging jets, as the accompanying temperature increase will likely be high
enough to break the weak interactions to argon. Since the dimer assemblies were shown
to be stabilised in shock waves, these are expected to remain.
To quantify the impact of argon on the formic acid spectra, these were measured under
identical conditions in helium and argon. The results are summarised in Figure 7.7. As
before, spectra with increasing nozzle distance are shown. The distance intervals are
visualised as squares in the plots of the 2D spatial evolution of the overall density (band
integral over the whole C=O stretching region). The spectra of formic acid in helium
feature the monomer (1777 cm−1 ) and dimer band (1741 cm−1 ). Due to the low signal
intensities, the pixel-spanning noise mentioned in the Section 3.1.1 can be clearly seen.
By performing a single expansion with the double slit nozzle, barely any substance-free
areas exist that can be utilised for its reduction. With argon as a carrier gas, the dimer
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2.6 mm

7.9 mm

Figure 7.7: FTIR jet spectra of formic acid (c < 0.1%) seeded in helium (top) and argon
(bottom) recorded at a reservoir pressure of 500 mbar averaged over 100 and 205 scans, respectively. The spectra have been averaged over 3 × 3 binned pixels illustrated as black, blue, and
pink boxes in the spatially resolved images of the overall density in the expansions (integrated
intensities over the whole C=O stretching region). The integrated intensity is increasing from
blue, over green and yellow up to red. Randomisation of the pixel-spanning noise is not carried
out, as the signal loss is too severe.

signal increases significantly compared to the monomer. In addition, the combination
band (ν11 + ν14 ) of the dimer (Section 6.4) is seen at 1811 cm−1 . In the helium spectra,
its intensity is too low for detection. Starting from a nozzle distance of about 3 mm
(blue spectra in Figure 7.7), the band of the formic acid dimer shifts towards lower
wavenumbers. At that point, the distance of the maxima of the P and R branches of
the formic acid monomer band amounts to approximately 13 cm−1 , which corresponds
to a rotational temperature of about 60 K.1 At the nozzle, it is roughly 20 − 40 K higher.
The comparatively low rotational temperature at the nozzle exit is a result of collisions
already taking place inside it (cf. Figure 3.1). Overall, this temperature analysis is error
prone due to the low monomer signal in the argon expansions and should only be taken
as a rough estimate. An increase in cooling efficiency by using argon instead of helium
is not seen for the small nozzle distances analysed here and it is likely counteracted
by the stronger aggregation due to the associated heat of condensation. From a nozzle
1

The rotational temperature can be estimated according to Equation 2.8 (see Section 2.2). The
max
distance of the maxima of the P and R branches ∆ν̃PR,RT
of the C=O stretching band of the formic
−1
acid monomer amounts to 29 cm in the gas phase at room temperature (see Figure A.19).
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distance of 8 mm onwards, the band position of the shifted dimer (1729 cm−1 ) remains
constant. It nearly coincides with the argon matrix values measured by Gantenberg and
co-workers (1728.3 cm−1 ) [82] and Marushkevich et al. (1728 cm−1 ) [399] and matches
one of the two bands (1729 cm−1 and 1730 cm−1 ) observed by Ito [455]. Hence, (FF) is
fully surrounded (nanocoated) by argon. The shifted band exhibits several side maxima
on the higher-wavenumber side. Whether these are due to clusters or the pixel-spanning
noise is hard to specify due to the low signal caused by the density decrease.
Overall, this experiment nicely illustrates that the shift of vibrational bands in cryomatrices can be simulated by recording space-resolved FTIR spectra of the sample
substance seeded in the respective carrier gas. The advantage compared to conventional
FTIR spectroscopy as used in Refs. [79, 149] is that the incremental shift of the formic
acid dimer band can be observed space-resolved rather than in several snap shots, which
requires fewer measurements. Since the formic acid dimer has recently also been studied
in a nitrogen matrix where an identical shift (−13 cm−1 ) was found for the antisymmetric
C=O stretching vibration [389], similar experiments with N2 might be very interesting.

7.3.1 Comparison to Quantum Chemical Calculations
The comparison of quantum chemical calculations with matrix isolation data in form
of a benchmark is very demanding, as the matrix environment has to be accurately
captured on the theory side. This includes host-guest and host-host interactions, several
solvation shells, and potentially even different trapping sides of the guest. An attempt
to simulate the matrix shifts of the fundamentals of the formic acid dimer (FF) relative
to the gas phase has been presented by Ito in 2019 [397] for an argon matrix. It is based
on a previous study of the most likely structure of the first solvation shell [456].
(FF) was determined to be located on an Ar (111) plane of the cubic lattice with four
substitutional sides [456]. The first solvation shell around (FF) was modelled with 26
argon atoms and the second with 68 [397]. While the structural relaxation caused by the
host-host interactions between the first two shells was found to have a critical influence
on the results, additional solvation shells were shown to have barely any impact on the
predicted matrix shifts [397]. The calculations were carried out in a two layer ONIOM
scheme, which separates the atoms into two layers – a high layer, where calculations
are performed at a higher level of theory, in this case B971/6-31++G(3df,3pd), and a
low layer, where the atoms are treated with universal force fields [397]. The overall best
agreement with experiment was achieved, when (FF) was regarded as the high and the
argon shells as the low layer [397].
The thus predicted matrix shifts by Ito are listed in Table 7.2 alongside the experimental values obtained from jet [66, 68, 118, 191, 387] and matrix data [65, 455]. Gas phase
band positions are not used here to exclude effects from thermal shifts. As aforementioned, the fundamentals of (FF) are labelled according to the Herzberg nomenclature
throughout this work, but with the order of Au and Bg switched, so that the Raman
active (symmetric) vibrations correspond to ν1 − ν12 and the IR active (antisymmetric)
vibrations to ν13 − ν24 . Further details can be found in Ref. [62] (assignment of the
modes) and in Appendix A.3.4. The O−H (ν1 and ν17 ) and C−H stretching vibrations
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(ν2 and ν18 ) are omitted for this analysis due to the aforementioned complex resonance
pattern of (FF). The antisymmetric H−O−C in plane bending vibration ν20 is also excluded, as a re-assignment of the gas phase band position has been suggested by a recent
FTIR jet study of Kollipost [118] that might also affect the argon matrix assignment.
FTIR imaging experiments scrutinising the shift of this band in an argon expansion
could help to examine this further.
The comparison of the experimental and predicted matrix shifts clearly underlines the
difficulty of accurately simulating vibrational spectra of molecules or molecular clusters
stored in cryogenic matrices. Most of the experimentally determined matrix shifts listed
in Table 7.2 are below ±10 cm−1 , thus, the impact of the environment on the spectra can
be very subtle for some modes. Furthermore, two different trapping sites of the formic
acid dimer were identified in the IR matrix experiments by Ito [455], which were not
captured with the model described in Ref. [397]. The agreement of the predicted matrix
shifts is within ±5 cm−1 for most vibrations, yet the relative errors are fairly large. For
some fundamentals, particularly pronounced deviations are seen (see ν4 , ν5 , ν19 , and ν22
in Table 7.2). These amount to −10 cm−1 and −20 cm−1 for symmetric H−O−C and
H−C−O in plane bending vibrations ν4 and ν5 and to +12/ + 13 cm−1 and +5/ + 9 cm−1
for the antisymmetric C=O and C−O stretching vibrations ν19 and ν22 , respectively.
The matrix shifts of the out-of-plane bending vibrations ν10 , ν12 , and ν13 , on the other
hand, are particularly well captured by Ito’s model. Whether this is coincidence or
based on a good description of their host-guest interaction, can only be decided with
additional experimental reference data on the three missing modes ν11 , ν15 , and ν16 . For
ν14 (antisymmetric O−H out of plane bending vibration), the deviations are already
larger.
In conclusion, in addition to the complexity of the simulation of matrix isolation
spectra, this example clearly highlights the need for further progress on the matter,
which can only be achieved by vigorous efforts on both the theoretical as well as the
experimental side [457]. Another good reference system for such a systematic study
would be the formic acid monomer, where matrix shifts are on average larger and a
full set of matrix and jet data is available (cf. Table 4.2). Besides, F was examined in
various matrix hosts such as neon [298, 335], nitrogen [345], or molecular hydrogen [309,
336], which enables a comparison of the different host-host and host-guest interactions.
Due to the new jet-cooled reference data on the higher-energy cis-formic acid obtained
in the course of this thesis, one could also contrast differences between the host-guest
interactions of both rotamers (to some extent).
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Table 7.2: Comparison of experimental and predicted argon matrix shifts (in cm−1 ) of the
fundamentals of the formic acid dimer. The bands are labelled according to the Herzberg
nomenclature, yet the order of the Au and Bg modes is switched. Jet-cooled values serve as the
experimental argon-free reference. Details on the calculated values (prediction) can be found
in Ref. [397] and in the text.
symmetry

νi

experiment
argonb,c
matrix shift
1671/1660
+5/ − 6
1439
+8
1397
+21
1229
+5
679
−3
196
+2
165
+4

ν3
ν4
ν5
ν6
ν7
ν8
ν9

jet
1666a
1431[68]
1376[68]
1224[68]
682[68]
194[66]
161[66]

ν10
ν11
ν12

1060[68]
911[68]
242[66]

1062
251/243

Au

ν13
ν14
ν15
ν16

1069[118]
939[118]
-

1072/1068
947/940
-

Bu

ν19
ν21
ν22
ν23
ν24

1741a
1372[118]
1230[387]
708[118]
264[191]

1730/1729
1373/1372
1227/1223
-

Ag

Bg

this work
Raman: [65]
c IR: [455]

1081
998
264

1083
1001
273

+2
+3
+9

+3/ − 1
+8/ + 1

1109
1013
187
77

1111
1016
202
96

+2
+3
+15
+19

−11/ − 12
+1/0
−3/ − 7

1779
1398
1268
722
277

1780
1399
1270
724
284

+1
+1
+2
+2
+7

+2
+9/ + 1

a
b

free
1703
1486
1399
1267
688
206
170

prediction[397]
argon matrix shift
1703
0
1484
−2
1400
+1
1268
+1
689
+1
212
+6
177
+7
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7.3.2 Formation of Dimer Assemblies
In order to detect dimer assemblies in argon jet expansions without any band position
perturbation, argon has to be evaporated from the clusters. One area of a supersonic
expansion where this can be achieved are shock waves. The enhanced number of collisions
additionally benefits the formation of (FF)n . Here, the interfering lateral shock waves
in a double slit expansion are chosen. To maximise the cluster formation, a reservoir
pressure of 700 mbar has been employed for the substance in argon expansion, whereas
for the second pure helium expansion a lower reservoir pressure of 100 mbar is used. This
asymmetry shifts the collision zone to the helium-side. As such, the pathway of cluster
formation is prolonged before both jets interfere.
The FTIR imaging results of the double expansion are displayed in Figure 7.8 alongside
those of an unperturbed flow. Three images are shown – the two-dimensional spatial
evolution of the integrated intensity over the whole C=O stretching region as a measure
of overall density (top row), the integral over the argon complexed formic acid dimer
band at 1729 cm−1 (middle row), and a third band integral of argon-free formic acid
dimer assemblies (bottom row). Initially, the focus is on the first two rows.
Due to the compression by the second expansion, the overall density is remaining high
when both collide. This area of high density is narrower compared to Figure 7.5, as
the reservoir pressure of the second expansion is lower. The argon induced downshift
of the dimer band occurs at some distance to the nozzle, which is somewhat smaller
than for the 500 mbar expansion (Figure 7.7). Expectedly, the signal at 1729 cm−1
diminishes when the lateral shock waves of both expansions interfere. This is attributed
to the evaporation of argon from the formic acid clusters. Intensity-scaled FTIR spectra
cutting through the shock wave are shown in Figure 7.9. In the unperturbed part of
the expansion (black spectrum), the band of the argon complexed formic acid dimer is
clearly seen. It declines with decreasing distance to the density maximum, where it is
completely gone. Simultaneously, a shoulder grows in on the higher-wavenumber side
of the band. It can be partially attributed to warm, argon-free formic acid dimer (R
and P branches at 1744/1737 cm−1 , dashed, grey line in the lower trace of Figure 7.9).
However, the asymmetry and broadness of the band indicate that there are additional
contributions, likely bands of larger dimer assemblies, as seen in the high concentration
spectra in Figure A.29 in the appendix. The spatially resolved 2D evolution of the
integrated intensity of this higher wavenumber shoulder is shown in the bottom row of
Figure 7.8. As expected, it is highest in the collision zone. The high signal directly
behind the nozzle is solely due to warm dimer. In the single slit expansion, such signal
can be also seen at the second, non-used slit, as the flow approaches the walls of the
apparatus so that likely a shock wave with the background gas is formed that similarly
causes argon evaporation. This is illustrated by the corresponding spectra in Figure
7.10. The scattered intensity maxima at higher distances are due to noise integration
rather than actual signal of warm clusters.
All in all, these experiments nicely illustrate that the advantages of heavier carrier
gases such as argon can be effectively exploited in shock waves without the downsides
of band position shifts due to nanocoating.
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F + Ar
700 mbar

F + Ar
700 mbar

He
100 mbar
I / cm−1
0.10

overall
density

0.05

0.00

I / cm−1
0.004

(FF)2-(Ar)m

0.002

0.000

I / cm−1
0.007

(FF)n

0.004
0.002
0.000

Figure 7.8: FTIR imaging experiments of formic acid (c < 0.1%) in argon expansions at a
reservoir pressure of 700 mbar. In the left column, the unperturbed expansion is shown and in
the right column, its interference with a pure helium jet expanded at a lower reservoir pressure
of 100 mbar. The FTIR spectra have been averaged over 150 and 170 scans, respectively.
The 2D spatially resolved images have been obtained by integrating over the whole C=O
stretching region (1800 − 1650 cm−1 , top), a band of argon coated formic acid dimers (FF)(Ar)m (1733 − 1726 cm−1 , middle), and a band of dimer assemblies (1752 − 1742 cm−1 , bottom)
(FF)n , where m ≥ 1 and n > 1. The band integrals chosen for the latter two are visualised in
Figure A.30 in the appendix.
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Figure 7.9: FTIR spectra of a supersonic expansions of formic acid (c < 0.1%) in argon
(700 mbar reservoir pressure) interfering with a pure helium expansion (100 mbar reservoir
pressure) averaged over 170 scans. The FTIR spectra are spatially averaged over 3 × 3 binned
pixels shown as coloured boxes in the inset. The colours correspond to those of the spectra. All
spectra have been intensity-scaled to the band at 1736 cm−1 . The scaling factors are listed in
the legend. Below, the FTIR spectra of the shock wave are displayed alongside a scaled FTIR
spectrum averaged over 1 × 2 binned pixel directly at the nozzle (grey box in the inset).
F + Ar
700 mbar

Figure 7.10: FTIR spectra of single slit expansion of formic acid (c < 0.1%) in argon at
a reservoir pressure of 700 mbar spatially averaged over 3 × 3 binned pixels. The number of
scans amounts to 150. The area over which the spectra have been averaged are illustrated as
orange and yellow boxes. The spatial evolution of (FF)n is shown in the background, which
was previously shown in Figure 7.8.
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7.4 Outlook
Examples of promising systems for future studies are 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-propan-2ol (abbreviated to HFIP) or pyrrole. The O−H/N−H stretching vibrations of the
monomers and their clusters were shown to incrementally shift upon nitrogen and argon complexation [149, 458, 459]. With such systematic studies, one can significantly
improve the interpretation of gas phase and matrix isolation spectra. Besides, the dominant monomer and dimer conformations of HFIP exhibit particularly strong IR bands
in the OH stretching region [193, 458], which is beneficial for FTIR imaging experiments, as these suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio (cf. Section 3). Furthermore, due
to its clearly identified and sufficiently separated trimer bands [10] and the less populated monomer and dimer conformations [193, 458], HFIP is also an exciting system for
aggregation behaviour studies with helium or heavier carrier gases using FTIR imaging.
So far, FTIR imaging experiments have only been conducted in the C=O stretching
region, as the transmittance of the employed IR lens (3 − 5 µm, ASIO Series, Janos
Technology) reduces significantly above 3000 cm−1 (cf. Figure 7.11), which combines
transmittance and focussing effects and should therefore only be viewed on a relative
scale. The band of the N−H stretching vibration of the pyrrole monomer is located
at 3531 cm−1 and is shifted to 3514 cm−1 upon nitrogen complexation [149]. The O−H
stretching region of HFIP monomers, clusters, and their nitrogen aggregates extends
from 3650 − 3450 cm−1 [459]. Unfortunately, both coincide with a transmittance minimum of the IR lens, shown in Figure 7.11. To quantify the severity of this dip, FTIR
spectra of the OH stretching region of acetic acid have been recorded. The results
are shown in Figure 7.11 alongside an FTIR jet spectrum recorded with the conventional FTIR jet-up (filet jet) for reference. Even though the substance concentration
has been significantly enhanced for the FTIR imaging (chilli jet) measurements, neither
the monomer A (3585 cm−1 ) nor the onset of the broad resonance structure overlapping
with signals of the polar dimer AA (3304 cm−1 ) and the trimer A(AA) (3257 cm−1 )2 are
observable due to the high noise between 3300 − 3600 cm−1 . The increase in broadness
of the resonance structure of (AA) compared to the filet spectrum can be attributed to
higher rotational temperatures at low nozzle distances.
An effective way to enhance the sensitivity of the chilli jet is to utilise narrow band
pass filters. The measurements shown in Figure 7.11 were recorded with a 1600 cm−1
wide IR filter (F13, 4100 − 2500 cm−1 ). To avoid overexposure of the imaging detector
(MCT FPA), two light attenuators had to be placed inside the beam path, a perforated
metal piece and five layers of fly screen. Their transmittance curves can be found in
Figure A.4 in the appendix. By reducing the spectral window to approximately 440 cm−1
via the combination of two IR filters (F1: 4000 − 2860 cm−1 and F2: 3300 − 2000 cm−1 ),
one attenuator (perforated metal piece) could be omitted. The FTIR spectrum recorded
under the same experimental conditions is shown in red in Figure 7.11. The spectral
noise is significantly reduced, clearly highlighting the potential for improvement. The
lower substance signal can be attributed to the concentration uncertainty imposed by
2

The A, AA, and A(AA) assignments were taken from Ref. [79].
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Figure 7.11: FTIR jet spectra of acetic acid in helium recorded with the filet (top) and the
chilli jet (middle). The filet jet spectrum has been recorded at an acid concentration of c < 0.1%
in helium, a reservoir pressure of 550 mbar, with the band pass filter F13 (4100 − 2500 cm−1 )
and has been averaged over 50 scans. The chilli jet spectra have been measured at a substance
concentration of c < 0.4% in helium and a reservoir of 500 mbar. The number of scans amounts
to 135 for both spectra shown. For the grey spectrum, the F13 band pass filter has been used
in combination with both light attenuators (fly screen and perforated metal piece) and the red
spectrum has been recorded with the combination of two band pass filters F1 (4000−2860 cm−1 )
and F2 (3300 − 2000 cm−1 ), leading to an effective transparent range of 3300 − 2860 cm−1 and
only the fly screen attenuator. Both chilli jet spectra have been spatially averaged over 3 × 3
binned pixels at the nozzle exit. The transmittance spectrum of the utilised IR lens is shown
below. The I0 measurement was carried out without the IR lens and correspondingly, the I
measurement with it.
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Figure 7.12: Transmittance of the IR lens used throughout this work (3 − 5µm) in comparison
to a newly purchased lens with an extended spectral coverage (1.5 − 5µm) measured with filter
F13 (4100 − 2500 cm−1 ). I0 has been recorded without the IR lens and correspondingly, I with
it.

the measurement of solids. It limits the reproducibility of the planned measurements, as
the OH stretching region would have to be sampled with several narrow-band pass filters
such as F19 (3400 − 3200 cm−1 ) for a full spectrum in the relevant region. Therefore,
the substances have to be measured above their melting point by increasing the helium
dilution.
Another resource for optimisation is the IR lens itself. A new IR lens (1.5 − 5 µm,
NYCTEA Series, Janos Technology) with a higher transmittance T in the OH stretching
region has been purchased (see Figure 7.12). Even though it also exhibits a minimum
between 3650 − 3000 cm−1 , its transmittance is consistently higher than that of the
3 − 5 µm IR lens. The T difference of both is approximately constant between 2500 −
3000 cm−1 . Above 3000 cm−1 , it is increasing in favour of the 1.5 − 5 µm IR lens.
In conclusion, the spectral extension of the FTIR imaging apparatus to the O−H/N−H
stretching region via the combination of a new IR lens and spectral mapping with several
narrow band pass filters is promising. Further adaptations that are currently being
implemented include a change of the magnification ratio A of the IR lens (currently
0.25). Increasing it to unity reduces the imaged area to the dimensions of the detector
((2.56 × 2.56) mm2 ) and therefore, improves the spatial resolution attainable. This
enables a closer scrutiny of the high collision region behind the nozzle and the area of
interfering shock waves, where spectral changes occur more rapidly due to the steep
density and temperature gradient (cf. Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The magnification ratio of
the IR lens can be modified by changing the relative distances between the detector,
IR lens, and nozzle. Therefore, the MCT FPA detector and the IR lens will be placed
on rails (Figure 7.13). Previously, they were mounted at a fixed position (see Figure
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Figure 7.13: Technical drawing of the modifications to the detector table of the FTIR imaging
set-up, provided by R. Hildebrandt from the mechanical workshop.

3.4). In order to move the imaged area to the location of interest in the expansion, the
x and y positions need to be mappable (cf. Figure 3.4). This is achieved by placing
the detector and IR lens on a lifting table (y axis) with a flexible range of ±25 mm,
which is mounted to a movable x stage (±12.5 mm) that replace the current detector
table (Figure 7.13). Finally, to enhance the comparability between the three jet set-ups
used throughout this work, the nozzle width of the chilli jet is reduced to match that
of the other two (0.2 mm). All of these changes are currently being implemented and
will hopefully increase the flexibility and versatility of the technique for such dynamic
gas phase studies to somewhat close the large gap to the condensed phase, where FTIR
imaging is already a well-established technique [150–163, 166, 168, 169, 175, 176].

7.5 Summary
Within this chapter, dimer assemblies of formic and acetic acid were studied with FTIR
imaging. By using relatively high acid concentrations (1% in helium), the space-resolved
formation of acetic acid dimer assemblies was observed. Directly behind the nozzle of
the expansion, warm dimer (and monomer) can be seen. The band attributed to dimer
assemblies forms with some distance to the nozzle, which depends on the concentrations
and reservoir pressures chosen. The overlap of both bands is a result of their structural
similarities – the dimer assemblies are predicted to be composed of stacked dimers [119,
220, 433].
Additionally, the stability of dimer assemblies of acetic acid (AA)n was probed in shock
waves. Similar to the global minimum dimer, these were shown to be stable in this high
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Figure 7.14: Schematic representation of the aggregation processes in supersonic expansions
of formic acid seeded in argon in interference with a pure helium expansion.

temperature and density region, as the compression by the second expansion promotes
their formation. Unfortunately, no information about the size n of these dimer assemblies
in the shock wave is obtainable, as their spectral features are not well separated.
Another approach to enhance cluster formation is the variation of the carrier gas.
The spatially resolved IR spectra show that argon coated carboxylic acid clusters form
at some distance to the nozzle, as schematically illustrated in Figure 7.14. The associated
shift of carboxylic acid band, in this case, the formic acid dimer, reaches the value in
an argon cryomatrix relative to the gas phase, when the (FF) is fully surrounded by
argon (Figure 7.14). Thus, these experiments can be exploited to simulate the shift of
vibrational bands in solid rare gas matrices with respect to the gas phase. Argon can
easily be evaporated from the clusters by increasing the temperature in a shock wave
(Figure 7.14), while the dimer assemblies remain stable. To promote their formation,
the formic acid concentration can be increased. Here, just 0.07% of formic acid in argon
was used compared to the 1% of acetic acid in helium. Altogether, these carrier gas
experiments are particularly versatile and can be easily extended to other molecular
systems, for which the set-up applicability of the chilli jet is currently being extended.
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Due to the richness of experimental studies and the easily extendable system size, carboxylic acid monomers and their hydrogen bonded clusters are an established reference
system for the performance test of quantum chemical methods. However, not all experimental data is suitable for such a benchmark, as the theoretical models typically assume
the molecules to be isolated in the gas phase at 0 K, whereas many pioneering studies of
carboxylic acids were performed for molecules embedded in solid rare gas matrices [59,
82, 302, 338]. Thus, the focus of this work was not only on the extension of the vibrational data base, but also on the development of strategies to characterise particularly
relevant structures such as local minima in an environment that can be easily exploited
for benchmarking, i.e., without the implementation of a challenging description of the
surroundings on the theory side.
The smallest example of such a higher-energy structure studied in this work is the cisrotamer of formic acid. V ia the combination of thermal excitation, rapid conformational
freezing in a supersonic expansion, and Raman spectroscopic detection, the band positions of its four stretching vibrations (O−H, C−H, C=O, and C−O) were determined.
Prior to this work, only its OH torsion had been assigned in the gas phase [57]. This lack
of data restricted a thorough evaluation of the globality of potential energy surface (PES)
predictions of the monomer, especially as the divergence between different models tends
to increase in higher-energy regimes of the PES [327, 328]. With the new reference data,
the first sensible vibrational benchmark of high-level ab initio predictions [327, 328] as
well as vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) calculations was feasible. For the latter,
specifically in combination with DFT methods, several insufficiencies were revealed, such
as a distinct integration grid size and symmetry dependency of the anharmonic band
positions, which was found to be particularly pronounced for ωB97-XD and M06-2X and
is well known for the latter [230, 231]. In an exploratory study, deuteration was shown
to be an effective starting point for future studies, as a new vibration becomes accessible
with the approach used here, namely the O−D in-plane-bending vibration. Hence, the
vibrational data base of this simple model system can be significantly extended and
therefore also its applicability as a benchmark reference system.
Another higher-energy structure examined in the course of this work is a metastable
formic acid dimer. In a collaboration with the group of Prof. Andrew Ellis at the University of Leicester, its helium nanodroplet spectrum was revisited, as the band of its
bound OH stretching vibration reported previously exhibited a poor signal-to-noise ratio [83]. The newly measured spectra enabled a thorough examination of the resonance
broadened band (72 cm−1 band width). To utilise the helium nanodroplet spectra for
benchmarking, the stiffening of hydrogen bonds by the surrounding helium needs to be
accounted for, which was done by compressing the spectra accordingly, thus obtaining
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a simulation of a gas phase spectrum. With anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations using VPT2, it was shown that the spectral broadening can be attributed to
wavefunction mixing of the bright OH stretching fundamental with nearby dark states,
presumably combination vibrations. While for a qualitative analysis of this coupling,
VPT2 calculations might suffice, a high-level ab initio treatment is vital for a quantitative understanding. Unsurprisingly, the theoretical interest in carboxylic acid dimers
has so far mainly focussed on the global minimum dimer of formic acid [32, 78, 80, 81,
394–396], as it is the smallest and the experimentally best characterised one (see Chapter
5 for references), which leaves higher-energy structures highly under-represented. With
the new data presented here, this can hopefully be changed.
However, even the quantum chemical description of the global minimum dimers remains challenging, an example of which was seen in an examination of their C=O stretching vibrations. The purpose of this study was to determine the exciton coupling ∆as
of these dimers, i.e., the splitting of vibrational modes as a result of the interaction of
the C=O oscillators in the C2h symmetric dimers. In addition, the shift of the dimer
bands with respect to the monomer ∆a/∆s was examined. By extending this study to
the binary mixtures of the three acids, namely formic, acetic, and pivalic acid, a benchmarking reference data set of six exciton splittings ∆as and shifts ∆a/∆s was obtained.
Scaled harmonic frequency calculations at various levels of theory were found to suffice
for the prediction of these quantities with an accuracy of ±10 cm−1 . For a more accurate
description, anharmonicity needs to be accounted for. An anharmonic vibrational benchmark is only feasible for the formic acid dimer, as high-level literature data exists [78, 81,
394–396] and VPT2 calculations are worthwhile due to the absence of large amplitude
methyl or tert-butyl torsions. Nonetheless, even the anharmonic frequencies from vibrational configuration interaction (VCI) calculations based on a CCSD(T)-F12a/haTZ
PES fitted to 13475 energies [78, 81] or an anharmonic MP2/aVDZ VPT2 correction
applied to the currently best harmonic prediction at the CCSD(T)/aVQZ level [396]
exhibit several shortcomings in describing this system. Simpler anharmonic approaches
such as VPT2 might be of qualitative help for spectral analysis, as seen in several examples in this work, but ultimately cannot provide a quantitative understanding in most
cases, which heavily relies on more elaborate methods. Hence, further progress of these
is vitally needed.
Vibrational characterisation of carboxylic acids beyond the dimer is particularly sparse.
Trimers as the simplest, odd-numbered clusters are spectrally similar to the aforementioned higher-energy dimers, as the monomer unit of the trimer is bound via the same
hydrogen bonds, which has resulted in assignment controversies in the literature [82,
119, 380, 437]. To tackle these more challenging assignments, the interplay of three
experimental techniques was used in this work, namely conventional FTIR and Raman
jet spectroscopy as well as FTIR imaging. In the C=O stretching spectra of all three
acids, spectral signatures of trimers were identified. The formation of the higher-energy
dimers in the expansions remains somewhat elusive, yet indications for their presence
were found, which were most evident for acetic acid. To advance the interpretation
of the vibrational spectra, the quantum chemical description needs to be significantly
improved, as all DFT methods tested were shown to perform highly non-uniformly for
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formic, acetic, and pivalic acid as well as for the different vibrations characterised, which
ultimately limits further experimental progress.
In addition to the vibrational characterisation of small carboxylic acids and their
clusters in environments that can be easily used for benchmarking, the transition from
perturbation-free gas phase spectra to those recorded in cryogenic matrices was modelled by expanding formic acid in argon as a carrier gas instead of helium. These argon
jet expansions allow for an observation of the progressing nanosolvation of molecules
or molecular clusters, in this case, the formic acid dimer, as a result of van-der-Waals
interactions between seed and carrier. The resulting band position shift of the antisymmetric C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid dimer was found to resemble the
shift observed in cryogenic matrices with respect to the gas phase. By utilising collision
experiments in a double expansion of two converging jets, it was shown that the argon
nano-shell formed around the cluster can be easily evaporated as a result of the temperature increase in the interfering expansions. Particularly when gas phase or matrix
assignments are in doubt, this approach can bridge the gap between the two techniques,
which is challenging to model theoretically [397].
In conclusion, the newly determined experimental reference data on carboxylic acid
monomers and their hydrogen bonded clusters (see Appendix A.6 for a summary of key
experimental observables) cannot only be utilised for a performance test of high-level
ab initio quantum chemical calculations, where rigorous benchmarking is particularly
crucial to point out obvious flaws and trigger constant improvements of the methods,
but the data also illustrates that further experimental progress heavily relies on a more
consistent vibrational description by cost-efficient methodologies that can be employed
for systems larger than dimers.
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A Appendix
A.1 Experimental and Theoretical Methods
A.1.1 Chilli Jet
metal
reservoir

glass
reservoir

Figure A.1: Technical drawing of the prototype of the double slit nozzle, provided by R.
Hildebrandt from the mechanical workshop. The slit length and width amount to 20 mm and
0.5 mm. Its design is based on the 2 × 10 slit nozzle of Ref. [124]. All dimensions are given in
mm.
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Figure A.2: Space-resolved two dimensional evolution of the integrated intensity of the ν1
band of nitrous oxide (blue) and the ν7 band of hexafluoroethane (red) in single substance
(upper part) and mixed supersonic expansions (lower part). The single substance expansions
have been recorded at a reservoir pressure of 0.1 bar, the mixed expansions between 0.1−0.5 bar.
C2 F6 has been further diluted with helium (ratio 1:12). The arrows indicate the propagation
direction of the supersonic flows. A schematic drawing of the double slit nozzle (20mm length
and 0.5mm width) can be found on the upper right-hand side and a technical drawing in Figure
A.1. FTIR jet spectra averaged over 16 × 16 pixel blocks depicted in black, red, and blue are
shown at the bottom. The colours of the spectra correspond to those of the blocks.
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A.1.2 FTIR Components and Settings
Table A.1: Parameters of FTIR jet measurements with the chilli jet.
setting
light source

value
globar

aperture

8 mm

beam splitter

KBr

mirror speed

5 kHz

resolution
acquisition
detector
exposure time

2 cm−1
single sided
64 × 64 MCT FPA
between 0.1891 − 0.2395 ms
50 mm, 3 − 5 µm,
circular field of view (FOV) 23◦
Norton-Beer, medium
4

IR lens
apodisation
zero filling factor

comment
necessary for a full
illumination of the detector
limited by slow
read-out of the detector
continuous expansions: 4 cm−1

Nyctea (ASIO series)

Table A.2: Parameters of FTIR jet measurements with the filet jet.
setting
light source
aperture
beam splitter
mirror speed
resolution
acquisition
detector
apodisation
zero filling factor

value
globar
3.5 − 4.0 mm
KBr
80 kHz
2 cm−1
single sided fast return
MCT
Norton-Beer, medium
4
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Table A.3: List of filters used throughout this work. Their transparent spectral window is
given in cm−1 . The transmittance curves of two newly purchased filters (F18 and F19) can be
found in Figure A.3. The filter numbering (F1-F19) represents the order of purchase.
filter
F13
F1
F19
F2
F4
F5

transparent spectral window
4100 − 2500
4000 − 2860
3400 − 3200
3300 − 2000
2260 − 1100
1800 − 1700

F18

1900 − 1600

3 5 0 0

3 0 0 0

3 5 0 0

3 0 0 0

comment

used for Figures 3.3 and A.2
now replaced by filter F18
used for most FTIR spectra
in the C=O stretching region

2 5 0 0

2 0 0 0

1 5 0 0

1 0 0 0

2 5 0 0

2 0 0 0

1 5 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 .0

F 1 9
0 .8

tr a n s m itta n c e (I / I0)

0 .6
0 .4
0 .2
0 .0
1 .0

F 1 8
0 .8
0 .6
0 .4
0 .2
0 .0

w a v e n u m b e rs / c m

− 1

Figure A.3: Measured transmittance of two narrow IR band pass filters (F18, F19) between
3800 − 1000 cm−1 , recorded with a DTGS detector. More information on the filters can be
found in Table A.3.
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0 .3 5

fly s c r e e n + p e r fo r a te d m e ta l p ie c e
fly s c r e e n
p e r fo r a te d m e ta l p ie c e

tr a n s m itta n c e (I/I0)

0 .3 0
0 .2 5
0 .2 0
0 .1 5
0 .1 0
0 .0 5
0 .0 0
4 0 0 0

3 8 0 0

3 6 0 0

3 4 0 0

3 2 0 0

w a v e n u m b e r / c m

3 0 0 0

2 8 0 0

2 6 0 0

− 1

Figure A.4: Transmittance (I/I0 ) of the light attenuators (perforated metal piece, five layers of
fly screen, and the combination of both) measured with band pass filter F13 (4100−2500 cm−1 ).
I has been recorded with the light attenuator(s) and correspondingly, I0 without it.
Table A.4: List of faulty pixels of the 64 × 64 focal plane array detector. The pixel are
numbered from 0−4095 in the spectrometer software (OPUS), whereby the first row contains
pixels 0 − 63, the second row 64 − 127, and so on. Three additional pixels are faulty compared
to those reported in Ref. [124]. These are marked new.

pixel number
201
207
270
457
713
969
1225
1481
1737
1993
2249
2505
2543
2761
3017
3273
3529
3785
4041
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Figure A.5: Space-resolved two dimensional evolution of the integrated band intensity of the
ν1 band of nitrous oxide (blue) and the ν7 band of hexafuoroethane (red) in mixed supersonic
expansions of varying reservoir pressures (0.02 − 0.5 bar). C2 F6 has been further diluted with
helium (ratio 1:12). The arrows indicate the propagation direction of the supersonic flows. A
technical drawing of the double slit nozzle (20 mm length and 0.5 mm width, average nozzle
distance 7.5 mm) used for the measurements can be found in Figure 3.2.
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A.2 Carboxylic Acid Monomers
A.2.1 Scaled Harmonic Frequency Calculations
Table A.5: Scaled harmonic band positions of the four stretching vibrations of cis- (cF) and
trans-formic acid (F). The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.
All band positions are given in cm−1 . Additionally, harmonically calculated Raman scattering
cross-sections (in 10−36 m2 sr−1 ) are listen in parentheses behind the band positions.

νi
ν1
ν2
ν3
ν6

assignment
O−H
C−H
C=O
C−O

scaling factor
0.961
0.965
0.981
0.985

F
cF
3570 (76) 3632 (104)
2942 (172) 2859 (172)
1777 (40) 1821 (47)
1105 (12) 1088 (51)

A.2.2 Vibrational Benchmark: C−H Stretching Vibration
1 5 0

B 3 L Y P -D 3 (B J )
B 2 P L Y P -D 3 (B J )
M P 2
M 0 6 -2 X
P M 3
P B E 0 -D 3 (B J )
ωB 9 7 - X D

1 0 0

2



4

0

-5 0





∆ ~ (c F -F )

5 0

-1 0 0



2

-1 5 0

-2 0 0
3 1 0 0

3 0 0 0

2 9 0 0

2 8 0 0

2 7 0 0

2 6 0 0

2 5 0 0

~ (c F )



Figure A.6: Anharmonic (VPT2) prediction of the band position shift between the cis- and
trans-rotamer of formic acid against the band position of the cis-rotamer for the C−H stretching
vibration ν2 (black symbols) as well as the overtone of the C−H bending vibration ν4 (red
symbols). The employed methods are listed in the inset. For all, an aVQZ basis set has been
used. The experimental band position of ν2 of cis-HCOOD as well as the band position shift ∆ν2
between the cis- and trans-rotamers is marked by a green ellipsis – the dimensions representing
the experimental uncertainties of the band position (±2 cm−1 ) and the shift (±4 cm−1 ).

A.2.3 Instabilities of DFT Functionals
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10.3
17.1
23.1
37.8
86.6

6.5
10.5
5.7
21.9
91.6

10.9
17.3
25.2
41.0
86.0

6.6
8.7
7.9
23.2
91.0

10.0
17.5
21.9
29.7
59.5

5.0
.8.7
5.2
12.0
67.9

9.9
17.4
24.0
30.3
61.1

6.2
8.6
7.4
10.1
69.9

superfine
tight
very tight
c
∆
c
∆
10.5
16.9
21.4
39.7
95.7

5.5
7.9
6.0
22.4
59.7

9.3
16.2
22.1
37.5
96.0

5.3
8.5
8.0
20.8
60.3

ultrafine
tight
very tight
c
∆
c
∆

Cs

9.8
16.3
22.0
28.8
60.0

5.1
7.6
6.7
9.0
37.7

9.8
16.6
23.3
29.7
58.4

5.1
7.9
8.3
11.9
35.1

superfine
tight
very tight
c
∆
c
∆
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PM3
MP2

tight
very tight
c
∆
c
∆
98.9 16.6 98.9 16.6
13.6 5.5 13.6 5.6

C1

tight
c
∆
98.9 16.5
13.6 5.5

Cs
very tight
c
∆
98.9 16.5
13.5 5.5

Table A.7: Mean absolute deviations (MAD) of anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions of cis-formic acid (c) as well as
cis-trans band position shifts ∆ compared to experiment, when the symmetry (C1 or Cs ) and optimisation settings (tight or very tight)
are varied. The considered vibrations are ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ν6 , and ν9 .

B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
B3LYP-D3(BJ)
PBE0-D3(BJ)
ωB97-XD
M06-2X

ultrafine
tight
very tight
c
∆
c
∆

C1

Table A.6: Mean absolute deviations (MAD) of anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions of cis-formic acid (c) as well as
cis-trans band position shifts ∆ compared to experiment, when the integration grid size (ultrafine or superfine), the symmetry (C1 or
Cs ), and optimisation settings (tight or very tight) are varied. The considered vibrations are ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ν6 , and ν9 .
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A.2.4 C−H stretching vibration of HCOOD
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Figure A.7: Raman jet spectra of HCOOD (< 0.2%) in helium, recorded at a reservoir pressure
of 0.3 bar, increasing nozzle temperature of 100−190 °C and acquisition times of 27−33 minutes.
The spectra have been intensity scaled to the band at 2939 cm−1 . The band at 2942 cm−1
corresponds to ν2 of HCOOH (impurity of about 5%).
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A.2.5 Fully Deuterated Formic Acid
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Figure A.8: Raman jet spectra of DCOOD (c < 0.2% in helium) at a reservoir pressure of
0.3 bar, nozzle temperatures θn of 100−190 °C, and data acquisition times of 40−50 minutes.
The spectra have been intensity-scaled to the spectrum at the highest nozzle temperature.
Additionally, a scaled DCOOH spectrum has been plotted (green, dotted line). DCOOD is
abbreviated to FD2 and DCOOH to FCD. Cluster bands are marked by a C. Below the spectra, harmonically calculated and FD2(ν4 )-scaled band positions as well as Raman scattering
cross-sections of the fundamentals of cis- (cFD2) and trans-DCOOD (FD2) are shown. The
calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The anharmonically
(VPT2) calculated band position (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ) of the overtone of the O−D out-ofplane bending vibration 2ν9 of DCOOD is shown by the tip of an arrow.

A.2.6 C−O stretching vibration of HCOOD
To validate that σ(ν6 ) of cis-HCOOD is in fact too low to be detectable with the combination of thermal excitation, rapid jet-cooling, and Raman spectroscopic detection
as used throughout this work, the corresponding spectra have been recorded and are
displayed in Figure A.9. Expectedly, the C−O stretching region of HCOOD is very
similar to HCOOH with several hot bands downshifted with respect to the fundamental
at 1177 cm−1 , yet the intensity pattern is different – the strongest hot band is located
directly next to the fundamental at 1173 cm−1 and has an intensity of 17% of ν6 of transHCOOD. The second hot band at 1168 cm−1 has an intensity of 4% of ν6 . Hence, both
are too intense to be cis-HCOOD bands, even if the (though very similar) scattering
cross-sections of both rotamers are accounted for. The remaining hot bands are too
small for an intensity analysis. Therefore, ν6 of cis-HCOOD cannot be assigned. One
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Figure A.9: Raman jet spectra of HCOOD (c < 0.2% in helium) at a reservoir pressure of
0.3 bar, increasing nozzle temperatures (θn = 100 − 190 °C), and data acquisition times of
25−35 minutes in the C−O stretching region. The spectra have been intensity-scaled to the
spectrum at the highest nozzle temperature. Below the spectra, harmonically calculated and
FOD(ν6 )-scaled band positions as well as Raman scattering cross-sections of the fundamentals
of cis- (cFOD) and trans-HCOOD (FOD) are shown. The calculations have been performed
at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.

way of determining ν6 would be to enhance the thermal population further by employing
higher nozzle temperatures, which is currently not possible with the set-up.
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A.2.7 Cis-Acetic and -Pivalic Acid Measurements
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Figure A.10: Raman jet spectra of acetic acid (c < 0.3% in helium) in the C−H stretching
region recorded at a reservoir pressure of 1.0 bar, nozzle temperatures of 130 °C and 190 °C,
and data acquisition times of 25 (130 °C) and 30 minutes (190 °C). The band intensity has
been scaled to the spectrum measured at 190 °C. Below the spectra, harmonically calculated
and scaled band positions as well as Raman scattering cross-sections of the fundamentals of
cis- (cA) and trans-acetic acid (A) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.
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Figure A.11: Raman jet spectra of pivalic acid (c < 0.3% in helium) at a reservoir pressure
of 1.0 bar, nozzle temperatures of room temperature (21 °C) and 150 °C, and data acquisition
times of 30−40 minutes in the O−H (top) and C=O stretching regions (bottom). The band
intensity has been scaled to the spectrum measured at 190 °C. Below the spectra, harmonically
calculated and trans-pivalic acid scaled band positions as well as (unscaled) Raman scattering
cross-sections of the fundamentals of cis- (cP) and trans-pivalic acid (P) are shown. The
calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level.
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A.3 Carboxylic Acid Dimers
A.3.1 Setting Sensitivity of VPT2 Calculations
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Figure A.12: Anharmonic (VPT2) band positions of the formic acid monomer (black squares)
and metastable dimer FC F calculated at the M06-2X/aVTZ level. The optimisation criteria
(tight and very tight), the DFT integration grid (ultrafine and superfine), as well as symmetry
(C1 and Cs ) have been varied. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.
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Figure A.13: Anharmonic (VPT2) band positions of the formic acid monomer (black squares)
and metastable dimer FC F calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The optimisation
criteria (tight and very tight), the DFT integration grid (ultrafine and superfine), as well as
symmetry (C1 and Cs ) have been varied. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies.
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Figure A.14: Anharmonic (VPT2) band positions of the formic acid monomer (black squares)
and metastable dimer FC F calculated at the B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The optimisation
criteria (tight and very tight), the DFT integration grid (ultrafine and superfine), as well as
symmetry (C1 and Cs ) have been varied. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies.
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Figure A.15: Anharmonic (VPT2) band positions of the formic acid monomer (black squares)
and metastable dimer FC F calculated at the MP2/aVTZ level. The optimisation criteria (tight
and very tight) and symmetry (C1 and Cs ) have been varied. Adapted from Ref. [409] with
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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A.3.2 Combination Vibrations of the FC F dimer
Table A.8: Anharmonically (VPT2) calculated and F(ν1 )-scaled band positions (in cm−1 ) of
combination vibrations and the corresponding fundamentals of the FC F dimer. The fundamentals are labelled in Herzberg nomenclature [182]. The calculations have been performed at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. Adapted from Ref. [409] with permission from the PCCP Owner
Societies.

νi + νj
ν5 + ν7
ν5 + ν9
ν6 + ν7
ν6 + ν9

3169±1
3131±2
3128±4
3087±5

ν5

νi
ν5
ν6
ν7
ν9

1771±3
1726±3
1404±3
1357±5

ν6

ν7

ν9

Figure A.16: C=O stretching (ν5 and ν6 ) and C−H in-plane bending vibrations (ν7 and ν9 )
of the higher-energy FC F dimer of formic acid. Reproduced from Ref. [409] with permission
from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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A.3.3 Coupling Diagrams of the Homo and Hetero Dimers

Figure A.17: Exciton coupling diagrams of the symmetric and antisymmetric C=O stretching
vibration of all six homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and pivalic acid. Adapted from
J. Chem. Phys. 149, 104307 (2018) (Ref. [329]), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

A.3.4 Anharmonic Frequency Calculations of the Formic Acid
Dimer
The formic acid dimer forms a planar eight-membered ring of C2h point group symmetry.
The vibrations of the formic acid dimer can be divided into four symmetry groups –
Ag , Bg , Au , and Bu . The symmetric (gerade) vibrations are Raman active, and the
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antisymmetric (ungerade) IR active. The labelling of the vibrations is done according to
the Herzberg nomenclature with one difference – the order of the Au and Bg vibrations
is switched, so that the Raman active vibrations are ν1 − ν12 and accordingly, the IR
active vibrations ν13 − ν24 .
Harmonically as well as anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ), B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and the MP2 level of all fundamentals are listed in
Table A.9. As in Chapter 4.4, the DFT integration grid size (ultrafine or superfine) and
the symmetry (C1 or C2h ) have been varied. In addition, the optimisation criteria have
been enhanced from tight to very tight. In Table A.9, the averages over the resulting eight
calculations (four in case of MP2) are summarised. The harmonic frequency calculations
show nearly no symmetry, DFT integration grid size, or optimisation dependencies with
three exceptions for B3LYP-D3(BJ), where the averaged band position of ν4 , ν11 , and ν17
has a standard deviation σ of ±1 cm−1 . For the anharmonic B3LYP-D3(BJ) calculations,
the deviations are obviously larger. Seven of the twenty-four vibrations have standard
deviations above 5 cm−1 . Expectedly, the largest σ values can be seen for the two
O−H stretching vibrations ν1 (±17 cm−1 ) and ν17 (±59 cm−1 ), which show strong Fermi
resonances. Other modes include the two O−H out-of-plane bending vibrations ν11 and
ν14 , the symmetric C=O stretching vibration ν3 , as well as two inter-monomer modes,
namely the stretching vibration ν8 and the lowest frequency vibration (twisting mode)
ν16 . The latter has the largest relative error of 20% and is the only vibration where
the sign of the total anharmonicity changes. However, it is not surprising, as the lowest
frequency inter-monomer modes are known to be poorly described by VPT2, whereas
for the other modes, the high sensitivity towards the settings is mainly caused by Fermi
resonances. In case of MP2, this poor description of the lowest frequency vibration ν17
is also seen. On average, the sign of the anharmonicity is positive and the standard
deviation is largest with ±4 cm−1 . As expected, setting sensitivity is far less pronounced
for MP2. Only five vibrations have a σ larger than one, three of which are the intermonomer modes (ν8 , ν15 , and ν16 ). The remaining two are the two O−H out-of-plane
bending vibrations ν11 and ν14 .
According calculations for the formic acid monomer can be found in Table A.10. As
detailed in Chapter 4.4, B3LYP-D3(BJ) is most sensitive towards the settings, however,
the resulting deviations are still moderate and smaller than for the dimer. The only
standard deviation above 5 cm−1 is seen for ν5 with 35 cm−1 . This is due to the strong
Fermi resonance of that vibration with the overtone of the O−H out-of-plane bending
vibration 2ν9 (cf. also Chapter 4.2). The predicted energetic order varies for the settings, which causes these differences. If both band positions are plotted for the different
settings (see Figure A.18), the agreement is on the same order as for the other vibrations.
Again, the overall smallest deviations with regard to the settings is seen for the MP2
calculations, but the overall setting sensitivity is reasonable compared to the formic acid
dimer.
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Table A.9: Harmonically and anharmonically (VPT2) calculated fundamentals (in cm−1 )
of the formic acid dimer at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, and at the
MP2/aVTZ level. For all methods, the optimisation criteria (tight and very tight) and the
symmetry (C1 and C2h ) were varied. In case of B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), the
integration grid size (ultrafine and superfine) was also altered. The averaged results for all
fundamentals are listed with their standard deviations σ, if σ ≥ 0.1 cm−1 . All band positions
with standard deviations above 5 cm−1 are printed in bold font.

Ag

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
harm
anharm
3001±1 2609 ±17
3065
2903± 1
1688
1629± 9
1485±1
1433±3
1405
1372±2
1262
1237±2
691
685±2
221
211±7
178
162±5

B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
harm anharm
3107
2933±1
3077 2685±13
1689 1641±8
1483
1433±4
1409
1375±2
1256 1234±6
687
682±2
216
203±2
173
162±3

MP2
harm anharm
3109 2763±1
3139 2963±1
1703 1660±1
1483 1430±1
1408 1373±1
1262 1232±1
685
679±1
213
198±2
169
161±1

Bg

10
11
12

1080
992±1
261

1056±2
957±11
251±3

1084
982
258

1059±2
941±12
248±3

1089
980
258

1063±1
932±3
246±1

Au

13
14
15
16

1106
1009
185
75

1072±3
986±7
183±5
71±14

1108
1001
182
73

1073±2
973±9
178±4
76±5

1117
998
179
69

1078±1
964±2
173±2
70±4

Bu

17 3132±1
18
3051
19
1766
20
1454
21
1404
22
1265
23
726
24
294

2787±59
2874±2
1724±4
1408±3
1372±2
1239±4
721±2
288±4

3198
3096
1759
1456
1405
1260
719
286

2892±13
2925±2
1720 ±4
1410±4
1372±3
1238±12
713±2
279±4

3230
3129
1770
1456
1404
1266
715
283

2962
2963±1
1734±1
1407±1
1369±1
1242±1
708
274±1

symmetry

νi
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Table A.10: Harmonically and anharmonically (VPT2) calculated fundamentals (in cm−1 )
of the formic acid monomer at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, B2PLYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ, and the
MP2/aVTZ level. For all methods, the optimisation criteria (tight and very tight) and the
symmetry (C1 and C2h ) were varied. In case of B3LYP-D3(BJ) and B2PLYP-D3(BJ), the
integration grid size (ultrafine and superfine) was also altered. The averaged results for all
fundamentals are listed with their standard deviations σ. Standard deviations below 0.1 cm−1
are not listed.

symmetry νi

A0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A00

8
9

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
harm
anharm
3716±1 3530±2
3049
2893±1
1811
1778±1
1402
1374±1
1299
1245±35
1122
1089±1
629
622±2
1052
675

B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
harm anharm
3733±1 3546±2
3124
2934±1
1795
1761±1
1408
1379±1
1303
1221±2
1125
1091±1
628
621±1

1031±1
641±3

1056
676

234

1035±1
644±1

MP2
harm anharm
3741
3557
3124
2969
1794
1761
1409 1381±1
1302 1222±1
1131 1097±1
626
619±1
1059
675

1037±1
643±1
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Figure A.18: Anharmonically (VPT2) calculated band positions (in cm−1 ) of the O−H inplane bending vibration ν5 and the overtone of the O−H out-of-plane bending vibration 2ν9 of
the formic acid monomer at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level. The symmetry (Cs or C1 ), the
DFT integration grid (ultrafine or superfine), and the optimisation criteria (tight or very tight)
were varied.

Table A.11: Harmonically (harm), harmonically and (FF)a -scaled (sc harm), and anharmonically (anharm, VPT2) calculated shifts (∆a) and exciton splittings (∆as) at the B3LYPD3(BJ), B2PLYP-D3(BJ), and MP2 level. For all methods, an augmented triple-zeta basis set
(aVTZ) has been used.

harm
sc harm
anharm

B3LYP-D3(BJ)
∆a
∆as
45
78
44
77
54±5 95±10

B2PLYP-D3(BJ)
∆a
∆as
36
70
35
69
41±5
79±9
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MP2
∆a
∆as
24
67
23
67
27±1 74±2
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A.4 Carboxylic Acid Trimers
A.4.1 Formic Acid Trimers
Table A.12: Experimental (Ref. [218]) and harmonically calculated (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2TZVP) rotational constants (in MHz) of the formic acid trimer. The relative deviations (in %)
are given in the third column.

rotational constant
A
B
C

experiment[218]
2936.5116(4)
595.07077(7)
495.25989(6)

1 0
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Figure A.19: Gas phase spectrum of the C=O stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer.
The spectrum has been recorded with the chilli jet set-up. The number of scans amounts to
100. The band positions of the maxima of the P, Q, and R branches are listed.
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Figure A.20: Raman jet spectra of formic acid in helium in the C=O stretching region at a
reservoir pressure of 700 mbar. The concentrations increase from bottom to top from < 0.1 −
0.3%. The acquisition times amount to 30−45 minutes. The spectra have been intensity-scaled
to the monomer band of lowest intensity (spectrum of highest cluster concentration). Below the
Raman spectra, harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band position (scaling factor 0.983)
of the formic acid monomer F, cyclic (FF) and polar dimer FF, and the formic acid trimer
F(FF) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP
level.

A.4.2 Acetic Acid Higher-Energy Dimers and Trimers
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Figure A.21: Global and local minimum structures of the acetic acid trimer, calculated at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected relative
energy differences with respect to the global minimum are listed in kJ mol−1 .
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Figure A.22: Global and local minimum structures of the acetic acid dimer, calculated at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The harmonically calculated, zero-point corrected relative
energy differences with respect to the global minimum are listed in kJ mol−1 .
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Figure A.23: FTIR spectrum of acetic acid in helium (c < 0.06%) recorded at a reservoir
pressure of 560 mbar and 50 scans in the OH stretching region.
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Figure A.24: Raman jet spectra of acetic acid in helium in the C=O stretching region at
reservoir pressures of 500−1000 mbar, which were previously shown as part of Figure 6.10. The
concentrations increase from < 0.05 − 0.12%. The acquisition times amount to 30−35 minutes.
The spectra have been intensity-scaled to the dimer band in the spectrum with the lowest
concentration. The scaling factors amount to 1.0 (black spectrum), 0.87 (blue), 0.65 (red), and
0.55 (orange). Below Raman spectra, harmonically calculated and (FF)a -scaled band positions
(scaling factor 0.983) of the acetic acid monomer A, cyclic (AA) and polar dimer AA, and the
acetic acid trimer A(AA) are shown. The calculations have been performed at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level.
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A.4.3 Pivalic Acid Higher-Energy Dimers
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Figure A.25: Global and local minimum structures of the pivalic acid dimer calculated at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The harmonic, zero-point corrected relative energy difference
with respect to the global minimum (PC PC ) are listed below the structures.

Table A.13: (FF)a -scaled (0.983) harmonic band positions (in cm−1 ) of global and local
minimum structures of the pivalic acid dimer as well as their predicted IR intensities I (in
km mol−1 ) and Raman scattering cross-sections (in 10−36 m2 sr−1 ), calculated at the B3LYPD3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level.

dimer
ν̃
I
σ
ν̃
I
σ
(PC PC ) 1659 0 68 1710 765 0
PC P
1727 64 73 1743 674 2
(PA PC ) 1776 205 15 1730 427 38

A.4.4 Mixed Trimers
To distinguish the six conformers depicted in Figure A.26, the two docking sides of a
hetero dimer are implemented in the nomenclature by the sequence the hetero dimer is
displayed. For example, the monomer of the F(PF) hetero trimer docks to the pivalic
acid side and correspondingly, to the formic acid side in case of F(FP).
The harmonically predicted zero-point corrected dissociation energies (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2TZVP) of the hetero trimers are listed below the respective structures in A.26. The two
most stable structures F(PP) and F(FP) are near-isoenergetic, followed by P(FP), which
is 1 kJ mol−1 less stable. The dissociation energies of all other trimers are distinctly (at
least 4 kJ mol−1 ) lower. A large part of the stability of F(PP) is a result of the large dissociation energy of the pivalic acid dimer with respect to (FF) and (FP) (cf. Table 5.4).
The dissociation energy of the (FP) hetero dimer is smaller compared to (PP), yet the
docking to the formic acid side of a dimer is preferred over the docking to pivalic acid.
The energy difference amounts to 4 − 5 kJ mol−1 for the hetero trimers containing (FP).
As the two effects are largely cancelling out, F(PP) and F(FP) are energetically similar.
In summary, the three likeliest structures to be featured in a supersonic expansion are
F(PP), P(FP), and F(FP).
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Figure A.26: Conformers of mixed formic and pivalic acid trimers, harmonically calculated
at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. Below each structure, the zero-point corrected dissociation energy (in kJ mol−1 ) into monomers is listed.
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A.4.5 Performance of Quantum Chemical Methods

Figure A.27: Band position differences of (FF)a -scaled harmonic frequency calculations at
the various levels of theory with respect to experiment for the C=O stretching vibrations
of carboxylic acid monomers and the antisymmetric (a) and symmetric (s) C=O stretching
vibrations of the dimers. The three carboxylic acids are formic F (grey), acetic A (red), and
pivalic acid P (blue). All calculations have been performed with an aVTZ basis set.
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A.5 Dimer Assemblies
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Figure A.28: Relative energy differences (in kJ mol−1 ) of acetic acid tetramers calculated at
the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level, predicted within the structure motifs found for formic
acid by Roy and Thakkar [219].
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Figure A.29: FTIR jet spectra of formic (c < 2.3% in helium, 20 scans, top panel) and acetic
acid (c < 1.0% in helium, 152 scans, bottom) in the C=O stretching region at a reservoir
pressure of 300 mbar. The spectra shown have been spatially averaged over 3×3 binned pixel
with increasing nozzle distance. The distance intervals (in mm) are listed in the Figure.
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Figure A.30: Visualisation of the band integral used to obtain the 2D evolution of the integrated intensity of the argon nanocoated formic acid dimer band (FF)2 -(Ar)m (top) and the
band of dimer assemblies (FF)2 (bottom) in Figure 7.8.

A.6 Summary of Key Experimental Observables for
Benchmarking Quantum Chemical Methods
A.6.1 The Formic Acid Monomer
The cis-Rotamer of the Formic Acid Monomer
In this work, perturbation-free band positions of eight fundamentals of cis-HCOOH and
cis-HCOOD were determined with Raman jet spectroscopy, which are listed alongside
their experimental uncertainties in Table A.14. Additionally, the spectral shift of these
bands with respect to the corresponding band of the global minumum trans-structure
is given (cis-trans-shift). For ν2 of trans-HCOOD, a Fermi resonance doublet with
an intensity ratio close to 1:1 is observed at 2939/2955 cm−1 . Bertie and Michaelian
attributed the resonance partner to the (ν3 + ν6 ) combination band, but incorrectly
assigned it to an HCOOH impurity (at 2941.8 cm−1 ) in their spectra [63]. The second
band of the resonance doublet (2955 cm−1 ) observed in this work is likely overshadowed
by a dimer band (2951.4 cm−1 ) in their spectra. In Table A.14, the cis-trans-shifts to
the bands of both resonance partners of trans-HCOOD are listed. The cis-formic acid
bands observed in this work did not appear to be resonance split or broadened, though
this might be attributed to the relatively low intensity of these in the spectra. Therefore,
no conclusions about weaker Fermi resonances of the cis-rotamers can be drawn from
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Table A.14: Raman jet band positions of vibrational fundamentals in cis-rotamers of HCOOH
and HCOOD as well as the shift with respect to the trans-rotamer (in cm−1 ). The vibrational
modes are labelled according to the Herzberg nomenclature of HCOOH, which is adapted for
HCOOD. For ν2 of HCOOD, a Fermi resonance doublet with an intensity ratio of nearly 1:1
is observed for the trans-isomer and the cis-trans-shift to both bands is listed. Experimental
error bars are given in parentheses. See text for further details.

νi
1
2
3
5
6

cis-rotamer
HCOOH HCOOD
3637(2) 2686(2)
2873(2) 2872(2)
1818(2) 1820(2)
905(2)
1093(2)

cis-trans-shift
HCOOH
HCOOD
+67(4)
+55(4)
−69(4) −67(4)/−83(4)
+41(4)
+46(4)
−68(4)
−11(4)

the data presented in this work. The most uncertain of all eight cis-assignments is ν6
of HCOOH due to an overlap with non-isomeric (trans-)hot band structure (cf. Figure
4.7).
All band positions were determined from the maximum of the Q branch in the Raman
spectra. As the spectral uncertainty of the Raman jet set-up amounts to 1 − 2 cm−1 (cf.
Section 3.1.3), band position errors of ±2 cm−1 are employed. The experimental error
bar of the shift has been generously assigned to twice the band position uncertainty
(±4 cm−1 ).
Non-Isomeric Hot Bands
In addition to cis-formic acid bands, non-isomeric hot bands, i.e., those originating
from thermally populated low-lying energy levels localised on trans-formic acid were
observed in the Raman jet spectra. Table A.15 summarises the band positions for the
most pronounced ones of trans-HCOOH alongside the trans-fundamentals and possible
assignments based on anharmonicity matrix elements xij from B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ
VPT2 calculations and comparison to VCI [327] and MCTDH calculations [328]. The
assignments are tentative and therefore have to be treated very carefully. As for cisformic acid, the band positions listed in Table A.15 correspond to the band maxima and
the experimental uncertainty of these amounts to ±2 cm−1 .
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Table A.15: Raman jet band positions of hot bands of trans-HCOOH alongside the respective
trans-fundamentals (in cm−1 ). Experimental error bars are given in parentheses. Tentative
assignments of main and possible lower-intensity contributions are listed.

hot band
2925(2)
2938(2)

tentative assignment
(ν2 + ν8 − ν8 )
(ν2 + ν9 − ν9 ), (ν2 + ν6 − ν6 )

1777(2)

1770(2)

(ν3 + ν7 − ν7 ), (ν3 + ν8 − ν8 )

1105(2)

1101(2)
1097(2)

(ν6 + ν7 − ν7 ), (ν6 + ν8 − ν8 )
(ν6 + ν9 − ν9 )

νi

trans-fundamental

2

2942(2)

3
6

A.6.2 Dimers
The Higher-Energy Dimer of Formic Acid in Helium Nanodroplets
The OH stretching vibrations of a higher-energy formic acid dimer were characterised
in helium nanodroplets (see Figure 5.21 for structure). Band position deviations with
respect to the gas phase are generally known to be on the order of just a few cm−1 in
these droplets [85]. As the largest deviation reported for a variety of different substances,
amongst others HCOOH, HF, and HCN, in Ref. [85] amounts to −2.36 cm−1 (C−H
stretching vibration of the formic acid monomer), a conservative solvent shift error bar
of ±3 cm−1 is assumed for free (non-hydrogen bonded) stretching vibrations in this work.
For hydrogen bonded clusters, the shift with respect to the gas phase, also known as
helium solvent shift, was found to correlate linearly with the downshift of the respective
bound stretching vibration of that cluster [87]. An upper bound of the gas phase band
position has been estimated to about 5% of the hydrogen bond induced downshift from
the shifts reported in Ref. [87] under the assumption of an intercept at zero (see Section
3.1.6 for further details). For the bound OH stretching vibration of the higher-energy
dimer of formic acid, this yields an error bar of up to +16 cm−1 for the estimated gas
phase band position (cf. Table A.16).

Table A.16: Band maxima (with error bars in parentheses) and full widths down to the
baseline (in cm−1 ) of the OH stretching vibrations (f=free, b=bound) of the higher-energy
formic acid dimer measured in helium nanodroplets.

assignment maximum
width
f
ν(OH)
3561(3)
3574 − 3555
ν(OH)b
3236(+16) 3194 − 3266
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Exciton Coupling in Homo and Hetero Dimers of Carboxylic Acids
The C=O stretching vibrations of the six homo and hetero dimers of formic, acetic, and
pivalic acid were characterised with FTIR and Raman jet spectroscopy. From the band
positions, the exciton splitting ∆as (band position difference between the antisymmetric
and symmetric C=O stretching vibration) was determined as well as the shift of the
antisymmetric (a)/symmetric (s) C=O stretching vibration of the dimer with respect
to the monomer ∆a/∆s (cf. Table A.17). The experimental uncertainty of the band
position shift ∆a is assumed to be ±4 cm−1 . The bands of the symmetric C=O stretching
vibrations of all three homo dimers are resonance broadened (acetic acid) or split (formic
and pivalic acid), as shown in Figure 5.13. Under the assumption that the dark state
has a negligible intensity, the centre of mass of the integrated band is taken as the
band position. Due to the higher uncertainty that comes with this deconvolution, larger
experimental error bars of ±6 cm−1 are employed for the exciton splitting ∆as and the
shift ∆s. ∆a, ∆s, and in particular ∆as profit from partial compensation of anharmonic
effects, also due to the empirical deperturbation of Fermi resonances.

Table A.17: Experimental downshift of the band of antisymmetric (a)/symmetric (s) C=O
stretching vibration of the cyclic dimers compared to the monomer band position ∆a/∆s
as well as the experimental (∆as) exciton splitting between the bands of the symmetric and
antisymmetric C=O stretching vibrations. Experimental uncertainties are given in parentheses.
See text for further details.

dimer ∆a ∆as
∆s
(FF) 36(4) 75(6) 110(6)
(AA) 61(4) 56(6) 117(6)
(PP) 56(4) 58(6) 115(6)
(FA) 49(4) 65(6) 114(6)
(AP) 57(4) 59(6) 116(6)
(PF) 47(4) 72(6) 118(6)
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